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WELCOME ADDRESS 
Hirotaka SUGAWARA 

KEK (National Laboratory for High Energy Physics) 
1-1 Oho,Tsukuba-shi,rbaraki 305 JAPAN 

Physics, as is often said, is full of surprise. Discovery of the top quark, which we 
thought, or least I thought, would be a trivial task yet to come. All major high energy 
laboratories have their own inequalities regarding the top quark mass. But just as in the 
case of Riemanns conjecture regarding the ^-function, a finite number of inequalities are 
infinitely inferior to a single equality. 

The value of quark masses now span the range from MeV to 100 GeV. Can we really 
attribute these to a single Higgs vacuum value? Perhaps it is time for theorists to have 
a second thought about the usual scenario concerning the origin of the quark masses, or 
rather about Higgs particles, before experimentalists start spending billions of dollars to 
find them. Many theorists are now busy working on a two dimentional surface in the ten 
dimentional space where no experimentalists can find a place to live in. Theorists are 
attracted by the profoundness of quantum gravity, and by the beauty of the structure of 
modern mathematics. I must confess I myself am almost one of them. As a consequence, 
unless somebody comes up with a new deep thought and a good looking theory attractive 
to young theorists then experimentalists may have to march on with only a few dedicated 
phenomenologists alongside them. 

This conference is timely in many ways, I have to congraturate first of all those who 
are involved in the SLC project. They have succeeded in finding a period, however 
marginal, during which their machine energy is dominant. This is the first conference in 
which they can proudly present their data from the world's highest energy e + e ~ collider. 
I hope the question of the Z boson mass can be clarified, at least to a greater extent, 
in this conference. By the end of this year, Europeans will dominate the field of e+e~ 
physics and for this I express my sincere congraturations to them. 

In the event that we do not have exciting data to discuss, we can always talk about 
our exciting future. SSC, LHC, UNK, JLC, etc. all sound very tantalizing. I hope 
someday to see the fate of that standard supersymmetric scenario with Higgs, squarks 
sleptons and various-ions. In all these projects, international competition in the name of 
international collaboration will be crucial. Whenever money and manpower are involved, 
we cannot escape from all kinds of struggles which originate in the basic character of 
human nature. We have to be optimistic, but we also have to be realistic, for we still live 
in a world where, in many cases, security justifies basic science and not vice versa. 

Finally, for those of you who have come to Tsukuba for the first time, please look 
around this area and if you find that you like it, come back again and stay with us for a 
long time. We will do our best to welcome you. For all, including those who come here 
often, let us now enjoy physics. 

Thank you. 
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SLAC-PUB-5087 
September 1,1989 
(T/E) 

Study of Ds Decays* 
Walter H.Toki 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309 

Representing the Mark HI Collaboration 

Abstract 
A limit for the absolute branching ratio of BR(DS-*<J>TC)<4.1% at 90% 

C.L. and evidence for the decay Ds-> f0(975)Tt is presented from the Mark DX 

In the spectator model, the lowest lying bound state of the charm-strange quarks, the Ds 

meson, is predicted to decay via W emission from the charm quark and form states with ss 

hidden strangeness. The conventional hadronic modes will contain KK, $ and the U975), 

which is considered to be the J p c = 0 + + isoscalar s i meson. Hadronic decays of the Ds 

meson have been measured in relatively few modes111 and all modes are measured relative to 

the <t»t mode. In this paper, an upper limit for the absolute branching ratio of the Ds decay 

into the <]wc mode and evidence for the the decay, Ds -»f„(975)ji is presented from the Mark 

III. 

Data Set and Mark III detector 

The data for the Ds analysis was taken at a center mass energy of 4.14 GeV with a total inte

grated luminosity of the 6.3±0.46 inverse picobarns. The main features of the Mark 111 detec

tor^' have been discussed elsewhere. This analysis used tracking information from the drift 

chamber!3!, timing measurements from the time-of-flight (TOF) counters'4' and shower tracks 

detected in the barrel'5' and endcapl6' shower counters. 

Invited talk presented en the KEK Topical Conference 
on e +e" Collision Physics at KEK National Laboratory 

for Physics, Japan, May 13-17,1989 

•Work supported in pan by the National Science Foundation and by the Department of Energy contracts DE-
ACfJ3-76SF00515J)E-AC02-76ER01195,DE-AaB-81ER40050, DE-AC02-87ER40318 and DE-AM03-
76SF000324 
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Study of Ds Decays 2 

Analysis of the Absolute Branching Ratio upper limit 

The production of the Ds decays into final states i and j occurs in the reaction e +e~ 

-»DsDs*, Ds-* final state i, D*s-yyDs, Ds-* final state j. The produced rate of this exclusive 

reaction will be, B(Ds-> final state i)-B(Ds-» final state j)a{e+e~^>DsDs*)- By measuring 

several exclusive reactions (called double tags) and forming the various ratios, we may di

vide out the cross section and obtain a measurement of the absolute branching ratios. In this 

analysis the final states i and j were investigated in the modes; 4m:+, K°K + , f0(975)7t+, 

K*(892)°K+, K*°K*+, $K+IL+TT, and <JWE+JE° and this results in a limit on the branching ratio 

B(Ds -»<tni+). A total of twenty-eight possible double tag final states were considered.!78! 

For the individual final states, combinations of shower and drift chamber tracks are se

lected and the charged tracks assigned masses. The charged tracks were used as a n or a K 

unless the measured TOF was more than 5o away from the predicted time of its mass hy

pothesis. Kinematic fits are applied to the hypothesis e+e~-»DsDs*-»7Ds+Ds" and the Ds + 

and Ds" candidates are constrained to have equal but unspecified mass M(X). The DsDs* 

events will produce a peak in the M(X) distribution at the Ds mass. In the region of the M(X) 

distribution which would contain 95% of the Ds signal as estimated by Monte Carlo, no 

events were observed and this results in an upper limit for the absolute branching ratio. In 

Fig. 1 is shown the M(X) distribution where in the Ds region no events are detected. A Monte 

Carlo estimate of 2.8 produced Ds events is drawn in. 

An upper limit for B(Ds -xjm+) is obtained by computing the likelihood of observing zero 

events as a function of B(Ds -xtnc+). The expected number of double-tag events is [a(e + e _ 

-^DsDs'jjLdtBfDs-^tnt^lBtDs-xjut^-SblObOlEjj, where b(i) is the ratio of B{Ds-+final state 

i) divided by B(Ds-x))7t+) and EJ: is the Monte Carlo determined efficiency of reconstructing 

the event of double i and j . The measured values used in the likelihood calculation are: 

[a(e+e~->DsDs*)-JLdt-B(Ds^)iJt+)] =156±38l9l, b(K°K+)=.92±.38,l1°l b(U+)=.28+.10,l11] 

b(K*°K+)=.93±.12,l12-15! b(K*cK*+)=2.3±1.4,HB! b(«J»nnt)=.41±.10,I16-15'17l and b(<j»rjr0)= 2.4+ 

1.1 .!181 In the likelihood function, Poisson statistical errors is used for the observed number of 

events and Gaussian statistical errors is used for the measured quantities. The correlations 

between the measurements of Mark III results are included. The marginal likelihood is deter-

- 3 -



Study of Ds Decays 3_ 

mined by integrating the likelihood over the a(e+e--»DsDs*)-jLdt-B(Ds-w}nt+) and the b(i)'s. 
This results in an upper limit of B(Ds -*|>JI+)<3.8% at 90% C.L. and this is shown in Fig. 2. 
This limit corresponds to 2.8 observed events which is drawn in Fig. 1. The uncertainties on 
the number of signal events includes the errors on the track reconstruction (7%), Monte Carlo 
generation (2%), and the efficiency of the signal cuts (2%). This totals in quadrature to 8% 
and enlarges our final value on the upper limit to; 

B(Ds -*|m: +) < 4 .1% at 90% C.L 

Evidence for the decay Ds-» f nf975fa 

In this analysis the initial track selection requires three charged tracks with total charge 
sum of ±1. If any track has a TOF measurement then it's time of arrival must be more con
sistent to a kaon mass hypothesis than a pion mass hypothesis. All three tracks are then as
sumed to be pions and then required to have a recoil mass near the Ds* mass (2.075-2.125 
GeV/c2). These tracks are then subjected to a kinematic 1-C fit to the hypothesis, e+e~ 
->7t+jc~J^DS* where the Ds* is not measured. If the event has a probabiiiiy greater than 2% it 
is retained. There is an excess of events with a J I V " invariant mass near that of the f„(975) 
and a n V " ^ mass near that of the Ds*. The 7C+JT invariant mass is shown in Fig. 3 (a) 
where the m W 1 mass is required to lie between 1.94 and 1.98 GeV/c2. In Fig. 3(b) is a 
Monte Carlo predicted mass distribution using the mass and width as determined from the 
fo(975) observed in the Mark III J/y data. The J i V j r mass is shown in Fig. 4 where the 
7t+ji~ invariant mass is require to lie between 0.94 and 0.98 GeV/c . The background shape 
is obtained by requiring the nV~ invariant mass to lie within the sideband region (0.86 to 
0.90GeV/c2). If all the events with the JCV" combinations with masses between 0.94 and 
0.98 are assumed to be from the f<>(975) decay, we obtain a preliminary measurement; 

0(eV-»DsDs*)B(Ds-»f0(975)7c+)=(14.9±4.2±6.5) pb 

Using our measured rate for a(e+e~-»DsDs*)B(Ds-*t>7u+), we obtain the preliminary ratio; 

B(Ds->fo(975)n+)/B(Ds^$Jt+)=0.58±0.21±0.03 

— 4 — 



Study of Ds Decays 

If in the above measurement, the entire Ds 

signal is contained in the mass interval, 

.94-.9B GeV/c , the result will increase by a 

factor of two if we use the 50 MeV/c2 width 

of the fc(975) as measured in the reaction 

J/Y-M)> f.(975) by the Mark III. Our mea

surement for this ratio is in agreement with 

the value of 0.28+0.10+0.03 obtained by the 

E691 group.!11' 

Discussion of the Results 

Table 1. 
Experiment CME B(Ds-*biri 

CLEO 10GeV 4.4%l19l 
10 2.0±0.5±0.3'201 

TASSO 30-42 13±3±4l21' 
35-44 3.3+1.6±1 .Oi22! 

ARGUS 10 3.0±D.B^ 
10 1.7±0.2±0.3l17l 

HRS 29 3.3±1.1P"1 
29 2.8+1 .Ol25! 

PDG — 8+5'1' 

The absolute branching ratio appears to be somewhat smaller than expected and this indi

cates that the Ds production rates are higher than previously estimated. Using early measure

ments of the <t»c rate, the absolute rate was estimated to be 4% by estimating the charm con

tent in the continuum and assuming a Ds momentum distribution and a contribution from the 

strange sea. In table 1 are the estimated branching ratios'8' of various experiments as a func

tion of center mass energy. The last value is the particle data group value.'1' The more re

cent values have decreased due to lower remeasured values of the inclusive i)m rates. 

The evidence for the decay of the Ds into f0(975)n+ is consistent with the spectator 

model where the f„(975) is the conventional s i scalar. Our result agrees with the E691 re

sults which also observed nonresonant three pion decays. We are not sensitive enough to 

determine the nonresonant three pion contribution. One feature of this result is that the 

f„(975) observed in this decay mode of the Ds must contain hidden strangeness. In certain 

studies'26' evidence has been presented where the S* resonance was in fact composed of a 

narrow ss scalar and a glueball scalar. Unfortunately the statistics in our measurement is not 

sufficient to determine if in fact what is observed here differs from the S* candidates seen in 

other experiments. If a difference is found it could provide compelling evidence for bound 

states of gluonium. 

- 5 -



Study of Ds Decays 5 

Figure Captions 

1. Equal mass distribution, m(X), from e+e—*yDs+Ds" where the Ds* candidates are con
strained to have equal but unspecified masses. No events are observed in the Ds region. A 
Monte Carlo estimate of 2.8 produced events is shaded in the figure. 

2. Maximum likelihood distribution as a function of the variable B{Ds±-^r), The arrow 
points to the 90% C.L. value of the branching ratio obtained from the integration of this likeli
hood distribution. 

3. a) 7tV~ mass distribution from the data, b) J I + JT mass distribution of the f„{975) from a 
Monte Carlo using values of the mass and width obtained from the signal observed in the 
Mark III J/ydata. 

4. j tV" mass distribution from the data that is fit with a sideband background and the Ds*-* 
f0{975)7ir signal. 

* 
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Figure 3 
K+K~ mass distribution about the Ds mass 
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ARGUS Results on Beauty and Charm 

Heuning Schroder 
DESY, Hamburg, Germany 

Using the ARGUS detector at the e+c' storage ring DORIS II at DESY new results 
on beauty and charm physics have been obtained. With more data an update on B°B 
mixing is given for the mixing parameter T — (21 ± 6)%. The investigation of the decay 
B —* Z>*+ C~v allows a determination of the Kobayashi-Maskawa element | Vcb \= 0.052 ± 
0.011. The lifetime ratio of charged and neutral B mesons is measured to be T B 4 /T B O = 
1.00 ± 0.23 ± 0.14. In semileptonic B decays, as well as in exclusive B decays, no significant 
signals are found for 6 —» u or b —> s transitions. 

In charm physics, the spin of the Z)*(2459) is shown to be J = 2. The enhancement, 
previously known as the D*(2420), seen in the final state i)*(2010)+7r", is resolved into 
two relatively narrow resonances separated in mass by approximately 40 McY/c'. The 
results of a decay angular analysis are in good agreement with the interpretation of the 
two states as L = l D mesons of spin-parities 1 + and 2 + . The charged isospin partner of 
the D*(2459)° is observed at a mass of (2469 ± 4 ± 6) McV/c2, decaying to D°-K+. The 
isospin mass splitting is measured to be (14 ± 5 ± 8) MeV/c . Finally, the first excited 
P-wave D, meson has been observed in the decay D*(2536) —> U* +A'°. 

- 10 -



1 Introduction 

The study of B mesons allows one to determine the missing fundamental parameters of 
the standard model and to test it. At AROUS these investigations are performed by using 
as a source for B mesons the T(4S) resonance which is formed in c +r~ annihilation at 
sfs —10.58 GeV and decays with about equal probability into a B°B or a B+B~ pair. From 
1983 until 1988 a sample of 152 000 T(4S) decays has been collected with the ARGUS 
detector at the r + c~ storage ring DORIS II. For the study of charmed particles more than 
440000 events originating from cc pairs are available. 

2 Upda te on B°B° Mixing 

Large B°W mixing is well established [lj[2]. The aim of the present experiments is to 
improve the accuracy of the measurement and to remove uncertainties when connecting 
the experimental data with the theoretical predictions. Of importance here is the lifetime 
ratio between charged and neutral B mesons, which will be discussed in section 3. 

T ( 4 S ) - > B 0 B ' ' 

LB" 

B° —*X)'C ix\vi 

-.0 T ^ . « - + 

.2Tra7rz 

>yy 

Figure 1: Completely reconstructed event consisting of the decay T(45) —> B B 

Theoretically the mass difference AM between the CP eigeustates in the B system is 

given by (3] 

AM 
6w2 

#B/B™I> p-rtVM| a m2

tF( — ' T )TJQCD 
MS 
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Ill this expression, several of the parameters are reasonably well known; these are, besides 

(?F, the mass of the b quark, mi, the Q C D correction TIQCD and the functional dependence 

F(-^j-). Not known is the decay constant fs together with the bag factor B, the KM 

matrix clement \Vld\ and, in particular the mass of the top quark, m t . The measurable 

quantity is the mixing parameter r which is connected to AAf by 

_ Prob{B° -> 5 ° ) _ ( A M • rb)2 

T ~ Prob(B° — B°) ~ 2 + ( A M • T 6 ) 2 

where TJ, is the B meson lifetime. 

B°B mixing in T ( 4 S ) decays is observed by tagging the flavor content of the B° 

meson. This is best done by the reconstruction of both B mesons as demonstrated by the 

mixed event observed by ARGUS (Figure 1) where the the T ( 4 S ) apparently decays via 

T ( 4 S ) -> BaB°, and both B° mesons decay into B° -» D" ^v. This event represents the 

first observation of B°W mixing [1J. 

The discovery of this event was a consequence of the observation of the decay 5 ° —> 

D'~C+v ' [4]. For B° mesons produced in c*e~ —» T ( 4 S ) —» B°B and decaying into 

B° - . D" t+v the quantity 

Ml (Ebcar7l - (ED.- + E,* ) ) 2 - (PD- + pi+ f 

has to be =s 0. Figure 2a shows the M * K distribution for events taken at the T ( 4 S ) 

containing a D'~C+ combination. T h e D*+ is reconstructed in the decay D'+ —» £>°7r+, 

followed by D° -> A" _7r + The peak at M^ % 0 is the signal for the decay B° -> D'~e+v, 

and has been analysed in detail [5]. For D'+t* combinations the M r

2

c c distribution looks 

completely different (Figure 2b). 

-10.0 -S.0 O0 

"r.c IP"'') lC.VVc<] 
-5.0 0.0 

Figure 2: M r

2 „ distribution for (a) D"C+ and (b) U * + f + combinations 
1 References in this paper to a specific charged state are to be interpreted as implying the charge-conjugate 

stale also. 
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The traditional method to determine the amount of mixing in T(4S) decays is to search 
for £+£+(l~t~) lepton pairs where each lepton tags a B°(B ) . In table 1 the resulting rates 
are summarized from the ARGUS experiment, where new data have been taken in 1988. 
The cuts applied to obtain these numbers are similar to the ones in [1]. After subtraction 
of background a mixing signal of 34.8 events containing like-sign lepton pairs is obtained 
from 64 observed candidate events. For the events with unlike-sign lepton pairs one obtains 
from 414 candidate events a signal of 381.3 events with one lepton from one B meson and 
the oppositely charged lepton from a B meson. 

e±e± / r V e*/** e + e " H+fi~ e*^ 

T(4S) 4 Continuum 
Continuum 

T(45) direct 

Corrected for J/4' cut 

15 
0 

15.0 
15.0 
±4.9 

21 
1 

18.1 
18.1 
±5.2 

34 
1 

31.1 
31.1 
±6.3 

102 
2 

96.1 
112.3 
±10.9 

97 
3 

88.2 
103.2 
±11.1 

204 
2 

198.1 
198.1 
±14.9 

Background 
Fakes 

Conversion 
Secondary decays 

J/il< decays 

1.8 
0.3 
4.6 
0.6 

4.0 

2.9 
0.3 

6.7 
0.3 
7.2 
0.8 

3.6 
0.3 
1.9 
0.6 

7.0 

1.2 
0.3 

13.2 
0.3 
3.0 
0.8 

Signal 7.7 
±4.9 

10.9 
±5.2 

16.2 
±6.3 

105.9 
±10.9 

94.7 
±11.1 

180.7 
±14.9 

Average mixing parameter r = (20 ± 6)% 

Tabl; 1. Dilepton rates 
hi calculating r one has to account for the decay T(4S) —> B* B~ by a factor: 

r TB° 

which enters the formula for r: 

Ni-n- - Nt±t± - A 

From the observed mass difference TUB- ~ mBa = (0.2 ± 0.7)MeV/c2 [6] one infers for the 

production ratio of charged and neutral B mesons, / + / / ° Rs 1. New results on the lifetime 

ratio TB+ frga (section 3,(6]) suggest rg+ /rgo =S 1. Hence a value of A = 1 is most probable 

and is used in the following for the determination of r: 
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r = 0.20 ± 0.06 -t 0.05 

where the systematic error of 0.05 accounts for the uncertainties in the background esti
mations. 

The complication concerning production rates and lifetime differences is avoided by 
searching for events containing D'+i'£~ combinations where the D'+ 2 together with one 
I ' originates from the decay B -» D'+{'v. Comparing this rate with the number of 
unmixed events containing D*+C~£* combinations one gets 

_ N(D'+e.~t) 
r - N[D*+e-t+) 

After background subtraction ARGUS gets the numbers in table 2 from which one obtains 

r = 0.24 ± 0.12 

At T(4S) 
Background 

N(D*+('C-) N(D'UC 
At T(4S) 

Background 
8 

1.9 ±0 .5 
27 

1 .7±0.5 
Signal 6.1 ± 2.8 25.3 + 5.9 

Table 2. Dilepton events with Z)*+ mesons from ARGUS 
Another method, which is independent of the first two, assumes that J9*+ mesons are 

only produced in the decay of B mesons. The search for events containing a D'+ together 
with a t* is performed by using the M*IC distributions in Figure 2a and 2b. That the D'+ 

and the (* are coming from different B mesons is guaranteed by requiring 

M?tc < -2 .5GeV 2 / c 4 

From this analysis ARGUS obtains the numbers in table 3. 

N(D'+C~) N(D'+t^) 
At T(4S) 

Background 
7 

2.0 ± 0.5 
23 j 

2.3 ± 0.5 1 
Signal 5.0 ± 3.1 20.7 ± 5.5 j 

Table 3. D'+t* events from ARGUS 
For the mixing parameter r , ARGUS then obtains, under the above assumption, 

ND.U-
ND.+t+ 

= 0.24 ± 0.16 

2The D'+ is reconstructed in the decay D' + D°x+, followed bv D° - A' Tr+.K-jr-1!!-0 and 
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This value is, within its large errors, close to the measured value obtained by the other 
methods, indicating that indeed most of the D'+ mesons are decay products of B mesons. 
Possible decays of charged B mesons into D'+ mesons would increase the value for r 
obtained with this method. 

Combining all results on r ARGUS obtains 

r =. 0.21 ± 0.06 

in perfect agreement with the original observation. 
The consequences for the determination of the standard model parameters remain 

i 
essentially unchanged [7]. Using the above result together with the estimate Bgfg = 
(140 ± 40)McV, | V,d |- 0.018 from the unitarity of the KM-matrix and m, ' 190GeV/r2 

from the measurements of the electroweak radiative corrections one obtains 

60 < mt < 190 GeV/c2 

0.007 < | V,d | < 0.018 

in the standard ;. idel with three families. 
Improvements on the determination of the standard model parameters will mainly come 

from solving the theoretical uncertainties in Bgfsi a quantity which is very difficult to 
measure. 

3 M e a s u r e m e n t of TB+ / TBO 

The lifetime ratio TB+ / TBO is given by • 

BR[B'->(T) 
T B + l T B ° - BR(B°^(X) 

assuming equal semileptonic decay rates for charged and neutral B mesons. The above 
ratio can be approximated by 

BR(B- --. fj) _ BR(B+ -* D'°tu,D°(u) 
B~RiB°~^> CX) ~ BR(B° - . D'+C-v,D+Lv) 

This would imply that in semileptonic decays of charged B mesons we observe only 
D° mesons, whereas for neutral B mesons we observe mainly D + mesons and D° mesons 
originating from the well measured decay B —» D'^t'v^D'* —» TT+ D° [4,5]. This picture 
of semileptonic B decays is only slightly altered by considering the decay B —> D"(*v, 
which can account only for a small fraction of semileptonic B decays [8],[6]. Within the 
present, experimental accuracy this effect can be neglected and the lifetime ratio is then 
given by 
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N'(D°r) - N'(D'+C~,D'+ -» D0^ 
N'{D+C) + N'{D-+e-,D'+ -»Z>°7r+) 

for a production rate / + / / ° = 1. Ar are the acceptance and efficiency corrected numbers 
of events containing the DC combination. Figure 3a shows the A'~7r+ mass spectrum for 
events taken at T(4S) energies containing a negative lepton C~(pe- > l.OGcV/c), whjre 
the A' -?!-4 momentum p is restricted to .T P '.' 0.5(x;, = p/p,„ar)- Similarly, in Figure 3b 
the corresponding A"_7r+7r"i mass spectrum is shown and in Figure 3c the A""7r+7r+ mass 
spectrum, where the A'"7r"1 mass is constrained to the D° mass. Prominaut D° , Z) + and 
D'+ signals are observed [9]. 

300 -i • i i GOO 

m in 

'"Ml lap k 'i'ilffe 
;U,! IrtHi 

v3 
m(K~n*n*J 

2J 
[CcV/c>l 

Figure 3: (a) MK-,^ and (b) Mj(- ,) ,< distribution in events containing a lepton 
C-{Pl- 1.0GrT7c,.Tp(A"-7r+(7r+)) < 0.5). 

30 

J . ' ^ 41JHWU 
2.00 2.01 2.02 2.03 

m ( K - 7 i 4 n 4 ) [GcV/c 1 ] 

Figure 3c: MJC-„•!„•» distribution in events containing a lepton C~(p(-
.rp(7v"7r+7r"1 ) •. 0.5). The A""7r+ mass is constrained to the D° mass. 

From the spectra the number of DC combinations is obtained (Table 4). 

l.OGcV/c , 
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D°C D+t D'+(~ 

ND< 373 ± 27 243 ± 36 66 ± 9 
Background : 
cc continuum 26 ± 5 34 ± 7 3 + 2 
Cascade leptons 6 ± 3 5 ± 3 1.1 ± 0.6 
B°B°Mixing 6 ± 3 10 ± 5 2.9 ± 1 . 3 
Fakeleptons 11 ± 2 11 ± 2 1.4 ± 0.3 
Signal 324 ± 28 183 ± 37 58 + 9 

Table 4. D(~ rates from ARGUS at the T(45) 
Using these measurements one obtains, after correcting for branching ratios [10] and 
ceptances 

— = 1.00 ± 0.23 ± 0.14 
TB0 

This ratio is consistent with unity, as expected in the spectator model. 

The decay B° D* +r v 

The decay 5 ° -» D'+?~v has been reconstructed with a sizable rate by ARGUS [4] [5] 
(see Figure 2a). The branching ratio is determined to be BR{B -> D'+£'v) = (7.0 ± 
1.2 ± 1.9)%, thus representing about. (60 — 70)% of the total semileptonic branching ratio. 
Therefore this decay dominates the inclusive lepton spectrum in B decays, and it is of 
vital interest to determine the helicity structure of the decay. The total rate for the decay 

D'^H'uia given by (11J 

' B — D ' + t - i / TL 4 r r + + r 2 

where the 3 rates T^Tr., and T r _ correspond to the longitudinally and transversely po
larized L>*+ mesons. The inclusive lepton spectrum is dominated at high momenta by the 
T_ component. The polarisation of D*+ mesons can be determined by using the strong 
decay P * + —> 7r4 D° as an analyser. The distribution in the angle 0", where 9' is the decay 
angle of the 7r+ in the D'+ rest frame with respect, to the I>*+ direction is given by 

— — a 1 + a cos t) 
dcos9" 

where a measures the ratio of longitudinal to transverse polarisation: 

rr_ + r 
— l . 
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The resulting cosfl* distribution gives, for pc > 1.0, GcV/c a value of a — 0.7 ± 0.8 (Figure 
4). Extrapolating over the whole phase space one obtains finally a value of a — 0.7 ± O.G, 
which fits well to the theoretical models [11]. This value of a translates into: 

r, 
0.85 ± 0.45 rr_ -|. r r + 

go* 

0.4 

0.0 

• • ' l 1 , . • . • , — , — , — , — , — , — , — , — , — , — 

y 
. 

y 
. 

• 

1 1 

. . . 1 . . . . 

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 
cos e*» 

0.5 1.0 

Figure 4. c.osfl* distribution in the decay J5 —> D'+C'u 
These results together with the lifetime of the B° mesons, which is taken to be the 

average b lifetime t), = (1 .15i 0.14)ps, allows the determination of the KM matrix element 
| Vci | which is given by 

BR(W D'+(-u) 

n 
* T(B° - D-+C~u) =\ Vcb- \2 TT • (1 + 

+ r r . 

The parameter TT can be computed reliably in the form factor approach: Yj = 1.21 -lO13.-: ' 
[12]. Inserting the measured numbers one obtains finally 

\Vcb |=0.052 ±0.011. 

5 Inclusive B decays 

The inclusive D decays into the lowest, lying charmed particles D°,D+,D,, A c and J/i/ ' 
show that 6 —» c transitions are dominant (Table 5). 
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Branching Ratio [%] 
B — D°X 
B -.£>+ X 
B - . D , X 
B ->' A'c X 

2-B -» 'J/V-' X 

46.6 ± 7.1 ± 6.3 
23.2 ± 5.3 ± 3.5 

1 6 ± 4 ± 3 
7.6 ± 1 . 4 ± 1 . 8 

4.2 ± 1 . 0 
v; 98 ± 10 ± 8 

Table 5. Inclusive B decays into charmed particles from ARGUS 
However, it is not possible to obtain from this measurement sensitive hunts on the 

coupling strength of the 6 quark to the u quark. 
As a by product of the study of the inclusive B decay rates one finds [13] 

BR(B -> Z? , + + X)BR(D'+ -* TT+D°)BR(D° -> A'~7r+) = 0.0071 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0012 

Using the measured D branching ratios [10] one derives 

BR{B -> D'+ +X) = (29.7 ± 5.1 ± 5.0)% 

where the second error is due to the uncertainty of the D branching ratios. Comparing 
this value to the ARGUS numbers on BR(B -> D°X) and BR(B -> D*X) (Table 5), and 
assuming that BR[B -> D'+X) = BR(B -> D'°X), one concludes that D mesons in B 
decays are mainly decay products of D* mesons. 

The best way to search for a signal for 6 —> v transitions is through study of the inclusive 
lepton spectrum in B decays. The electron spectrum shown in Figure 5 is well described 
by assuming only 6 --> dv transitions (solid curve) and cascade decays 6 —> cA',c —> stv 
(dashed curve). The branching ratio for B —> CX is measured to be 

BR(B -» tX) = (10.0 ± 0.8)% 

using the model of Altarelli et al. [14]. This number is too small to be understood in 

a straightforward way in the spectator model where branching ratios of 12 - 15%, are 

predicted. 

From the absence of a significant signal beyond the kinematical limit for b -» ctu 

transitions ( p = 2.3Gf V/c), a limit is obtained on the ratio of the Kobayashi-Maskawa 

matrix elements: | Kb/Kb I < 0.16. 
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Figure 5: Inclusive electron spectrum in T(4S) decays from ARGUS 

6 Rare B decays 

In the search for 6 -» u transitions ARGUS tried to reconstruct B mesons in the channels 
g _, nir(v — 1,2,3) and B —» ppir(ir). The search for "penguiu"-type transitions were 
performed through the reconstruction of B meson in the decays B —> UICTT+ , "A""p°> "'A""0 
and K'f. "AT" represents A*,0, A'+, K"> and A"'*+. 

The mass of the B mesons in determined from its momentum by an energy constraint 
fit which uses the fact that the energy of a B meson has to coincide with the beam energy, 
e.g.: 

•Mllir = •E'Btcim ~ Pn* 

No signal is found in the channels B -» nn. The corresponding 90 % C.L. upper 
limits are shown in Table 6. In principle, the observed upper bruits can be converted into 
measurements of upper limits for the KM-matrix element Vub. However, the limits are less 
sensitive than the ones derived from the eudpoint of the lepton spectrum in B decays. For 
example, the obtained upper limit for the branching ratio BR[B° -> TT+W') < 1.7 • 10~4 

corresponds to an upper limit of IV^/Vy < 0.26 [15]. 
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Decay mode BR (90% C.L.) 
fl+ -> TT+TT0 < 5.8 • 10~* 
B° -> TT+W- < 1.7 • 10~* 
B 4 - 4 7T+TT+IT- < 7.4 • 10~* 

: B 4 - 4 />°7T4 <- 3.2 • 10~* 
! B° - TT+TT-Tr0 1.5-10~ 3 

B° - p°n° < 4.8 • 10~* 
B° - 4 />+*•- •.' 1.4 • 1 0 - 3 

B+ - 4 p + 7T° •• 1.8 • 10~ 3 

J 3 4 - TT+^TT0 < 2.3 • 10~ 3 

Table 6: Limits on charmless B decays from ARGUS 
In the decays B - t ppn^(ir- ) ARGUS observed in 1987 a signal of 25± 8 events[16j. A 

preliminary analysis of the new data, corresponding to 65 % of the previous sample, does 
not show the expected signal. New data, which ARGUS is taking in 1989, will help to 
clarify the situation. 

For the "penguin"-type b —> s transition no signals are seen, leading to the limits shown 
in Table 7 [17]. Some of these limits are close to the theoretical predictions [18]. 

Decay mode H ™ * (90% CL) BR (90% CL) 
B° -> A+7T-
5+ - . A > + 
B° -+ A * + ( 8 9 2 ) T I -

£+ -> A '*°(892)7T + 

<9 .4 
- 3 . 2 
< 2.3 

3.6 

< 1.8 -10-* 
< 1.0 • 10"* 
< 6.2 -10"* 
< 1.7 10"* 

B° - . A > ° 
B + -> A V 
J5° - . A'*°(892)p° 
B+ -4 A-*+(892)p° 

- 2.3 
< 6.4 
< 7.7 
<3 .4 

<. 1.6 -10"* 
< 1.8 10-* 
«.. 4.6 - 1 0 * 
< 9.0 • 10"* 

B° ~< K%<1> 

B" ->K+d> 

B° -4 A"*°(892)<£ 

B+ -> K'+(892)<t> 

< 2 . 3 
<2 .9 
< 2.3 
< 2 . 3 

< 3.6 10-* 
< 1.8 • 10"* 
< 3.2 • 10"* 
< 1.3 • 10" 3 

B° -» A~*°(892b 
B+ - . A* , + (892h 

< 7.9 
< 2.3 

< 4.2 • 10"* 
< 5.2 • 10"* 

Table 7: Limits on "penguin-type" B decays from ARGUS 
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7 Exc i ted c h a r m mesons - Spin of the D*(2459) 

Excited D mesons have been observed in the decays D'(2420) -» ix~D'(2010)+ by ARGUS 
(19] and in the decay ZJ*(2459) -» ir" Z?4 by E691 [20] which has been confirmed [20]-[23]. 
Both states arc in the expected mass range for P-wave states with spin-parities (JF) 
0 + , l 4 , l + , a n c l 2 4 . Parity conservation requires J= l ,2 for the £>*(2420) and J=0,2for the 
!>*{24G9). The state with lowest spin is expected to have the lowest mass, favoring the 
spin assignment J ^ l for the U*(2420) and J = 2 for the £ ' (2459) . 

The spin assignment of the D*(2459) (Figure 6a) can be made by measuring the cos 0 ; 
distribution, where 0 ; is the decay angle of the TT" in the rest frame of the IT(2459) with 
respect to the D'(2459) flight direction. This cos©; distribution yields a non isotropic 
angular distribution (Figure 6b) which implies that J = 2 for the D'(2459) is preferred |22] 
and a decay Z>'(2459) -» D'(2010)+7r~ will take place which will be investigated in the 
next section. 

0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.0 
m(D'n-) - in(D') [CcV/c»] 

-1.0 -0.& 0.0 0.5 
cos 8 * 

Figure C. (a) MD-t„- - MD< distribution from ARGUS, xp = />D+„-/Pm0:r > 0.6, (b) 

cos©! distribution in the decay D'(2459) -» D+it~. 

8 Analys is of t h e D*(2420) meson 

The decay D'(JP) -» D"(2010) +ir- has been reanalyzed by ARGUS using more data 
[25]. The mass spectrum for all I> ' (2010) + n- combinations is shown in figure 7. A broad 
enhancement, is observed at. a mass of approximately 2420 McV, which now can be resolved 
into two resonances (solid curve in figure 7) as explained ill the following. 

hi the decay D'(JP) -> D * ( 2 0 1 0 ) + T T - , the helkity distribution of the D*(2010)+ can 
be used to spin-analyze the parent Df. In the case of the decay of a 2 + state, like the 
£*(2459)°, the D*(2010) + and the ir" must, due to conservation of angular momentum 
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m(D*+jr) (Gcv/c*) 
Figure 7. m[D*(2010)+7r~] mass spectrum for all accepted D*(2010)+7r" combinations. 

The solid line in figure 7 is obtained from a fit to the data using the two resonances with 
fixed mass and widths ( see table 10). 

and parity, be emitted in a relative D wave. This fact implies that the I>*(2010)+ must 
have helicity ± 1 , regardless of the initial polarization of the Df. The decay of a 1 + 

resonance could proceed through cither an S-wave or D-wave decay, or some mixture of 
both. Defining a as the angle, as measured in the D*(2010) + rest frame, between the TT~ 
from the parent Df decay and the TT+ from the Z?"(2010)4 decay, the predicted angular 
distributions arc then [24]. 

clN J sin2 o ; 2 + decay 
d(cosa) 1 (1 + .4 cos2 a) ; 1 + decay 

where A lies in the range from -1 to 3 inclusively. Assuming that the £>'(2420)° is a 
single resonance, its mass and width should not. depend on coso. Shown in figure 8 
are the accepted Z?*(2010)+7r~ candidates using two different cuts on |coso | . The fitted 
masses and widths are summarized in Table 8, and exhibit a dependence on | cos a \. This 
demonstrates that the "D*(2420)°" is an overlap of at least two resonances. 

The cut on | cos a\ > 0.75 removes most of any 2 + contribution, leaving mostly the 1 + 
component. The resultant spectrum (Figure 8a) is described as a sum of two resonances 
with a Brcit-Wigner shape convoluted with Gaussians plus a third order polynomial mul
tiplied by a threshold factor (solid curve). The mass and width of one of the resonances 
were constrained to the measured values|22] of the D"(2459)°, as the 2+ candidate, while 
the parameters of the other were left free. The result of the fit gave a mass and width of 
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the second Brcit-Wigner of (2414 ± 2) MeV/c2 and (13 ± 6) MeV/c2 respectively. In the 
following, we will refer to this lower mass state as the D'(2414)°. 

N 

m[D'(2010)«n-] [GcV/c=] 

Figure 8: m[D*(2010)4ir~] mass spectrum for all accepted £>*(2010)+?r" combinations 
satisfying the additional requirement that (a) |COSQ| > 0.75 and (b) |c.osa| < 0.50. The 
curves correspond to the results of the fits described in the text. 

| C O S Q | 

Range 
Fitted Mass 

(MeV/c2) 
Fitted Width 

(MeV/c 2 ) 
> 0.75 2415.2 ± 2.7 30.1 ± 10.1 
< 0.50 2427.3 ± 6.9 68.5 ± 24.2 

Table 8: Fitted mass and width of the D'(2420)° for two different ranges of | coso | . 

To obtain the decay angular distribution of both states, both masses and widths were 
fixed to these measured values. The results are shown in figure 9(a) and 9(b). The 
distributions agree with the sin 2 a expectation for the 2 + decay of the D"(2459) and the 
1 + 3 cos 2 o prediction for a 1 + pure D-wave decay for the lower state. 
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0.0 O.Z 

Figure 0. Angular distributions for (a) the Z7*(2414)° and (b) the P*(2459)°. The 

curves correspond to the results of the fits. 

Summarizing this section, a decay angular analysis of the enhancement, seen around 
a mass of 2420 McV/c2 in the U*(2010)+7r- final state, demonstrates the presence of a 
substructure due to two resonances of Jp = 1 + and Jp = 2+, whicli are identified as the 
I>J(2414)0 and £>J(2459)° respectively. 

9 Observation of a new D*(2469) meson 

ARGUS has observed a new charmed meson, decaying to I> 07r+, as a peak in the mass 
difference spectrum, 7»(D°7r+ )-m(D°) at amass difference of (604.1±3.7) MeV/c 2 (Figure 
10, table 9) |2C][27j. The natural width and production rates are consistent, with those 
measured for the D*(2459)°, which indicates that this new state is the charged isospin 
partner of the I>'(2459) 0. I ts mass is measured to be (2469 ± 7) MeV. With the ARGUS 
values for the mass of the Z?'(2459)° this yields a measured isospin mass splitting of 

7ii|D*(2469)+] - 7n[Zr(2459)°] = 14 ± 5 ± 8 MeV/c2. 
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0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
m(D°n*)-m(D°) (GeV/c=) 

Figure 10 : m(£>°7r- ) - m(D°) mass difference spectrum for all accepted 0 V combinations 
in the D" decay modes (a) Kn and (b) K3*. The data points represent all data with 
cosfl; • 0.9. while the hatched histograms are those data satisfying |cos0; | < 0.4. The 

curves correspond to the fits described in the text. 

The enhancement, observed at a mass difference of about 450 MeV/c2 results from 
feed-down from the decay D ' + - 2r°(2007)7r\ with the subsequent decay Z?'°(2007) -> 

D0(n° i ) , where the neutrals are not. detected. This result was first, seen by E691[20], 
who unfortunately had insufficient statistics to confirm the direct observation of the state 
with mass difference of about 600 McV/c\ The feed-down peak, arising as it does from a 
D'n final state, is very difficult to interpret in terms of single P-wave states and is most 
probably, as in the case of the £>-°(2420)[25][27], a superposition of two states. 

Assuming the observed signal to be the isospin partner of the D'(2459)°, its decay 
should yield the same anisotropic cosfl; distribution as observed in the D+TT" a u a l y a s ^ ] . 
Thus, one expects the signal to be peaked at large values of |cos*;l and vice versa no 
appreciable signal for | cos ft < 0.4, as shown as the hatched histograms m figure 10. 

The mass resolutions for the signal were fixed to values of 9.0 (8.4) McV/c for the 
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Kw (K37r) channel, as determined from Monte Carlo studies. The fit results to the mass 
difference spectra in figure 10 are summarized in Table 9. The Kir and K37r results are 
consistent with each other, and so a weighted average mass difference and width have been 
calculated and included in the table. 

D° Decay 
Mode 

Fitted Mass Difference 
(MeV/c1) 

Fitted Width 
(MeV/c2) 

Fitted Number 
of Events 

K-7T+ 607.2 ± 4.9 28.3 ± 17.8 112 ± 35 
K~ir +7r +7r" 600.0 ± 5.7 26.2 ± 15.7 150 ± 49 

Average 604.1 ± 3.7 27.1 ± 11.8 

Table 9: Results for the fit described in the text to the m(D°7r +) - rn(D°) mass difference 
spectra of figure 10. 

10 Observation of a new Ds meson 

As for excited D, mesons, so far only the r>*(2112)+ has been observed decaying into 
•y + Z) + . This decay has been measured very precisely by observing a converted photon, 
1 —> e~*i~, and the £>+ in its decay Z>4 —> <j>w+ [28]. The mass difference between the 
D;(2112) + and the D+ is measured to be 

M D . ( 2 1 1 2 ) + - MDt = (142.9 ± 0.8 ± 1.5)MeV/c 2 

The excited P-wave Da mesons are forbidden to decay in the mode D*' —» ir°D\'^ by 
isospin conservation, but will decay strongly in modes such as D " —> D'+K°. ARGUS 
has searched for this decay by combining a D'+ meson, reconstructed in the decay chain 
D*+ -» TT+D°,D° -* A'-TT+, A'-TT+TT 0, A'-TT+jr+ff-, with a A'f [29]. 

Figure 11 shows the invariant mass of the D* 4 K° system which has a selected momen
tum of xp = PD^K'JPmox > 0.6. A narrow peak of 16 ± 4 events is observed close to the 
D*+K° threshold. The width of this line is comparable to the expected mass resolution 
yielding for the width T < 4.6 MeV at 90 % C.L. The spin of this first observed P-wave 
D, state can be J = l or 2. From its location close to threshold a spin assignment J = l 
is preferred |24] for the JD*(2536). The fragmentation function for this new state is hard 
(Figure 12) as expected for charmed particle production in the continuum. 
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Figure 11. MQ.+KO distribution from ARGUS, xp > 0.6 
J . da_ 
a dx„ 
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Figure 12. xp distribution of £>*(2536) produced in c+t~ annihilation at y/s a: 10 GeV. 

The ARGUS results on excited charmed mesons are finally summarized in Table 10. 

State Decay Mass [MeV/c2] Width [MeV] Spin 

I>*(2414)0 I » * ( 2 0 1 0 ) + T - 2414 ± 2 13 ± 6 1 
Z>*(2459)° D+7T-

£> , (2010)+JT-

2455 ± 6 15 ± 1 4 2 

D*(2469)+ D°ir+ 2469 ± 4 ± 6 27 ± 1 2 2 

Z?;(2112) + Dtt 2112.2 ± 2.0 <4.5 

Z?;(2536)+ D ,(2010) +A' a° 2535.6 ± 2.0 <4.6 

Table 10: Resonance parameters of excited D mesons from ARGUS 
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CLEO Results, CLEO II and CESR Improvements 

D. L. Hartill, 

Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853 
(for the CLEO collaboration-1- and the CESR staff++) 

Recent results from the analysis of CLEO data are presented along with a status report of the 
installation progress for the new CLEO II detector. The physics results include new results on B 
semileptonic decays, B to charm, and B to u decays. In addition, new results on D* and D s 

decays are presented along with Y(1S) -> ¥ and other Upsilon decays. The installation of CLEO 
II is more than 80% complete with first operation with CESR expected by late summer 1989. 
CESR luminosity upgrade plans are given along with a schedule for that upgrade, called CESR 
Plus, to become operational. Recently, a modest effort has started at Cornell to design a B-factory 
with a peak luminosity in region of l(p4cm~2sec~l. Initial parameters for a symmetric energy 
storage ring design are given. 

Our recent physics results from CLEO are derived from a data sample for an integrated 
luminosity of 212 pb"l at a center mass energy corresponding to the Y(4S), 100 pb"1 on the 
continuum just below the energy of the 4S, and 100 pb'l in the Y(5S) energy region. The data 
were obtained with CLEO in its 1.5 configuration with the new 51 layer central drift chamber and a 
three layer straw tube chamber placed inside the 10 layer drift chamber vertex detector that had 
been run previously. This combination of tracking detectors provides excellent momentum 
resolution, (Sp/p)2 = (0.23%p)2 + (0.7%)2, and 6% dE/dx resolution for particle identification. 
For more details on the detector performance see Ref. 1. 

B semileptonic decays 

Rauier than go through a lengthy description of the analysis details which are described in the 
references, only the results will be listed here. For the B -> Dlv and B -> D*lv, a partial 
reconstruction technique is used to identify tiiese final states which is described in Ref. 2. The 
results are: 

R* = Br(B° -> D*lv)/Br(B -> Xlv) = 0.48 ± .07 ± .09 (1) 

R** = Br(BO -> D**lv)/Br(B -> Xlv) = 0.10 ± .06 (2) 

R" = Br(B" -> D<>l-v)/ Br(B -> Xlv) = 0.20 ± .09 (3) 

R-* = Br(B" -> D*°l-v)/ Br(B -> Xlv) = 0.45 + .09. (4) 

Using (3) and (4), the ratio of the width of die D*° to widdi of the D° is measured to be 2.2 + 1.1 
and combining this result with (1) yields 
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R = Br(B°->D+l-v)/Br(B->Xlv) = 0.22±.12. (5) 

By taking the ratio of (4) to (2), the ratio of the charged B to the neutral B lifetime is detennined to 
be 

T(B°)/x(B-) = 1.07 + .26. 

The fraction of the semileptonic B decays that decay exclusively to D, D*, and D**lv can be 
determined for both charged and neutral B's by summing the above ratios. The result is 0.75 ± 
.14 for the charged B's and 0.80 ± .15 for the neutral B's. 

The angular distribution for p e > 1.4 GeV/c is characterized by 

a = 0.24+ 0.5 ±0.3. 

Generally, the predictions of the phenomenological models are in agreement with the data. 

Charmed Baryons 

Four new charmed baryons have been observed by CLEO in the current data sample. The 
masses of these particles are: 

MCAJ.+) = 2288 ±4 MeV 

M(LcO) - MCA^) = 167.9 ±0.5 +0.3 MeV 

M(LC++) - UiA^) = 167.8 ±0.4 ±0.3 MeV 

M(SC°) = 2471 ±7 MeV. 

Again the masses are in agreement with qualitative theoretical predictions. 

Y(1S) 

Decays of die Y(1S) to final states containing a *F have been observed in the 25 pb"1 taken 
on the Y(1S) during the summer of 1987. As mentioned previously CLEO has not observed any 
evidence for W production from the continuum. The results are: 

Br(Y(lS) -> WX) = 0.11 ±.04% 

Br(Continuum - > T X ) < 6X10"4 90% Confidence Level 
Rare B Decays 

Table 1 lists the most recent upper limits on a variety of rare B decay modes. As can be seen, 
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some of the experimental upper limits are beginning to approach the theoretical predictions. 

Table 1. Upper limits on rare B decay modes 

ARGUS CLEO Thewy 
Decay Mode Events Upper Limit 

[io-*] 
Events Upper Limit 

[ IO- 4 ] 

Prediction 
[10-] 

Author(s) 

4.0 
7.0 

8.0 
8.9 

0.9 
1.5 0.4 CC 

B+->A°p-
B + - » A + + p 
B ° - A ° A ° 
B ° _ A + + A " 

1.3 3.9 
7.3 
8.3 
4.8 
3.2 

0.4 
3.3 
1.3 

17.6 
1.3 

B+->K°ir + 

&-+K+T-

B+-»K' 0 i r + 

B°-»K—JT + 

B+-K+P0 

SP-*K°/>° 
B+-*K+<I> 
B°-vK°* 

10.2 

5.2 

2.3 

2.6 

3.6 
2.7 

2.2 
8.0 
1.6 
3.2 
1.8 
3.3 

5.3 
8.9 

5.3 
2.3 
4.1 
3.4 
2.3 
3.9 

6.8* 
0.9 

1.3 
7.0* 
0.7 
8.0* 
0.8 

13.0* 

1.0 
0.7 
0.5 

0.1 

0.4-0.6 

CC 
GYO 

CC 

CC 

D 

B°-»K , 0'y 
B+->K'+~t 
B + — K + M + M -

B+—K+e+e-

3.9 
3.4 

2.9 
8.5 

5.3 
2.3 
8.3 
4.1 

2.8 
9.2 
1.2 
0.5 

~ 1 DLT 

B ° - e + e - 0.9 
0.5 
0.5 

2.3 
2.3 

J 2.3 

0.3 
0.4 
0.3 

B->«F 

The most recent CLEO results for B -> "PX are listed in Table 2. The 4*'s are identified by 
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reconstructing the *¥ -> 1+1" decay mode for both electrons ar nuons. There is no evidence of 
and y production from the continuum. 

Table 2. Preliminary CLEO results on B ->*FX. 

B± -> >FK± 1.07±.02 

BO -> «FK° 0.07±.04 

B± -> ¥K*± 0.11 ±.08 

B ° - > T K 0 * 0.12 ±.05 

B° ->YK-7t+ 0.11 ±.05 

B" -> ,FK-JI +IC- 0.14±.06 

B- -> W " <.04 90% Confidence Level 

BO ->^"KO* 0.15±.09 

B -> Y X 1.12±.10±.15 

B -> T 'X 0.40±.10±.10 

B - > , P X ( ^ not from ^") 0.92±.ll 

All branching ratios are in %. 

CLEO H Status 

The installation of CLEO II is proceeding steadily. The Csl barrel electromagnetic 
calorimeter, the time of flight scintillation counters and the central drift chamber have been installed 
in the new 1.5 T solenoid magnet Most of the muon streamer tube chambers have been installed 
in the iron yoke of the magnet Cabling of the detectors to their readout electronics is nearly 
complete and system checkout has begun. Installation of the 5 layer straw tube inner vertex 
detector along with the drift chamber vertex detector from CLEO I on the 3.5 cm radius beam pipe 
will occur sometime around June 15 with closure of the CESR vacuum system through the detector 
by July 1. Initial commissioning of CESR is expected to start August 1 with high energy physics 
running expected to begin around September 1. 

CESR Plus 
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In order to fully realize the potential of the new CLEO n detector, a substantial increase in the 
luminosity performance of CESR is needed. At present, CESR delivers a peak luminosity of 1.0 x 
10 3 2 cm"2sec"l to the north and south interaction regions simultaneously and an integrated 
luminosity of more than 4.6 pb" *• per day per interaction region has been achieved Figure 1 
shows the recent luminosity performance of CESR. There is no evidence that the present 
performance is limited by the beam beam interaction since the present currents in CESR are limited 

CESB IHIECI1I1IED LUHIH05ITV/IB 7 OnVS/BIH II1EP1.1I 1 I | | - 1 | M BBOE »9i«) 2»-JUH-M 

1 1 
- if -

h ill ii" p | | | -

h ill ii" 91 H I 
'—r—r^ M—i—r—|—rMr—i—i—r—i—i— • ' ' ' I ' ^ T 

Figure 1. Recent weekly integrated luminosity performance of CESR. 

by sparking in the horizontal separators and occasional sparks in the RF cavities. The sparking in 
the separators is probably due to the degradation of the vacuum in the separators because of heating 
by high order modes induced by the beam in their electrical structure. This will be solved by 
replacing the present porcelain insulators with new ones made from alumina with a more favorable 
shape and better vacuum and RF properties. Simply continuing on the path of gradually increasing 
the bunch current, finding a better operating point in the betatron tune plane and improving the 
injection efficiency would lead to an increase of a factor of 1.5 to 2 in integrated luminosity. 

By taking advantage of the winding down of the physics program of the CUSB group 
presently using the north interaction region of CESR, it is possible to reconfigure CESR to operate 
as a single interaction region storage ring with a dramatic increase in the luminosity in the south 
interaction region. A factor of two can be realized by increasing the horizontal betatron nine from 
9.4 to 13.4 to allow increasing the number of bunches from 7 to 14 in each beam. The time 
between collisions is increased by a factor of two providing twice the radiation damping which 
permits operation with a 1.4 times larger vertical tune shift yielding a factor of two higher peak 
luminosity. By combining the decreased horizontal emittance due to the higher betatron tune in the 
arcs with a higher dispersion lattice design for the interaction region, a larger bunch current can be 
used giving a further factor of 1.5 in peak luminosity. Further improvements in the injector system 
for CESR can reduce the filling time to from 5 to 10 minutes which implies daily integrated 
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luminosities in excess of 25 pb"1. At this luminosity level, CLEO n would be recording 25,000 
BB pairs per day when CESR is operating on the Y(4S). Additional studies of the beam-beam 
interaction and investigation of different operating points in the tune plane are expected to yield 
additional increases in performance and will provide back up solutions to insure that me luminosity 
goals are achieved in a timely fashion. 

The impact of these proposed improvements on the various CESR systems is mainly due to 
the factor of four increase in total stored current compared to the present values of 10 mA per 
bunch with a total current of 140 mA. The RF system must provide the power dissipated in the 
increased higher order modes induced in the various structures in die storage ring and the increased 
power in synchrotron radiation. The former load increases as the bunch current squared times the 
number of bunches while the latter increases as the bunch current times the number of bunches. 
The vacuum system must be able to handle the increased gas load generated by die increased 
synchrotron radiation striking the vacuum chamber. We discuss each of these issues in more detail 
below. 

14 Bunches per Beam 

The total number of bunches in each beam is limited by the proximity of the horizontal 
separators to the interaction point The bunch spacing is constrained to be more than twice the 
distance from the interaction point to the horizontal separator. Presently, the separators are located 
44 meters from the IP. The present vertical beam separators in the south interaction region are 
located at a distance of 8 meters from die interaction point and can be replaced by horizontal 
separators provided that horizontal separation during injection is used instead of the present vertical 
separation scheme. Tests during recent machine studies have yielded good injection performance 
using horizontal separation at the south interaction point The design of these new horizontal 
separators, which require approximately 10% higher operating electric fields, has started. 
Minimizing higher order mode losses induced by the large beam currents is a major design criterion 
for these new separators and a extensive modeling program is under way to achieve this. 

Increased Radiation Damping 

Increased damping comes at the expense of north area collisions where the beams will always 
be separated. The north area interaction region optics will also be modified to reduce the required 
aperture and the chromaticity. The REC quads and the associated trim quads are removed and a 
normal lattice quadrupole is set to straddle the crossing point and to be horizontally focusing. The 
horizontally focusing IR quads are left in place although their sign is reversed. 

Horizontal separation at the norm area crossing point is achieved as an extension of the 
standard electrostatic orbit distortion. Isochrony is guaranteed as long as 5LkjTij = 0, where k; and 

T|j are the separator kicks and the dispersion function values at the i = 1,4 separator locations. The 
damping decrement is doubled since there are no collisions at the north interaction region. 

A short test run during machine studies with limited opportunity for tuning gave an increase 
of 1.2 in vertical tune shift when single bunch beams were collided only in the south interaction 
region as compared with collisions in both interaction regions. 

Higher Dispersion at the IP 

If the beam width at the interaction point can be increased without increasing B n then die 
beam-beam limited luminosity is proportional to the width. The width depends on die emittance 
and me energy dispersion function. An increased emittance enlarges die beam width in the 
machine arcs as well as at die interaction point and is not compatible with the aperture required by 
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the separated beam orbits. The dispersion function can be locally enhanced which yields a broader 
beam at the interaction point without any impact on the arc aperture. 

A configuration of the south area quads with higher i\ and moderate x\^p was found by a 
global search of the interaction region magnet parameters and is the basis for the optics in the south 
interaction region. The upper limit on the horizontal dispersion at the interaction point is the finite 
aperture in the final horizontally focusing interaction region quadrupole. 

Initial tests with a high dispersion lattice during recent machine studies gave a luminosity 
performance for single bunch collisions which was encouraging although lower than mat from our 
standard optics. 

Luminosity 

In Table 3 the anticipated luminosity gain from each of the above changes is summarized 
along with the associated increases in bunch current and total current The indicated gains are 
thought to be reasonable estimates based on the following: 

The effect of the damping decrement on limiting tune shift is based on measurements at PEP, 
PETRA, and SPEAR2, a simple phenomenological modeP, and our own recent measurements. 

At CESR, we find that having once separated the electron and positron orbits that the 
luminosity scales with the number of bunches. Extrapolation to 14 bunches at low currents is 
straightforward. Effects of the long range beam-beam interaction are observed in multibunch 
operation and are anticipated to become more serious at high bunch currents. Realization of the full 
benefit of the multiple bunches may require increasing both the physical and magnetic aperture in 
the arcs. 

A nonzero dispersion at the interaction point has historically been exploited in the CESR 
lattice to enhance the beam-beam limit. Indeed, the dispersion used when CESR was operated as a 
single bunch machine was larger than the one proposed here. 

Table 3. Luminosity Improvement Factors 

Modification \v Lum lb 'tot 

2 - > l I P 
7 -> 14 bunches 

A/2 
1 

2 
14/7 

A/2 
1 

A/2 
14/7 

V->2.2Tf 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Total A/2 6 2.1 4.2 

Indicated in each column is the factor by which the tune shift limit %, luminosity, bunch 
current and total current are expected to increase as a result of the change in operating 
conditions. 

It is clear that in order to run in the proposed configuration at the beam-beam limit, very high 
currents must be stored The RF system is required to restore the synchrotron radiated energy and 
the dissipated higher order mode (HOM) power. The HOM power scales linearly with the number 
of bunches and with the square of the bunch current The HOM power must be adequately 
damped to assure beam stability. In addition to the load placed on the RF, the synchrotron 
radiation will degrade the CESR vacuum and higher order modes will result in heating of vacuum 
chamber components such as bellows, ceramic sections, scrapers, etc. 
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CESRRF 

A total current of 600 ma requires that the CESR RF system provide 684 kw of power to 
make up for the 1.14 MeV/tum synchrotron radiation loss. With the increased bunch current and 
twice the number of bunches, the higher mode losses in the RF cavities and electrostatic separators 
will be comparable to the synchrotron radiation losses. During the past year, two cavities have 
been used to store 7 bunches per beam with 10 mA per bunch at the beginning of a fill. Each 
cavity is passing more than 250 kW of fundamental RF power through its input window with this 
beam current For the normal bunch length of 1.7 cm, 80 kW of this 250 kW makes up the 
synchrotron radiation loss, 27 kW is dissipated in higher order mode losses, 10 kW is reflected, 
and die remaining 133 kW provides the accelerating gradient of 3.65 MV for the cavity. Table 4 
compares die present RF system parameters on a per cavity basis with those needed for 600 mA 
total current in CESR. The HOM losses in the electrostatic separators do not scale since die 4 
vertical separators will be removed from CESR and die present 4 horizontal separators will be 
replaced with new ones with improved HOM performance (approximately 60% of die present 
separators appears likely from preliminary designs). 

Table 4. RF Cavity Parameters 

Beam Current No.Cav. RF Power Synch. Rad. AcceLV HOM-ay H O M ^ 

140 mA 2 250 kW 80 kW 133 kW 17 kW 10 kW 

600 mA 4 389 kW 171 kW 34 kW 156 kW 28 kW 

If instead of two 14 cell cavities and two new 10 cell cavities we reconfigure the two new 10 cell 
cavities to be four 5 cell cavities die result is 

600mA 4 345kW 171kW 79kW 67kW 28kW 

for a net savings of 180 kW of RF power. More important, the machine impedance is 1/2 of the 
previous value. The numbers for the HOM dissipations in the first row of the table were measured 
t r calibration of the probes in die wave guide feed to die cavities and by measuring die temperature 
use and flow rate of die Freon coolant circulating in die separator plates. They agree with bom the 
simulated and measured higher mode impedances (calculated and measured up to 4.4 GHz) for die 
cavities and broad band impedance measurements on a model of the separators. 

As can be seen from Table 4, the RF system performance and reliability determines the success 
of die proposed luminosity increase. We have redesigned die present CESR RF cavities to improve 
their vacuum properties especially die reliability of die welds on die copper structure and die 
monitoring of die HOM load performance. Four new five cell cavities have been ordered from 
Interatom in West Germany and delivery is expected by February 1,1990. The new cavities will 
have 10/14 of die HOM dissipation of die present cavities. 

Broadband Feedback 

The bunch by bunch feedback system must be capable of damping instabilities in an 
environment where die bunch spacing is one half and die bunch charge is 2.1 times die present 
conditions. The increase in die number of bunches requires increasing die bandwidth of die 
feedback system by a factor of two and in particular, die kicker rise time. At die same time, die 
kicker field strength must increase. In order to assure adequate rise time, die shielding of die 
conducting coating on the ceramic vacuum chamber section must be reduced while preserving the 
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conductivity for carrying the beam image currents. A strip conductor design has been simulated 
which gives satisfactory performance with model tests to be carried out over the summer. 

As part of the vacuum studies to be described in the next section, the source of the "anomalous 
damping"4 for multiple bunches of positrons in CESR, which the feedback system must damp, was 
discovered to be the distributed vac-ion pumps in CESR. If the high voltage to the pumps is turned 
off (and with it the plasma in the pumps) the instability disappears. Further studies are planned 
with the possibility that by understanding the source, the feedback requirements can be reduced. 

CESR Vacuum 

Increasing the beam current by factor of 4 increases the synchrotron radiation load on the 
vacuum system components by the same factor. This load is approximately equal to the original 
design lead for CESR operating at 8 GeV with a total beam current of 200 mA. The higher bunch 
current increases the higher order mode dissipation at the discontinuities in the vacuum system 
which will lead to local heating and thereby degrade the vacuum. 

During the past six months, an extensive program to understand the present CESR vacuum 
performance has been carried out Of particular concern was the relatively large ion currents 
observed in the vac-ion pumps during high current operation of CESR. Because the pump currents 
are lower by more than a factor of two for electron beams compared to positron beams for equal 
beam currents, RF effects induced by the short bunches were suspected. Indeed, the pump currents 
respond to the horizontal position of the beam in the vacuum chamber and as mentioned in the 
section above, the "anomalous damping of positions" disappears when the distributed vac-ion 
pumps are turned off. Preliminary analysis of the accumulated data comparing vac-ion currents and 
shielded ion gauge readings indicate that the pumping speed of the pumps is not affected by the high 
ion currents. Lifetimes in excess of 800 minutes for 70 mA positron beams indicates that the 
integrated pressure in the vacuum chamber corresponds to an average pressure of less than 3 x 10~9 
Torr. 

Clearly, more work is required to insure reliable operation of the vacuum system with the 
projected beam cunents. Of particular concern is ion trapping in the electron beam. Freon leaks 
from the separator cooling system are troublesome because of the high atomic mass components 
which can be trapped by our bunch spacing. Electron beams with more than 120 mA have been 
stored for extended periods with no trapping however, ion trapping occasionally occurs during 
normal high current colliding beam operation. 

Single Beam Current Limits 

A short test was carried out during a machine study period before the high energy physics run 
was ended this spring to investigate the position current limits in 14 bunch operation. A total 
current of 170 mA corresponding to 12.1 mA per bunch was stored without problems. The test 
was not pushed to higher cunents because of heating of the vacuum chamber of the precision beam 
current monitor due to synchrotron radiation illumination and inadequate cooling. The beam was 
stable at this current and the beam lifetime was in excess of 300 minutes. 

Prospects 

It is clear that a substantial increase in the CESR luminosity beyond the impressive 
performance achieved to date is possible. Attaining the gains that are available to us presents a very 
significant challenge especially in terms of injecting and storing the high cunents required. The 
beam-beam dynamics are likely to be quite different in the regime of higher bunch currents and 
increased damping between collisions. There appear to be no fundamental problems in reaching the 
luminosity goal of 25 to 30 pb"1 per day and the benefits to B meson physics are obvious. An 
adiabatic approach is being followed with the upgrade program with the new cavities representing 
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the first step. After the CXJSB experimental program is completed sometime during 1990, the north 
interaction region lattice will be reconfigured to remove the low p insertion and the horizontal 
electostatic separators voltages would be readjusted to prevent collisions in the north interaction 
region. This should lead to an increase in luminosity approximately one half of that projected for 
the final CESR Plus upgrade. The remaining modifications to die CESR lattice will taker place over 
the next couple of years with the full gain in luminosity expected by early 1993. 

CESRB5 

Present e +e" colliders operate with o x » a y , with a much larger horizontal emittance 

compared to the vertical emittance and with P x » P y at the interaction point In terms of the tune 

shift parameter, %, the charge per unit cross sectional area of the bunch is given by 

N/ (a x f f y ) = 27C$y/(r eP y*). 

Setting the vertical and horizontal tune shifts are equal to give the maxinmr" luminosity yields 

P x / o x = P y / a y = > p x / ( a x

2 ) = p y / ( a x o y ) = l / E h 

where % = horizontal emittance. The charge per bunch can now be written as 

N = 2 J I SYEh/r e. 
The charge per bunch is proportional to e n , or a fixed bunch charge implies a minimum horizontal 
emittance for a given tune shift. Present electron positron collider performance indicates that there 
is a limiting charge density for the tune shifts that have been achieved, 0.02 < \ < 0.06. This 
implies that the luminosity that can be achieved per bunch for a given p y * is determined by the 

available horizontal aperture of the machine. Typically N x o~x < horizontal aperture where N x ~ 
10. Non-Gaussian vertical tails generated by the beam beam interaction require that the vertical 
aperture must be considerably more generous in terms of numbers of rms beam sizes. 

By increasing the horizontal dispersion at the interaction point while keeping die horizontal 
beam size small in die rest of die ring more charge per bunch can be stored since o~x is increased 
only at the interaction point Unfortunately, present evidence seems to indicate that a non zero 
dispersion at the interaction point will limit die achievable tune shift and tiiereby me luminosity so 
tins method of saving horizontal aperture is not very attractive. 

Widi CSSR as a guide, choices for die horizontal emittance, p y ( and o z ) , and \, the tune 
shift parameter can be made. If we assume that die horizontal aperture can be increased to 1.5 times 
the horizontal aperture in CESR giving 6.75 cm and limiting P ^ to < 30 m, limiting die dispersion 

to less tiian 4 m, and wim a^/E - 6 x 10"4 men permits a horizontal emittance of 1.3 x 10"6 m-rad 

-^ o x - 6.75 mm. A horizontal emittance of 1.2 x 10~6 m-rad is men a reasonable design choice. 
A four fold increase in the RF voltage presently used in CESR (-6.8 MV) would 
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yield a bunch length of < 1 cm permitting a p v * of 1 cm. Presently, CESR operates with a tune 
shift parameter of - 0.02 with horizontal dispersion at the interaction point to increase the horizontal 
beam size and pretzeled orbits to store 7 bunches of electrons and positrons. By operating with 
zero dispersion and with no pretzels a tune shift parameter of 0.03 for normal operation is a 
reasonable projection for a two ring B factory. A preliminary design of an interaction region optics 
with electrostatic separators yields a minimum bunch spacing of 14 meters which matches the 
maximum bunch current implied by the chosen horizontal emittance and tune shift parameter to yield 
a peak luminosity of 1.0 x 10^4 for a machine with the circumference of CESR. The bunch current 
is 52 mA with a total current of 2.9 A per beam with 56 bunches. Table 5 lists some of the 
parameters for this design and Table 6 lists some of the RF design parameters. 

Table 5. Beam Parameters for high emittance design with comparison to CESR. 
Parameter High Emittance CESRfBest Perform/) 

8.3 x lO 1 1 5.6xl0U 
52 mA 35 mA 
56 14 
2.91 Amp/beam 170 mA e + 

4.7 kA 1.6 kA 

Particles/bunch 
Bunch current 
Bunches/beam 
Average beam current 
Peak beam current 

aE/E 

V Pi* 

Px* 

"s 

V X , Vy 

«p 

S: x,y 

6.2 xlO"4 

0.01m 

0.85 m 

0.0 m 

12 x 10-6 m 

0.001m 

0.0085 m 

1.2xl0- 6mrad 

- 9 

0.015 

0.03 

6.2x10-4 

0.015 m 

1.0 m 

0.5 m 

13 x 10-6 m 

0.0005 m 

0.017 m 

1.6 x 10"7 mrad 

9.4,9.4 

0.015 

0.017 
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Table 6. RF parameters for the high emittance design CESR B. 

RF CAVITY PARAMETERS 
ten one-cell superconducting cavities 

IBF 500 MHz 
Peak Voltage 29MeV 

(Gradient) ~9MeV/m 

Q 2 x l 0 9 

RF dissipated at low temperature 420 W/beam 
Refrigerator efficiency 0.2% 

Total Refrigerator power 420 kW 

*«* 438 kW/cavity 

Paott 48 kW/cavity 

R/Q fundamental 100 n/m 

(*/Q)««i HOM < 240 n/cell 

<Ji (most strongly coupled mode) 20 

IMPEDANCE PARAMETERS (<r, = 0.85 cm) 

GRF edl 13.9 m - 1 

vupaniar 41.6 m - 1 

G w m m w 83 3 m"1 

PARASITIC MODE POWER LOSS 

RF cavities 48kW/(ceU-beam) 
Separators 288 kW/separator (both beams) 

Vacuum system and misc. 288 kW/beam 

SINGLE BEAM STABILITY 

Bunch lengthening threshold > 39 mA 

Long, stability guaranteed if (A/QIHOMQC* < 240 ft/cell 

As can be seen from these tables, a collider in the B-factory class will represent very significant 
design challenges. Our plans are to develop a conceptual design within the next year and a 
proposal to be submitted to the funding agencies six months to one year later. If everything goes 
smoothly. Commissioning could start in early 1995. 
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+ The CLEO collaboration consists of approximately one hundred physicists from Cornell 
University, Harvard University, the University of Rochester, Syracuse University, 
Vanderbilt University, Ohio State University, the State Univeristy of New York at Albany, 
Carnegie Mellon Univeristy, Purdue University, Ithaca College, University of Minnesota, 
University of Iowa, Univeristy of Oklahoma and the University of Florida. 

++ M. Billing, R. Littauer, R. Meller, D. Morse, S. Peck, D. Rice, D. Rubin, D. Sagan, and 
J. Welch. 
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Shatunov Yu.M., Skrinsky A.N., Tumaikin G.M., Vasserman LB. 

Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090 Novosibirsk, USSR 

WMW//M 

ABSTRACT 
The project of a dedicated 510 MeV electron-positron storage ring with the 

luminosity above 10 3 3cm~ 2s~' is proposed. Its energy corresponds to a maxi
mum of the phi-meson resonance production ( Phi-factory). An essential feature 
of the project is the solenoidal focusing used to obtain round beams at the inte
raction point. 
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1. Introduction 
At the INP (Novosibirsk) a project for a set of facilities with colliding elect

ron-positron beams is in progress [1]. 
It includes: 

— a 2X6.5 GeV B-meson factory with the luminosity above 5 -10 3 3 cm~ 2 s _ 1 ; 
— a 2X510 MeV Phi-meson factory with the luminosity above 1-103 3cm~2 s _ l ; 
— an injector comprising the linacs and the damping ring to provide the facto

ries with intense and perfect electron and positron beams. 

Fig. I. Layout of VEPP-5, the facility with colliding electron-positron beams. 

The Phi-meson factory is a new generation facility with colliding e+e~ 
beams in the Phi-meson resonance energy range (1020 MeV). In this project a 
single ring scheme is used to reach the very high luminosity. This seems to be 
preferable as compared with the idea of employing separate electron and posit
ron storage rings with the electrostatic convergence of the two beams in the 
common interaction points [2]. 

The first stage envisages the Phi-factory operation in the single bunch mode 
with attainable luminosities in excess of 1 - I 0 3 3 c m - 2 s _ l . With a view to attain 
higher luminosity, the lattice and the construction of the storage ring are capab
le to operate in the three-bunch mode using an electrostatic beam separation at 
the side interaction points. With the even number of bunches in each beam 
e + e i colliding beams can be arranged with the simultaneous collision of four 
bunches. In case of exact coincidence of orbits in the interaction point the space 
charge compensation mode is realized. The possibility to enhance the luminosity 
in this mode can be proved experimentally. 

The Phi-factory project is based on the idea of round colliding beams, with 
the operating point dwelling on the main coupling resonance near the integer 
one. The high-luminosity mode of operation is achieved with equal beta-functions 
at the interaction point taken as low as possible, and at equal transverse emit-
tances of the beams. 
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2. Physical Experiments on the Phi-Meson Factory 
The Phi-factory having a luminosity of (1 -=-3) • 1 0 3 3 c m - 2 s _ l offers the uni

que possibility to study the CP-parity violating interactions. Such a high lumino
sity makes it possible to attain the luminosity integrals of 3-10 4 0 — 3-104' c m - 2 

in two to five years. Assuming that the efficiency of luminosity utilization is 
about 50 per cent, we will be able to obtain 5-10 l u to 5-10" monochromatic Ks 

and Kt, mesons in the e+e~^(D-*KsKL reaction. 
When using rather perfect universal detector, high monochromaticity per

mits an effective separation of various decay channels for both long- and 
short-lived kaons as well as a considerable advance in investigation of the 
CP-parity violating processes. 

In addition to the higher measurement accuracy for the already known pro
cesses where the CP-parity violation was discovered: KL-*-n+n~, /(L->-JI 0JI 0, and 
where the charge assymetry in semi-leptonic decays of the KL-meson was clearly 
demonstrated 

fi_ r ( K , — n - g + v ) - ! ' ( / ( , - n + e - v ) 
V{KL--n-e+v) + V{KL--n + e-v) 

there appears a real possibility to measure the parameters of the CP-parity vio
lating interaction in the decays of short-lived kaons: / C S - » J I + J I _ J I ° , / ( s - > - n W . 

The experimental limitations on the widths of the corresponding decays are 
4 — 5 orders of magnitude higher than those theoretically expected. Experiments 
at the Phi-factory open the possibility to observe these decays. The possibility to 
reach a 5 orders of magnitude higher accuracy at this factory is due to its high 
luminosity and to production of pure, perfectly marked, monochromatic /(5-me-
sons. Note that on hadron accelerators all the studies on CP-violation can prac
tically have been performed using the extracted b=ams of /(^-mesons, and there
fore the AVmesons decay channels remain insufficiently studied. 

In experiments at the Phi-factory the measurement accuracy lor the relative 
amplitudes of the /(/. decay into J I + J I ~ and it 0n 0 

+ A ( K S - M I + J I - ) + 

and for the phase differences A<D = <D+_ — <Doo is expected to be improved by 
about one order of magnitude. This will make it possible to check the Bell — 
Steinberger relation and the validity of the CPT-theorem at quite a new level of 
accuracy. 

Thus, the possibility to improve nearly by an order of magnitude the measu
rement accuracy of such known parameters for the CP-violating interaction in 
decays of /(/.-mesons as |T| + - | , |T)0OI, e ' / e= l / 6 [1 — |TIOO/TI + - I 2 ] , A0>, and by 
five orders for |r] + _ 0 | 2 , Irjoool2 in /Cs-meson decay channels will considerably 
contribute to our understanding of the fundamental laws of nature, and current 
theoretical ideas will be tested at a qualitatively new level. 

Besides measurement of the constants of the CP-violating interaction, the 
high luminosity Phi-factory will also enable a considerable advance in the 
search for the exotic decay modes of p-, w- and cp-mesons. In addition, the 
monochromatic K° and K± meson intensity (sslO 3 per sec, AW=300 keV, at 
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kinetic energy of UP=3 —30 MeV) may be of great interest for investigation of 
their interaction with nuclei. 

In experiments with colliding e+e~ beams on the Phi-factory the background 
must be extremely low. For events identification the detector should possess a 
high detection efficiency in all e+e~ interaction channels, high measurement 
accuracy for the characteristics of charged and neutral particles. These proper
ties are inherent in a CMD-type detector with a liquid xenon calorimeter [3]. 
The possibility is considered of using localized-charge counters which provide 
high spatial accuracy in detection of charged and neutral particles and their 
flighltime characteristics measurement at a level of tens of picoseconds. 

3. Phi-Factory Lattice 
In the lattice with 8-shaped orbit suggested for the Phi-factory, two opposite 

points of beam-beam collisions are geometrically superimpcsed due to reverse 
bend magnets, and hence the capacity of the facility is doubled (Fig. 2). Taking 

NQVQSIBIRSK PHI-MESDN FACTDRY 

Fig. 2. A schematic view of the Phi-meson factory. 

into account the complexity of the detector and its sizes comparable with those 
of the storage ring, it is expedient to have a single interaction point for only one 
detector. 

To obtain low beta-functions in two planes simultaneously, the magnetic 
focusing of solenoidal type has been chosen. The optical scheme consists of two 
pairs of superconducting solenoids with a maximum field of 11.0 T, which are 
placed symmetrically with respect to the centre of straight section. As construc
tion components, the solenoids are incorporated in the detector housing. In con
trast to the quadrupole focusing, the use of solenoids in the common straight 
section provides quite symmetric focusing properties during forward and reverse 
passages of beams. The azimuthal dependence of the longitudinal magnetic field 
throughout the experimental straight section is given in Fig. 3. In each pair, the 
soienoids are connected in opposition. This enables one to keep the longitudinal 
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Fig. 3. Azimuthal distribution of the longitudinal magnetic field in the experi
mental straight section of the Phi-factory. 

field integral over the straight equal to n-HR, regardless of variation of the 
required focusing parameters. As a result, the betatron oscillation planes are 
rotated by -|-n/2 or — n/2 angle during each passage of the beam. It is easy to 
see that the eigenvectors of the transition matrix for the complete turn are «flat» 
in the magnetic arcs and dwell in the X or Z planes, and they are inclined at 
<p=|ji/4| at the interaction point. The betatron oscillation normal mode is thus 
vertical in one arc and horizontal in the other. The projections of the envelopes 

6 0 uWOtx, ">«.*"» r r u 1 % 

M4 M3 M2 Ml S2 51 SI S2 Ml M2 M3 M4 

Fig. 4. The Phi-factory lattice (central section). 

of normal modes onto the X and Z planes are depicted in Figs 4, 5. The beam 
and the lattice parameters were calculated in terms of the formalism usually 
applied to the systems with strongly-coupled linear betatron oscillations [4]. 

In the planes natural for the storage rings, i. e. in the X and Z planes, the 
r.m.s. sizes of the beams are; 

al(s) = wfz(s) «r, + a£{s)W 2 , 
oi(s)-=wf x(s) V i + •&(«) * 2 + T , ? ( S ) ( O ^ / E ) 2 , 

where MI, z x and wZl x are the projections of the envelopes of normal modes 
onto the X, Z planes; W\ and 9a are the emittances of the normal betatron 
modes. 

The energy dispersion function r\x(s) always lies in the median plane of 
magnetic arcs and is zero in the experimental straight section. There is no 
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Fig. 5. One-fourth of the Phi-factory lattice period, mirror-symmetry with res
pect to the interaction point. 

excitation of the vertical dispersion, and therefore, TJZ(S) = 0 for the whole cir
cumference of the storage ring. In this case, the equal emittances of each nor
mal betatron mode are independently formed in the corresponding magnetic arc 
due to the quantum fluctuations of synchrotron radiation. 

In the structure of the type under consideration, the frequencies of normal 
betatron modes are half the sum of the betatron oscillations frequencies calcula
ted without the rotation: 

vl2=l/2(xx+v2). 

In this project, v,=7.05, v, = 5.05 and v, 2 = 6.05. A distinctive feature of the 
suggested type of the solenoidal focusing lattice is the absence of the coupling 
between the transverse modes of betatron oscillations. The working point is 
placed exactly on the basic coupling resonance vi—V2=0 since there is no split
ting of the normal modes' frequencies. 

To substantially increase the thresholds of different kinds of instabilities, 
including the coherent instability on the colliding beam, it is necessary to have 
large enough decrements of radiation damping. For this purpose, superconduct
ing bending magnets with 6.0 T field are envisaged in magnetic arcs. A pair of 
dipole magnets with a quadrupole triplet in between form a 120" achromatic 
bend. An RF resonator is positioned in one of the straight sections between the 
achromats. The septum-magnets designed for the injection of electron and posit
ron beams in opposite directions, are placed in the opposite straight section in 
another arc. There are two symmetric kicker-magnets in the straight sections on 
either side of the septum straight. 
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T a b l e 1 
Basic Parameters of the Phi-Factory and Beams at 510 MeV 

Parameters Units Phi-
factory 

VEPP-2M 
with wiggler 

Energy E MeV 510 510 
Circumference c m 28.0 17.88 
Accelerating voltage frequency h MHz 700 200 
Momentum compaction factor a — 0.003 0.167 

Emittances cm-rad 
cm-rad 

2.8-10-* 
2.8-10-* 

4.6-10-* 
5.5-10- 7 

Radiative energy loss per turn A£0 keV 40 9.1 

Dimensionless damping decrements 
between interaction points 

6z 

6 S 

— 2.3-10"* 
2.3-10-* 
4.7-10-* 

0.44-10-* 
0.38-10-* 
0.94-10- 5 

R.m.s. energy spread in the beam °A£/£ — 5-10-" 6-10-" 

Beta-functions at the I.P. cm 
cm 

0.5 
0.5 

4.5 
48 

R.m.s. longitudinal bunch size a s cm C.4 3.5 

Betatron tunes 
V x 

— 6.05 
6.05 

3.09 
3.06 

Number of particles per bunch N e + , e~~ 8.9-1010 3.7-10'° 

Space charge parameters — >0.07 
>0.07 

0.05 
0.02 

Luminosity in a single-bunch mode s 
-*• m a x 

c m - 2 . s - ' >1 -10 3 3 ~1 -10 3 ' 

Luminosity in a three-bunch mode •*• m a x | c m - 2 - s - ' - 3 - 1 0 3 3 — 

The basic parameters of the lattice and beams are given in Table 1. Accor
ding to calculations the beam lifetime with ultimate parameters is limited by the 
effect of single intrabunch scattering and is 1000 s within the design aperture. 
At very high luminosity the lifetime is expected to degrade down to 300 s be
cause of the losses, caused by the single bremsstrahlung on colliding beam. The 
injection frequency of the next portions of the beams is assumed to be ranged 
from 0.1 to 0.2 Hz, so that the average luminosity achieves as high value as 
possible. 
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4. Luminosity and Beam-Beam Effects 
In the approximation a S 'CP* j : , the luminosity of a storage ring with col

liding beams is defined by the well known expression: 
^ _ n v 2 S « E J o ( l + < r : / a y ? , , 

rl& (1+xV 
where £z, |* are the space charge parameters whose maximum value, (£z)m a x and 

max- a i °^ limited by the beam-beam effects; oz, ox are the r.m.s. sizes of the 
beams at the interaction point; p* is the vertical beta-function at the interaction 
point; 9M is the horizontal emittance in the absence of the coupling between the 
transverse oscillations modes; y.=~^9z/ffx is the coupling coefficient; fa is the 
collision frequency; r, is the classical radius of electron; and Y is a relativistic 
factor. 

In the Phi-factory lattice, an independent formation of the equal transverse 
emittances (,Wxa=W.l)=Wo) implies the absence of the coupling for betatron 
oscillations modes (x=0) . In this case, the maximum luminosity for round 
colliding beams (a] = ox=ol) can be higher by a factor of 4 as compared with 
the flat beams (c£<Ca*). The ultimate emittances are limited by a permissible 
dynamic aperture in focusing solenoids used to create the low beta-functions at 
the interaction point. 

In general case the maximum luminosity is limited by the electromagnetic 
beam-beam interaction effects. The interaction force is characterized by the space 
charge parameters defined the round beams as follows: 

In the maximum luminosity regime, the threshold of the space charge parameter 
is likely to be determined by the coherent colliding-beams instability conditions. 
This effect is theoretically treated in Refs 6—10. 

The coherent shift of betatron tunes, which is caused by the colliding beam 
field, results in the appearance of the bands where coherent oscillations are 
unstable, near the machine resonance lines. The band width depends on the 
achieved value of l z x and on the order of the effective resonance. As the multi-
pole number of the oscillation modes grows, the widths of the coherent betatron 
resonances and the instability increments die out according to the power law. 
The enhancement of radiation damping can decrease the order of the effective 
resonance and thus allows to attain the larger values of the space charge para
meters. 

In our project the operating point was chosen in close proximity to the inte
ger resonance with eqeal frequencies of normal betatron oscillations modes 
V| = V2. In terms of the coherent beam-beam instability the operating point loca
tion on the main coupling resonance offers some advantages [9]. The tune shift 
for round beams, which is caused by the colliding beam, takes place along the 
line vi — V2=0; note that the coherent instability bands formed by powerful 
two-dimensional coupling satellite resonances are not trespassed. Exactly on the 
resonance vi— V2=0, no instability of coherent betatron and synchrobetatron 
oscillations appears provided that o i=aJ and ^ , r = £ o . On the other hand, suffi
ciently large radiation damping decrements are capable of suppressing the cohe
rent instability near one-dimensional high-order betatron resonances which inter-
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sect the coupling resonance. On the existing electron-positron colliders the 
attainable (£ Z J C ) m a x usually is at a level of 0.03—0.06. The lattice properties and 
the choice of the operating point favour the attaining of the highest values of the 
space charge parameters. This can contribute efficiently to the realization of the 
very high luminosity regime due to the quadratic dependence: ^ m a x ~ ( | o ) ^ „ . 

The behaviour of incoherent beam-beam effects on the main coupling reso
nance has been numerically simulated in the «strong-weak» approximation in 
Ref. 11. 

The lattice of a storage ring with very low beta-functions at the interaction 
point necessitates an obtaining of short intense bunches. A possible bunch len
gthening can lead to a considerable degradation of luminosity because of an 
increased geometrical factor at the interaction point. For Po/o s <l modulation of 
the beta-functions throughout the interaction region results in enlarging the 
effective interaction area. At the interaction point, these functions are characte
rized by the azimuthal dependence: 

p0(s)=p;+s2/p;, 
ps=< 2+<=<+< 2 . 

Here s is a longitudinal coordinate counted off from the interaction point. The 
luminosity of round colliding beams with a charge density of the form: 

Pd=(.,«...o- W £ S ^ « P ( - £ ) « P ( - 4 0 " " [ - ^ 
can be determined by 

*-*.^(*)«p(^[l-erf(*)]. 

where 3?o= ^ , erf (Po/ffs) is the probability integral of the parameter 
0 

P"o/as- The geometric factor is equal to 0.76 at Po/o s =l . 
One should also notice one more important advantage of round colliding 

beams. In the case ^ J to = ^ r o and p z = Px the space charge parameters are no 
more dependent on the colliding bunch length. For flat beams, the modulation 
effect establishes the threshold value of p \ / a , « 1 . 5 starting with which the 
maximum attainable value of (6 i ) m a x begins falling off, and further decrease of 
Pi does not lead to better luminosity. 

5. Radiative Polarization on the Phi-Factory 
The lattice of this factory has some peculiarities which result in the electron 

and positron radiation polarization effects. Application of superconducting ben
ding magnets with high magnetic fields leads to a characteristic polarization 
time [12]: 

2nR 
W 0 = i 2 ^ = 4 . 4 1 . 1 0 , 3 O e ; (H\) = J L T \HA3ds 

en 2nH j* 

equal to 9.5 mins for £=510 MeV, and this can occur to be comparable \*;th 
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luminosity life time>. The attainable polarization degree outside the depolari
zing resonances approaches to S„,~70%. It is evident that the radiative polari
zation should be taken into account since the angular deformations of the elastic 
e+e~ scattering and cross-sections of secondary particles production are possible. 

On passing the experimental straight with the longitudinal field integral 
\nHR\ the particle spin rotates around the velocity direction by <p=n. In this 
scheme, the equilibrium precession axis iis(Q) in the storage ring arcs is vertical 
and oppositely directed, while it is horizontal at the interaction point. If the 
directions of the guide fields are chosen to be symmetrically opposite in the 
opposite arcs, then the radiative polarization with x° and S„, indicated above 
will occur. For uni-directed fields in the opposite arcs, the self-polarization deg
ree is identically equal to zero. This can be useful in some physical experiments 
in order to eliminate the angular deformations of cross-sections which are asso
ciated with the beam polarization. 

The spin precession frequency in the Phi-factory lattice is proportional, just 
as in the usual «round» storage rings, to the particle energy, and the resonance 
depolarization method [13] is applicable to the absolute calibration of the mean 
energy in the beams. 

The Phi-factory can also be employed for longitudinal polarization experi
ments. For these purposes, it is proposed to inject accelerated in the linac pola
rized e~. After injection the direction of polarization can be rotated by the angle 
n/2 with a high frequency magnetic field whose frequency is resonant with the 
spin motion [14]. In this case, the polarization direction at the interaction point 
changes from turn to turn, according to the known law. Thus, phase of coherent 
spin precession can be measured for each event. 

It is probable that the luminosity of the Phi-factory with polarized beams 
will be somewhat lower as compared with the conventional regime because of a 
depolarizing influence of the colliding bunches. This problem and the problem of 
machine depolarizing resonances need further investigation. 
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1. FOREWORD 
The October of 1988 may be a normal month for most of people in 
the world. For China, especially for Chinese experimental scientists, it 
is very different and extremely important. In that month, a new era 
in China's scientific history started. China became a new member of 
the high energy e + e ~ collider club. On 16th and 23rd of that month, 
the first e + e~ collission at 1.6 Gev for each beam with peak luminosity 
of 4 x 1 0 2 7 c m ~ 2 s - 1 was realized in BEPC (Beijing Elelctron Positron 
Collider) and the first graphic display of cosmic ray was obtained by 
BES(BEijing Spectrometer), respectively. Now, the BES sits at the in
tersection point of the BEPC and is collicting data. 

2. COMMISIONING BEPC AND BES 
The project of the BEPC and the BES was approved by the Chinese gov
ernment on April 24 of 1984. The construction began with the ground 
breaking ceremony on October 7, 1984. It took just four years that 
the BEPC and the BES were completed. Table 1 and 2 show the mile
stone of the BEPC and BES and the financial summary of the project, 
recpectively. 

3. THE COLLffiER SYSTEM 
Fig.l shows a layout of the BEPC, which composed of a 202m long 
LANAC(electron preinjectior; positron generator; main accelerator of 
1.5 GeV) and SR(Storage Ring) of circumference of 240 meter with 2 
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Table 1 Milestone of BEPC and BES 

1981 Sep. Project to build a collider of 3 - 5.6 GeV in 
China was approved. 

1983 Apr. Official approval of conceptual design. 
1984 Apr. The project was approved by Chinese Government. 

Jun. The detailed design and budget were approved. 
Oct.7 Ground breaking ceremony. Civil eng. started. 

1985 Jan. The manufacture of BEPC and BES was kicked oiF 
(most of the builders were of Chinese company). 

1986 May Main parts of the collider and the detector were placed 
- Oct. to the construction site of IHEP, Beijing. 

Installation started. 
1987 Feb. Installation of the BEPC was mostly completed; 

commisioning its subsystems and then the whole 
system. 

May Mapping of magnetic field of the BES. 
JUN. Installation of the BES started. 
Nov. Electron beam was obtained for the first time 

with the BEPC. 
1988 Jul. Positron beam was successfully stacked with 12 rnA 

at 1.1 - 1.6 GeV. 
Oct. Assembly of the whole detetor was completed. 
Oct.16 Realization of e + e~ collision at 1.6 GeV 

(4 x l l F c m - 2 * - 1 ) for the first time with the BEPC. 
Oct.23 The first graphic display of cosmic ray was 

obtained by the BES. The cosmic ray test continued 
until early Jan. of 1989. 

Oct.24 Mr. Deng Xiao-ping and other Chinese top leaders 
came to IHEP, look into BEPC, BES. 

DEC. Realization of peak luminosity of 2 x l O ^ c m - ^ - 1 

with the BEPC. 
1989 Apr. The BES was moved into IP of the BEPC and came into 

- May operation and test; Bhabha events and other kind 
of events have been seen. 
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intersection points, only one of which in use now because one detec
tor has been built due to the shortage of our budget. Table 3 and 4 
summarize the main parameters of the LINAC and the SR. 
Generally speaking, the performance of the BEPC is satisfactory, W as 
the designed requirements have all been met or close to. The accelrator 
people is still working on both of injector and storage ring for excellent 
running. 

4. THE DETECTOR AND THE ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
The BES is a general purpose magnetic spectrometer,PI which sitting 
at the southern IP of the BEPC, was designed to provide particle iden
tification and energy measurement. The philosophy of the BES is the 
followings: 
— large solid angle coverage(96% of in for CDC, MDC and TOF; 93% 
for SC); 
— good momentum resolution(Ap/p for MDC, when p = 1 GeV); 
— good charged particle identification(time resolution 200 ps for TOF; 
space resolution 200 /xm for MDC; etc); 
— good efficiency for cutting of low energy photons(photon energy cri
teria! of 100 MeV with approximate 100% efficiency). 
Fig.2 is the schematic drawing of the BES. 

The main parts of the BES are followings: 

A beam pipe of thin aluminium has a wall thickness of 0.3 mm re
inforced by 2 mm thick carbon fibre. The radiation length of the wall 
is about 10.4 x 1 0 - 3 . The outer diameter of the pipe is 15.4 cm. 

The CDC(Central Drift Chamber) has a inner diameter of 18.8 cm, 
an outer diameter of 29.6 cm, and is 110 cm long. The solid angle cov
erage is 96% of 47T. There are four concentric layers of sense wires, each 
layer having 48 wires; they are offset by half a cell in alternate layers. 
Each sense wire is surrounded by six field wires positioned in hexagonal 
form. The design space resolution ax is about 150 microns. 

The MDC(Main Drift Chamber) has an inner diameter of 31 cm, an 
outer diameter of 230 cm and is 220 cm long. Multi-sense-wire cell design 
is adopted. Each cell has four sense wires, and each wore is staggered 
alternately 350 microns from the mid-plane of the cell. This provides 
local left-right ambiguity resolution. Four hits or three hits within a cell 
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Table 3 Main Parameters of the BEPC Injector 
Parameter Value or Amount 
Energy per beam 1.4 - 1.55 GeV 
Beam energy spread ITE/E 0.6 MeV 
Beam current 1 - 2 A for positron production 

0.2 A for electron injection 
Bombarding energy 
for positron production 150 MeV 
Positron yield ( e + / e ~ ) 0.02 
Pulse duration 2.5 ns 
Pulse repetition rate 12.5 - 50 pps 
Operation frequency 2856 MHz 
Number of klystrons 16 
RF power/klystron 16 - 22 MW 
Vaccum level 1 0 _ B torr 

Table 4 Main Parameters of the Storage Ring 

Parameter Value or Amount 
Energy maximum per beam 1.5 - 2.8 GeV 
Peak luminosity (5 - 17) x lO^cm-'s-1 

No. of particles (1.8 - 3.3) x 10 1 1 

Revolution frequency 1.247 MHz 
Circulating current /beam 65 mA 
RF frequency 199.53 MHz 
Overall beam lifetime 6.5 /tours 
Harmonic number 160 
Peak RF voltage 1.35 MV 
Total RF power 200 KW 
Energy spread(RMS) 7.4 x 10" 4 

The length of bunch(RMS) 5.2 cm 
Horizontal natural emittance 0.66 mm x mrad 
Vaccum levle 10" 1 0 torr 
Control system VAX11/750 computer 
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can give a sma.11 vector of track, which makes track reconstruction easier. 
The sense wires are 1 cm apart, and potential wires are placed between 
them in order to reduce crosstalk. Altogether there are ten layers. The 
solid angle coverage of the second layer is 96% of Air. The number of cells 
per layer counted from the innermost layer is 48,48,60,48,58,68,78,88,98 
and 108, for a total amount of 702 cells with 2808 sense wires. The total 
number of wires is 19380. the z measurement is obtained by stereowire 
layers. There are five axial layers and five stereo layers. Time informa
tion and dE/dx are measured simultaneously from each sense wire. The 
design space resolution ax is about 200 microns; crz is about 3 4 mm. 
Fig.3 shows the schematic drawing of the cell structure. 

Time-Of-Flight counter(TOF) 
The T O F system consists of a barrel TOF counter and two end-cap TOF 
counters, with solid-angle coverage of 76% and 20%, respectively. For the 
barrel TOF counter, we have 48 pieces of 5 cm thick NE110 scintilator, 
each of 15 cmx 284 cm. In order to get good time resolution, we have 
investigated the relationship between the light transmission efficiency of 
the scintilator and the thickness of it. For the barrel part(284 cm long), 
5cm is the optimum thickness. The two end-cap T O F counters, made of 
2.5 cm thick NE102A scintilator, comprise of 2 x 24 sections forming two 
disks, each with an inner diameter of 75 cm and an outer diameter of 211 
cm. The photomultipliers used are of XP2020. The time resolution of 
the barrel TOF is 200 ps. For this time resolution and a flight distance 
of 1.17m, P i 1.07 GeV/c for la separtation of TT/JS and P j 1.78 GeV/c 
for k / p separation. The time resolution of the end-cap TOF is 250 ps. 

Shower Counter(SC) 
This counter consists of 24 sandwich layer of aluminium-clad lead plate 
and gas-distance sampling counters. The total radiation length is 12 
Xo- The self-squenching streamer discharge(SQS) mode is used for the 
gas-discharge counter, and the gas used is a mixture of argon(2 Ii%) + 
CO2(50%) + n-pentane(25%). The output on 50 Om impedance is about 
50mV; the signal is much bigger than from the proportional discharge 
mode, so the readout electronics are much simplified. One disadvantage 
is that the gas mixture is inflammable and harzardous. 

The shower counter system consists of a barrel SC and two end-cap SCs. 
The solid angle coverage if 80% and 13%, respectively, and the expected 
energy resolution A E / E is about 15%VE(E in GeV). The z measure
ment is obtained by charge division, UE < 5mm is expected. Each layer 
of the barrel SC consists of 560 cells, to a total of 13440. The end-cap 
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SCs have 24 layers and 190 cells/layer, totalling 9120 cells. In order 
to decrease the number of readout channels, some cells are grouped to
gether. Thus the actual number of readout channels is 6720 for the 
barrel and 6840 for the end-cap. 

Solenoid Magnet 
The solenoid magnet is a cor - entional one with maximum field strength 
of 4.5 kG. It has an inner diameter of 348 cm, an outer diameter of 414 
cm, and the length is 360 cm. Aluminium conductor of 52x 52 mm2 

cross-section with a hole of 27 mm diameter is used. The iron yoke is 
in three layers, the thickness of each layer is 12 cm, 14 cm and 14 cm 
counted from the inner one. The magnetic inhomogeneity in tracking 
area is less than 3%. 

Muon Counter(MC) 
Three layers of muon counter are placed on the three layers of iron yoke. 
Proportional mode is used. Each layer consists of two layers of staggered 
gas-discharge cells, each cell having a cross-section 60.9 mm wide and 
50.8 mm high. The gas used is a mixture of 90% of argon and 10% of 
CH 4 . The space resolution are as followings: aT = o$ = 3 cm and az = 
4.5 cm, the latter is obtained by charge division method. 

Luminosity Monitor 
The luminosity monitor consists of four pieces , two at each end of the 
beam pipe. Each piece consists of 24 mmx 76 mmx 3 mm of scintila-
tor(called the P counter), 55 mmx 90 mmx 5 mm of scintilator(called 
the C counter), and 87 mmx 120 mmx 130 mm sadwich lead sheets 
and plastic scintilator shower counter(total 12 X 0)(called S counter). 
The P counter are placed nearest to the interaction point and used to 
detect the Bhabha scattering particle, the C counter are placed behind 
P counters and are used to detecte the other Bhabha scattering parti-
cle(recoil from the particle which enters the P counter at the opposite 
end of beam pipe). The S counter are used to measure the energy of the 
Bhabha event particle. The upper and lower limits of acceptance of the 
luminosity monitor are 73 mrad and 29 mrad, respectively. 

Readout electronics and on-line data acquisition 
The readout system adopted the folowing scheme: the signal from the 
detector, after it has been amplified or discriminated, is to be kept in a 
sample-and-hold circut converted(i.e.time signal converted into analog 
signal), and is to be read out later by a multiplexed intelligent ADC 
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(i.e. the BADC of SLAC). The total number of readout channels of the 
BES is 19964. A VAX11/785 computer is used for on-line data acquisi
tion. We follow the SLAC Markll l on-line system with a VAX-CAMAC 
Channel(VCC). 

Trigger 
In order to reduce the dead-time, the BES trigger logic utilized two lev
els, the first-level decision for charge-particle events will used the TOF 
counters with a 30 na time window for rejecting more than 96% of cos
mic ray BG. The second-level, which has a decision time of less than two 
cycles is a fast programmabletrack-finding processor using RAM chips. 
Cell hits from the innermost four layers of the MDC are used for the 
track finding logic. 
For the neutral events, we sum the signals from 24 radially aligned cells 
of the SC and use the corresponding radial energy deposit cut as a first-
level decision. The second-level for the neutral events will use the total 
energy cut of SC and MC veto, for each level, a Boolean Logic Unit 
is used in the master trigger to allow up to 8 trigger modes and 16 in
put trigger conditions. Every input can be used as "must", "veto", and 
"don' t care" in any mode, the trigger condition table can be loaded via 
CAM AC. The "OR" output will send out a master trigger signal. 

Off-line Data Analysis System 
The off-line software of the BES was begun to prepare after the BEPC+BES 
project has been approved. Now, a full off-line data analysis system has 
been established and used for analyzing cosmic ray and e + e~ collision 
data. The off-line software has the functions which would treat raw 
da ta and carry on (1) fast filtering; (2) offline calibration; (3) event 
reconstruction; (4) DST(Data Summary Tape) making. The system 
consists of support software, which was rewritten from the similar pack
ages of CERN, SLAC and other laboratories, and two source codes 
of SOBER(Simulation Of Beijing spectrometER) and DRUNK(Display 
and ReconstrUctioN Kit), all of which should be transformed into the 
format of PATCHY. The former does the work of drawing graphics, 
calculating math results, fitting functions and so on. The two latters 
are used for Monte Carlo simulation and for getting physics results. A 
VAX11/780, a VAX11/785 and a VAX8550 computers, placed in the 
computing center, are being used by off-line analysis. A VAX6330 com
puter will come in position late of the year. 

5. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION FACHJTIES 
The synchrotron radiation facilities are now of building and close to be 
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completed. 

Synchrotron radiation research programmers are planned for both the 
parasitic mode and the dedicated operation mode of the BEPC. To 
meet the needs of the various disciplines, three beam ports, five beam 
lines, and seven experimental stations are planned in the first phase 
of construction. Those stations are for X-ray topography, medical re
search, EXAFS, small angle scattering and diffration, photoemission 
spectroscopy, and point like defects in crystals. In April of 1989, bright 
synchrotron light was observed at three photon beam ports of syn
chrotron radiation experimental hall. The UHV focusing synchrotron 
radiation beam line H4B9A-VUV first time provide its light to exper
iment station.'3' Fig.4 shows the layout of the synchrotron radiation 
experimental hall. 

6. THE COSMIC RAY TEST WITH BEIJING SPECTROMETER 
When the detector BES was ready to operate, the collider BEPC was 
in commisioning beam. Both BEPC and BES need to be checked out 
in the same time. For the sake of checking out our detector and anal
ysis software, we did a cosmic ray test.W The first graphyic display 
was obtained on Oct.23,1988(see Fig.5). Afterwards, 45K(full COSMIC 
trigger) and 39K (the same trigger without central scintilator) events 
were collected. The cosmic ray test has been done well. The event rate 
was 0.7/second. A lot of information about our detector were learofd. 
The whole system(probes, amplifiers, discreminators, readout electron
ics, CAMAC, etc) works satisfactorily. Some problems of the detector 
have been found and fixed. More efficient detecting enviroment can be 
expected. 

7. THE PHYSICS GOAL IN OUR LABORATORY 
There are a lot of interesting physics problems in the region of cms energy 
of 3 5.6 GeV. That region has been scanned and studied by SPEAR, 
DORIS and other machines and many problems have been solved by 
Marklll, DM2 and other experimental groups. But there are still so 
many unanswered and inconsistent questions in there that the BEPC 
and the BES can make helps.'5' A present proposal^6' on building a r -
charm factory confirm that the choice of the BEPC on the energy range 
of 3 - 5.6 GeV was correct. Some of the most prominent problems in 
physics at that energy range are described below. 

(a) The determination of the glueball and hybrid is the unique predic-
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tion of QCD and there were already a number of states observed in J/rj> 
decays which are thought to be glueball candidates, such as £(1460), 
0(1730). Furthermore, there is still a discussion about £(2230). The 
very existance of £(2230) is controversial. If it does exist, what kind of 
particles is it? Is it another glueball? Radiative J/t/> decay provides the 
best window on glueball and hybrid. With high statistics, the quantum 
number and the decay properties can be investigated in great details 
and unprecedented precision by the BES. We hope that the study at the 
BES would make some progresses of determining their nature. 

(b) The decay of charmed mesonsfD 0, D+ and D~) is one of the major 
subjects to be studied by the BES group, such as leptonic decay con
stant of D° and D±, non-leptonic decay channels, cabbibo favored and 
suppressed channels and so on. 
BES, which is working at the comparatively "low" energy collider, is pos
sibly able to make the physics discoveries pointing beyond the standard 
model. One of the examples at the moment is D°D mixing - that is a 
quantity which is small in the standard model. It is difficult to accumu
late enough data to make a significant measurement, although present 
experiments are approaching the appropriate level. By the same token, 
this is a good place to look for new physics. Where the standard effects 
are small( or even better, zero) is precisely where some new effects might 
stand out.'7' Another example is the measurement of c —* dve as com
pared t o c - t sue decays. Such measurements, if done accurately and 
combined with theoretical analysis, will permit the extraction of the ra
tio of KobayashiMaskawa matrix elements V^/Vc, if not their separate 
absolute values. This allow a check of unitary of the three generation 
matrixusing its second row. 

(c) So far, the rtudy on the properties of D, meson is only in the early 
stage. There is not much of hadronic D, decay events obtained and no 
any of semileptonic and Cabbibo suppressed D, decays have been seen 
yet. Further study strongly depends on how many D. events can be ac
cumulated. The best energy region to find D, in e+e~~ annihilation was 
believed as in the energy range of 4.03 4.16 GeV. The measurement of 
D, at the BES will gain insight into the dominant decay mechanism of 
the charmed mesons and other properties. The BES also has the better 
chance to make the mass measument of D, more accurate. 

(d) The discrepancy between the inclusive BR of T lepton and the sum of 
its exclusive BR of final states containing one charged particle used to be 
puzzling people. The explaination of the discrepancy has grown up the-
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oretically. But some of experimentalists consider that the leptonic BR 
of r measured might not be right;'8' The mass of r which is dominated 
by the results of DELCO paper may be imprecise^ because in the same 
DELCO paper the BR of 3-prong r decay was so big that which is far 
away from the recent world average. The BES has the chance to solve 
those doubts. The condition for measuring the r mass in the BEPC is 
much better than anywhere due to its energy spread, high luminosity 
and the BES is the sole detector which uses the beam of BEPC. The 
semi-leptonic BR of r can also be measured by BES. 

(e) One needs to accumulate high integrated luminosity to provide so 
many T events that its 3 - (5 - ) prong decay mode can be used for 
getting more stringent limit on the mass of T neutrino and that help to 
search for unusual couplings and decays of r. 

(f) To study precisely the charmonium spectrum, especially to find the 
charmonium state of 1 1 P 1 (J = 1). 

(g) To measure the decay channels of charmed baryons(Ac, 0 C , etc) 
which is now only at the beginning stage. Some of preliminary results 
of Ac, 0 e and others were anounced recently. Most of charmed baryons 
need to be investigated experimentally. BES is one of the excellent ex
perimental arenas. 

(h) BES will study the behavior of 

R = ( e + e _ —» hadrona)/(e+e~ —» fi+(i~), 

especially in the region of 4 - 4.5 GeV where clarification of the cc spec
trum could be useful. 

With many interesting and important physics project, the BES can be 
expected to make some important contributions to particle physics. 

There are several cms energy to be choosen. A decisive arrangement is 
as below. 

— Firstly, we would study the production and decay of Z/rj> particle 
with setting cms energy at 3097 MeV and collecting 2 x 10T J/V» events 
which will top that of Markin (5.8 x 10 6) and of DM2(8.6 x 10 6). Three 
months should be spent with the peak luminosity of 2 X lCFycm~is~1. 
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Table 5 
Some Parameters of "Low" Energy colliders 

Name of collider SPEAR DORIS DCI BEPC 
Energy spread(MeV) 1.7 1.0 1.4 0.6 
Beam length(cm) 2.6 3.0 19 3.0 
Peak luminosity 
(KPcm-V 1) 0.5 0.3 1.3 2.0 

— Secondly, the machine energy will be moved to the i/i' (3770) region 
and study the D° and D and their mixing. 

— One years later, the ^"(4050) energy will be chosen for the machine 
next. D, and D, will be studied. 

—When the cms energy raises above 3500 MeV, the study of r begins. 

— In the region approaching the machine's maximum energy, we study 
the A c , 0 C and other charmed baryons. This will be in the comparatively 
late time. 

— Finally, the machine energy will be back to 3097 MeV and we would 
like to collect 108J/i/> and might answer the questions about glueball, 
hybrid and other puzzles. 

8. SUMMARY 
As a result of the Chinese open and reform policy, our own collider has 
been built, which has high luminosity and small energy spread. Thus 
we can do experiments at best place of energy range 3 5.6 GeV in the 
world for five years. See Table 5 and Fig.6 to make a comparison of 
BEPC with others. 

The detecor BES was modelled on the Marklll and has been enhanced 
by the following: 

(a) End-cap TOF scintilators with 20% solid angle coverage have been 
added; 

(b) The dE/dx sampling of MDC bas been increased by a factor 2.7 on 
the basis of the Marklll; 
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(c) The SQS version has been choosen for SC, which greatly raises the 
amplitude of output. So the preamplifier would not be needed. The 
structure of 560 cells(MarkIII has only 320 cells) per layer inside SC 
provides better space resolution of 4.5 mrad (7 mrad for Marklll). 

(d) One more MC layer has been added, which would provide a better 
muon identification with lower momentum cut(500 MeV/c). 

Those improvements will make higher particle decting accuracy and en
vironment in the studies of charm and r physics. The data taking al
ready started. We will show our first physics results soon. 
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Physics, Machine and Detector 
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Abstract 
We describe a new experiment that will carry out precise studies of the third gener

ation leotons, r and fT; the second generation quark family, through the decays of D*, 
D° and Df; and the spectrum of gluonic and other new light particles in the decays of 
J/ij) and ip'. The experiment - the r-charm Factory (rcFj - involves a high-resolution 
detector integrated with an e+e~ collider operating in the energy range 3.0< Ecm < 
4.25 GeV with a maximum luminosity 10 3 3 c m _ 2 s _ I . 

Since this talk was given, there has been considerable progress on the physics prospects 
of the T-charm Factory and on the technical design. Much of this has resulted from the 
r-charm Workshop that took place at SLAC, 23-27 May 1989, and from the work of the rcF 
design team led by Martin Perl at SLAC. Inevitably the material presented in this paper 
has been updated by these studies, and the interested reader is directed to the Proceedings 
of the Tau Charm Workshop[l], and other references cited herein, for further details. 

In the introduction to this paper, we emphasize the importance of dedicated e + e _ collider 
factories. This is followed by the considerations that lead to the proposed experiment as the 
best approach to T-charm physics. Sections 3-5 discuss the initial r , charm, and J/V> / $' 
physics goals. Finally, the design of the rcF machine and detector is summarized in sections 
6 and 7, respectively. 

1 Introduction 
Historically, progress in accelerator-based particle physics has largely relied on the discovery 
of new interactions and new particles at the highest available energies. However, the dearth 
of new particles at recent high energy colliders emphasizes the importance of finding ways 
to broaden the search for new physics. 

One promising approach is to carry out renewed, high precision, studies of fundamental 
particles that have already been discovered at lower energies. With the progress in both 
machine and detector technologies since the pioneer experiments, the potential exists for 
major advances in our experimental understanding of these particles. Furthermore, the 
difficulties - both technical and financial - of carrying out such experiments is substantially 
less than those at high energies. 
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For these reasons, we anticipate that a greater balance will evolve during the next decade 
between two complementary classes of machine: 

1. Supercolliders (energy frontier). 

2. Factories (precision and rarity frontier at lower energies). 

In most cases, high-luminosity e + e~ colliders provide the best factories since the beam 
energy can be tuned to produce the desired particles under low background conditions. The 
performance of present and future e + e~ colliders is illustrated in Fig. 1. As discussed in the 
following section, the threshold region of the particles under study generally proVides the 
optimum experimental conditions. Several particle thresholds have been identified in this 
energy range - <j>, T-charm, bottom, and Z° - and each of these regions is currently under 
consideration for a dedicated particle factory. 

It is quite possible that the primary role of all future e + e~ colliders will be factories, 
rather than tools to search new energy frontiers. This follows from the extreme technological 
challenges that face TeV e + e " linear colliders, in contrast with the feasibility of a 40 TeV 
hadron collider with present technology. In terms of energy in the 'constituent' frame, the 
achievable reach of future electron machines has fallen far behind that of proton machines. 
However the advantage of e + e~ machines to make precise studies under low-background 
conditions can be exploited in, for example, a future e + e~ linear collider factory to study 
the t quark, after its mass has been measured at a proton collider. 

2 T h e best experimental approach to T-charm physics 
In order to make significant progress in T-charm physics, future data samples must have: 

1. reduced backgrounds, 

2. reduced systematic biases, and 

3. increased statistics. 

In the remainder of this section, we discuss in turn how the T-charm Factory addresses each 
of these areas and why it represents the best approach to T-charm physics. 

2.1 Backgrounds to T-charm studies 
2.1.1 Operating points for T studies 

The r lepton is experimentally inaccessible at hadron colliders, such as TeV I or the SSC, 
and so detailed studies can only be carried out at e + e~ colliders. The candidate machines 
are a Z° Factory, B Factory and T-charm Factory. 

While the T lepton was discovered[2] near threshold, most of the recent experimental 
advances have been made at higher energies, reflecting increased statistics and reduced back
grounds relative to the pioneer experiments. In this historical light, it may not be obvious 
that the threshold region is well-suited to detailed T studies. In fact, the T+T~ threshold 
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Figure 2: The cross section a (e + e~ -+ T+T ) near to threshold[3]. 

region (Fig. 2) has several unique operating points which have backgrounds that are both 
exceptionally low and internally calibrated by small shifts in £ „ „ . The energies for r studies 
are as follows: 

• 3.56 GeV. This energy, which is just below T+T~ threshold, provides a direct cali
bration of all non-r backgrounds: hadronic (uu, dd and ss), two-photon, QED [ee(7), 
Hft^-y), etc.] and beam gas. 

• 3.57 GeV. A recent calculation[3] has shown that the T+T~ cross section has a finite 
value (0.223 nb) precisely at threshold, due to a Coulon b interaction between the T + 

and r~. When the beam energy is set to mT-\-ot (the beam energy spread, which is 
1.0 MeV at this energy) the T+T~ cross section is 0.47 nb, and 0 T = 0.024. At this 
energy, the two-body r decays, such as n~vT and K~vT, give rise to monochromatic 
secondaries (Fig. 3). The consequences are clean signatures for event selection, as well 
as kinematic separation of the different decay modes. 

• 3.67 GeV. This energy provides the highest T+T~ cross section below the ^'(3.69) 
and DD threshold (3.73 GeV), a region where T decay is the only source of prompt 
single leptons. 

t 4.25 GeV. At this energy the T continuum rate has its maximum value, coinciding 
with a minimum in the charm cross section (Fig. 4). The advantages here are the high 
rate and appreciable /?T (0.54), which results in large polarization correlations in T + T -
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<r{bb) 
(nb) 

a{cc) 
(nb) 

<T(TT) 

(nb) 
Z° Factory 
B Factory [T(4S)] 
TC Factory 

6.4 
1.0 
0 
0 
0 

5.0 
1.3 
0 
0 
5.0 

1.4 
0.9 
0.5 (3.57 GeV) 
2.4 (3.67 GeV) 
3.5 (4.25 GeV) 

Table 1: Production cross-sections of T+T events and heavy flavour backgrounds at several 
e + e~ colliders. 

decays. The presence of charm backgrounds, however, limits the range of experiments 
that are feasible. 

A comparison of the production cross-sections of T+T~ and heavy quark backgrounds 
at several machines is given in Table 1. The T-charm threshold region is the only place 
that is free of any contributions from heavy flavour backgrounds and the only place where 
backgrounds can be experimentally measured rather than calculated by Monte Carlo. 

2.1.2 Operating points for charm studies 

The energies for charm and charmonium studies are as follows (Fig. 4): 

• J / ^ ( 3 - i ° ) and ^'(3- 69)-

• ^"{z-Tt)- This energy provides pure D°D" and D+D~ final states, without contami
nation from other charmed particles or from jet fragments, thereby allowing studies of 
tagged D° and I ? ± decays. 

• 4.03 G e V . This energy gives the highest charm cross section in e + e _ annihilation and 
is suitable for tagged Df studies, via DfDj events. 

• 4.14 G e V . This is a second identified energy for Df studies, via DfD** events. It 
is likely that there are better choices of beam energy for Df studies than these, since 
present measurements of the hadronic cross section in this region are poor. If this 
remains the case, an early part of the TCF physics program will be to carry out a 
fine-grained scan over the energy range ^'(3.69) < Em < 4.25 GeV to measure the 
hadronic cross section and the Z) 0 , !)* and Df yields. 

A key experimental feature of the T-charm threshold region is the ability to tag a particle, 
whose decays can then be studied without bias, with exceptionally low backgrounds and with 
absolute flux normalization. This technique has been used extensively at t/>"(3.77) for D° 
and D^ studies. In the case of Df, however, the present statistics are too poor even to allow 
absolute measurements of the branching ratios; not a single example exists of a double-tagged 
D+D~ event. 

At other machines, the only charmed hadron that can be tagged is D°, via the soft ir+ 

in £)*+ _• D° i r + . However, this D° tag generally has a sizeable background (an example is 
shown.in Fig. 11). 
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Requirement 
Efficiencies 

Background fraction 
( w/7"^ ratio ) 

Requirement « TT 3.57 GeV 3.67 GeV 
X 
X + e 
X + Emi„ 
X + e + Emi„ 

1.0 
1.5 x 10~3 

5 x 10- 3 

8 X 10"6 

1.0 
0.24 
0.95 
0.24 

33.4 
0.23 
0.19 
1.2 x 10- 3 

6.4 
0.037 
0.033 
0.2 x 10- 3 

Table 2: Summary of the performance of the e + Emi„ tag to select TT events and reject 
hadronic (qq) background. The requirements are Ec > 0.4 GeV and Emu, > 0.8 GeV. The 
label ' X ' implies 'anything'. 

For the first t ime at any machine, it will also be possible to single-tag T+T~ events at the 
r-charm Factory. All previous measurements have employed global event selection criteria 
that have imposed restrictions on both T decays in each event. We will describe the proposed 
technique in the next section. 

2.1.3 Single-tagging of r+r~ events 

Single-tagging requires a signature from a single T decay that is very clean. With the 
unique capability of the T-charm Factory to produce T+T~ events near threshold and without 
contamination from heavy flavoured particles, several signatures fulfill this requirement, as 
follows: 

1. e + Emi„ 

2. n + Emi„ 
3. n-(monochromatic) + Em:„ (at 3.57 GeV). 

The 'missing' energy in each event, Emi„, is measured in the hermetic T-charm Factory 
detector. Hermeticity is provided by a combination of precise magnetic analysis of charged 
particles, a crystal electromagnetic calorimeter and a fine-grained hadron calorimeter, whose 
primary function is detect the presence of K^/n. 

The relative hadronic and TT production cross-sections are: 

3.57 GeV: cr(qq)/a(Tf) = 15.7nb/0.47nb = 33.4, 
and 3.67 GeV: = 14.8nb/2.4nb = 6.2. 

Despite their large cross-sections, hadronic backgrounds can be very effectively eliminated 
below charm threshold by the single-tag signatures. We will demonstrate this by describing 
the e + Emi„ tag in detail. 

The performance of this tag is summarized in Table 2. The requirement of at least one 
prompt electron, with Ee > 0.4 GeV, results in background/signal ratios of 0.23 at 3.57 GeV, 
and 0.037 at 3.67 GeV. These calculations assume a TT -» e misidentification probability of 
1 0 - 3 , and 5% inefficiency to detect the second e* from ir° Dalitz decays and 7 conversions. 
With these assumptions, ir -» e misidentification constitutes the majority (80%) of the 
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hadronic background above Ee = 0.4 GeV. The resulting electron energy distributions at 
3.67 GeV are shown in Fig. 5a). 

The electron tag alone is insufficient to select a clean sample of T+T~ events. It is therefore 
applied together with an Emi„ tag, which takes advantage of the large energy carried off by 
«/'s. For a single electronic decay, the neutrino energy is simply £ m , „ = ET-EC = Etcam-E,.. 
A special advantage of operating close to T+T~ threshold is the small Lorentz boost which, 
for most decays, gives rise to a large £„,, , , « m T / 2 from each r . Consequently, a strong 
Emi„ requirement can be applied which is, nevertheless, satisfied with full efficiency by a 
single T decay. 

Before cutting on £„,,•„, it is first necessary to require pmi,3 does not point near the 
beam axis, in order to eliminate events (especially 2-photon events) in which the missing 
energy was carried off by a particle in this direction. Assuming a detector with good cos0 
acceptance (< 0.99), the requirement pj^in ^ 0.1 GeV/c is sufficient to remove such events. 

The requirement Emi„ > 0.8 GeV results in background/signal ratios of 0.19 at 3.57 
GeV, and 0.033 at 3.67 GeV (Table 2). These calculations assume 5% inefficiency to detect 
Kl/n in the hadron calorimeter. This performance has been indicated by Monte Carlo 
simulation[4] of a 3.9 A0(,, sampling calorimeter (52 x 1.25 cm Fe plates) following a 0.9 Xab, 
CsI(Tl) calorimeter. The resulting 2?m ,„ distributions at 3.67 GeV are shown in Fig. 5b). In 
the case of hadronic events, the rate is dominated by undetected K%. We note that careful 
attention must be paid to the elimination of cracks/dead regions in the crystal calorimeter 
of the T-charm Factory deter*cr, sxi'-h. that the detection inefficiency of high energy photons 
is kept below 1%. 

The combined c + Emi„ tag (with th?i requirements Ee > 0.4 GeV and Em{„ > 0.8 
GeV) results in final background/signal ratios of 1.2 x 1 0 - 3 at 3.57 GeV, and 0.2 x 10~ 3 

at 3.67 GeV (Table 2). The T- +T~ detection efficiency with this tag alone is 0.24; when 
combined with other single-tags, there is an excellent overall efficiency of ~ 0.5. The final 
Emi„ distributions are shown in Figs. 6a) aud b). These studies indicate that extremely 
clean single-tagged T+T~ data samples can bu obtained at the T-charm Factory. 

2.2 Systematic precision of r-charm studies 
The excellent control of backgrounds at the T-charm Factory will result in small systematic 
errors from these sources. In particular, we note that present experiments frequently must 
rely on hand-scans to reduce th<; backgrounds to acceptable levels, with the inevitable intro
duction of systematic biases that are hard to calibrate. Systematic effects in single-tagged 
events will be further reduced since all the remaining particles come from a single parent and 
no restrictions are imposed on its decay topology. Tagging also allows precise measurement 
of branching ratios, since there is zero normalization uncertainty; elsewhere, branching ratio 
measurements rely on calculations of the cross-section and measurements of the luminosity. 

There are also several aspects related to the detector performance that will significantly 
reduce the systematic errors. The design momentum measurement accuracy 

WP/P? = [<M%p(GeV/c)}2 + [0.3%//?]2 

results in a precise mass resolution of 2 MeV/c J at the r -» vT 5^ end-point, where the 
i/T mass will be explored. However, in order to benefit from such precision, it is neccessary 
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Particle Z° Factory 
(2 x 10 3 2cm- 2 a"1) 

B Factory 
(103 3cm-2 s"1) 

T-charm Factory 
(lO^cnT 2 s"1) 

D° (single) 

D* (») 

1.4 x 107 

0.7 x 10 r 

0.5 x 107 

1.9 x 107 

0.9 x 107 

0.6 X 107 

8.7 x 107 (t/>") 
6.3 x 107 (0") 
2.7 x 107 (4.14 GeV) 

T+T (pairs) 0.4 x 107 1.4 x 107 0.7 x 107 (3.57 GeV) 
3.6 x 107 (3.67 GeV) 
5.3 x 107 (4.25 GeV) 

J/0 _ _ 
2.5 x 101 0 

0.9 x lO 1 0 

Table 3: A comparison of the T-charm data samples per year at several e + e~ colliders. The 
assumed integrated luminosities are 3 f b _ 1 per year at the Z° Factory and 15 f b _ 1 per year 
at the B and T-charm Factories. 

to maintain the absolute momentum-scale error below 0.1% (which is equivalent to a mass 
shift of 2 MeV/c 2 ) . This figure is better than has been achieved by any collider detector so 
far. Precise systematic control of the momentum scale of the T-charm Factory detector will 
be achieved by periodically recording data at 0"(3.77) and reconstructing background-free 
D^ —* 5prong events. These events correspond closely to the mass region at the T —» uT 5%* 
end-point. In addition, there will be frequent, high-statistics calibrations of all the detector 
responses and resolutions at 0 ' . With these calibration signals, the momentum-scale error 
of the T-charm Factory detector should be kept well below 0.1%. 

In addition to excellent charged particle measurements, there are particular advantages 
for photon detection and particle identification near T-charm threshold. Since particles are 
essentially produced isotropically, the detection inefficiency caused by charged and neutral 
pileup is minimized. This is especially important in the measurements of T decays involving 
several neutral particles, which may hold the key to the 'one-prong problem'. A further 
advantage is that the kinematic limit of particles from r and D decays is a 1 GeV/c and 
so the identification of ir, K and p is relatively easy using a combination of time-of-fiight 
and dE/dx. In this case, a RICH/CRID is not required for particle identification and the 7 
detection is not compromised by the resultant inert material (20% rad.len.). 

2.3 Statistics 
In addition to providing T+T~ data samples with the lowest backgrounds, the threshold 
region will generate samples with higher statistics than elsewhere (Table 3). 

In summary, the T-charm Factory will obtain T-charm data samples per year that are a 
factor 100-1000 larger than the total present data, in a detector with unprecedented perfor
mance. With the unique single-tagging capabilities for both D mesons and r leptons, there 
will be a sharp reduction in systematic errors compared with present experiments. It seems 
unlikely that there exists a better experimental environment for precise and rare T-charm 
studies. 
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Ratio No electroweak 
corrections 

With electroweak 
corrections 

Experimental value 

H~vllvT/e~vevT 

7 r ~ i / T / e ~ P e i / T 

K~i/T/e~PevT 

0.973 
0.607 
0.0395 

0.973 
0.601 
0.0399 

1.02 ±0.03 
0.62 ±0.04 
0.038±0.011 

Table 4: Standard Model predictions[5] and experimental values for r —» 1 prong + 0 7 
relative branching ratios. 

c vevT V-'VyPr IT l'T K~vT 

today: 2.3% 2.3% 5.6% 29.% 
TCF: if cm - 2 s'1) 

1 year at 103 2 

3 x 103 2 

10 3 3 

0.5% 
0.3% 
0.15% 

0.5% 
0.3% 
0.15% 

0.6% 
0.4% 
0.2% 

2.5% 
1.5% 
0.8% 

Table 5: Experimental precision of r -* 1 prong + 0 7 branching ratios. 

3 r physics 
3.1 Precise branching ratio measurements 
The decay rates of several T decay modes can be rigorously calculated, and so precise mea
surements of the branching ratios provide sensitive tests of the Standard Model. Of particular 
interest are the decays e~DevT, yTv^Vr, w~uT and K~vT (Table 4), which are theoretically 
understood at the level of the electroweak radiative corrections (1%). New physics could 
affect these branching ratios as perhaps a non-standard Cabibbo angle in the T sector or a 
Higgs field. For example, it is possible that the leptons may get their masses from a Higgs 
field that is separate from that of the quarks.[3]. This Higgs would couple exclusively to 
leptons and proportionally to the lepton mass. Evidently, T decays provide the best environ
ment to study such a Higgs boson. The effects of a charged Higgs could be seen elsewhere 
in T decays, such as the angular distributions in r~ -+ ir~ir0vT[6]. 

In addition to these measurements, a systematic search will be made for anomalies in 
all T branching ratios. Of particular interest is the discrepancy[7] between the inclusive 
r - t l prong branching ratio (0.866±0.003) and the sum of the exclusive 1 prong decays 
(< .805 ± 0.019) - the so-called 'one-prong problem' - which remains an open question for 
the Standard Model. It is likely that the resolution of this discrepancy - be it experimental 
errors or new physics - will require an experiment with excellent control of systematic errors 
and with good sensitivity to all r decays. 

Finally, it is pointed out[8] that T decays provide excellent tests of fundamental aspects 
of QCD in both the vector and axial-vector currents, such as measurement of the QCD scale 
Ajyj, tests of QCD symmetry properties, and searches for resonance structures. 

Since these branching ratio measurements are likely to be dominated by systematic and 
background uncertainties, they are best-performed at 3.57 GeV. At this energy, the individual 
T decays are separated kinematically (Fig. 3) and the backgrounds are both extremely low 
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(0.1%) and internally calibrated. The expected precision on the 1 prong branching ratios 
(Table 5) will allow tests of e — p — T universality at an early stage of operation of the 
T-charm Factory and, after reaching the design luminosity, will allow measurements of the 
x~vT and K~vT decays at the level of the electroweak radiative corrections. 

3.2 vT and r mass measurements 
The possibility of non-zero neutrino masses is of central importance to physics. Finite neu
trino masses would profoundly affect the Standard Model - allowing mixing and oscillations 
between lepton families - and also provide answers to two of the major puzzles of cosmolog-
ical physics: the deficiency of solar neutrinos and the composition of the dark matter of the 
universe. 

The vT mass is investigated by measuring the end-point of the Sir*1 mass spectrum in 
T* —» 5*-* uT, and the end-point of the K'K+ir*1 mass spectrum in T* —> K~K+Tr±vT. 
With a two-year (30 fb" 1) sample at 3.67 GeV, the upper limit (95% CL) to the i/T mass 
is 3.5 MeV/c 2 from T * -» fa* vT events (Fig. 7), and 4.7 MeV/c 2 from T* -» K'K+IT^I/T 
events[9]. Combining both decays gives an upper limit (95% CL) of 2.9 MeV/c 2 , which 
is an ord^r-of-magnitude higher sensitivity than at present. This experiment will require 
an improved measurement of the r mass, which involves a precise determination of the 
threshold for the process e + e _ —> T+T~. The expected T mass error at the T-charm Factory 
is 0.2 MeV/c 2 . 

There is interest in reaching this sensitivity for m„ r since it represents the lower limit for 
an unstable vr that is allowed by combined cosmological and particle physics constraints; 
below this value, the combined results indicate that vT is probably stable and has a mass 
mVT < 65 eV/c 2[10]. Finally, we point out that it is widely expected that massive i/'s would 
follow the same mass hierarchy as the charged leptons and, in certain models such as the 
'see-saw' model[10], mvi oc m 2 , in which case a sensitivity of 3 MeV/c 2 for m„ r is equivalent 
to 0.3 eV/c 2 for m v < ! . 

3.3 Nature of the r decay current 
This involves a precise determination of the decay parameters of the purely leptonic decays, 
T~ —» e~vcvT and r~ —+ pTv^Vr. The e, p spectra provide the Michel parameters (p e , p^) and 
the low energy spectrum parameters (7,., 77,,). The best sensitivity is at threshold (3.57 GeV) 
where the effects of the Lorentz boost are small (Fig. 8) and where the particle separation 
is cleanest (Fig. 3). The asymmetry parameters, which describe the asymmetry of the 
daughter lepton (e or p.) relative to the T spin, are determined by angular correlations at 
3.57 GeV (£.,£„) and by energy correlations at 4.25 Ge\ (&,£,,,&,$„). Finally, assuming 
the presence of a p. polarimeter, the parameter £j, can be determined from a measurement 
of the p, polarization at 4.25 GeV. 

The structure of the weak current that mediates r decays is poorly known at present; the 
only decay parameter measured so far is the Michel parameter p, with a world-average value 
0.74±0.05. The TCF will measure the T leptonic decay parameters to an accuracy comparable 
with those measured for p. decays; the expected errors[9] are as follows: p (±0.003), JJ (±0.01), 
$ (±0.01), and 6 (±0.01). With this precision, it will be possible to search for signs of a 
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KM matrix 
element 

Standard Model 
[3 generations] 
(90% CL interval) 

Experimental value 
(90% CL interval) 

v c d 

0.974 ± 0.001 
0.220 ± 0.003 

0.65 - 0.98 
0.16 - 0.23 

Table 6: Standard Model predictions and experimental values for the Kobayashi-Maskawa 
(KM) matrix elements Va and Vd. 

right-handed coupling up to mwR — 500 GeV/c 2 . 

3.4 Rare r decays 
The aim is both to measure rare decays that are expected in the Standard Model, such as 
r~ —> ir~T)i/T (b.r. 1 0 - 4 — 1 0 - 8 ) , and to search for lepton number violating decays, such 
as T~ —» Z~7, l~fi+n~, l~e+c~, h°l~, h~e~fi+ etc., where / = e,fi and h — hadron(s). 
These 'forbidden' decays are sensitive to a broad range of new physics, such as Higgs, SUSY, 
leptoquarks, technicolour and compositness. 

The optimum energy for these measurements is at 3.67 GeV, where a simple and (^ 100%) 
efficient tag Emi„ > 0.8 GeV can be used. The validity of a signal can be convincingly 
demonstrated by its disappearance at 3.56 GeV. The T-chann Factory will be sensitive to 
branching ratios near i 0 - 7 , which probes mass scales up to ~ 4 TeV, assuming the same 
coupling as the electroweak interaction. It is likely[ll, 12] that rare r decays will be much 
more sensitive to new physics than the equivalent rare ft decays since mT ^> m „ m p and, in 
addition, there is a broad range of kinematically-allowed channels. 

4 Charm physics 
4.1 KM matr ix elements V^, Vcd 
These important parameters of the Standard Model are poorly measured at present (Table 
6). The semileptonic decays of D mesons (Fig. 9) provide almost direct measurements of 
Vc, and V^. As examples, 

b.i.(D - Keve) ex rD | / * ( i 2 ) | 2 | Vc, | 2 , 

b.r.(U -> 7rei/E) oc rD \ £ ( t 2 ) | 2 I V* | 2 , 

where f+K(t2) are form factors and TD is the appropriate D lifetime. Using tagged events 
at ^"(3-77), these decays c»n be identified in fully constrained events with a single missing 
v. Although the signature is clean, the low branching ratio of the Cabibbo-suppressed 
semileptonic decays ( < 1%) has precluded their detection until recently, when Mklll observed 
several D° -* TT+CV,. events at SPEAR[13]. 

There are a large number of semileptonic branching ratios that can be measured at the 
r-charm Factory (Fig. 9)[14,15]. The typical statistics per year for D° and D±, will be a few 
times 10 5 events for Cabibbo-allowed modes, and a few times 10 4 for supressed modes. The 
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a) CABIBBO - ALLOWED SPECTATOR 

K, K* , Kim.... (D) 

T l , * . . . . (Ds) 

b) CABIBBO - SUPPRESSED SPECTATOR 

t . p . ....(D) 
K, K*.... (Ds) 

c) ANNIHILATION 

c 

t . P. r\.... 

Figure 9: Semileptoaic D decay diagrams. 
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U = hissing-pmissing ^eW) U = t missing "missing («8») 

Figure 10: Examples of Cabibbo-allowed and -suppressed semileptonic decays that involve 
neutrals, assuming a TCF detector with: a) and b) sampling (Pb - proportional tube) elec
tromagnetic calorimetry; c) and d) CsI(Tl) crystal electromagnetic calorimetry. The back
ground events are shaded. 
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1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 
MASS (K jte v) (GeV/c2) 

Figure 11: Measurement of the Cabibbo-allowed semileptonic decay D° —* K'e^Vc in E691 
(fixed-target photoproduction). The D0,s are tagged via Z>*+ —• D° T+ (right sign; wrong 
sign for this decay would be D°ir~). 
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D + , D + 

Figure 12: Pure leptonic D* or Df decay diagram. 

Process b.r. oc Expected b.r. 
TD*PD 1 Vcd I2 

Tntfb. 1 Vc | 2 

W£. 1 v„ !2 

~ 3 x 10- 4 

~ 4 x 1 0 - 3 

~ 2 x 10- 2 

Table 7: Pure leptonic D decays and their expected branching ratios (assuming / p ~ 
200 MeV). 

statistics for Df will be a factor of 10 lower. Each of these modes is expected to have low 
backgrounds (as seen, for example, in Fig. 10[14]), in contrast with similar measurements in 
fixed-target charm experiments (for example, Fig. 11). Most of the semileptonic branching 
ratios can therefore be measured to better than 1% precision, to be compared with the 
present errors of 15% for D —» Keve and 50% for D —* irevc. 

We anticipate that the present (3-9%) errors on the D meson lifetimes will also be re
duced below 1% by future fixed-target experiments. This will leave theoretical form-factor 
uncertainties as the dominant errors in the determination of Va and V^j. Hopefully these 
theoretical uncertainties can be reduced by detai'ed experimental input from the r-charm 
Factory. The uncertainties can largely be avoided by taking the ratio of semileptonic branch
ing ratios. In this way, V^i/K, can be determined to 0.3% precision, which is similar to the 
present precision of Ocabibbo-

Finally we comment that semileptonic Df decays that proceed through quark annihila
tion [Fig. 9c)] do not suffer from helicity suppression and may have appreciable branching 
ratios. One of the interests in these processes is the possibility of a clean source of glueballs 
Df -> glueball /*«/;. 

4.2 Pure leptonic decays 
Pure leptonic decays of .DjK mesons (Fig. 12) have two distinctive features: they can be rig
orously calculated in the Standard Model, and they have not been experimentally observed. 
The decays of interest are summarized in Table 7, where the final case, T + —* e+vevT or 
/ t + i / M P T . The weak decay constant fy.. measures the overlap of the c and d(s) quarks in 
the DfB) meson. The decay constants appear in many second-order weak processes, includ
ing mixing and CP violation, and are therefore important quantities to be experimentally 
determined. Measurement of fo is needed, for example, to improve the estimate of / B for 
calculations of mixing and CP violation in the B system. Furthermore, the relative pure 
leptonic branching ratios will provide a good measurement of | VajVd |, since the uncer
tainty in fD.IID should be small. These decays are measured cleanly in the rcF (Fig. 13), 
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Figure 13: Measurement of pure leptonic D decays in the rcF detector. Missing masses in 
tagged events are shown for: a)D+ —* (i^v^ (~ 1100 events per year); b)D* —* n^v^ (~ 
2000 events per year); c)D+ —» T+VT, T+ —» e+vevT\ (~ 2000 events per year); and, d)Z>+ 
—• T+I/T, T+ —• ii+vtlvT (~ 2400 events per year). The indicated statistics correspond to L = 
10 3 3 c m ' V 1 and fo — 200 MeV. The background events are shaded. 
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Figure 14: Event samples of pure leptonic D decays vs. the decay constant fjj. After includ
ing the T leptonic branching ratio, all three decays will have similar statistics. Also shown 
is the sample of pure leptonic B —> TI/ T decays vs. / s , expected at a B Factory assuming 
105 tagged Bu (corresponding to 10 years at L = 1 0 3 3 c m - 2 s - 1 ) , where the indicated limits 
correspond to the present uncertainty in V&„. 
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b) 

Figure 15: D"D° mixing by: a) Standard Model 'box' diagrams; and b) new scalar interac
tions. 

with expected rates indicated in Figs. 13 and 14[16]. The latter figure shows that an exper
imental measurement of fa is unlikely to be made in the near future, which underscores the 
importance of measuring fo-

These measurements are also sensitive to new physics that does not have the usual helicity 
suppression in pseudoscalar meson decay or that has mass-dependent couplings [since we 
measure the ratio T(D, -»fu>)/T(Ds -* ru)]. The absence of ev final states will provide a 
further test. 

4.3 D°D° mixing and CP violation. 
Searches for mixing and CP violation in the D system[17, 18, 19] offer several advantages: 

t The branching ratios into interesting states are reasonably large, and so observations 
can be checked in several different ways. 
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Figure 16: D°D° mixing diagram by long-range interactions. 

• Quantum statistics results in different correlations for D°D° decays depending on the 
whether the process is V>"(3.77) -» D°D°; D°D°* -> -fD°D°; or, D°D°" -* ni'D0D0. 
These three channels therefore constitute an analyzer to identify the source of a signal. 

The mixing parameter is defined as 

= B{D° - » , # > - • / ) (AmD/TD)2 + {ATD/2TD)2 

r° B{D° - » / / / ) 2 

where f is a final state. Mixing may occur in the Standard Model by 'box diagrams' [Fig. 
15a)], which are expected to be small (T\D < 1 0 - 6 ) due to GIM cancellations. Long range 
contributions (Fig. 16), which are also second order weak interactions, are expected to be 
larger, giving ro — 10~ 5 — 10~ 4. The small D"D° mixing expected in the Standard Model 
make this a promising channel to search for new physics [e.g. Fig. 15b)]. 

The experimental signatures for mixing are either like-sign dilepton events from dual 
semileptonic decays ( e * ^ . ^ , / i ± / i ± A' , e^/t^X) or two identical hadronic decays, such as 
(K+K~)(K+TT~) or (K~ir+)(K~ir+). Although the source of the leptonic signature is un
ambiguous, the hadronic signature may signal either mixing or doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed 
decays (DCSD), which are expected with branching ratios ~ t an 4 0 c = 0.003. These two 
contributions can be separated, however, since Bose statistics forbids DCSD when the D° 
mesons are in a relative / = 1 state (at ^"(3.77) and for D°p°" -> ir°D°D0} but allows 
DCSD when the D° mesons are in a relative / = 0 state (D°D0' —* iD°D°). An indepen
dent way to isolate DCSD is to measure their magnitude in the decays of D±, where mixing 
is of course absent. 

The statistics per year at ^>"(3.77) are expected to be ~ 8 10 4 dilepton events and 
~ 4 10 4 (Kir)(Kir) events[19]. This should allow a sensitivity rD ~ 2 x 1 0 - 5 in a 1-year 
experiment. At this level, we may expect in the Standard Model to see a mixing signal. 

CP violation in the DD system could show up either through mixing or in direct final 
state decays[17, 18, 19]. In the case of mixing, the signature is: 

1) D° -* l+X, with D° -> CP eigenstate (e.g. K+K~). 

2) D° -v l-X, with D° -» CP eigenstate (e.g. K+K~). 

CP violation will give a rate difference between 1) and 2), depending on the quantum state 
of the D"D° system.This is described by an asymmetry parameter A = {T\ — Tj) / (Ti + 
T 2 ) . A CP asymmetry of 2y/2r^A is expected in D°D° decays from the channel D°D0' -> 
jD0D°[n]. Adding several CP eigenstates, a yearly sample of 10 4 such events is expected 
at Ecm = 4.14 GeV. Assuming ro zz 1 0 - 4 , the asymmetry parameter A can be measured 
to a; 3 1 0 - 3 . Calculations[17] show a similar sensitivity can be reached in the case of 
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c) 

Figure 17: Flavour changing neutral currents by: a) new scalars or vectors; and b) and c) 
higher-order Standard Model processes. 

measurements of direct CP violation, e.g. detection of ^"(3.77) —»• D°D° -t /D»/DO, where 
the final states have equal CP parity, e.g. i=K+K~. A single event of this type establishes 
CP violation, since the initial state is CP even whereas the final state (p wave) is CP odd. 

4.4 Rare D decays 
Flavour changing neutral current decays can occur at a low rate by second order weak 
interactions [Fig. 17b)-c)], whereas lepton flavour violating decays are completely forbidden 
(for massless i/'s). Examples of the former are D -* e+e~, fi+fi~, he+e~, hfi+[i~, and hvv, 
and of the latter, D —• e+/ i _ ,and he+fi~. Decays that include hadrons (A) are a factor 10-100 
higher in rate since they do not have any helicity suppression. These decays are sensitive to a 
broad class of new physics [Figs. 17a) and 18]: contact interactions, leptoquarks, horizontal 
gauge bosons, lepton/quark substructure, Higgs, technicolour, etc. At the rcF these rare 
decays will have very low backgrounds[20] - generally 1-10 events - and so 1-year data 
samples will be sensitive to branching ratios ~ 10~ 7. This will allow the rcF either to place 
stringent limits (masses > 4 TeV/c 2) on such particles, or else provide an observation which 
will be an unambiguous sign of new physics. In fact, at this experimental sensitivity, several 
neutral current decays may be observable the Standard Model[21, 22]. Finally, we comment 
that searches for rare decays in the charm sector are complementary to those of K and B 
mesons since the couplings of the new particles may be flavour dependent, in which case 
decays of K/B (down-type quarks) would be different from D (up-type quark). 
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Figure 18: Lepton flavour violating D decay diagrams. 
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5 J/ip a n d rf)' physics 
The charmonium states J/ip, «/>', and TJC provide an exceptionally rich system for clean QCD 
studies at low Q2. The areas of interest are as follows[23, 24]: 

a) Gluons and gluonic particles. The processes to study are J/iji —» ggf, J/t/> —» ggg, and 
»?c - + 99-

b) The cc wave function and mass spectrum. Examples are the rates for J/ip —> 37 
(expected b.r. ~ 10~6) and nc - j 2f (expected b.r .~ 10~ 3). The rates for these 
processes, which are not well-measured at present, provide clean tests of QCD. 

c) Issues in hadronization, where we look at the details of the hadronic states produced 
from 2- and 3-gluon intermediate states. 

There are several advantages to J ftp decays for these light quark and glueball spectroscopy 
studies: 

• The initial and final states have well-defined quantum numbers: Jpo = 1 and 
1° = 0~. The Jjij} is an SU(3) singlet, with no hidden light quarks. 

• J/V> —* 7<7<7 —> fX involves a pure two-gluon intermediate state, with a mass mgg < 3.1 
GeV/c 2 , i.e. in the expected mass region of the gluonic spectrum. 

• The nature of the state X can be tested experimentally by comparing Jjiji —* •yX, uiX 
and (j>X. If X is gluonic, then the decays uX and fyX will be suppressed; in contrast, 
uiX is enhanced if X has u/d quark content, and <f>X is enhanced if X has s quark 
content. 

• J/V> decays have extremely high statistics and almost no background. Current exper
iments have 10 7 decays, whereas the statistics of the parent sample at the TCF will 
exceed 10 1 0 per year. 

With present data samples there are several possible signs of new states, based on signals of 
a few 10's of events, indicating there is a great deal still to be learnt from J/ip decays. With 
the factor 1000 increase in statistics at the rcF it will be possible to carry out a detailed 
partial wave study of these and other states, which should provide a definitive study of the 
gluonic spectrum. 

There are many further physics possibilities with J/I /I decays. Some examples are: 

a) Clean light meson factory. For example, 107 AA events per year are produced from 
J/il) decays. 

b) Weak decay studies, e.g. J/J/> —» D3eue (b.r.~ 1 0 - 8 ) . 

c) Tagged J/tj) decays, via ip' —> 7r+7r~ J/V>. One interesting decay is J/t/i -* vv (b.r.~ 
10- 8 ) . 

d) Alton search, via J/f -» 7 axion. The current experimental limit (Crystal Barrel) for 
this branching ratio is < 1.4 10~ 5 (90% CL). 
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6 Machine 
i u . ohysics sensitivity of the T-charm Factory will depend on the combination of two 
features of the experimental apparatus: 

rcF physics sensitivity oc machine luminosity x detector per formance 

The TCF will generate a large increase in the statistics of r and charm data samples near 
threshold. As examples, the present total luminosity is 2 p b - 1 for r studies below charm 
threshold, and 10 p b - 1 for charm studies at ^>"(3.77). These figures may be compared with 
the design luminosity of 1.5 X 104 p b " 1 per year at the rcF. 

Furthermore, a substantial improvement can be made in detector performance compared 
with previous experiments. In particular, we note that no previous detector in the T-charm 
threshold region has combined the advantages of the classical solenoidal magnetic detector 
- good momentum resolution and identification of charged particles - with the advantages 
of the crystal calorimeter detector - excellent energy resolution for 7, e, and JT°, and good 
low energy 7 detection efficiency. This style of detector - which has been pioneered by the 
work of L3 and CLEO II - would have a profound effect on the scope of physics accessible 
at the TCF, due to a sharp increase in the reconstruction efficiency and resolution of final 
states that include neutrals and due to improved e identification. 

The original TCF machine design was made by Jowett[25, 26, 27]. This was evaluated and 
further developed at the SLAC Tan Charm Workshop[28], at which time a KEK design[29] 
was introduced, as well as several new ideas - most notably a 'crab-crossing' scheme[30, 31] 
- that may lead to improved performance. Since the Workshop, a more detailed study of 
the TCF machine has been carried out at SLAC[32]. In this section, we will outline the main 
features of the machine design that have emerged from these studies. 

6.1 Design specifications 
The basic design specifications of the TCF machine are as follows: 

• An e + e~ collider operating in the range 3.0 < E„n < 4.25 GeV, with equal e + and e~ 
beam energies. 

• A peak luminosity L > 10 3 3 c m _ 2 s _ 1 to occur at Em = 4.0 GeV. At lower energies the 
luminosity is 

L = ( E ^ / 4 . 0 ) 2 x 10 3 3 cm- 2 s" 1 

which implies 0.6 X 10 3 3 c m ' 2 s" 1 at J/ip(3.10) and 0.8 X 10 3 3 cm" 2 s" 1 at T+T~ 
threshold. At higher energies the luminosity is 

L = ( 4 . 0 / £ c m ) n x lO^cm" 2 s" 1 

where 3 £ n & 4, implying 0.8 x 10 3 3 cm" 2 s" 1 at Em = 4.25 GeV. 

• A dedicated e+ and e~ injector that operates at collision energy. This allows frequent 
'topping-off' of the stored beam and thereby maintains a high average luminosity. With 
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Figure 19: Schematic design of the T-charm Factory machine. 

a calculated luminosity lifetime of 2.4 h, a 4-min. injection cycle every 65 min. will 
maintain the ratio of average to peak luminosity at 75%. Injection every 30 min. raises 
the ratio to 80%. A dedicated injector will also facilitate continuous operation of the 
r-charm Factory (a 10 months per year). 

The original concept of the T-chann Factory was an integrated detector and machine with 
a single interaction point[25, 33]. This approach was largely supported at the Tau Charm 
Workshop since it will result in the highest possible luminosity per interaction point, while 
simplifying the machine design and reducing the cost. 

6.2 Machine overview 
A schematic design of the TCF machine is shown in Fig. 19 and a summary of the current 
machine parameters is given in Table 8. We will provide here a brief description of the 
machine; further details can be found in ref. [32]. 

6.2.1 O p t i c s 

An optical solution, with chromatic corrections, has been evaluated[28] for the storage rings 
that provides a stable region covering 20c in each transverse direction and lOu in momentum. 
The r.m.s. magnet tolerances are assumed to be Sx>y < 300/xm, 6Z < 3 mm and 6g/B < 10~ 3 . 
The minimum physical aperture is set to a radial distance of 10 cr I i V + 5 mm (orbit excursions) 
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Energy E 2.2 GeV 
Circumference C 329.9 m 
Revolution frequency h 0.909 MHz 
Bending radius P 12 m 
/3-function at IP 

• « 0.2 m 

K 0.01 m 
Betatron coupling K2 0.05 
Betatron tunes Q* 8.87 

Qv 7.76 
Momentum compaction a 0.0396 
Natural emittance e* 424 nm 
Fractional energy spread <Tt 5.44 x 10~ 4 

Energy loss per turn u0 
0.173 MeV 

Damping times rx 28 msec 
Tv 28 msec 
Tc 14 msec 

R F frequency /RF 500 MHz 
R F voltage VRF 24 MV 
Radiated power per beam Jrad 86 kW 
Synchrotron tune Q. 0.19 
Number of bunches h 21 
Bunch separation sb 

15.71 m 
Bunch spacing n 52.4 nsec 
Bunch crossing frequency h 19.1 MHz 
Total beam current I 498 mA 
Particles per bunch Nb 1.63 x 10 1 1 

r.m.s. bunch length Oz 6 mm 
Beam sizes at IP °l 284 /tm 

°; 14 / im 
Beam-beam parameter tv 0.04 
Luminosity L 1.0 x 10 3 3 c m _ 2 s e c _ 1 

Table 8: TCF machine parameter list at top energy in the SLAC design[32]. This list corre
sponds to a peak luminosity at 2.2 GeV; in the final design this may be reduced to 2.0 GeV. 
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+ 10-20% (safety factor). The vacuum chamber has a circular cross-section and an internal 
diameter of 120 mm in the experimental insertion and 80 mm elsewhere. 

The experimental insertion uses triplet focussing to achieve /3* = 1 cm, with supercon
ducting quadrupole magnets (JJ/3 quads) protruding into the detector. The detector con
straints fix the inner face of the first quadrupole at 0.8 m from the interaction point, and 
fix the outer radius of the /i/3 quads at 20 cm. We envisage[35] a set of iron-free supercon
ducting quadrupoles whose coils can be separately rotated by a few degrees in their common 
cryostat to compensate the betatron coupling induced by the detector solenoid. For these 
optics, superconducting pp quads are required with a maximum gradient of 24 T m - 1 (Ql 
at 2.5 GeV/c) and a 'pole-tip' field BQX ~ 1.7 T. These specifications are readily achievable. 

The lower limit on St, is set by the accumulated length (2 X 7.5 m) of the fi0 insertion 
and the electrostatic beam separation scheme that follow it. Each electrostatic separator 
provides 2.8 M V m " 1 field for a distance of 4 m, which separates the e + and e~ bunches by 
40ITV (20 mm) at the outer edge of the separators. A warm quadrupole magnet followed by 
a septum magnet then introduce strong magnetic separation of the beams. The beams are 
transported to their respective rings by a vertical separation insertion that involves, a total of 
4 vertical bending dipoles, together with 6 quadrupoles, in order to preserve zero dispersion 
at each end. The vertical separation of the two storage rings is 1.2 m to allow sufficient 
space for beam elements, particularly RF cavities, and their supports. 

The synchrotron power load is 86 kW per ring or, equivalently, 11.4 W per cm arc. It 
is straightforward to handle such loads with water-cooled vacuum chambers. The crtitical 
energies of the synchrotron photons are very low: 2.0 keV from the main bends and ^ 4 
keV from the /*/? quads. Such photons can be efficiently masked from the interaction region 
to prevent their reaching the detector. In fact, radiation from the arcs cannot reach the 
interaction point since they do not lie in the same horizontal plane. An important concern is 
minimization of the heat load on the electrostatic separator plates from synchrotron radiation 
emitted nearby in the vertical bending magnets. 

The remainder of the two storage rings contains the standard optical sections: FODO arc 
cells, dispersion suppressors for the straight sections, injection insertions, etc. The straight 
sections have several matching cells (Q-adjustment, control of optical functions etc.) as well 
as space for the RF system, wigglers etc. Robinson wigglers are used to keep the emittance 
constant (L oc E2) and also to reduce the energy spread (maintain short bunches). A small 
bending radius p = 12 m provides rapid damping between beam-beam collisions. 

Finally, we comment that an important consideration for a two-ring machine is stable 
beam-beam collisions. In a single-ring collider, drifts in the lattice components tend to affect 
Loth beams equally and therefore cancel. The TCF rings must be located on stable supports 
and corresponding magnets in each ring should be powered from the same supply. The 
beams are initially brought into collision by observing the beam-beam deflection using beam 
position monitors near the interaction point. After colliding, the large Bhabha (e + e~ —» 
e + e" ) rate - 5 kHz - in the small-angle monitor of the rcF detector provides active feedback 
for automatic fine transverse beam adjustments during data taking. The RF systems of each 
ring are phase-locked to ensure longitudinal stability of the collision point. 
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6.2.2 Beam currrent limitations and R F 

The beam current and luminosity will ultimately be limited by single- or multi-bunch col
lective effects. Our approach to these instabilities is first to minimize their inherent con
tributions by optimized machine design and then, where possible, to apply active feedback 
systems for their control. We will summarize here the conclusions of a study[36] of collective 
effects in the rcF. 

The operation of the /i/J optics requires short bunch lengths az ~ 6 mm to be maintained 
and this, in turn, implies a low longitudinal impedance Z/n ~ 0.3ft. In order to minimize 
the ring impedance, the vacuum chamber has a large aperture and only one variation in 
the nominal inner diameter. Furthermore, the smooth inner profile that is characteristic 
of superconducting RF cavities is mandatory. With these and other precautions, such as 
smooth bellows shields[37], a longitudinal impedance Z/n ~ 0.3Q can be achieved. 

In addition to their low impedance, superconducting RF cavities are ideally suited to the 
TCF, which has modest beam power requirements [~ 200 kW per ring from synchrotron and 
higher-order-mode (HOM) losses] but requires a large RF voltage (24 MV at 500 MHz) to 
maintain the short bunch lengths. The choice of frequency is dominated by considerations 
of beam stability, which favour reduced frequency. The lower limit on /m? is set by excessive 
voltage requirements (since VRF/RF = const, to maintain a fixed bunch length) and by 
physical size of the cavities and their cryostats. The only argument in favour of higher fre
quencies is a reduced HOM power loss, but this is offset by the improved removal (coupling) 
of HOM power in low frequency cavities. With these considerations, the optimum choice is 
probably 500 MHz superconducting RF cavities. Such cavities have already been built at 
KEK (TRISTAN) and DESY (HERA); the main R&D required concerns high-power cou
plers to remove the HOM losses. These losses are estimated to be 5 kW per cavity (120 kW 
total per ring), at high frequencies above the vacuum chamber cutoff, and 100 W per cavity 
in trapped modes. The RF cavities are separated into 4 groups, each with 6 cells operating 
at 4 M V m - 1 , which are located at symmetric points around each storage ring (Fig. 19). In 
this way, a wide stable RF bucket can be achieved despite the high synchrotron tune (0.19). 

The growth times of coupled-bunch instabilities are ^ 1 ms; these can be controlled 
with a reasonable feedback system. Transverse mode coupling (fast head-tail) presents no 
problem. 

An additional instability is due to positive ion trapping in the e~ storage ring. Ion 
trapping gives rise to nonlinear resonance excitation, reduced beam lifetime and increased 
backgrounds. A suitable solution has been developed[38] for the EPA at CERN, involving a 
transverse electric field of about 50 kV m _ 1 that sweeps out the ions. The field is provided 
at strategic locations by means of low-impedance 'button' electrodes. 

6.2.3 Injector 

The preferred rcF injector scheme (Fig. 19) involves a system of linacs together with a 
500 MeV accumulator/damping ring[39]. A 500 MeV linac accelerates 10 1 2 e - per pulse at 
60 pps onto a positron target, which generates 10 1 0 e + per pulse. These pulses, of 300 ns 
duration, are accelerated in a second 500 MeV linac and injected into a small (37 m diameter) 
accumulator ring. This ring compresses the unbunched initial beam down to a single bunch of 
length az ~ 1 m m using 3 RF systems: 9.52 MHz, 95.2 MHz and 1428 MHz. Six consecutive 
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pulses are combined before injecting a single compressed bunch of 6 x 10 1 0 e + into a 2 GeV 
SLEDed linac. The e + bunches are accelerated to the operating energy and injected at 10 
pps into the storage rings. With an assumed transfer efficiency of 20% and a charge per 
ring of 3.4 x 10 1 2 e + , the positron 'full-fill' time is ~ 30 s per ring. A similar procedure is 
followed for e~ injection, except that the gun intensity is reduced to 5 x 10 l oe~ per pulse 
and, after acceleration to 500 MeV in the first linac, a bypass carries the e~ pulses directly 
into the accumulator ring, in the direction opposite to e + . With an electron 'full-fill' time of 
~ 6 s per ring, the total fill time for both rings is a; 72 s. Since the rings will be operated 
in a 'topping-off' mode, the actual injeccion times will be shorter. However, after including 
unavoidable delays for transitions and adjustments of both the machine and detector, the 
full injection cycle is estimated to require an interval of 4 min. 

6.2.4 Controls 

In order to maintain the average luminosity close to the peak value, both an efficient in
jector and a highly automated control system will be necessary. Present control systems in 
general involve a considerable amount of manual adjustment by the operator after injection: 
orbits, tune, coupling, RF phase, beam lifetime, backgrounds, etc. With injection at the rcF 
foreseen every 30-60 minutes, this manual optimization would simply be too slow. 

6.3 Comparison with SPEAR 
It is instructive to compare the parameters of the rcF with SPEAR in order to see where 
the increase in luminosity is being achieved. The luminosity, assvming optimum coupling, is 

Since both the rcF and the SPEAR beams are flat (a* <C cr*), the luminosity L oc (I£V//3*)E. 
The increase in luminosity results from: 

a) Increased beam current. With many bunches and an increased emittance, the improve
ment in I (at 2.2 GeV) is 500 mA : 10 mA, i.e. a factor 50. 

b) Increased beam-beam tune shift. The improvement expected in fy is 0.04 : 0.025, i.e. a 
factor 1.6. 

c) Reduced /3*. The improvement in j3j is 1cm : 10cm, i.e. a factor 10. 

These factors combine to give an overall luminosity increase over SPEAR of about 800. 

The success of the r-charm Factory - like any particle factory - will depend on achieving 
a luminosity close to its design value. Such machines cannot redeem themselves simply 
by virtue of having opened up a new energy region. It follows that there is no room for 
compromises and that careful and thorough design and engineering - of both the machine 
and the detector - will be mandatory throughout the project. 
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7 Detector 
7.1 Design requirements 
The primary requirements on the detector design[40] that emerged from the physics studies 
and discussions at the Tau Charm Workshop are as follows: 

1. Precise m o m e n t u m measurement accuracy, with particular emphasis on mini
mizing the effects of multiple Coulomb scattering: 

fa/pY = [0.3%p(GeV/c)P + [0.3%//?]2 

The main experiment that requires this high precision for avJp is the measurement of 
the ur mass. 

2. Crystal electromagnetic calorimeter, with high resolution of 7 energies: 

[OEIE]* = [2%/y/E{OeV)]9 + [l%]3 

and a low threshold energy for 7 detection: 

Ey ~ 10 MeV (90% 7 efficiency) 
~ 20 MeV (99% 7 efficiency) 

Improved energy resolution both sharpens the reconstructed D mass and reduces the 
level of background (since tighter cuts can be made on JT° and »; candidates). Further
more, a high resolution and efficient electromagnetic calorimeter is necessary in order 
to single-tag T+T~ events with the / + Emi„ signature; withoui such a calorimeter, the 
detector would lack sufficient resolution and hermeticity to isolate events containing 
i/'s. 

3. Excellent it*1, K*1 and p separation, with < 10~2 misidentification probability below 
1 GeV/c. 

4. Excellent e and /t identification, with < 1 0 - 3 probability of misidentifying hadrons 
as electrons, and a few x 1 0 - 2 probability for it/K to be identified as p. 

5. Hermeticity, allowing for v detection by missing energy. 

6. Maximum-possible solid angle subtended in the barrel region. This results 
in a large acceptance for the region of uncompromised performance: full tracking, 
precise &p/p, no end plate material, no detector boundaries, etc. The design goal is 
ft (barrel) ~ 90% x An str. 

7. Conservative interaction-region vacuum chamber, with a large radius (60 mm). 

8. Advanced tr igger/data acquisition system and off-line analysis farm. Al
though the event rate off-resonance is low (< 10 Hz), at J/ij) it is several kHz, which 
implies the need for sophisticated triggering[41] and a high-speed data acquisition 
system[42]. This will will generate a large amount of data which will require a dedi
cated off-line analysis farm similar to the ACP at FNAL[42]. 
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Figure 20: Side view of the TCF detector. The primary role of the hadron calorimeter is to 
tag the presence of K^jn, and not the traditional one of hadron energy measurement. 

7.2 Detector overview-
Following the previous considerations, we arrive at the basic configuration for the rcF detec
tor (Figs. 20 and 21). The dimensions in this figure and in the following discussion should be 
considered as approximate, although they are probably within 10% of the optimized values. 
A brief initial specification[40, 43] follows: 

7.2.1 M a g n e t 

Given the requirement of a field strength in the range 1 —11.5 T[40] and the extended opera
tion foreseen for the TCF (10 months per year for a period of 10 or more years), the optimum 
choice for the solenoid is a superconducting, rather than warm, coil. The dimensions cf 
the cryostat are: inner diameter 2.7 m, outer diameter 3.2 m, and length 5 m. The stored 
energy is 160 MJ at a field of 1.5 T. The perpendicular thickness of the coil and cryostat is 
0.9 rad.len. (0.20 Xabl). 
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Figure 21: End view of the TCF detector. 

7.2.2 Tracking detector 

Since the free space between the /i/3 quads is only 1.60 m, they project inside the volume of 
the drift-chamber (DC) tracking detector. In order to accommodate this constraint, the wires 
taper to shorter lengths as they approach the interaction point. This has the advantages of 
creating useful space for small-angle detectors and their readout, reducing the current drawn 
by the innermost wires, and providing a trigger with natural selection of events from the z 
region near the interaction point. 

The radial extent of the DC is 6 —» 90 cm. Measurement of the z coordinate is done 
by narrow-angle stereo since this is compatible with the low-gain requirements of dE/dx 
measurements. In addition, the z coordinate is measured at the entrance (az = 150/jm) and 
exit (500 fim) points of the chamber by means of z cathode strips situated at the inner and 
outer support structures. There are 40 anode wire hits per track (CT I I V = 150/im) which are 
arranged in superlayers, each containing 4 (uv) or 6 (z) wires. The maximum wire length 
is 3,6 m and the maximum drift distance is 2.4 cm to minimize diffusion and pileup. There 
are a total of 2800 sense wires. 

The multiple Coulomb scattering term, <rp/p - 0.3%//?, places severe constraints on the 
amount of material that can be tolerated in the DC. In order to achieve the lowest possible 
material, it is planned to use a He-based DC gas[44, 45], such as 78% He : 15% C 0 2 : 7% 
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Figure 22: Mean energy loss in the CLEO II drift chamber [1 atm. Ar-C2H6, 72 cm, 51 
samples, (dEfdx)FWHM ~ 14%]. The dE/dx resolution in the rcF detector is expected to 
be similar to these data. 
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iso-dHio ( l / ^ o = 14 X 10"'' rad. len. per m, to be compared with 60 X 10~4 rad. len. 
per m for 50 : 50 Ar : C 2 H 6 ) . Furthermore, with the use of Al field wires and with careful 
reduction of their number, the contribution from the wires will be 20 x 1 0 - 4 rad. len. per m 
(to be compared with 74 x 10~4 rad. len. per m for the Mark II DC wires). The total DC 
material will therefore represent 30 x 10~ 4 rad. len. per m. With this amount of material, 
the design performance for crp/p can be reached within the following range of values for the 
lever-arm and magnetic field[46]: 

LDC(B) = 0.60m(1.5T)-> 0.80m(l.lT) 

The small deposition of ionization in the He-based drift gas will result in a somewhat 
reduced precision in both position and dE/dx (Fig. 22). An advantage of this gas, in addition 
to superior momentum measurement at low energies, is a relatively small cross-section for 
synchrotron X-rays [a oc Z*), which are potentially a major background in tracking detectors 
operating at high-current e + e~ storage rings. 

Following the design specifications, the tracking detector has an extended barrel region 
that subtends 90%x4ir str., leaving small end-caps that cover only 6 % X 4 T str. The inner 
face of each fi/3 quad is also instrumented, as described below, to bring the total detector 
coverage to 99.7%x47r str. 

7.2.3 Electromagnetic calorimeter 

Among the candidate materials for the calorimeter, CsI(Tl) represents the best choice. The 
advantages are as follows: acceptable cost ($1.6 c m - 3 for bulk purchases), large light yield 
(52 photons per keV, which results in good 7 measurement, at low energy; the photodiode 
equivalent noise is 0.6 MeV), a reasonably short radiation length (X0 = 1-86 cm), a small 
temperature dependency of the light yield (< 0.2%/°C at 20°C), and easy handling. The 
only disadvantage is a slow light emission (T ~ 900 ns, with long tails; 5% of the light 
appears after 3 ms). However, this will not be a problem since the cell occupancy is low, 
and the effects of synchrotron noise etc. can be eliminated by continuous monitoring of the 
pedestals. Until recently a further disadvantage of CsI(Tl) was its apparently poor radiation 
hardness: doses of only 1 Gy were found to decrease substantially the transparency, resulting 
in several tens of percent reduction of the detected light. New measurements[47] indicate 
that the previous poor performance was due to impurities in the CsI(Tl) meltstock and, 
if pure materials are used, no reduction in detected light has been observed up to 50 Gy, 
which is the present maximum dose in the new measurements. In the TCF detector we 
expect maximum doses in the electromagnetic calorimeter of 1-10 Gy per year in the most 
exposed regions close to the vacuum chamber. The radiation hardness of CsI(Tl) is therefore 
adequate. 

The calorimeter is arranged in a tower geometry that projects, with a small offset, towards 
the interaction point. This will eliminate blind regions of the calorimeter and ensure the 
detector is hermetic. There are a total of 10k towers, each with an entrance face ~ 5 x 5 
cm a and a depth of 16J*fo- Each crystal is read out with two Si photodiodes mounted to a 
waveshifter-plate that covers the rear face. 

Two novel features of the calorimeter are under consideration. The first is an additional 
pair of photodiodes that read out the front face of each tower, thereby providing depth 
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information to aid ew separation. The second involves a position-measuring layer situated 
after 4 XQ. One possibility is to install a superlayer of scintillating plastic fibres, arranged 
in a zuv geometry and read out via an image intensifier/ CCD system. An alternative 
possibility is a layer of Si pads or strips. In addition to improving the 7 angular accuracy, 
this layer would give timing information that would provide a strong rejection of photon 
backgrounds, such as those caused by neutron albedo from hadron interactions elsewhere in 
the detector. 

7.2.4 Hadron calorimeter/ \i detector 

Situated outside the solenoid is a fine-grained hadron calorimeter whose functions are to 
tag the presence of Kiln, to identify /*, and to provide a flux return path. This has a 
perpendicular depth of 3.9 A0(,5 and is made from 52 x 1.25 cm Fe plates, separated by 
tracking chambers of 1.5 cm thickness. The best choice is probably drift chambers with long 
drift gaps (10-20 cm). Data from these chambers are continually recorded on a FADC and 
read out when a trigger occurs. 

The performance of this detector has been simulated by Monte Carlo[4]. The K^/n detec
tion efficiency is 95%, assuming special care is taken in the design to avoid projective cracks. 
The separation of ir/K from fi is achieved by a combination of precise range measurements 
and absence of interactions. Time-of-flight is used to identify /t below the minimum range 
of the calorimeter (260 MeV/c). Range-energy measurements provide a good separation 
between n/ K and fi at low energies; the range difference, due to dEjdx losses, between a 
«• and n of equal momentum is 3.3 cm Fe, and essentially independent of momentum. This 
is equivalent to a 22% range difference at 250 MeV/c, and a 9% difference at 600 MeV/c, 
to be compared with a 3% range difference in this energy range due to straggling. The dis
crimination between K and p is, of course, even stronger. Moreover, hadronic interactions 
will increase the separation between x and p. The calculated x —»ft rejection is better than 
1% over the range 250 —* 1000 MeV, at 90% n acceptance. 

Finally, ir/K decays contribute fi backgrounds at a mean rate per track ~ l%/p(GeV/c), 
assuming decays after r = 30 cm can be identified and rejected by detection of the decay 
'kink'. 

7.2.5 Time-of-flight (ToF) counters 

The kinematic limit of particles from r and D decays is ~ 1 GeV/c and so the identification 
of 7r, K and p is relatively easy using a combination of ToF and dE/dx. The irK separation 
by ToF is shown in Fig. 23. In the TCF detector, the barrel ToF counters are located at a 
radius 95 cm. Useful (3cr) separation at 1 GeV/c therefore requires a timing resolution of 
120 ps. 

This performance can be achieved by two independent layers of plastic scintillator, each 
providing aroF = 1 7 0 ps. In the barrel region there are 96 counters per layer, each of length 
4m and width ~ 7 cm. The end-caps are fitted with pie-shaped counters of 60 cm length 
(radial dimension). With 2.5 cm thickness per layer, the total perpendicular material is 12% 
rad. len. The effects of energy loss in this material on the resolution of the electromagnetic 
calorimeter can be largely compensated by adding the energies measured in the individual 
ToF counters to the corresponding energies seen in the calorimeter. This correction can be 
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Figure 23: nK separation (3tr limits) by time of flight. Each curve corresponds to a different 
oioF, as indicated [48]. 

applied with a high efficiency since the occupancy per counter is low ( ^ 5%). We illustrate 
the particle separation expected with this system in Fig. 24. 

Finally, we comment that the newly-developed phototubes with mesh dynodes from 
Hamamatsu appear to be capable of reaching this performance while operating inside a 
strong magnetic field. Use of these tubes would eliminate the present need for large light-
guide holes in the hadron calorimeter, which would simplify the construction and improve 
the hermeticity. Moreover, the elimination of long (~ 2 m) light-guides will improve the 
timing resolution. 

7.2.6 Smal l -ang le de tec tors 

The inner face of each /x/? quad is instrumented with an array of 16X 0 BGO crystals, pre
ceded by a tracking detector. BGO is a well-suited due to its short radiation length (1.12 
cm) and its radiation hardness. The readout is identical with that of the central electro
magnetic calorimeter. These detectors complete the solid angular acceptance and provide 
the luminosity monitor - both for the detector and for the feedback system that maintains 
beam alignment. 

7.2.7 Performance summary 

Finally, we summarize in Table 9 the performance of the rcF detector in comparison with 
Mark III (or, equivalently, with the BES detector at BEPC, which has a similar performance 
to Mark III). 
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TCF Mark III 
Charged particles: 

0.3%p©0.3%//3 
O.44©l.l/p0 
0.66 © l.l/p/3 

90 © 50/p/3 
160 © 50/p/3 

50 
90% 

1.5%p©1.5%//3 
2 

11 

1.5 x 10" 
80 

70% 

Momentum resolution: <rp/p(GeV/c) 
Angular resolution: a$ (mr) 

<rg (mr) 
Vertex precision: cxy (/mi) 

<r, (/wa) 
pJJ,in(MeV/c) for efficient tracking 
Q(barrel) (X4TT str.) 

0.3%p©0.3%//3 
O.44©l.l/p0 
0.66 © l.l/p/3 

90 © 50/p/3 
160 © 50/p/3 

50 
90% 

1.5%p©1.5%//3 
2 

11 

1.5 x 10" 
80 

70% 
Photons: 
Energy resolution: <7E/iJ(GeV) 
Angular resolution: o ^ (mr) 
27 angular separation: A0 2 7 (mr) 
£JJ,,n(MeV) for efficient detection 

2%/VE®l% 
3/ - /E©l 

100 
10 

18%/y/E 
10 
20 

100 
Particle identification: 
fc —• e rejection 
h—*n rejection 
7T —» K rejection 
K^/n detection efficiency 
^mm(MeV) for efficient v tagging 

0.1% 
l%/p(GeV/c) + 1% 

3a at 1.0 GeV/c 
95% 

~ r-o 

4% at 0.5 GeV/c 
5% at 1.0 GeV/c 
3a at 0.7 GeV/c 

62% 

Table 9: Comparison of the performance of the TCF and Mark III detectors. The symbol '©' 
denotes addition in quadrature. 

The elements of the rcF detector are similar to CLEO II, which has just started operation 
at CESR. In consequence, most of the detector components are well understood and will 
require little R&D prior to final design. The main differences of the TCF detector with 
respect to CLEO II reflect an optimization for r-charm physics, notably: improvement of 
the momentum resolution at low energy, increase of the barrel solid angle, enhanced particle 
identification at low energies, and hermeticity with a fine-grained outer hadron calorimeter/ 
fi identifier. 

8 Conclusions 
In summary, we foresee for the r-charm Factory a rich program of fundamental tests of the 
Standard Model from precise measurements of the r and vT leptons, the charm quark, and 
the decays of J/rl> and ij>'. In addition to this 'known' physics, a precise systematic study 
of these particles may reveal a discrepancy, in an unanticipated measurement, that would 
point the way to new physics - jus t as the 'unimportant' decay I<1 -» f t + n~ led us to charm. 
The r lepton is especially important since it appears to be the last lepton, in the Standard 
Model with light neutrinos. If we are to understand the reason why families and flavours 
exist, we must search for differences between the various families and flavours; the r lepton, 
as a member of the third - and perhaps last - family may hold the key. 

In the context of the Standard Model, r decays are largely predictable, and charm decays 
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apparently give rise to uninspiring electroweak forces: Va and Vcd are largely determined 
by the Cabibbo angle, D° — D° mixing is tiny, there is no observable CP violation and 
flavour changing neutral current decays are vanishingly small. We consider this makes the r-
charm Factory an ideal laboratory to confront the Standard Model with precise experimental 
tests; any deviation from the tightly constrained theory will be inescapable evidence for new 
physics. 

There is no better way to pursue this physics than the T-chaim Factory, which promises 
higher data rates than any other foreseeable machine, as well as excellent control of sys
tematic errors, due to the unique capability to single-tag Z) 0 , /}*,!)* and r. In addition to 
the large increase in machine luminosity, the performance of the TCF detector represents a 
substantial improvement in almost all respects relative to previous detectors in this energy 
range, especially with regard to electromagnetic calorimetry and e, fi and v measurements. 

Complementing the traditional exploration of the high-energy frontier, we foresee in 
the 1990's the increasing importance of particle factories which will explore the precision 
and rarity frontier of the known elementary particles. The T-charm Factory is an essential 
component of this program. 
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REVIEW OF THE PEP AND PETRA PROGRAMS 

Piermaria ODDONE* 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

During the last year, the PEP and PETRA physics programs consisted of 
carrying out physics analyses on data accumulated through 1986. In that year, 
PETRA ceased operations and was transformed to the HERA injector. In February of 
the same year, PEP was shut down for upgrades to the ring and to the TPC detector. 
Because of interference with the commissioning of the SLC collider at SLAC, the 
PEP collider did not resume operations until Fall, 1988, when a short run to test the 
PEP upgrades and the new SLC-compatible injection scheme was successfully 
carried out. PEP achieved a record peak luminosity of 6 x 10 3 1 cm - 2 sec - 1 at Ebeam = 
13.5 GeV, limited by the high order mode (HOM) RF heating of the TPC vacuum 
chamber. Also, a record of 2 pb _ 1 delivered luminosity for a single day was achieved. 
Unfortunately, the total integrated luminosity of 20 p b _ 1 for the run was very small 
in comparison to already existing data samples. Operation of PEP for physics is not 
expected to resume until the Fall of 1989, after some physics is done with the SLC. At 
that time, even higher peak luminosities are expected at PEP with improved cooling 
of the TPC vacuum pipe. 

Despite the absence of data since 1986, a remarkable number of papers 
continues to pour out of the data on hand. These results can roughly be classified as 
follows (with the number of new papers reviewed for this conference in 
parentheses): 

• Search for new physics (5). Here we look for deviations of rates from those 
expected in the standard model from e+e~ annihilation into a virtual y or 
Z and the subsequent production of leptons and quarks. Searches are also 
carried out in yy collisions where typically we look for new states with 
unusual quantum numbers; 

• Measurement of electroweak parameters (9). Here we are interested in 
measuring electroweak parameters in lepton and quark production and 
verifying the consistency of the Standard Electroweak Model; 

• Properties of the t lepton (7). The decay of x leptons is not particularly well 
measured, with the "one-prong x decay problem" being the principal 
unsolved question. The energies of PEP and PETRA are ideally suited for x 
decay studies since the x's are very distinct and hence, one can obtain x 
samples with low backgrounds; 

* This work was supported in part by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of High Energy 
and Nuclear Physics of the US. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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• Jets, QCD tests and particle production (28). Here we are interested, on one 
hand, in properties of the produced partons and measurement of 
fundamental parameters, such as o s and, on the other hand, in the non-
perturbative aspects of QCD, such as how the quarks and gluons fragment 
into the well-known particles; 

• Characteristics of produced hadrons (8). Here we are interested in studying 
lifetimes and branching fractions of hadrons for which relatively clean 
samples can be produced at PEP; 

• 2y collisions (16). Here we study a variety of subjects, from spectroscopy 
(with the production of many different states with C = +1), to structure 
functions. The interplay of vector dominance models and QCD is an 
important aspect of these studies. 

In the following paragraphs we briefly review the results in all these areas 
that have either been published or presented during the last year. 

1. Searches for New Physics 

The final results of ASP on anomalous y production, the results from TPC 
and MARK II on the production of new leptons with heavy neutrinos, and the 
search for non-minimal Higgs by MARK II, all showed negative results, i.e., all is 
well with the Standard Model. 

1.1 Anomalous Photon Production 

The experiments measure the production of : 

e+e~ -» Y + weakly interacting particles 

The Standard Model predicts that such a process occurs through neutral and charge 
current contributions. Excess production over these contributions would indicate 
either the presence of more than three neutrinos, or the presence of new production 
mechanisms through new particles, such as supersymmetric particles. Interpreted as 
limits on the number of neutrinos, the ASP" result together with the results of 
MAC2> and CELLO3) are shown in Fig. 1, where the limits are compared to results 
from the UA1 and UA2 experiments and the astrophysics limits. Probably this is the 
last conference at which these numbers matter: next, SLC and LEP will really 
provide the answer. 

Interpreted as a limit on SUSY particles in the presence of only three 
generations of neutrinos, then the results set limits on the SUSY masses. Table 1 
shows the limits obtained by ASP1), MAC2), CELL03), and MARK-J«, together with 
the combined limits. 
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Fig. 1: Summary of limits on the number of neutrino generations (Ref. 1) 

CL ASP MAC CELLO MARK! Combined 
rrg (degenerate) 90% 57 47 515 40 69 
(ntj=0) 95% 53 475 36 65 
ir£(non-degen.) 90% 47 38 28 57 
(ntf=0) 95% 43 24 53 
""w 90% 59 48 40 45 73 
«c;=o 95% 56 37 39 68 

Table 1: Summary of the lower limits set on SUSY masses 
from single-photon searches (GeV/A 
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1.2 Limits on new leptons with heavy neutrinos 

Following M. Perl's suggestion5) that if a heavy lepton with a heavy neutrino 
exists, then the produced events may well have been hidden under 2y events, both 
the MARK n and TPC collaborations have looked for such signals. The samples 
studied by the two collaborations were different. 

TPC6) a) e± and (it T or a*) 

MARK?) a) e ± ^ 

b) (eorp^ + n* +S4y 

c) (e or u)± + 311* + a Oy 

No evidence for such particles was found. The results can be expressed as an 
excluded region of mass of the heavy lepton and mass difference 8 between the 
heavy lepton and heavy neutrino. These results are shown in Fig. 2 for both 
MARK H and TPC 

0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10 12.5 

m-fGeV/c2) 

Fig. 2 Combinations of charged lepton mass, m-, and mass difference 
8 = m_ - my excluded by MASK n and TPC (Refs. 6 and 7) 
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1.3 Searches for non-minimal Higgs 

The MARK II collaboration8) has searched for non-minimal neutral Higgs 
production in the reaction: 

e+e~ -> Hg + H p 

where either the scalar or pseudoscalar Higgs has a mass between a pair of muons 
and a pair of kaons. The signal is then: 

e+e- -»Hj, + H p ~* \L+\r + jets (or x*v) 

e+e- -»• Hs + H p -> 3H p ~» 3\i+\r 

No evidence for such production has been found, and the results can be interpreted 
as limits on the mass and weak coupling strength of the non-minimal Higgs 
particle. 

The TASSO collaboration9) has searched for particles with magnetic charge 
produced at a center-of-mass energy of 35 GeV and excludes monopoles and dyons 
with masses up to 17 GeV and charges between lOe and 70e. 

2. Electroweak Parameters 

A large number of tests of electroweak theory are possible at PEP and PETRA. 
During the last year there have been several results reported on QED tests (MARK n, 
CELLO and TASSO) and electroweak asymmetries of quarks and leptons (TASSO, 
CELLO, HRS, MAC and JADE). These measurements add to a vast number of other 
measurements, all in reasonable agreement with the Standard Model, given the 
present error bars. 

2.1 QED tests 

The MARK II collaboration10) has reported a fit to single and double radiative 
Bhabha scattering where the agreement with theoretical predictions is reported as: 

The CELLO collaboration11) has reported the measurement of: 

e+e~ —»e+e~e+e~ 

-»e+e-u+n-

-»u+y.-|i+nr 
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and a comparison with a QED calculation to order a 4 . There is no disagreement 
between measurement and theory. 

2.2 Asymmetries of quarks and leptons 

The study of the asymmetries in the production of quark and leptons leads to 
information on coupling coefficients through the relation: 

dT a 2 

da = 4s ( C l ( 1 + 0 0 ^ 8 ) + C z c o s 6 ) 

where: 

Q = Q (ve, v f, Q f, %i a f / ae) 

v e, v f = the vector couplings of electron and fermion, respectively 

Qf = the charge of the fermion 

af, ae = the axial couplings of the electron and fermion, respectively 

X = propagator term 

The measured asymmetry is given by: 
. N F O R W A R D - N B A C K W A R D _ 3 C 1 _ 3 agaf 

~ N FORWARD + N BACKWARD 8 C 2 " 2 Qf * 

from which it follows that the asymmetries for quarks are greater than for leptons 
due to their fractional charge. 

During the last year the TASSO collaboration12* has reported x lepton 
asymmetries at 35.2 and 42.5 GeV and the CELLO13* collaboration has reported x 
lepton asymmetries between 14.0 and 46.8 GeV. In the quark asymmetry area, 
HRS 1 4 ) has reported on D* and D asymmetries and JADE15> on D asymmetries. 
Both HRS16> and MAC 1 7 ' have reported on B asymmetries from lepton-tagged B 
events, while JADE18> has reported on jet asymmetry. All these results are shown in 
Table 2 (e+e" -> x*v), Table 3 (e+e" -> u+u-), Table 4 (e+e~ -» cc) and Table 5 (e+e- -» 
bb). All results are consistent with the electroweak model. The precision of these 
measurements, when taken in their totality, is a fairly stringent test of the Standard 
Model. R. Marshall19* has made a fit to the results through 1988, obtaining weak 
coupling constants and sin 26w. The results of the fit are reproduced in Table 6. 
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Experiment 1 Vs(GeV) jLdt/poinKnb"1) Events Arr(%) 1 Aq f M(%)l 
HRS 
MAC 
MARKn 

29 
29 
29 

257 
210 
100 

7372 
10153 
3714 

-4.4±1.4±0.5 
-5.5±1.2±0.5 
-4.2±2.0 

-5.9 
-5.9 
-5.9 

AV.PEP 29 567 21239 -4.9±0.9 -5.9 
CELLO 
CELLO 
JADE 
JADE 
MARK J 
PLUTO 
TASSO 
TASSO 

34.2 
35.0 
34.6 
35.0 
34.7 
34.6 
34.6 
35.0 

113 
475 
62.4 
92.4 

1485 
423 
693 

1085 

434 

1998 
2900 
1401 
419 
577 
476 

-10.3±5.2 
-6.5±2.5±1.5 
-6.0±2.5±1.0 
-8.5±2.0±1.0 
-10.6±3.1±1.5 
-5.9±6.8t.2.5 
-4.9±5.3lH 
-9.2±5.24T 

-8.6 
-8.9 
-8.8 
-8.9 
-8.7 
-8.7 
-8.6 
-8.9 

AV. PETRA 34.8 433.8 -7.69±1.22 -8.7 
CELLO 
TADE 

38.1 
38.0 

110 
11.8 

260 
336 

-11.8±6.2±2.7 
+7.5±6.3±1.0 

-10.9 
-10.8 

AV. PETRA 38.1 23.8 596 -1.57±4.62 -10.8 
CELLO 
JADE 
MARK I 

43.8 
43.7 
43.8 

21.0 
43.1 
37.8 

824 
913 
287 

-16.3±3.5±1.3 
-17.0±3.6±1.0 
—8.5±6.&£1.5 

-15.3 
-15.3 
-15.3 

AV. PETRA 43.8 102 2024 -1556±2.46 -15.3 
AMY 
TOPAZ 
VENUS 

543 
53.3 

1 54.3 

-36.2±10.6 
-20.2±135 
-20.0±11.0 

-28.2 
-26.4 

1 -27.1 
AV. TRISTAN 1 54.2 -25.7±6.4 I -26.8 

Table 2: Asymmetries for t̂ x" 
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Experiment Vs(GeV) jLdt/poinKnb-1) Events A M f i ( % ) Aft M (%) 
HRS 29 106 5057 -4.9±1.5±0.5 -5.9 
MAC 29 2262 16058 -5.9±0.7±0.2 -5.9 
MARK II 29 100 5312 -7.U1.7 -5.9 
AV.PEP 29 432 26427 -5.9±0.62 -5.9 
CELLO 34.2 113 387 -6.4±6.4 -8.6 
CELLO 35.0 92.0 2920 -8.9±2.0±1.0 -8.9 
JADE 34.4 71.2 3400 -11.1±1.8±1.0 -8.7 
JADE 35.0 92.0 3901 -10.9±1.7±1.0 -8.9 
MARK] 34.8 1443 6854 -10.4±1.3±0.5 -8.7 
MARK J 36.4 1.4 65 -13.6±13.5±0.5 -9.7 
PLUTO 34.7 44.0 1550 -13.2±2.8±1.0 -8.9 
TASSO 34.5 74.7 2673 -9.1±2.3±0.5 -8.6 
TASSO 35.0 1085 2563 -10.6±2.2±0.5 -8.9 
AV. PETRA 34.8 2775 24313 -10.36±0.76 -8.7 
CELLO 39.2 12.0 288 -4.8±6.5±1.0 -11.6 
JADE 38.0 11.9 422 -9.7±5.0±1.0 -10.8 
MARK J 38.3 9.5 403 -12.3±5.3±0.5 -11.0 
MARK J 40.4 2.6 87 +5.0±10.5±0.5 -12.5 
TASSO 38.3 8.8 173 +1.7±8.6±0.5 -11.0 
AV. PETRA 38.6 48.0 1373 -6.99±2.91 -11.2 
CELLO 44.0 34.4 611 -18.8±4.5±1.0 -16.2 
JADE 43.7 43.1 1258 -19.1±3.1±1.0 -15.6 
MARK J 42.0 3.4 116 -15.9±9.3±0.5 -13.8 
MARK J 43.8 37.5 1123 -15.6±3.0±0.5 15.3 
MARK J 46.1 5.9 155 -17.6±8.3±0.5 -17.5 
TASSO 43.6 352 612 -17.6±4.4±0.5 -15.4 
AV. PETRA 43.8 160 3875 -17.5±1.7 -15.3 
AMY 54.5 -28.1±8.7 -28.2 
TOPAZ 53.3 -29.2±12.5 -26.4 
VENUS 54.3 -32.017.0 -27.1 
AV. TRISTAN 54.2 -29.22±4.83 -26.8 

Table 3: Asymmetries for \L+\r 
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Experiment Vs"(GeV) Method A c(%) Ast.M (%) 
HRS 29 D* -9.9±2.7 -9.0 
TPC 29 e -21.0±12.0±10.0 -9.0 
TPC 29 | i -14.0±13.0±5.0 -9.0 
TPC 29 D* -16.0±16.0 -9.0 
CELLO 35 e -8.6±11.0 -13.0 
CELLO 43 e,H -17.0±19.0 -21.3 
JADE 35 D* -14.9±6.7 -14.0 
MARK J 35.3 li -16.0±9.0 -13.9 
PLUTO 34.8 H -16.0±16.0 -13.4 
TASSO 35.8 D* -16.6±7.5 -15.7 

Table 4: Asymmetries for e+e" -» ce 

Experiment Vs"(GeV) Method A b(%) Ast.M (%) 
TPC 
TPC 
MAC 
HRS 
CELLO 
CELLO 
JADE 
MARK J 
PLUTO 
TASSO 

I TASSO 

29 
29 
29 
29 
35 
43 
34.6 
37 
34.8 
34.4 
34.5 

e 

fi 
e 
e,Ji 
e,U 
H 
Ji 
li 
e 

1 

-34.0±32.0±8.0 
-15.0±19.0±5.0 

3.4±7.0±35 
-14.0+.12.0 
-42.0±15.0 
-18.0±23.0 

-22.8±6.0±2.5 
-21.0±19.0 
-36.0±25.0 
-25.0±22.0 
-37.5±27.5 

-17.0 
-17.0 
17.0 
17.0 

-25.3 
-38.6 
-25.2 
-26.2 
-25.4 
-24.8 
-24.9 

Table 5: Asymmetries for e+e~ -» bb 

|Lepton sector v evi a eai s i n 2 ^ 

e+e" 

u+pr 

0.13±0.20 

0.22±0.07 

-0.04±0.14 

1.15±0.31 

1.00±0.07 

0.90±0.10 

0 1 4 6 + 0 1 0 
u w -0.03 

0181 + 0 0 1 5 
0 1 8 1 -0.012 
n ™+ ° - 0 1 7 

0.233 _Q.016 

e,H,x 0.14±0.06 1.00±0.05 0 222 +0.015 
a z z z -0.014 

Stand. Model 
sin^w = 0.23 0.005 +1 
Quark sector VQ a q sin^w 
u,c 
Stand. Model 

-0.9±0.75 
+0.38 

1.20±0.11 
+1 

0.241±0.015 
d,s,b 
Stand. Model 

-0.36±0.95 
-0.69 

-1.06±0.14 
-1 

R. Marshall (Munich Conference) 
Table 6: Weak coupling constants and sin 2 ^ 
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3. Properties of I'S 

The x lepton has a variety of expected decay properties in the Standard Model. 
Furthermore, since it is heavy, a variety of channels are open for its decay. Detailed 
studies of x decay continue at PEP and PETRA with recent measurements of the 
lifetime by JADE, TASSO and MARK H, and more results on the topological 
branching fractions by HRS and CELLO. 

3.1 i lifetime 

Assuming lepton universality, the lifetime tT can be related to the electronic 
branching fraction and the muon lifetime by: 

tx = T u $ 5 B R ( x - > e v v ) 

Using this relation and the measured electronic branching fraction, one can 
"predict" the x lifetime and compare it to the measured lifetime. Three new results 
by JADE2°), TASSO2 1) and MARK n 2 2> have been presented during the last year. 
These measurements, together with previous measurements, are shown in Table 7. 
These three new measurements agree within errors with each other and with the 
world average. The consistency relation above presently stands as follows: 

tt (predicted) = 2.86 ± 0.06 x 1(H3 sec 

tT (measured) = 3.03 ± 0.008 x 10~ 1 3 sec 

which agree within about two standard deviations. Clearly more precise numbers, 
especially on the electronic branching fractions, would be useful. 

Experiment TT (ps) 

CLEO 0.325 ±0.023 

ARGUS 0.295 ±0.018 

DELCO n Q n n

+ 0 0 5 ° 
0.300 _o.040 

HRS 0.299 ±0.018 

MAC 0.309 ±0.019 

MARK III 0.288 ±0.023 

CELLO 0.470 _ 0 2 9 0 

JADE 0.301 ±0.029 

TASSO 0306 ±0.024 

Average | 0303 ±0.008 

Table 7: Summary of x lifetime measurements 
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3-2 Topological branching fractions 

The final results from HRS 2 3) with the complete analysis of 291 pb"1 have 
been presented, as well as the analysis of the CELLO*1) branching fractions. 

HRS 

Bi = 0.864 ± 0.003 ± 0.003 
B 3 = 0.135 ±0.003 ±0.003 

CELLO 

0.849 ±0.004 ±0.003 
0.15 ±0.004 ±0.003 

The two results are almost 3o apart, so more work in this area will be needed to 
obtain a high precision number. The CELLO number, with a lower one-prong 
branching fraction, helps toward resolving the "one-prong x puzzle", as discussed 
below. The compilation of results from various PEP and PETRA experiments is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

BR, BR,. 

• • • • i . i • i • i • i • 

DELC0 

HRS 

MAC 

MARK I I 

TPC/2 

CELLO 

JADE 

PLUTO 

TKSSO 

.12 .14 

Fig. 3 Topological branching ratios BRj and BR3 for the 1 lepton 
from the various e + e - experiments 

3.3 The "one-prong T puzzle" 

The "one-prong T puzzle" refers to the inconsistency of the inclusive one-
prong branching fraction and the sum of the exclusive decays, as shown in Table 8 
prior to the CELLO measurements. A recent analysis of CELLO25*' which uses the 
lower one-prong inclusive branching fraction as well as exclusive branching 
fractions measured in CELLO concludes that, within statistics, there may not be a 
"one-prong puzzle". 
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Bi Inclusive 86.6 ±03 
VT + e - + V e "™| 

•g VI+P~ s i . 

5 v t + i r + 2ji° "1 

68.6 ±12l 

•5 y * * " *'™ f t f 9.4±0.9 ^ 80.711.5 
§ Vr + mK +roiP J 

vt + ir+mr' "J 
nS3 > 
Vt + mn + nnPJ 

£2.7 

Table 8: One-prong t decays 

4. Tets, QCD Tests and Particle Production 

A great many results of last year are in this area. Global properties of the 
events are used for measurements of a s , the running of a s , the presence of soft 
gluons and soft gluon interference. Particle production measurements continue, 
refining previous measurements, or measuring rates of particles such as the y 
which have not previously been measured. In general, this area is in comfortable 
agreement with QCD and QCD-inspired models for fragmentation. There remain 
some areas not fully accounted for by the models, such as the behavior of the proton 
fraction as a function of fractional momentum. 

4.1 Measurements of Os 

Measurements of a s are typically made by making fits to global distributions 
for the events. The MARK II2 6) collaboration has reported: 

ots= 1.58 ±0.003 ±0.008 

using the energy-energy correlation asymmetry (EECA) and a string fragmentation 
model. The MAC27* collaboration reports two values which are approximately the 
same for string fragmentation and independent fragmentation fits: 

as = 1.133 ± 0.005 ± 0.009 (string fragmentation) 
Og = 1.111 ± 0.008 ± 0.007 (independent fragmentation) 

The MAC collaboration uses the distribution of energies perpendicular to the thrust 
axis projected into the event plane (E™. The CELLO28) collaboration has presented 
results by studying the upper and lower bounds of a s as models are changed by the 
effects of fragmentation. In this method, the observable is written as an expansion in 
<xs and a correction H(s) which is an energy-dependent correction for fragmentation 
effects. One obtains the model-independent limits by determining the signs of the 
correction to determine the upper and lower limits for Og. The results obtained are: 
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Variable Expression 

Thrust 1.05 ^ (1.0 +9.05 —) 
7E 71 

High Jet Mass 1.05 —(1.0 + 6.6—) 
IE Jt 

Jet Mass Difference 1.05 —(1.0 + 2.8 — ) 
7t n 

EEC=jAEcc 0.766^(1.0 + 3 .6^) 
Jt 71 

which, when compared with hadronization models for the sign of H(s), yield the 
model-independent limit 0.117 < oc8 < 0.169 @ Vs~= 35 GeV. 

4.2 Analysis of multi-jet events 

The initial studies of multi-jet distributions by JADE29> and TASSO 30> in the 
center-of-mass energy range from 14 to 46 GeV showed generally that: 

2 
- (Xcij) QCD models underestimate 4-jet fractions 

- LLA QCD models show too few hard 3-jet events 
2 

- LLA + 0(a s ) models generally agree better with the data 
The latest MARK II results use the technique of S. Bethke31* to define clusters 

by a merging algorithm in which the squares of the scaled pair masses are calculated 
for each pair of particles, k,l: 

where Evis is the visible energy of the event. Those particles with the smallest pah-
masses are substituted by a single particle and the procedure repeated successively 
until all particles exceed y k l > y c ut- These pseudoparticles are then called jets and 
counted. This procedure can be applied to the data as well as the models. It is 
observed that no energy dependence is introduced by the models and the cuts on jets 
thus defined. The number of jets as a function of ycut for both data and Monte Carlo 
simulations is shown in Fig. 4. The ratio of 3-jet, R3, as a function of energy is 
shown in Fig. 5 for data from MARK II, TASSO, JADE and AMY. This fraction 
decreases as a function of energy in accordance with the expected running of ots. 
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100 •i ' i ' i i i i i ^ r ™ 

Lund Shower MC Study 
G W ^ G e V ) 

T • » 

0.0S 0.10 

ycut 
Fig. 4 The top figure shows the multi-jet rate together with Lund model calculations. The bottom 

figure shows the rates to be insensitive to fragmentation and detector resolution (Ref. 31) 
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• Mark-II + TASSO 
• JADE + AMY 
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Fig. 5 Compilation of 3-jet event production rates at different center-of-mass energies, compared with 
0(00 calculations of Kramer and Lampe (KL) and of Gottschalk and Shatz (GS) (Ref 31) 



4.3 Soft gluon interference 

The TPC 3 2 ) collaboration has studied the distribution of charged pions and 
has observed a significant dip in the rapidity region near y = 0 for events with low 
sphericity. This rapidity dip cannot be reproduced using models that do not include 
the emission of multiple soft and/or colinear gluons. More specifically, the 
distributions are compared with the Lund Monte Carlo Model with two different 
prescriptions: a) the matrix element (ME) method, in which the perturbation 
expansion includes all terms up to second order in a s and b) the parton shower (PS) 
method, in which the leading terms in all orders of <xs are included at the expense of 
non-leading terms. In this second approach the dip in the rapidity distribution near 
y = 0 can be easily reproduced, while the ME method fails to account for such a dip. 
The fits to the dip for various sphericity regions are shown in Fig. 6. 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 

0.02<S<0.04 LUND PS • 
LUND ME 

A a, m 

0.04<S<0.07 

0.07<S<0.10 

- 4 - 2 0 2 4 
rapidity 

Fig. 6 Comparison of Lund (ME) and Lund (PS) calculations with the 
experimental rapidity distributions (Ref. 32) 
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Defining the ratio R(s) as 
dN , 
-^ (0.0 <; |y| S 1.0, s) 

R(s) = dN 
dy (1.5 S |y| £ 2.25, s) 

one can study the dip as a function of sphericity. This is shown in Fig. 7, where again 
a good fit is obtained only with a parton shower-based Lund Monte Carlo 
simulation. 

4.4 Fractional momentum in gluon jets 

TASSO33) has studied the inclusive charge particle distribution into hadrons 
as a function of the fractional momentum x p . The x p distribution for gluon jets is 
extracted by observing nearly symmetric 3-jet events at ECm ~ 35 GeV and 2-jet 
events at E c m ~ 22 GeV, yielding quark and gluon jets at similar energies (~ 11.5 
GeV/jet). Analyzed in this form, no significant difference is observed between quark 
and gluon jets. This new results does not confirm the previous MARK II result 
where a considerably softer distribution for gluon jets is observed3 4). This 
discrepancy could be due to the different cuts used in the two analyses33). 

o 
aJ 

5.0 

4.0 

3.0 

2.0 

LUND ME 
LUND PS (Q0=lGeV) 

0.6 
0.01 0.5 0.05 0.1 

Sphericity 

**? ^ ra t ioRff / f f g ? 1 g *^^afunctionofsphericity(Ref.32) 
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4.5 Particle production 

The final state initially produced in e+e - annihilation contains quarks and 
gluons which ultimately manifest themselves as color-singlet particles in the 
laboratory. Many models for this hadronization process have been developed and 
tuned to the distribution of observed hadrons. The Lund string fragmentation 
model 3 5) is typically used, along with independent fragmentation36) and cluster 
fragmentation models37*. The last year has seen new results on particles not 
previously measured, such as \\r and A c, and better measurements of the more 
common species. 

The MARK n collaboration has observed and measured the production 

o (e+e- -» v + anything) = 1.1 ± 0.5 ± 0.4 pb 

and concludes that the observed amount can be entirely accounted for by the 
production of B mesons with subsequent decay to \|f + anything. The limit for 
anomalous production of \|/'s is set at 2% of the point cross-section. 

CELLO39* has measured the distribution of Ys, rc°'s and n's. The results are in 
good agreement with previous results and with the Lund model simulations. 
MARK H 4 0 ) has measured n and n' production while HRS4 1* has measured TI 
production. Both results are well reproduced by the Lund simulations. The models 
do not do as well for the it/k/p ratios measured for large x by IPC4 2*. The results and 
comparisons with the models are shown in Fig. 8. In general, Lund 3 5 ) does a 
reasonable job of reproducing the K + / n + fraction, while the Webber and Caltech3 7 ) 

Monte Carlos have rather poor fits. On the other hand, the p/7t+ fractions agree with 
the Webber model but not with the Lund or Caltech models. 

Vector meson production was reported by TPC43> for p°, K*°, K° and 0, while 
the HRS44* has reported measurement of the p° and K* cross-sections. All these 
measurements are consistent with previous measurements and consistent with the 
Lund Monte Carlo. A typical distribution showing the high quality of the data is 
shown in Fig. 9. 

Preliminary results by TASSO45* have been presented on A0, S~ and E**, and 
even strange-charm baryons have been observed by MARK n 4 6 ) . The rates for the 
latter are 

o(e+ e- -* /£x) • M/C -* eAX) = 1.5±0.6±0.5pb 
o(e+ e- -» A*x) • Br(A* -»uAX) = 1.4 ±1.4 ± 0.4 pb 

These numbers agree within errors with the Lund Monte Carlo, but disagree with 
both the Webber and Caltech models. 
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Lund 
Webber 
Caltech 

0.5 
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(b) 

^n-- f -L.J 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

z = P/Pbeam 
Fig. 8 (a) Ratio of production rates of charged kaons and pions in e+e" annihilation at Vs = 29 GeV, as a 
function of the scaled momentum z = p/Pbeam- U n e s indicate predictions of fragmentation models, (b) 

ratio of proton and pion production rates (Ref. 42) 

The predicted alignment of the D* in charm quark fragmentation was not 
seen experimentally. TPC47> has presented results showing no alignment of the D*. 
The measurements are compared to the predictions of M. Suzuki in Fig. 10. 

Bose-Einstein correlations for 2JI and 3w have been measured by TPC48>, 
while MARK H4') has studied 2rc correlations for data sets at different energies 
(SPEAR J/y, PEP two-photon collisions, SPEAR qq, PEP qq,) and finds that the 
source radius implied by the correlation pattern is the same for all data sets. 

Finally, the TASSO collaboration50) has observed direct production of y from 
quarks by studying the asymmetry Ay of the + jet relative to the e + direction, 
confirming the expectation that there exists photon bremsstrahlung from quarks. 
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Fig. 10 Measurement of the polarization of the D*+ as a function of Z (Ref. 47) 

5. Characteristics of Produced Hadrons 

PEP and PETRA produce heavy quark states relatively cleanly. It is therefore 
possible to study branching fractions and lifetimes for these states. 

5.1 B-lifetime 

New analyses have been presented by the MARK I I 5 1 > and TASSOS2> 
collaborations. These measurements come on top of years of progressively better 
measurements. The MARK II collaboration even titles its paper, "A Refined 
measurement of...". The B-lifetime can be expressed in terms of the mass of the b -
quark and the KM matrix elements Vub and Vcb as follows: 

192n? , ,. 1 

Vjp m b 

Thus one can use the lifetime to constrain the values of VUb and Vcb as shown in 
Fig. 11. Table 9 shows a current summary of B-lifetime measurements. 
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Fig. 11 Excluded range of the two KM matrix elements V b̂ and V b̂ (Ref. 52) 

Experiment bb event enrichment Measured quantity XB (ps) 

DELCO 
HRS 
JADE 
JADE 
MARKm 

High Pj Lepton Lepton Impact Param. 

+0.27+0.17 
1-17_0.22-0.16 
, „„+0.41 
1 0 2 -0 .37 

+0.50 1.80 040+0.40 
. ..+0.29 
1 3 2 -0 .26 
0.98±0.12±0.13 

MAC 
TASSO 

High Pj Lepton 

Boost. Spher. Prod. 

Hadron Impact Param. 

Hadron Impact Param. 

1.29±0.20±0.21 

1.36±0.13i0.26 

JADE 
TASSO 

Boost. Spher. Prod. 

None 

2-decay vertices dist. 

Dipole Moment 

+0.22 1.46_021±0.34 

1.47±0.14±0.30 

TASSO None Dist. to decay vertex 1.30±0.10±0.27 

[Average 1.15±0.14 

Table 9: Summary of B-lifetime measurements 
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Experiment / Brtc -»JvX)% BKb -* JvX)% 
CELLO 

JADE 
MARK J 
TASSO 

U 
e 
H 

e 

12.312.913.9 

7.811.512 
11.511.011.7 
8.211.2+* 
9.2±2.2±4.0 

8.813.413.5 
14.115.813.0 
11.711.611.5 
10.511.511.3 
11.712.811.0 
11.113.414.0 

DELCO 
MAC 

MARKII 

TPC 

HRS (this exp) 

e 
H 
e 

e 

e 
e 

n fi+11 

"• 6-0.9 913 
813 
7.810.911.2 
9.6±0.7±1.5 
6.9±1.1±1.1 
9.1±0.9±1.3 
7.611.110.7 

14.9^9 
12.41l'.812.2 
11.311.913.0 
11.811.211.0 
11.210.911.1 
15.211.911.2 
11.011.8110 
10.810.811.3 

CLEO 

CUSB 

M. 
e 

e 

11.010.311.1 
11.010.410.7 
11.210.911.0 
13.210.811.4 

Average 1 9.210.5 11.510.4 

Table 10: Semileptonic branching ratios of heavy quarks. CLEO 
and CUSB have different mixture of B mesons and B baryons 

5.2 Inclusive lepton branching fractions 

New measurements have been reported by MARK H 5 3 ) and HRS 1 6 ). The 
current world situation is shown in Table 10, taken from the HRS paper. In 
obtaining these branching fractions, the different transverse momentum spectra of 
leptons from charm, bottom and background are used to obtain branching fractions. 

5.3 Charm studies 

The high mass resolution of the HRS detector has led to several studies of 
charm mesons. In one such study54) the measurement of the D°-» K _ n + branching 
fraction is obtained using the D* -t D° n* decay which can be tagged by the presence 
of the slow pion. The results is in good agreement with the MARKI m result at 
SPEAR. 

Br(D°-»K-ic+) = 4.5 ±0.8 ±0.5% (HRS) 

4.2 ± 0.4 ± 0.4% (MARK ffl) 

The HRS collaboration has also measured the lifetimes of the D°, D+ and D s states55) 
with the following results: 
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D°-»K-rc+ 4.4 ±1.0 ± 0 . 6 x 1 0 - " sec 

D+-> K-JI+JC+ 9.2^3 ± 1.6 x 1 0 - " sec 

D* -» <twc 3.1*2io ± °- 5 x 1 0 " 1 3 sec 

which are in agreement with the world average values for these lifetimes. The 
TASSO56* collaboration also reports a value in agreement with the world average 
within errors: 

DO -» K-Jt+ 4.8!j;J t j j x 10-13 sec 

Finally, the HRS collaboration57) has set limits on the decay widths of the D s + and 
D*0of: 

T .< l . lMeV/c 2 

rj*+ 

r D . 0 <2.1MeV/c2>) 
90% confidence level 

using a method that relies on the mass difference distribution of the D* and D+ in 
the decay: 

D* -» D+rc-
l—> K-JI+JT 

Although the measured upper limits are remarkably low, from the point of view of 
experimental resolution, they are quite above the level expected by present models 
OT < 30-40 keV). 

6. Two-Photon Collisions 

Two-photon collisions have come of age with the advent of PEP and PETRA. 
Over the last year there were many contributions from the TPC, MARK n , ASP, 
JADE, CELLO and TASSO detectors. 

6.1 Pseudoscalar production 

Two more measurements of the T|' width by A S P 5 8 ) and MARK n 5 9 > have 
been added to the extensive collection of existing measurements: 
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r^•_• yy = 5.21 ±. 0.28 keV (MARK II) 
= 4.96 ±0.23 ±0.72 (ASP) 

The value of the SU(3) pseudoscalar mixing angle obtained by ASP is -19.8 ± 2.2°. 
The TPC collaboration60) has measured the Q2 dependence of i\ and r\'. Both 

QCD-based models and VDM-based models can be made to fit the data adequately. 

6.2 Charm studies 

Both TASSO61) and TPC62> have measurements on the T|c width: 

Tic -> KJfcfcji* r , , ' ^ = 19.9 ± 6.1 ± 8.6 keV (TASSO) 
-»4rc 

Ik-*!&&& T n =6.4!3;JkeV (TPC) 

-» K+K-K+K-

The summary of the world measurements on the T|c width is shown in Table 11, 
while the signal of Tic decay into four kaons, observed by TPC, is shown in Fig. 12. 

Experiment r 
CELLO 

JADE (prel) 

TPC 

MDJ(prel) 

< 12 95% c.1. 

<11 95% c.1. 

<15.5 95% c.1. 

> 1.7 95% c.1. 

<11 90% c.1. 

PLUTO 

TASSO 

MARKn 

TPC 

R704 

28415 

19.9±6.1±8.6 

6- 4-3.4 

4 3 ^ ± 2 . 4 

Table 11: Measurements of E, 
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10-67 m I C K _ K T K " » « " * 6BSTM 

Fig. 12 Observation of n c decay into four kaons by TFC (Ref. 62) 
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Fig. 13 Observation of (0 production by TPC in comparison with models (Ref. 63) 
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6.3 Vector-vector production 

The IPC collaboration63* finds the reaction: 

to be entirely consistent with p°<o production. This is in agreement with previous 
ARGUS64) results. The enhancement is similar to that observed in p°p° production 
and is shown in Fig. 13. CELLO65* results on ft -* P+P~ indicate a much smaller 
cross-section for p +p~ production compared to p°p° production. No model for 
vector-vector production satisfactorily explains the enhanced p°p°, oo°p° production 
and the small p+p~ and p(b production. 

6.4 Tensor meson production 

CELLO66* has studied the reaction: 

and observed resonance production of the f2 with a width: 

I^y • BCfj -» KK = 0.1l!j;^ ± 0.02 keV 

A small number of events in the fi, aa mass region indicated destructive 
interference of the two amplitudes. From the study of the same channels, they also 
derive upper limit widths for the glueball candidates: 

T w (f2(1720» < 0.20 keV 

Tv (X(2220)) < 0.12 keV 

6.5 Study of spin 1 resonances 

Two-photon collisions offer the possibility of switching on and off the 
production of spin 1 resonances simply by going to Q 2 = 0 or away from Q 2 = 0. The 
state discovered by TPC at 1420 GeV is still not completely identfied since its spin-
parity is not yet fully determined. New data by TPC67>, CELLO6^ and JADE6') were 
presented over the last year. The CELLO data favors positive over negative parity 
(58%/9%), but the negative parity cannot yet be excluded convincingly. In the future, 
high statistics data from PEP should definitively resolve this issue. 
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6.6 Structure functions 

CELLO70> has preliminary measurements of the structure function F / ^ Q 2 ) 
ranging in Q2 from 3 tO 60 GeV2. The structure function measurement and its 
relevance to the measurement of A Q C D has been a very controversial subject. 
Typically, the structure function is fit with a "hadronic component" (VDM fit to low 
Q 2 data) and a point-like component. The data is in reasonable agreement with the 
predictions of Field, Kapusta and Poggioli7 1*. In this prediction, the structure 
function in the range of parameters studied shows more sensitivity to cut-offs in 
the model than to AQCD-

6.7 Other functions 

TPC 7 2) has preliminary results on the total yy cross-section. Generally, the 
predictions are well described by an incoherent sum of VDM and point-like 
scattering. TPC 7 3 ) has also reported the observation of jets in YY collisions. 
Preliminary results have also been presented on the production of the final state 
ppjt+Jt- 7 4>. Finally, the MARK II collaboration7*) has measured the inclusive 
production of K°'s in yy collisions. The results are shown in Fig. 14. Good fits to the 
experimental data are obtained only when one allows for charm quark production. 
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Fig. 14 K° production observed by MARK II. The presence of charm produtiton in yy collisions 
can be inferred from the relative abundance of KP's. (Ref. 75) 
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7. Summary and Conclusions 

The many results which continue to come from the PEP and PETRA 
programs are in excellent agreement with the Standard Model. Where discrepancies 
exist, such as the "one-prong puzzle", the data clearly needs further improvement. 
On this issue, for instance, the latest CELLO measurement for the one-prong 
branching fraction is 3.4 standard deviations from the world average and indicates, 
perhaps, a strong reduction of the one-prong discrepancy. 

There are other areas, such as the n/K/p particle fractions measured by TPC, 
where models disagree significantly with the data. What the resolution of this 
discrepancy between model and experiment is remains to be seen, but the 
discrepancy is unlikely to be really fundamental since the models are clearly net 
rigorous in the non-perturbative regime. 

Many difficulties remain in the area of overlap between perturbative and 
non-perturbative regimes, in hadronization as well as in yy collisions. Here the 
progress has to be mostly theoretical. 

Many measurements can be significantly improved. First and foremost is the 
area of i decays, where substantial disagreement still exists between inclusive and 
exclusive measurements of one-prong decays. Another area is yy physics, where the 
spin/parity measurement of significant states, such as the spin 1 state at 1420 MeV, 
remains to be accomplished. Furthermore, to understand hadronization further, it 
will be important to measure the production of many species, say, all hyperons, over 
the full x range. In the 3 physics area, the study of flavor-tagged lifetime could 
become possible with a much increased sample of events. 

Before abandoning this energy regime, we expect TPC to collect samples 
approximately an order of magnitude higher than previous samples at PEP and 
PETRA. With the new vertex detector the program could yet produce some 
surprising results. At a minimum, and especially in view of the large number of 
results that the PEP and PETRA collaborations have achieved, we expect an 
abundant harvest of more precise measurements. 
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FLAVOR MIXING 
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Abstract 

Flavor mixing is reviewed with emphasis on recent experimental results. 

Introduction 

Recently, some of our colleagues have been talking about the so-called "fifth force". This 
name suggests that four forces are already known to exist, which you would say are the strong, 
electromagnetic, weak, and gravitational interactions. However, the standard model of particle 
physics tells you a different story: they are the gauge interactions, Yukawa interactions, Higgs 
interactions, and gravity. Of the first three, only the gauge interactions have been verified experi
mentally. However, the other two are truly necessary ingredients of the standard model to make it 
work. 

The gauge interactions are characterized by its universality. Only one gauge coupling con
stant (for each gauge group) completely determines the interaction. All particles in the same 
representation of the gauge group behave exactly in the same way under gauge interactions. This 
is beautiful, but a little bit boring at the same time. For instance, there is not a single way to tell 
a red quark from a green quark in QCD. 

In contrast to this universality of the gauge interactions, the Yukawa interactions look rather 
chaotic. We don't know any principle which governs the various Yukawa couplings; they can take 
any values as they like. However, this arbitrariness in turn provides "personality" to each fermion. 
Indeed, without the Yukawa couplings, there would be no means to tell which generation is which. 
Therefore, the Yukawa sector is the source of the flavors, of which we can feel the difference unlike 
color. (We will see later that there seems to be some regularity in the Yukawa sector; the actual 
Yukawa couplings are not really chaotic but show a characteristic pattern which may provide a key 
to the physics beyond the standard model.) 
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The Higgs interactions induce the breaking of the electroweak SU(2)xU(l) gauge symmetry 
to the electromagnetic U(l). The W* and Z bosons acquire mass by the Higgs mechanism and the 
quarks and leptons get mass via the Yukawa couplings. Without the Higgs sector, all gauge bosons 
and fermions would stay massless. Actually, the Higgs sector is the only sector in the standard 
model with a dimensionful parameter. 

The interplay of these three interactions leads to an interesting phenomenon called flavor 
mixing, which is the topic of my talk. It is in fact one of the central problems of particle physics. 

Shown in Fig. 1(a) is a hypothetical world with two generations of quarks. (I wanted to 
draw a picture of a complex three-dimensional space to indicate the real world, but that was 
beyond my ability. I only managed to draw this real two-dimensional space instead.) The upper 
circle denotes the charge-2/3 quarks, the lower the charge-(-l/3) quarks. Let us first ignore the 
Yukawa couplings. The rest of the physics law does not discriminate the generations 1 and 2. The 
coordinates of the generation space is therefore merely conventional; we have an exact 0(2) family 
symmetry, which is the rotation around this axis [see Fig. 1(b)]. It is important to note that upper 
and lower discs should be rotated simultaneously, since gauge interactions (the couplings with W) 
bind the two discs [Fig. 1(b)]. (In the real world the symmetry is U(JV)g i x U(JV)UJl x V(N)jR, 
where N is the number of generations.) 

(a) 

u 

(d) 

(b) 

(e) (f) 

Fig. 1. Flavor mixing in a hypothetical two-generation world. 
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After the introduction of Yukawa couplings, the generation symmetry is explicitly broken 
and quark mass eigenstates are formed. Since the up and down quark masses come from a different 
set of Yukawa couplings, the up and down mass eigenstates are not related with each other in 
general [Fig. 1(c)]. When a charm quark, say, emits a W boson, it becomes a linear combination 
of down and strange quarks. The mismatch of the mass eigenstates of ups and downs is nothing 
but the Cabibbo angle [Fig. 1(d)], the generalization of which is the flavor mixing described by 
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. 

The situation is different for the lepton sector. In the absence of right-handed neutrinos, 
only charged leptons acquire mass [Fig. 1(e)]. The neutrino states can then be defined in terms of 
the charged lepton states using gauge interactions [Fig. 1(f)], so that each lepton flavor is exactly 
conserved. Of course, if the neutrinos are massive, one expects a similar flavor-mixing effect in 
the leptonic sector, which leads to neutrino oscillations, heavy neutrino decays, or lepton-flavor 
violating decays of leptons and mesons. 

Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix 

In this talk I will mainly concentrate on the mixing in the quark sector. The effect of flavor 
mixing appears exclusively in the coupling of the W boson to the quarks (Fig. 2): 

£ = - ^ tisrtKydijW* + h.c.. (i) 

The matrix K (in the generation space) is called the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix.'-' Its 
elements for three generations can be written as 

( Kua Ku. Kub\ 
Kcd K„ Ka . (2) 

The KM matrix is unitary since it represents a (complex) rotation in the generation space. Although 
a 3 X 3 unitary matrix has nine real parameters, only four of them are physical and the rest may 
be absorbed into the phases of the quark fieldB. The four parameters consist of three (real) angles 
and one CP-violating phase. 

If there exist more than three generations, the number of physical parameters increases (nine 
= 6 angles+3 phases for four generations). In this case, the KM matrix restricted to the first three 
generations need not be unitary. However, one still has a requirement that the modulus of each 
matrix element should be less than one, |jjTij| < 1; and £/,3gen \Kij\ ^ *•• 
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Our experimental knowledge of the KM matrix is conveniently summarized in the so-called 
Wolfenstein parametrization''' 

/ l - £ A AX3pe-is\ 
K=\ -A l - £ AA2 , (3) 

VAA 3 ( l-pe '*) -AA 2 1 / 

which is a power expanded form of K in terms of A = s in#c and here A, p are parameters of 0(1). 
This is not a general parametrization of an arbitrary KM matrix, but rather a condensed form of 
the experimental information on the KM matrix. 

We can notice several striking regularities of the pattern of the quark masses and mixings: 

(1) Mass hierarchy: Each generation is separated in mass from others, 
m(l8t gen.) < m(2nd gen.) < m(3rd gen.). 

(2) Small intergeneration mixing: The KM matrix is approximately a unit matrix, K = 1+0(A). 

(3) Generation structure: The quarks which are close in mass form approximate doublets. For 
example, the u and d quarks form an approximate doublet, not u and s, or u and 6. 

These patterns are not what one would usually expect from a random set of Yukawa couplings. This 
indicates some underlying dynamics which controls the Yukawa sector but it is totally unknown to 
us. 

KM matrix elements 

Now let me briefly review the determination of the individual KM matrix element. I will 
refrain from treating the KM angles and the phase and instead discuss each KM matrix element. 
This is because the latter is more directly related to experiments and also because this approach 
can survive possible extension to more than three generations. 

Both vector and axial-vector weak currents composed of light quarks only are conserved to a 
good accuracy, their divergence proportional to the difference or sum of the light quark masses. An 
important difference of the vector and axial-vector currents lies in the fact that our vacuum is not 
invariant under axial (or, more generally, chiral) transformation whereas the vector transformation 
leaves the vacuum invariant. Because of this property, a parameter describing the degree of chiral-
symmetry breaking, namely fT, enters into the axial-current induced transitions. Unfortunately, 
fT cannot be calculated perturbatively. These processes, including ir -+ ftv, are thus not useful for 
the extraction of the KM matrix elements. On the other hand, the rates for some vector transitions 
can be calculated, which can be used for the determination of the quark mixing parameters. 
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Knd 

Elementary vector transitions involving this matrix element include the neutron decay n -+ 
pe~D and the pion semileptomc decay it~ —» x°e~u. However, the lifetime of the neutron is 
notoriously difficult to measure accurately, whereas the pion transition has an extremely small 
branching fraction, which does not allow for a precise determination of the rate. Our knowledge of 
Kud is derived from the lifetime measurements of some nuclear beta decays (superallowed Fermi 
transitions). These are transitions within an isomultiplet induced by the vector coupling, so that 
the nuclear matrix element is essentially one. The accuracy of the measurements are such that 
the evaluation of radiative corrections are imperative, which have been calculated'' ' ^ up to the 
0(Zo?) term [an estimate is made for the 0(Z2a3) term]. A recent determination by Sirlin from 
the lifetimes of eight superallowed transitions leads to the value 

\Kud\ = 0.9744 ± 0.0010 . (4a) 

Use of a more recent calculation of the isospin-breaking effect by Ormand and Brown,'-' instead of 
that by Towner et a/.' ' results in a slightly different value 

\Kud\ = 0.9737 ±0.0010. (4b) 

Possible effect of p-ui mixing for this determination at the 1 0 - 3 level is discussed in Ref. 7 (see 
however Ref. 8). 

Kus 

This element, which is equal to the original sin#£, may be measured using the kaon semilep-
tonic decays K —* irlv or hyperon semileptonic decays. The theoretical calculations are based on 
the nonrelativistic quark model including the effect of flavor SU(3) breaking. The deviation of 
the form factor from the SU(3) symmetric limit is small in the vector-current transitions, since it 
vanishes in the lowest order according to the Ademollo-Gatto theorem. An analysis of the decays 
K~ -»v°e~ v and Ki —»ir+e~v gives'-' 

\KU,\ = 0.2196 ± 0.0023 , (5a) 

and a fit to the data of many hyperon semileptonic decay modes gives' ' 

| JiTos| = 0.220 ± 0.001 ± 0.003, (5b) 

where the first error is experimental, the second is an estimated theoretical uncertainty. 
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Unitarity 

Together with the bound for Jifuj (discussed later), one can test the unitaxity of the KM 
matrix in the first row: 

\Kud\2 + \KU.\2 + \Kub\2 = 0.9977 ± 0.0022 , (6) 

if one use Eq. (4a) with the kaon value (5a), or 0.9963 ± 0.0022 if Eq. (4b) is used instead. The 
sum is consistent with three-generation unitarity within two standard deviations. 

KCi 

Cabibbo-allowed charm semileptonic decay is sensitive to this matrix element. Theoretical 
uncertainty arises from the form factors, for which we do not have the constraint from current 
conservation; in fact the divergence of the c -* a vector current is as large as that of the axial-vector 
current and is of the order of the charm quark mass. The form factor /+(0) at zero momentum 
transfer is predicted to be 0.76 (with an unknown error) in a relativistic quark model,'- ' and 
0.75 ± 0.05 in the QCD sum rule approach. ' The F* pole form of the t dependence is usually 

ri3i 
assumed, which is consistent with the observed t distribution.1 J Recent measurements by the 
Fermilab Tagged Photon Spectrometer Collaboration'131 BR(D° -* I(~e+u) = (3.8 ± 0.5 ± 0.4)% 
and by Mark III Collaboration[14] BR(£° -* K~e+v) = (3.4 ± 0.5 ± 0.6)% give 

\K„\ = 0.98 ± 0.07 , (7) 

assuming /+(0) = 0.76. The result is consistent with \KCs\ = \Kud\-

Another exclusive decay D+ -» K*°e+v is measured:[15] BR(D + - • K*°e+v) = (4.5 ± 0.7 ± 
0.5)%; with the ratio of It * polarization longitudinal/transverse = 2.4lJ; 9 ± 0.2. These results are 
important as they provide the checks whether we understand the corresponding B decay well. A 
recent discussion of this decay is found in Ref. 16. See the section for Kch for additional discussions 
of the form factor. 

A recent Mark III measurement'14' of the Cabibbo-suppressed semileptonic decay D° -* 
ir~e+v together with D° -> K~e+v gives 

\Kcd/Kc,\2 = 0.0571°;°$ ± 0.005 , (8) 

with the assumption f%(0)/f+(0) = 1. 
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A more precise determination of this matrix element has been made using the neutrino-
induced prompt dimuon rate. Neutrino production of charmed particle v^N —• fi~cX (tagged by 
the subsequent semileptonic decay c -+ n+vX) comes from the valence-quark subprocess v^d —• 
\iTc which depends on K^, and the sea-quark subprocess v^a -»• p~c which depends on Kc>. One 
can isolate the valence quark contribution by comparing the neutrino- and antineutrino-induced 
cross sections, to the latter of which only the sea quarks contribute: v^d —» /j + c and v^s —• /* +c. 
The most recent result still comes from the CDHS data published in 1982,'' ' which gives with an 
updated measurement of the charm semileptonic branching ratio (see Ref. 8) 

\Kcd\ = 0.21 ±0.03. (9) 

They also quote \Ka\ > 0.59 (90% C.L.; all limits quoted in this review are at 90% C.L. 
unless otherwise stated). One needs a good knowledge of the amount of strange sea quarks for a 
better determination of Ka. 

These results are consistent with approximate two-generation unitarity, \KCJ\ = \KUs\, and 
suggests that the mixing of the third generation with the first two generations is small. 

Kei 

The suiprisingly long lifetime' ' of the 6 particle of the order of 10~ 1 2 sec indicated that the 
matrix element A'cj, is very small indeed. A quantitative measurement of K& from the semileptonic 
6 —• c decay has been done in two different approaches: Inclusive and exclusive. 

The inclusive approach uses the total b semileptonic rate determined from the 6 lifetime and 
the semileptonic branching fraction and compare it to a model, knowing that the 6 - m transition 
is small (see below). In a spectator model,'- ' 

r ^ W - ^ M W » x / ( $ , do) 

where Xc represents any charmed final state, and / (z) is a known phase space suppression factor 
due to the finite charm mass. The problem of this approach is that we do not know what mj in 
the expression is and Eq. (10) is very sensitive to mj: Changing roj from 4.6 to 5.3 GeV makes 
a factor 2 difference in the prediction. Usually m& is determined from the consistency of the 
model by fitting the lepton spectrum, but there is no guarantee that the same mj should be used 
in Eq. (10). The use of the spectator model, in which a "free" b quark is assumed to decay to 
civ, may be questionable, since it is experimentally known that the semileptonic B decay consists 
predominantly of two modes, B —» Dlv and B ~* D*lu, and the inclusive picture may not work 
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well. To remedy these situations, the sum of exclusive modes predicted by the quark model' 1 1 , 2 0 25-l 
is also used to fit the inclusive lepton data. The Crystal Ball Collaboration,"2^ for example, gives 

\Kch\ = 0.052 ±0.006, (Ua) 

by fitting the inclusive lepton spectrum to various quark model predictions.'- 1* °' 2 2 , ' A similar 
value is obtained1 ' from a fit of the data of three groups with the spectator model of Ref. 19. 

The exclusive approach compares the exclusive rate for B -» Dlv o r B - t D*lv with theo
retical predictions. The knowledge of the form factors is required for the determination of the KM 
matrix element from the exclusive rates. For B —• Dlv only the vector current contributes: 

(D\ C7M(1 - 75)6 \B) = /+(*) (pB +pD)n+ f-(t) (pB - Pah , (12) 

where / = {PB~PD)2 >S the momentum transfer or the mass of the virtual W. For vanishing lepton 
masses the second form factor /_ does not contribute to the rate. For the decay B -» D*lv there 
are four form factors 

(Z>*|c7/.(1 - fS)b\B) = g{t)UliVfiaet''(pB+pD.y{pB-pD.y - f{t)e% 
(13) 

- a+(t)e*-pB ( p B + pD.)p - a-(t)e*-pB {pB - p D . ) / i , 

where £ is the polarization vector of the D*. Again the contribution of the last form factor a-(t) 
to the rate is proportional to m 2 . 

The number of the form factors can be understood from the possible helicity states. In the 
pseudoscalar case, the decay can be described as B -* DW* (W* means a virtual W). In the B 
rest frame angular momentum conservation forces the W* helicity to be zero. However, the virtual 
W can be in a "epin-0" state in addition to a "spin-l" state. (In fact, a charged pion would not 
able to decay to fiv if the spin-0 component of virtual W did not exist.) Therefore the number of 
independent amplitudes is two, corresponding to /±(t). Since massless leptons do not couple to the 
scalar component of a virtual W, only one amplitude survives in the m / - » 0 limit. For the vector 
case B —> D*W*, angular momentum conservation is achieved if the helicities of D* and W* are 
equal. Thus there are three amplitudes for vector W*, one for scalar W*. The scalar amplitude 
again vanishes for massless leptons. 

The form factors may be evaluated using the quark model. In the nonrelativistic quark model, 
a meson made of a heavy quark Q and a light quark q is a kind of "atomic" system, the heavy quark 
playing the role of the nucleus. The reduced mass of the system is (i = mqitiqlimq + mq) ~ mq 

and the wave function is independent of mq in the limit mq > mq. Therefore the B meson and 
the DjD* meson can be expected to have a very similar spacial wave function. 
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Now let us consider the decay B -* D(D*) + W*. In the rest frame of the 6 quark, the final c 
quark is at rest when the momentum transfer t = pyy takes its maximum value t = (mj — m c ) 2 . In 
this case the "spectator" light quark does not feel that the decay have occurred, and no momentum 
transfer between c and q is required in forming a final charmed meson. Thus the matrix element is 
essentially unity and the form factor at t = tmax is one up to a trivial kinematic factor related to 
the state normalization. If the momentum transfer is less than t m a x , momentum transfer between 
the final charm and the light quark is necessary and t dependence of the form factor results. A pole 
form may be assumed to describe the t dependence, whereas a more sophisticated model exists) ' 

A serious problem of the nonrelativistic quark model is that the form factors a±(t) for B —> 
D*lv cannot be predicted in the static approximation. One needs to expand to the second order of 
the relative momentum to obtain a value for these form factors, which is beyond the applicability 
of the nonrelativistic quark model. Nevertheless a prediction has been made'- ' ' and relativistic 
covariance of the result has also been discussed.'- ' 

Such a problem does not exist for the decay B -* Dlu, but the only exclusive mode measured 

so far is B° -* D*-l+u?9] 

A way to circumvent this uncertainty is available if one is able to separate different helicity 
configurations for the vector decay. It is easily seen from Eq. (13) that the form factors a± contribute 
to helicity-0 D*'B only. The rate to transverse D* can thus be predicted more reliably. ARGUS 
Collaboration has measured' ' the longitudinal-to-transverse ratio in the B° —» D*+l~9 decay 
utilizing the D* decay angular distribution. Their results are 

BR = (7.0 ± 1.2 ± 1.9)% , L/T = 0.85 ± 0.45. (14) 

The L/T ratio excludes the possibility a+ = 0. Irom these results 

Itfcil = 0.052 ± 0.011 (l ib) 

is obtained; this is consistent with the determination from the inclusive approach, Eq. (11a). Sep-
T311 arate determination of all three contributing form factors should be also possible. ' 

The transition b —• u is known to be much suppressed compared to 6 —» c. The observed 
f32 1 

number of produced charm quarks per B decay is consistent1 ' with the expectation of 1.15 for 
a B always decaying to charm. A more quantitative result can be obtained from the semileptonic 
decay spectrum or from the search for noncharmed exclusive final states. 
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Since the noncharmed hadronic system in the decay B -* XJLv can have a smaller mass than 
which is possible for the charmed system in B —• Xctv, the lepton energy spectrum for B —• Xulu 
extends beyond the endpoint for B -* Xclv. The lepton energy region between 2.4 and 2.6 GeV is 
sensitive to the 6 —• u semileptonic transition. The shape (and proportion) of the lepton spectrum 
in this region is again dependent on the models. A most conservative model applied to ARGUS 
data gives a limit' ' 

| / W ^ c i l < 0 . 1 6 , (15) 

which corresponds to \Kut\ & 0.01. (After the conference an evidence for b —t u semileptonic decay 
at 2.3 s.d. has been presented by the CLEO group.) 

Searches for exclusive b -* u decay modes have been extensively done. The claim by 
ARGUS1 ' of evidence for baryonic modes B+ -* ppir+ and B° —• ppir+n~ was not con
firmed by CLEO, [ 3 4 ) and new ARGUS data with comparable luminosity as the old data do not 
show any indication of these states.' ' There is no positive evidence for any other b -> u de
cay mode either. Limits are of the order of 1 0 - 4 level; typical examples from CLEO'- ' include 
BR(5° -> 7T+7T-) < 0.9 X 10" 4 , BR(JB+ - p°ir+) < 1.5 X 10" 4 , and BR(B° -* pp) < 0.4 x 10~ 4. 
The limit for the 7r+ir~ mode may be translated into a bound |£'uj/-K'ci| < 0.21, if the theoretical 
prediction L ' for nonleptonic exclusive modes by Bauer et al. is assumed. 

One should note that nonzero Kub is essential for the KM scenario of CP violation. In fact 
\Kub\ ^ 0.002 is required to explain the observed value of e. 

These matrix elements are not directly measurable so far, since the top quark has unfortu
nately managed to escape from our hands. [ 3 8 , 3 9 ] These are however tightly constrained by unitarity 
in the three-generation case [see Eq. (3)], and they can be probed indirectly through their virtual 
effect in B-B and B3-BB mixing, though the top quark mass also enters into the game as an 
additional parameter. 

Before discussing the particle-antiparticle mixing in general, I will spend some time to com
ment on CP violation. 

CP v io la t ion 

The complex phase in the three-generation Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, which comes from the 
complex Yukawa couplings, is the most economical and a natural way to incorporate CP violation 
in the theory. One need not introduce any extra degree of freedom to explain CP violation; complex 
Yukawa couplings are naturally associated with the chiral fermions in the standard model. 
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However, we have so far only three CP-violating observables, all of them in the K°-K° 
system, namely 17+-, 77001 and the charge asymmetry in Ki -* irlv. A recent nonzero r e s u l t ^ 
d -fc 0 would exclude superweak models in which CP violation occurs exclusively in the |A5| = 2 
channel. Other than that, the experimental constraints are not too strong to uniquely select a 
model, although nonobservation of the neutron electric dipole moment puts some constraint. It is 
a fair statement to say that the origin of CP violation has not been clarified yet: The KM paradigm 
has not been proven. Other possible mechanisms include supersymmetry, multi-Higgs models, left-
right symmetric models, and so on. Thus, search for CP violation at different places from the K-K 
system {e.g., B decay, charged kaon decay, electric dipole moments) is very important to establish 
the origin of CP violation. 

KM scenario of CP violation 

As is well known, only one physical CP-violating phase 8 appears for the case of three 
generations of quarks (there are three phases for four generations): 

( C! -S1C3 -S1S3 \ 

sic2 C!C2C3 - S233exS ciC2S3+s 2 C3«'* J • (16) 
S1S2 C1S2C3 + C2Sie's C1S2S3 - C2C3e,s I 

Nonzero S(^ 0,7r) is not a sufficient condition for observable CP violation. In fact no CP violation 
occurs if any of the three angles 0\, 62,63 is zero, since K can be made real by redefining the phases 
of the quark fields. More generally, one can show that there is no CP violation if any of the nine 
matrix elements is zero. For example, if Kta = C1S2C3 + C2S3e,s = 0, C2S3e'* must be real because 
£l*2c3 , s r e a l - For recent discussions of CP violation in the standard model, see Ref. 41. 

Particle-antiparticle mixing 

K—K system 

Let us start with K°-K° mixing. The mixing occurs from the box diagram shown in Fig. 2(a), 
which should be compared to the decay diagram in Fig. 2(b). The competition of the mixing and 
decay determines how much mixing effect we can actually observe. The mixing time is ~ l/6m ~ 
1/Gp, and the decay time is ~ 1/r ~ 1/Gp. Therefore they can in principle be comparable, but 
we have to be more precise. 

In the internal lines of the box graph for K-K mixing, three quarks, u, c, and t, can con
tribute. If the masseB of the internal quarks are equal, the graph gives zero because of exact GIM 
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cancellation: £ t KfaKia = 0. The top quark contribution can be neglected in practice since the 
mixing factor is very small. The diagram 2(a) gives 

AmK ~ GfmKf^miX2 , (17) 

where X = sin 9Q is the Cabibbo angle, and m2, is more exactly m% - m%. The factor of Gp comes 
from the exchange of two W's, /£ appears because both the sd and sd should form bound states, 
mlX2 is the GIM remnant, and finally mg sets the overall scale. In comparison, the decay diagram 
2(b) gives 

TK ~ G^m^X2 . (18) 

One has Gp here also since the amplitude (~ Gp) should be squared to get the width. The ratio 
of the two is 

Amy f£m2 

TK 

1> 
'K 

(19) 

which indicates that K°-I(° mixing is large (here I have omitted the discussion of Ar for simplicity, 
which is important for the K-K system but not for the others.) 

Fig. 2. A diagram for (a) K°-K° mixing; (b) K° decay. 
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D-D system 

The graphs which describe the mixing and decay of D° are shown in Fig. 3. For the D°-D° 
system, the internal lines of the box graph are d, s, and 6 quarks. The contribution of the b quark 
is suppressed by a small mixing factor ~ A5. Now, compared to the K-K system, up and down 
quarks interchange their role as the internal and external quarks. The GIM cancellation works 
between the a and d quarks. The D-D mass mixing term is given by a similar expression as (17) 
with the label of a and c quarks flipped: 

AmD ~ G$mDf$m2,\2, 

whereas the decay rate now does not have Cabibbo suppression: 

Thus 

mD 
< 1 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

is very small (fD is of the order of f„ or fK, since the dynamics of the bound state is basically 
determined by the lighter quark), and D-D mixing would not be observed. This estimate is 

Fig. 3. A diagram for (a) D°-D° mixing; (b) D° decay. 
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however too naive. GIM cancellation between s and d quarks means that the box result receives 
contribution only from the momentum scale £ mf; this is not a region where one expects the quark-
level calculation to be valid. In fact the K-n mass difference is much larger than the s-d current 
quark masB difference. Therefore more realistic estimate should give larger Amj} than Eq. (20). 
Such a "long-distance" contribution has been estimated' ' using meson states and the resulting 
Ami)/To ~ 1 0 - 3 is one order of magnitude larger than the box graph result. The expected mixing 
is still far smaller than the present experimental upper limit'- ' Amp/To < 0.09. The smallness 
of the D-D mixing in the standard model makes it a good place to look for new physics effects.'44' 

B-B system 

The neutral B meson mixing and decay is described by the diagrams in Fig. 2, with the 
external s quarks replaced by 6 quarks. A similar estimate of the box diagram gives 

Aro B ~ G^m B / jm?A 6 , (23) 

which is to be compared with 

giving 

TB ~ G/m£A 4 , (24) 

V 
TB m 4 , 

AmB /|m? . 2 

4 (25) 

[45] The initial ARGUS observation1 4^ of sizable B-B mixing r = (N(BB) + N{BB))/N{BB) = 
0.21 ± 0.08 has been confirmed by C L E O ^ which gives r = 0.19 ± 0.06 ± 0.06. New ARGUS 
data' ' are also consistent with these values. These correspond to Amg/Tg ~ 0.7, implying that 
the top quark is quite heavy, not reachable at SLC/LEP and possibly at LEP-200. See Ref. 47 for 
a detailed discussion of B-B mixing. 

The Bt-Bt system is expected to have even larger mixing. The mixing parameter Amfl i 

is less suppressed by the KM factor (only A4) than Amg (Eq. (23)), whereas the decay rate is 
essentially the same. Hence ArngJ^B, > 1. which is consistent with the UA1 observation' ' of 
sizable like-sign muon sample. 

Flavor-changing neutral current decays 

Flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) interactions are closely related to meson-antimeson 
mixing, since both are forbidden in the lowest order by GIM mechanism. The classic example of 
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FCNC decay is Ki —• n+n~ with a branching ratio of ~ 1 0 - 8 compared to K+ -> JII/ which is 
one of the dominant decay modes. Present high-statistics experiments have a sample of ~ 100 
Ki -* li+H~ decays. The branching ratio would shed some light on the top quark mass, though 
the contribution of two-photon intermediate state gives some complication* ' 

The decay KL —• e+e~ is further suppressed by m^/ml because of helicity suppression. The 
sensitivity of the present experiments is not sufficient to reach the expected level. Present limits 
are listed in Table I. 

The decay K+ —• n+vP is one of the targets of present kaon rare decay experiments. The 
branching ratio'- ' expected in the standard model is around 1 0 - 1 0 , but this decay is sensitive to 
new physics effects such as a fourth generation.' ' 

The decay Ki —• 7r°e+e~" has attracted much attention recently, since CP-violating'- ' and 
T5T1 

CP-conserving1 ' contributions are of the same order. Moreover, CP violation in the decay am
plitude ( |AS | = 1; "direct" CP violation) is as large as the indirect CP violation from K^-K% 
mixing ( | A 5 | = 2). This is quite a contrast with KL -* 2JT, for which direct CP violation (e1) 
is much smaller than indirect CP violation (e). The predicted branching ratio is, however, of the 
order of 1 0 ~ 1 2 . Present experimental limits are still four order of magnitude above the expectation. 
NA31 Collaboration a t CERN quotes a l imi t^ 8 ' BR(iif£ -> j r ° e + e - ) < 4 x 1 0 - 8 and the Fermilab 
E731 group gives^5 9^ BR(Jft -• 7 r ° e + e - ) < 4.2 X 1 0 - 8 . The latter group also provides a limit 
BTL(Kg -» j r ° e + e - ) < 4.5 X 1 0 - 5 , which is relevant for the e contribution to KL -* x°e+e~. A 
limit for the decay KL —* ff°77, which is related to the CP-conserving part of KL -* T°e+e~, 
is ob ta ined [ 6 0 ] by Fermilab E731: BR(KL — x°n) < 2.7 x 1 0 - 6 . The decay KL - j r°e+e-
is also important for the search for a light Higgs boson with a mass between 2mc and 2m A . A 
related decay mode KL —* ifivv is also interesting'- for studying CP violation but is unlikely to 
be experimentally accessible. 

FCNC decays of B have less GIM suppression than K decays. Predicted rates ' ' are BR(b —v 
ay) ~ 1 0 _ 4 - 1 0 - 3 , BR(6 - • sl+£-) ~ 1 0 _ 6 - 1 0 - 5 , and BR(6 -» sg) £ 1 0 - 3 . The decay 6 -* sy has 
an interesting property tha t the QCD correction substantially enhances the rate. Experimental 
limits' ' ' are becoming closer to the predictions, though exclusive modes are mostly looked for, 
which is more difficult to predict. Representative limits are BR(B° -+ K*°y) < 2.8 x 1 0 " 4 (CLEO); 
2.9 X 10~ 4 (ARGUS), BR(B° -» K*°e+e-) < 0.8 X 10~ 4 (CLEO), and BR(fl° -* K~v+) < 
0.9 X 1 0 - 4 (CLEO). 

Similar FCNC decay of charmed particles are expected to be very small in the standard 
model, for the same reason as in D-D mixing. New limits from CLEO' J are BR(c -* Xy.+(i~) < 
1.8 X 1 0 - 2 and BR(c — Xe+e~) < 2.2 X 1 0 - 3 . 

The decay rate of D° or B° to a lepton pair is very small in the standard model because of GIM 
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Table I. Limits for I<i -* p.t and KL -* e+e~ (90% C.L.). 

BR(Ki -* fie) BK(KL - e + e - ) Experiment Reference 

1.1 X 1 0 - 8 1.1 x 10" 8 BNL E791* 50 
1.2 x 1 0 - 9 BNL E780 51 

1.9 X 1 0 - 9 BNL E780 52 
4.3 x 10~ 1 0 5.6 X 1 0 - 1 0 KEK E137 53 

* Preliminary updated limits from E791 are comparable to the KEK E137 limits. 

cancellation and helicity suppression. New particles such as leptoquarks can lead to a substantial 
enhancement of the rate. Present best published limits are BR(D° —• / J + / I " ) < 0.7 X 1 0 - 4 

(ARGUS) [ 6 7 ] , BR(D° - e+e-) < 1.3 X 10~* (Mark m ) [ 6 8 1 , BR(B° - ii+vT) < 0.5 X 10~ 4 

(CLEO) [ 6 5 ] , BR(£° - • e+e-) < 0.3 x H P 4 (CLEO) [ 6 5 ] . 

Generation crossover and F C N C decay 

If the fourth-generation 6' quark is lighter than the top quark, a new phenomenon may occur: 
FCNC decay 6' -» bg can dominate the conventional charged-current 6' —» cW* decay.' ' Whether 
this occurs or not depends on the pattern of the four-generation KM matrix. The rate of b' -* cW* 
decay is 

T~G$ml\Kd,-\2, (26) 

whereas the rate of the FCNC decay is 

T ~ G$m\,a,|Ktb.Ktb\2 [f(ml) - / («?)] , (27) 

where / is a complicated function, and the mixing with the first two generations have been neglected. 
Since the charged current decay involves two-generation gap, whereas the FCNC needs to cross 
only one generation, the latter can dominate despite of one extra factor of gauge coupling and GIM 
cancellation (of course one needs a sizable difference of t and t' masses). This has an important 
consequence for the 6' search at both e + e - and pp colliders. If the FCNC decay dominates, one 
does not expect primary leptons from the decay, which is usually the most powerful signature of 
the search for a heavy quark. In fact the searches at hadron colliders ̂  ' almost exclusively rely 
on this signal. In addition, the hadronic final state of the FCNC decay should have fewer "jets" 
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than the charged current decay, which leads to somewhat less spherical events. A new signal of the 
FCNC decay is an energetic photon coming from 6' —• 67, with an expected branching ratio of about 
10%. These new features of 6' decays are relevant to the search for 6' performed at TRISTAN.^' 

Lepton flavor mixing 

Apart from neutrino oscillations which I skip in this talk, the flavor mixing of leptons can 
be searched for in raTe decays and pair production of heavy (fourth-generation) neutrinos at e+e~ 
colliders. 

The search for rare decays of a muon has reached a remarkable sensitivity: B R ( / J —• ey) < 
4.9 X 1 0 ~ n ^ and BR(/i -+ eee) < 1.0 x 1 0 - 1 2 ™ Lepton-flavor violating decays of the tau lepton 
are also searched for. Crystal Ball Collaboration reports the limits'- ' BR(r —» e-y) < 2 x 1 0 - 4 , 
B R ( T - eir 0) < 1.4 X 10~ 4 , and BR(r — er}) < 2.4 x 1 0 - 4 . 

Lepton flavor violating decays of hadrons have been a target of extensive search. Limits for 
the decay Ki —> fie is listed in Table I. [These limits are for the sum BR(Ki —» e+n~) + BR{Ki —• 
/ i + e - ) . ] A limit for semileptonic kaon decay is also reported ̂  ' BR(JlT+ —• 7 r + / i + e ~ ) < 1.1 x 1 0 - 9 . 
This experiment implies a limit BR(7r° —• n+e~) < 7.8 X 1 0 - 8 . Limits from heavy hadron decays 
also exist: BR(c - - X^e*) < 3.7 x 10~ 3 ( C L E O [ 6 6 ] ) , BR(D° -* fie) < 1.0 x H r 4 (ARGUS [ 6 7 ] ) , 
BR(5° - fie) < 4 x 1 0 ~ 5 ( C L E O [ 6 5 ] ) . 

Heavy neutrinos can be pair-produced via Z exchange at high-energy e+e~ colliders. Searches 
have been made at P E T R A 1 and TRISTAN 1 for the production of such a neutrino decaying 
via mixing with e or fi. Recall that there is a slight discrepancy in the measured tau lifetime and 

F771 leptonic branching ra t io 1 ' with lepton universality: 

(t) ! = fe)>»<—» 
= 0.948 ± 0.029. 

If this is interpreted as coming from the mixing of tau with a heavy neutrino,' ' the mixing matrix 
is \KTvT\ = 0.974 ± 0.014, which is the same order as the Cabibbo mixing. (However, one should 
remember that a larger BR(r -* evv) can solve both this discrepancy and the puzzle of the deficit 
of exclusive branching ratios.) If the heavy neutrino mixes dominantly with r, decays to e or /J are 
suppressed and present limits are no longer valid. A new search for vg —» TW* is thus important. 
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Conclusion 

(1) The Kobayashi-Maskawa scheme for the quark mixing is in good shape. So far five out of 
nine matrix elements are experimentally determined. 

(2) Nonzero value of the sixth matrix element Ku^ is essential for the KM scenario of CP viola
tion. 

(3) The observed large B-B mixing suggests a heavy top quark. 

(4) A lot of work is still needed towards the understanding of "flavor". 
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Abstract 
This paper presents preliminary results from the 1988 and 1989 runs of the UA2 

and CDF experiments. The physics topics are primarily concentrated on measure
ments made on W and Z bosons and new mass limits for the top quark. 

Introduction 

Due to significant increases in luminosity, the latest runs of the proton-anti-proton colliders 
at CERN and at Fennilab have collected a great deal of data in the last year. The physics 
program of the UA2 experiment has also been enhanced by a successful upgrade of the 
UA2 detector. Preliminary results from both experiments have been obtained for several 
electro-weak physics topics and for searches for the top quark. 

UA2 Detector Upgrade 

For the 1988-1989 run, the UA2 collaboration upgraded both the tracking and calorimetry 
for the experiment. One benefit of the upgrade is increased electron identification capa
bility for the electro-weak and top quark analyses. Charged particle tracking was consid
erably enhanced, for example, by the addition of a scintillating fiber detector (SFD). The 
SFD is composed of roughly 60,000 scintillating fibers with 1 mm diameters. The SFD is 
arranged to provide 6 stereo triplets (stereo angle of 15.75°) for charged particle tracking 
and an electromagnetic preshower detector composed of 2 stereo triplets (stereo angle of 
21°) preceded by 1.5 radiation lengths of lead. Light from the fibers goes through 3 stages 
of amplification before being detected by a CCD array with 145 X 215 pixels. Each fiber 
is viewed by about 12 pixels of the CCD. 

Electron identification in the forward-backward regions was improved by the installa
tion of the End cap Preshower and Tracking chambers (EPT). The EPT is composed of 2 
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sets of sectors covering 45° in azimuth. The first set of sectors is used for charged particle 
tracking. The Becond set of sectors is preceded by a radiator of 2 radiation lengths and 
forms the preshower detector. The complete system has 9984 proportional tubes. Each 
tube is made of aluminum and has a square cross-section of 10 mm x 10 ™ " The pro
portional tubes are operated within an Argon-COj gas mixture. The resolution of the 
track-preshower match is 5 mm. 

U A 2 Preliminary Results 

The UA2 collaboration collected T.l p b - 1 of data during the 1988-1989 run which ended 
on June 25, 1989. Since inclusive electrons are the key signature for the electro-weak 
analyses and top quark search, only events with at least one electron were selected for the 
data sample used in the work presented here. Events in the sample are classified on the 
basis of cuts on electron transverse energy (hereafter referred to as E T ) , missing transverse 
momentum (pr), invariant masses in the case of dielectrons, and the transverse energy of 
any jets which may be in the events. High E T electrons, of course, are a good indication 
that an interesting weak decay has taken place in the event. Demanding that the event also 
contain a neutrino with high transverse momentum dramatically increases the probability 
that the event contains the decay of a heavy mass object such as a W or Z boson or a top 
meson. The electrons are detected directly by the the electromagnetic calorimeters in a 
hadron collider experiment. The presence of a neutrino with high transverse momentum 
is signalled by its large p /

T signature, where pV is denned as 

all cal. celU 

where £,- is the energy deposited in calorimeter cell i and uT* is the transverse component 
of a unit vector from the interaction vertex to the center of calorimeter cell i. 

The W event sample for UA2 consists of all events with P'T greater than 15 GeV/c 
and one electron having E» greater than 20 GeV. The Z sample consists of events with 
two electrons each having E T greater than 5 GeV and an invariant mass greater than 40 
GeV/c 2. The top candidate sample consists of events with one electron having E T greater 
than 12 GeV, p^ greater than 15 GeV, and at least one jet. The highest E T jet in the 
event was required to have E T greater than 10 GeV. 

Electron candidates are identified by cuts made on the radius of electromagnetic clus
ters, the amount of energy leakage into the hadronic compartment of the calorimeter, 
track-calorimeter cluster matching in the central region, and track-preshower matching in 
the EPT. In order to quantify how well the track and calorimeter clusters match, a x 2 

quantity was defined based on longitudiu il and lateral shower profiles in the calorimeter, 
the ratio of photomultiplier signals versu - the impact point in the calorimeter, and the 
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degree of energy isolation of the electromagnetic shower. Electron candidates in the data 
are compared against x1 values for known electrons from test-beam data. Track-preshower 
matching cuts are made based on the distance between the track and the preshower cluster 
position and the preshower signal amplitude. 

Preliminary U A 2 W Boson Results 

The preliminary cross section measurement for W boson production is based on the fol
lowing formula: 

N = ee •£„,„ -A-(iwBr(W -* eve)- JLdt 

where N is the number of observed W -+ ev€ candidates minus the background (e.g. 
from W -+ T —• e events), ee the electron identification efficiency, and «»tx is the event 
vertex finding efficiency. A is the acceptance including all geometrical and kinematical 
cuts. Br(W —• euc) is the electronic branching ratio for W bosons. L is the instantaneous 
luminosity of the collider. After fiducial cuts are made to eliminate electron candidates 
pointing towards edge calorimeter cells or calorimeter cracks, a total of 1266 events are 
observed in which the electron was detected in the central calorimeter of UA2. An equiv
alent analysis on events where the electron was detected and measured by the End cap 
calorimeters yields a total of 361 W candidate events. The estimated efficiency for events 
in the central region is 78.1 ± 1.2 ± 1.6% (the first error is statistical, the second is the 
systematic error) and the estimated acceptance is 38.3 ± 0.8%. The efficiency for the End 
cap calorimeter data sample is 81.5 ± 2.7 ± 1.5% while the acceptance is is 9.9 ± 0.2%. 
It is difficult to estimate the amount of background in the event sample because of the 
j / T cut imposed. Currently, the UA2 collaboration estimates the QCD background to be 
1% for p'T> 20 GeV/c. The cross section measurement includes small corrections for this 
background and for the trigger efficiency. Results from the the central region and the End 
caps are combined to yield a. cross-section times branching ratio measurement of 

<rV = 630±20±50pb 

These values are consistent with the previously published value [1] from UA2 of 

<rV = 570±40±70pb. 

The UA2 collaboration determines the W mass from fits to the distributions of electron 
transverse momentum p£ and "transverse mass" (MT). The transverse mass for an event 
is defined as 
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Figures 1 and 2 show the agreement between theory and UA2 W candidates for # and 
jSjr with the electron in the central region of the detector. The kinematics of W events 
with the electron in the End cap calorimeter region makes the peak for tranverse variables 
such as pj. much less sharp than the corresponding peaks in the central region. Hence, the 
UA2 collaboration uses only central electrons in the determination of the W mass. The 
fits to the data include contributions expected from W -+ eve and W -* rvr. From the 
pj distribution, the best fit to the data occurs for a W mass of 

Mw = 79.98±°:*S GeV/ca 

where the errors are statistical only. The best fit to the transverse mass distribution occurs 
for 

My, = 79.86±S;1S GeV/c 1 

where again the errors are purely statistical. The systematic error on these measurements 
is estimated by observing the effect on the fit when the electron E T resolution, the kine
matic cuts, and the electron cuts are varied. The systematic error on both the p£ and 
Mj measurements is estimated to be ±0.3 GeV/c 2. The main residual systematic errors 
on Mw are the uncertainty on the resolution of the ^ T measurement for the fit to the 
transverse mass distribution and the uncertainty on the p T spectrum of the W for the fit 
to the p'T distribution. Corrections for the electron energy scale (i.e. the best estimate 
of the calorimeter response to an electron of a given energy) have a systematic error of 
approximately 1.5%. Taking into account all corrections, the UA2 group uses a fit to the 
p\ distribution to obtain a preliminary result of 

Mw = 80.0 ± 0.4 ± 0.4 ± 1.2 GeV/c2 

for the mass of the W boson. The first error is statistical, the second is the systematic 
error on the fit, and the third is the systematic error due to the correction of the energy 
scale. 

Preliminary U A 2 Z Boson Results 

The preliminary Z —» e+e~ analysis is based on electrons identified in both the central 
and End cap regions of the UA2 detector. Electromagnetic (EM) clusters are identified 
according to cluster radius and hadronic compartment leakage as described previously. 
Electrons were identified with the standard electron selection requirements. For this pre
liminary determination of the Z mass, fiducial volume cuts are made on the electrons to 
ensure that both of them were detected and measured in the central region of UA2. The 
UA2 collaboration plans to eventually include electrons from all detector regions in the 
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analysis to gain the the utmost statistics. In order to gain some insight into the statistical 
power that can be gained, figure 3 shows the calorimeter-determined invariant mass of 
oppositely charged electron pairs with a) no fiducial cuts on either electron and b) fiducial 
cuts on only one of the pair. A clear signal is seen in the region around 90 GeV/c2 for 
both samples. Figure 4 shows the invariant mass distribution for all oppositely charged 
electron pairs having invariant mass greater than 76 GeV/c3 and both electrons in the 
central region. There are a total of 49 events in the sample. No event has an electron 
pair with mass greater than 100 GeV/c3. The curve shows the best fit to the data, which 
occurs for a Z mass of 

Mz = 90.19lg;g ± 1.4 GeV/ca 

with the first error being statistical and the second systematic. QCD backgrounds for this 
sample are negligible. 

The preliminary cross-section times branching ration for Z production, based on anal
ysis of electron pairs in the central region is 

<r£ = 6 1 ± 7 ± 5 p b . 

This compares very favorably with the previously reported UA2 value [1] of 

<rf? = 73 ± 14 ± 7 pb. 

UA2 Preliminary Top Analysis 

At i/a = 630 GeV/c 2, the two main processes for the production of top quarks are W —> tb 
(provided the top mass is less than the W mass) and pp -» tt+ anything via the QCD 
processes of gluon fusion and qq scattering [2, 3]. The cross section for production of top 
quarks in pp interactions via these two processes is shown in figure 5. The preliminary top 
analysis for UA2 was performed by looking for top decays in events with one electron, one 
or more hadronis jets, and large missing transverse momentum indicating the presence 
of a high p T neutrino. The electron selection criteria for the analysis demanded that the 
transverse energy (E*) of the electron candidate be above 12 GeV and that the electron 
have pseudo-rapidity (pseudo-rapidity is defined as -ln(tun§); we henceforth refer to it 
as 17) between -1 and 1. In addition to the electron, at least one jet with |i;| < 2.2 and p T 

greater than 10 GeV/c was demanded for top candidate events. Since the electron coming 
from a top decay is accompanied by a neutrino, the missing transverse momentum (p^) of 
the event was required to be greater than 15 GeV/c. Figure 6 shows the p's distribution 
for all electron plus jet events. 

To estimate the effect of the event analysis cuts, the UA2 experimenters study Monte 
Carlo distributions of the cut variables. All events are generated with the EUROJET 
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Monte Carlo program and ran through the full UA2 detector simulation. Figures 7a-d 
show the number of events as a function of M, for Monte Carlo generated top events 
with the top mass set to 40 GeV/ca and 60 GeV/c2. The normalization for these plots is 
arbitrary. The effect of the 15 GeV/c cut is to eliminate roughly half the events in which 
the neutrino comes from the decay of a 40 GeV/c1 top quark. For a 60 GeV/c 2 top quark 
more than half the events are kept. In order to isolate a top signal from the backgrounds 
produced by bb events at low transverse mass and W —* evt events at high transverse 
mass, only events with 15 < Mr < 50 GeV/c2 are included in the final top sample. A 
total of 20 events survive all cuts. 

Backgrounds from hadrons faking electrons are estimated by selecting an event sample 
in which no cuts on missing p? are made and a hadronic jet was demanded instead of 
an electron candidate. That part of the background sample with 4t < 10 GeV/c is 
then normalized to the sample of electron plus jet events which have jiT < 10 GeV/c 
assuming that all such events have electrons which are really misidentified hadrons. The 
normalized number of hadron background events with p^ > 10 GeV/c is then used to 
estimate the number of electron plus jet events in the top sample which are really QCD 
background events. Another background in the top sample comes from the production of 
W bosons plus associated jets in which the W decays to an electron or to a tau lepton 
which subsequently decays to an electron. The distribution of transverse mass for events 
with a W and three or fewer jets was estimated using the Ellis-Kleiss-Stirling Monte Carlo 
and the full TJA2 detector simulation. This distribution was normalized to the number 
of electron plus jet events with MT > 60 GeV/c2. The normalized distribution was used 
to estimate the number of W plus jet events which would fall into the top sample region 
of 15 < MT < 50 GeV/c2. Backgrounds from 66 production come in the form of events 
in which one of the 6-quark hadrons decays to an electron and a neutrino. The number 
of events with an electron having p T > 5 GeV/c from this process was estimated by 
normalizing the EUB.OJET Monte Carlo (plus UA2 detector simulation) predicted cross-
section to the I'Al measured bottom cross-section. The number of events from Z plus jet 
production in which the Z decays to electrons or to tau leptons with one tau subsequently 
decaying to an electron is under stvdy, but is assumed to be small. 

The 20 events in the top sample are divided into two classes to facilitate the background 
calculations. Events which have one jet with E T > 10 GeV and no other jets with E? > 8 
GeV are considered one jet events. Top sample events having one jet with E T > 10 GeV 
and one other jet with Er > 8 GeV are considered to be two jet events. The following 
table gives the number of events which are seen and the estimated number of background 
events for each of the two categories. It is concluded that the number of background 
events readily explains the number of observed events in the top sample. 

In order to obtain a top mass limit, the acceptance for top quark events as a function 
of top mass must be calculated. The acceptance is estimated using the EURO JET Monte 
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One jet Two jet. 
Observed events 16 4 
Hadronic background 1.7 ±1 .2 1.6 ±1.0 
bb background 2.0 ±1.1 1.3 ±0.7 
W+ jets background 19.0 ±2.7 2.8 ±0.8 
Total background 22.7 ±3.2 5.7 ±1.5 

Table 1: Number of top candidate events observed by UA2 along with estimates of the 
number of events expected from various background sources. 

Carlo plus the full UA2 detector simulation. The number of W -* tb events is normalized 
to the observed number of W ->• tv, events from the W analysis described previously. The 
contribution from the QCD tt processes are normalized to the lowest theoretical estimates 
of Altarelli et al. [3]. Studies were made of the systematic uncertainties on the mass limit 
due to uncertainty in the electron energy scale, the missing p T scale, and the jet energy 
scale. These studies are still in progress. 

The 95% confidence level (C.L.) limit on the top mass lower bound is found by com
paring the observed number of events with the number of events expected assuming a 
conservative estimate of the effect of systematic uncertainties on the background estimate, 
the luminosity, the efficiency of electron identification, and the Monte Carlo calculations. 
Figure 8 shows the top masses excluded, at the 95% confidence level, by the UA2 analysis 
along with the expected cross-section using the lowest theoretical estimate for it produc
tion. The point where the curves cross indicate a 95% C I . lower bound of 67 GeV/c3 

on the top mass. It should be noted that the acceptance for W -» tb and tt production 
are different and that the lower mass bound depends on the relative contributions of both 
processes to the expected signal. 

Recent Results from CDF 
Due to the great success of the Tevatron in the last year, the CDF experiment collected 
4.4 nb"1 of data during the 1988-1989 run. All major subsystems [4] of the detector were 
operational for the run, including a 3-level FastBus-based hardware trigger and a last-
stage trigger composed of a farm of Advanced Computer Program 32-bit microprocessors 
executing FORTRAN-77 filter algorithms. The hardware trigger incorporates charged 
particle tracking information and finely segmented calorimeter information in order to 
perform lepton identification and jet tagging. The two-dimensional tracking information 
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is provided by a hardware track processor operating on data from the central tracking 
chamber. A hardware cluster finder collates information on showers in the electromagnetic 
and hadronic calorimeters. Data from strip chambers with wire and cathode strip readout 
are used to provide further backgromid rejection for electron candidates in the central 
region of CDF (|»/| < 1.1). The strip chambers are located at a depth of approximately 6 
radiation lengths into the central electromagnetic calorimeter and provide information on 
shower position and longitudinal shower development. 

The inclusive electron trigger for CDF demands that electron candidates in the central 
electromagnetic calorimeter have a cluster with E j > 12 GeV and with at least one charged 
track with p T > 6 GeV/c (the 90% efficiency threshold for the hardware track processor) 
pointing at the cluster. The ratio of hadronic E , to electromagnetic E , must be less than 
0.125 and the lateral shower profile, as measured by the strip chambers, must be consistent 
with the expectation for an electron as determined from test-beam data. All events with 
at least one electron passing these cuts were written to magnetic tape for offline analysis. 

The inclusive muon trigger for CDF demanded that muon candidates have at least 
one charged track with pr > 9 GeV/c which matches in azimuth with a stub in the 
muon chamber. Events containing at least one such muon candidate were written to tape. 
Lower trigger thresholds can be used for events containing both a muon and an electron 
candidate. Therefore, events with a muon candidate having p T > 5 GeV/c and an electron 
candidate with p T > 5 GeV/c were also written to tape. 

Lepton Identification at CDF 

The CDF online analysis package makes a search for inclusive electrons and muons in all 
events stored on tape. Electron candidates in the central region are identified by searching 
for flusters in the EM calorimeter which have a ratio of hadronic E T to electromagnetic 
E T of less than 5%, a ratio of calorimeter measured energy to charged track momentum 
of less than 1.4, and a geometrical match of the track trajectory to the corresponding 
shower in the strip chambers. An additional cut is made to ensure that any energy 
sharing between EM calorimeter towers is consistent with electron test beam expectations. 
Photon conversion electrons are rejected by demanding that all electron candidate tracks 
have a minimum number of hits in the vertex time-projection chamber and by vetoing 
on electrons which form a low mass pair with a nearby oppositely charged track in the 
central tracking chamber. The efficiency for all electron candidate cuts is estimated to be 
77% for electrons in the central region of CDF. 

Muon candidates in the central region are identified by locating high p T charged tracks 
which match either to muon chamber track stubs or minimum ionizing calorimeter showers. 
To ensure that the tracking information is of high quality, only tracks with transverse 
impact parameters less than 0.5 cm and longitudinal impact parameters less than 5 cm 
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with respect to the event vertex position are considered. The transverse position of the 
event vertex, as determined from all charged tracks in the event, must be less than 0.5 cm 
from the center of the central tracking chamber. Tracks within the central muon chamber 
fiducial volume, i.e. \t}\ < 0.65, are required to have a transverse distance of less than 
10 cm with respect to a muon chamber stub with a slope consistent with the p T of the 
track. Tracks in the region of 0.65 < M < 1.2, are required to be consistent with the 
expectation for a minimum ionizing track as determined by the calorimeter response to 
the track. A cone with a radius (•V

/Ai/2 + A^ 3 ) of 0.13 at the calorimeter face is defined 
around each charged track in this region. All calorimeter towers within the cone radius 
are used to calculate electromagnetic and hadronic Er sums for the track. Tracks with 
EM E T less than 2 GeV and hadronic E T less than 6 GeV are considered to be consistent 
with minimum ionizing (a minimum ionizing track typically deposits 0.5 GeV in the EM 
calorimeter and 2 GeV in the hadronic calorimeter). In addition, the sum of the total 
transverse energy contained in towers located between cones with radii of 0.13 and 0.4 
is required to be less than 5 GeV for muon candidates. This cut ensures good isolation 
between the muon candidate and any jets which may be in the event. The efficiency of 
all muon candidate cuts is estimated from Z -* fi+fi~ events to be 98 ± 2% for muons 
with p T > 20 GeV/c and |q| < 0.65 and 96 ± 2% for muons with p T > 20 GeV/c and 
0.65 < |ij| < 1.2. 

CDF Energy and Momentum Calibration for Electrons 

The initial calibration of the central electromagnetic calorimeter was obtained using elec
tion test-beam measurements. The calibration for each wedge was tracked during the run 
using Cs 1 3 7 sources[5]. The accuracy of this calibration is about 1%, but is insufficient 
for high precision mesaurements of the W* and Z° masses. However, CDF's large in
clusive electron sample makes it possible to use the data itself to calibrate the detector 
with improved precision. First, the mean value of the ratio of energy to momentum for 
a sample of inclusive electrons, E/p, was used to adjust the tower-to-tower calibrations 
and to tie the overall energy scale to the momentum scale as determined by the tracking 
chamber and the magnetic field map, which is known to better than 0.05%. The width 
of the E/p distribution and the number of electrons in each tower resulted, typically, in a 
1.7% uncertainty on the calibration of the energy response for each tower. This 1.7% is 
the tower-to-tower term and must be added in quadrature with the energy-dependent res
olution term. The results of the tower-to-tower adjustment show a mean tower correction 
compared to the 1987 source calibrations of 1.6%, demonstrating the long-term stability 
of the source calibration. The RMS width of the corrections is 2.7% and represents the 
convolution of the 1.7% tower-to-tower uncertainty and the error on the original source 
calibration (see fig. 9) 
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Figure 9: The mean value of E/p for each tower of the CEM for the inclusive electron 
sample, using the 1987 CEM source calibration. The correction factor for each tower is 
p/E. The mean value of the corrections is 1.016. The BMS width of the distribution is 0.027 
and is related to the residual tower-to-tower calibration uncertainty and the uncertainty 
on the original source calibration. 
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The mean values of E/p for electrons and positrons were used to precisely align the 
tracking chamber by adjusting the relative wire positions and angles between superlayers 
to achieve the same E/p for electrons and positrons. The wire-position corrections are 
typically 35 fan (a rotation of approximately 30 /aad). The resulting alignment is accu
rate to better than 5 fan. The basis of this method is the observation that the absorptive 
process of calorixnetric measurement cannot distinguish between charges, while any geo
metric distortions or alignment errors of the chamber lead to absolute sagitta errors and 
thus charge-dependent errors: 

where the superscripts indicate the charge of the particle and SS represents the effect 
of distortions or alignment errors. Note that charge-independent sagitta errors can be 
absorbed into the overall momentum scale uncertainty, which will be discussed below. 

After adjusting the electromagnetic calibration and central tracking chamber wire po
sitions using an inclusive electron sample, CDF experimenters check the absolute en
ergy /momentum scale by measuring the E/p distribution for electrons from the process 
W -> evet shown in figure 10. These electrons are affected by both internal and exter
nal bremsstrahlung which is precisely predicted by QED. Figure 10 shows the data and 
the results of a Monte Carlo calculation including calorimeter and tracking resolution as 
quoted above and the full effects of radiation. The statistical agreement between them 
introduces an uncertainty of 0.2% in the calorimeter energy scale. Additionally, there 
is a 0.3% uncertainty arising from possible uncertainties in the radiative calculation, so 
that the final uncertainty on the energy scale is smaller than 0.4%. The agreement of the 
CDF-measured masses of the JfJ , J/i/>, and T(4s) with the accepted values provides a 
second check on the uncertainty on the absolute momentum scale. 

The CDF W Mass Measurement 
The CDF collaboration reports a measurement for the W mass by identifying events 
containing the reaction W -+ evt. In order to get a clean sample of such events, CDF 
experimenters search for events with missing transverse energy (henceforth referred to by 
the symbol E?. It has the same definition as the missing transverse momentum variable 
defined earlier by the UA2 collaboration) and electron candidates with ET greater than 
25 GeV. They insure the best measurement of the electron energy by demanding that the 
c! -;.y=r impact be well within the fiducial area of an EM calorimeter tower. To ensure 
that the E? of the event is well-measured, events with one or more "jets" having E T 

greater than 7 GeV are rejected from the sample. This sample has an efficiency of only 
10% for real W —* ePt decays, but has an estimated QCD background of less than 1%. 
Figure 11 shows the distribution of transverse mass for these events. Those events with 
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Source of Uncertainty Uncertainty 
(GeV/c J) 

Proton structure functions 
Ex, ET resolutions and W px 
Background 
Fitting procedure 

distribution 
0.30 
0.4 

<0.05 
0.25 

Total Systematic Uncertainty 0.60 

Table 2: Contributions to the W mass measurement systematic uncertainty. Not included 
is an overall energy scale uncertainty of 0.4% (0.3 GeV/c a). 

transverse mass between 66 and 88 GcV/c2 are used to determine a W mass measurement 
of 80.0 ± 0.2 GeV/c*. The solid curve shows the result of the Jit with the width fixed to 
the Standard Model width of 2.5 GeV/c 3. A fit which allows the width to float gives a 
less precise determination of the W mass. 

The systematic uncertainties on the W mass result from energy scale uncertainties, 
structure function uncertainties, uncertainties in the electron and J!T resolutions and the W 
p T distribution, effects due to the residual background in the sample, and the uncertainty 
introduced by the fitting procedure. They are summarized in table 2. The analysis is 
preliminary, so the CDF collaborators have chosen to be conservative in their estimates of 
the systematic uncertainties, pending further study. The final preliminary result for the 
W mass measurement is 80.0 ± 0.2 ± 0.6 ± 0.3 GeV/c 2, where the firs* error is statistical, 
the second is the quadrature sum of the systematic errors listed in table 2 and the third 
is the overall energy scale uncertainty. 

The C D F Z Mass Measurement 

The Z mass is measured using a sample of events containing the process Z —• e+e~. The 
sample is identified by looking for events with two electron candidates, both of which 
are in the central EM calorimeter and well away from fiducial cracks in the detector. 
Since the background for the dielectron sample is small, the cut on the ratio of hadronic 
to total energy for the electron candidate calorimeter clusters was required to be less 
than 0.1 instead of 0.05. The sample contains 73 events with effective masses in the 
range between 50 GeV/c s and 150 GeV/c s. There are no like-sign pairs in this mass 
range. Figure 12 shows the effective mass of the electron pairs in the sample, using the 
calorimeter measurement of the electron energy. A maximum likelihood fit to a Breit-
Wigner distribution convoluted, event-by-event, with the calorimeter resolution results in 
an uncorrected mass of 90.93 ± 0.34 GeV/c 2 and a width of 3.6 ± 1.1 ± 1.0 GeV/c J. A 
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Figure 12: Invariant mass distributions for CDF e +e~ and / i + p - events. 
a) Z° -> e + e~ mass distribution using calorimeter energy measurements for the electrons 
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measurement using the momenta of the electrons as determined from tracking yields a 
mass of 89.27 ± 0.80 GeV/c 3. A similar analysis done with dimuon Z candidates yields a 
mass of 90.41 ± 0.40 GeV/c 3 and a width of 4.0 ± 1.2 ± 1.0 GeV/c2. 

In order to obtain the physical Z mass, the fitted masses must be adjusted for radiative 
corrections and structure function corrections. Radiative corrections were studied with a 
Monte Carlo simulation which used the exact QED matrix elements to order a 3 [6], and the 
events were processed through a full detector simulation to study external bremsstrahlung. 
The Z -• « + e" measurement using tracking information is the most sensitive to radiation 
because of external bremsstrahlung by the electrons, and the adjustment here is the largest. 
The Z -* e +e~ measurement using the calorimeter energies is the least sensitive because 
most of the radiation is nearly collinear to the electron and thus is contained in the 
electron cluster measured by the calorimeter. The radiative correction uncertainty is 
estimated to be less than 15%. Structure function corrections are necessary to account for 
the greater likelihood of a parton-parton interaction with a center-of-mass energy slightly 
below the mass of the Z as compared to an interaction at an energy slightly above the 
mass of the Z [7]. The CDF experimenters, using various sets of structure functions, find 
this correction to be approximately 0.080 GeV/c2. The difference between various sets of 
structure functions gives an estimate of the uncertainty of this correction. The final result, 
considering the calorimeter e+e~ measurement and the y^fi~ tracking measurement (the 
tracking e +e~ measurement is not used because of the uncertainty on its large radiative 
correction) is 

mz = 90.9 ± 0.3 ± 0.2 GeV/c2 

where the first error is the quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties, 
and the second is the mass scale uncertainty. 

Top search at C D F 

At \fi - 1.8 TeV, the dominant process for top production is gg —» it for all values of 
the top mass. In the Standard Model, the top quark decays via the weak charged current 
process, t -» W + b. The W, which is virtual for top quark masses below the W mass and 
real otherwise, decays into leptons or a quark-antiquark pair. Those final states which 
contain only jets are difficult to separate from QCD light quark multi-jet production. 
Hence, CDF analyses concentrate on searching for final states which include one or more 
charged leptons. The CDF analysis of events containing an electron plus jets is described 
elsewhere [8]. Only the analysis for events containing an electron and a muon is described 
here. 

In order to simplify the study of trigger systematica, the e/i analysis relies only on 
events supplied by the well-studied inclusive electron trigger. The eft event sample consists 
of all events with an electron candidate with p T greater than 15 GeV, and a muon candidate 
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with p T greater than 12 GeV/c, using the standard electron and muon cuts described 
previously. The electron reconstruction efficiency of 77% quoted above is slightly reduced 
for a top quark search due to possible overlap between the electron and jets in the event. 
This has been studied using the Monte Carlo and found to reduce the electron selection 
efficiency to approximately 70%. For top quark decays, Monte Carlo studies indicate that 
the muon selection efficiency is approximately 85%. 

For these selection criteria, 45 opposite-charge e/t events are found in the data sample. 
Figure 13 shows the scatter plot of ET(e) vs. Pr(/i) for the data, as well as for ISAJET 
Monte Carlo samples of 66 and it events run through the full CDF detector simulation. 
Note that the decays of an intermediate mass top quark generate leptons with large ener
gies, whereas the leptons from 66 production are concentrated at lower transverse energies. 
There is a single event in the top quark sample region of Ex > 15 GeV and p , > 15 GeV/c. 
The background from 66 production is negligible in this region. Approximately one back
ground event is expected in this region from the process Z -» T+T~ where one r decays to 
an electron and the other r decays to a muon. However, the probability that the momenta 
of both leptons is above 20 GeV/c for this process is small. Backgrounds from di-boson 
production (i.e. WW and WZ events) is also expected to be quite small. 

Figure 14 shows scatter plots of the minimum lepton transverse energy vs. A^, the 
azimuthal angle between the leptons. The leptons from 66 production are primarily back-
to-back in azimuth, with some events close to A<f> = 0 resulting from the gluon splitting 
processes. A small number of events are present between the forward and backward 
peaks, and come primarily from flavor excitation diagrams. The decays of a heavy top 
quark produce leptons that have greater transverse energy and are less well correlated in 
A(j>. Finally, figure 15 shows the electron isolation, defined as the ratio of the transverse 
energy in a cone of radius y/ATp + A^ 2 - 0.7 centered about the electron (the electron 
E T is excluded) to the electron transverse energy: 

isolation = T _ .— . 

Electrons from top quark decays typically have an isolation value close to 0. Electrons 
from bottom quark decays are, in general, not well-isolated. The shape of the data is 
consistent with that expected from the 66 Monte Carlo sample. 

Assuming that the single event in the signal region is from top decay, CDF experi
menters calculate an upper limit on the it cross section. The efficiencies of the selection 
are shown in figure 16 as a function of top quark mass. The selection criteria have a 
systematic uncertainty of 3% (electron) and 3% (muon) for top quarks in the mass range 
from 30 to SO GeV/c 2. The uncertainty in the efficiency of the lepton E , cuts arising from 
changes to the lepton transverse energy spectrum from top quark decays was estimated 
by varying the Peterson parameter [9] in the fragmentation function, and varies from 30% 
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Figure 13: Scatter plots of electron transverse energy E? vs. muon transverse momentum 
PT-

a) For the e,u sample described in the text; 
b) for a Monte Carlo it sample with Af t o p = 40 G e V / c 2 (4.1 p i - 1 ) ; 
c) for a Monte Carlo tt sample with Af t o p = 60 G e V / c 2 (59 pfc - 1); 
d) for a Monte Carlo 66 sample (0.6 p i - 1 ) . 
The Monte Carlo samples have not had the IS GeV electron Er cut applied, and represent 
very different integrated luminosities than the data; we present them here only for a 
qualitative comparison. 
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Figure 16: The efficiencies of the e/i selection criteria as a function of top quark mass. The 
points labelled 'Selection' refer to the electron and muon selection efficiencies, excluding 
the effect of fiducial cuts and E T and p T cuts. 'Geometry' refers to the effect of fidudal 
cuts. The points labelled 'p T' reflect the effects of the cuts on the electron energy and the 
muon momentum. 'Total' is the product of all effidendes. 
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for Mtap = 30 GeV/c* to 10% for Mtep = 70 GeV/c 3. The acceptance uncertainty was 
obtained by comparing ISAJET [10] and PAPAGENO [11] Monte Carlo calculations, and 
varies ftom 30% for Mtap = 30 GeV/c3 to 4% for Muv = 70 GeV/c*. The uncertainty 
in the integrated luminosity of the data sample is 15%, arising primarily from the ex
trapolation of the pp cross section to •/» = 1.8 TeV from lower energies. The systematic 
uncertainties, assumed to be Gaussian, were convoluted with a Poisson probability dis
tribution for the one observed event to calculate an upper limit on the number of events 
in the signal region. Using the Monte Carlo calculations of it detection efficiency as a 
function of the top mass, the theoretical semi-leptonic branching ratio, and the integrated 
luminosity, the CDF group finds the upper limits on the it production cross section as 
shown in figure 17. The 95% confidence level upper limit intersects the lower bound of 
the theoretical predictions[2, 3] at Jtftop = 72 GeV/c 3. For top quark masses less than 30 
GeV/c 1, the tt production cross section is expected to be quite large, however the effi
ciency of the cuts used in this analysis is very small. Therefore, the CDF experimenters 
choose to use 30 GeV/c 3 as the lower bound for their top search in the eft channel. 
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Figure 17: The 95% confidence level upper limits on the tt production cross section from 
the e/i analysis (solid line). The shaded band is the predicted cross section from references 
[3] and [4]. 
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STATUS OF TRISTAN OPERATION 

Kotaro SATOH 

KEK 

1-1 Oho, Tsukubivshi, Ibaraki 305, JAPAN 

Abstract 

The present status of the TRISTAN operation is summarized mainly after the installation 
of superconducting cavities in the 1988 summer shutdown. The paper describes the initial 
experience of the superconducting cavity operation, the colliding operation at 30.4GeV and 
the beam injection. Future improvement is also reported. 

1. Layout and History 

TRISTAN main ring(MR) is an electron-positron collider, general parameters and the 
history of which are shown in Table I. It has a four-fold symmetry having four long straight 
sections, Fuji, Nikko, Tsukuba and Oho. In the middle of each straight section is the colliding 
point. Each colliding point is occupied by physics detectors, VENUS, SHIP, TOPAZ and 
AMY. (SHIP has been removed from the Nikko experimental hall.) All of the long straight 
section is, or can be used for RF acceleration except in the Fuji section. Some part of the 
Fuji section is used for beam injection. Linear optics as well as magnet arrangement of one 
octant of the ring are shown in Fig.l. 

Since the commissioning in October 1986, the history of TRISTAN has been the energy 
upgrading. In the first operation only Fuji and Tsukuba straight sections were filled with 
64 9-cell APS cavities. With these cavities the beam energy reached 26GeV. In the summer 
shutdown in 1987 40 APS cavities were installed in the Oho section. Then the energy raised 
up more than 28GeV. In the summer shutdown in 1988 16 five-cell superconducting cavities 
were installed in the Nikko section. The maximum energy so far attained was 30.4GeV. The 
final energy upgrading will be done by adding 16 superconducting cavities in the summer 
shutdown of 1989. The energy will be more than 32GeV. 
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Circumference 3018.08m 
Average machine radius 480.34m 
Length of straight sections 4 x 194.35m 
RF frequency 508.58MHz 
Harmonic number 5120 
Bending radius 246.53m 
Number of interaction regions 4 
Number of bunches 4 ( 2 bunches per beam) 
Injection energy 8GeV 
Injector TRISTAN accumulation ring 

Interaction region Cavity Installation Energy 
Fuji 24 9-cell normal 1986 Oct. 
Tsukuba 40 9-cell normal 1986 Oct. ~26GeV 

Oho 40 9-cell normal 1987 Oct. ~28GeV 

Nikko 16 5-cell super 1988 Oct. ~30GeV 
16 5-cell super 1989 Oct. (~32GeV) 

Table I. General parameters and history of TRISTAN. 

imi I I 1111111 I -H_ 
1! ! ! ! I I I I I 1 M I 

Fig.l Linear optics and magnet arrangement of one octant of TRISTAN. 
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2. Superconducting Cavity Operation 

The superconducting cavity operation was the most challenging work in the TRISTAN 
project. Note that the application of the superconducting cavity to the accelerator in such 
a large scale is the first effort in the world. 

The parameters of the 5-cell superconducting cavity and the initial operating condition 
are listed in Table II. The maximum accelerating field in the bench test was lOMV/m. The 
quality factor was 2 x 10 s near the operating condition of 5MV/m. Two cavities are contained 
in one cryostat. Four cavities are fed with RF power by one klystron. The RF power from 
the klystron is divided equally by T-shaped waveguides and fed into the four cavities. This 
means that the average accelerating field of the four cavities is restricted by the weakest 
cavity of the four. In the initial beam operation the total accelerating voltage produced by 
the 16 superconducting cavities was 109MV. The average voltage was 4.6MV, which was 
slightly lower than the expected value of 5MV. 

Cavity type 5-cell 
2 cavities per cryostat 
4 cavities per klystron 

Cavity length 1.48m 
Maximum field lOMV/m 
Quality factor 2 x 10 9 (at 5MV/m) 

Beam operation 
Number of cavities 16 
Total length of cavities 23.6m 
Total accelerating field 109MV (Initial operation) 
Average field 4.6MV/m 
Number of klystrons 4 

Table II. Parameters of superconducting cavity and its operation. 

During the beam operation using with the superconducting cavity we had troubles related 
to the cavity. These troubles would be very useful for the improvement of the superconduct
ing cavity. Each cavity has its own higher-order-mode coupler, which extracts unwanted 
higher-order-mode power from the cavity for the sake of the beam stabilization. The power 
extracted by the coupler is transferred through coaxial cables and connectors. When the 
total beam current exceeds 10mA, some of the connectors were heated up and their temper
ature raised up to the melting point of the polyethylene insulator of the cable. This trouble 
was explained by the loose contact of the inner conductor of the connector. The heat-up 
problem of the connector have been restricting the total current below 9mA, and hence the 
luminosity in the last operation cycle through the end of March in 1989. 

The second problem is the degradation of the maximum field. The decay of the maximum 
field, which was measured without beam current, was observed in two superconducting 
cavities. In these cavities the maximum field became about 80% of the initial value. During 
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the beam operation we have been trying to understand its reason, but have not known. 
Fortunately the field degradation was not found in the other 14 cavities. 

The third problem was the vacuum leak of RF input couplers. In the last operation cycle 
this accident happened two times. In the first case the leak rate was large and the cavity 
surface might be heavily contaminated by the dissolved chemical material from the coupler. 
Although the faulty input coupler was replaced by new one, it was foreseen that the cavity 
surface could be damaged if RF power was fed into the cavity without cleaning the surface. 
Due to this reason the recovery of the cavity and the next one in the same cryostat was 
postponed to the next long shutdown. The two cavities were removed from the operation 
while they were remaining in the beam line. 

At the final operation 14 cavities out of the 16 cavities installed were operational. They 
produced th • RF voltage of 86MV, which corresponds to the average field of 4.2MV/m. This 
value is 10% less of the initial value of 4.6MV/m. 

3. Colliding Operation 

The maximum energy was 30.4GeV in the last jperation cycle. Table III summarizes the 
colliding operation parameters. The luminosity is not limited by the beam-beam effect, but 
by the stored current. Before the installation of the superconducting cavity the total current 
was more than 13mA. After the installation, however, the total current was restricted below 
9mA by the heat-up problem of the higher-order mode coupler system. 

Energy 30.4GeV 
« 2.0m 

r. 0.1m 
vx 36.6 
vv 38.7 
Energy loss 306.lMeV/turn 
RF voltage 406MV 
RF frequency shift +lkHz 
Emittance 1.33 x 10- 7m 
Relative energy spread 1.83 x 10 - 3 

Natural bunch length 1.27cm 
v. 0.10 
TE 1.47msec 
Tx 

1.22msec 

Total current 8.5mA 
(2.1mA/bunch) 

^(coherent) 0.008 
^(coherent) 0.020 
Emittance ratio 0.8% 
Peak luminosity 5.6 x U P c m - ' s - 1 

Table III. Colliding parameters (FEB1089A) 
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Since the luminosity is not limited by the beam-beam effect, it can be increased by 
reducing the beam area at the colliding point. This can be d, ne by reducing the emittance 
itself or the vertical emittance. In order to get the lower emittance the acceleration frequency 
was raised up by about 1kHz, which made the emittance 27% smaller, and hence increased 
the luminosity, inversely proportional to the emittance. 

During the colliding operation we always excite the coherent betatron oscillations of 
bunches and measure the coherent beam-beam tune shifts with a spectrum analyzer. Since 
the vertical tune shift is proportional to the luminosity, we try to increase the vertical tune 
shift as much as possible by making vertical bump orbits around the ring. The height of each 
bump is typically 1mm. From the ratio of the vertical tune shift to the horizontal we can 
estimate the emittance ratio between the vertical and horizontal directions. Typically the 
emittance ratio is kept less than 1%. (Recent computer simulations explained the validity of 
the luminosity tuning by making vertical bump orbits. Vertical bump orbits would correct 
in some cases the vertical dispersion with the result of lower vertical emittance, and the 
vertical orbit separation between the two beams at the colliding point in the other cases.) 

In the accelerator division the luminosity has been estimated from the tune shift mea
surement under the assumption that the coherent beam-beam tune shift is equal to the real 
tune shift. K. Yokoya of KEK anJ/zed the relation between the coherent beam-beam tune 
shift measured with the spectrum analyzer, and the so called beam-beam tune shift. The 
real tune shift k incoherent and hard to measure. He found that the coherent vertical tune 
shift is about 1.2 times the real one. As the result the luminosity has been overestimated by 
the same factor. 

Luminosity 
(/nb) 

— AMY 

— TOPAZ 

— VENUS 

— ACC 

2 .12 3 .12 3 0.6 

Dace 

Fig.2 Integrated luminosity per day of three physics groups and the estimation done by 
the accelerator division (Feb.12-Mar.20, 1989). 
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Another problem is that luminosities of the three physics groups are not always the 
same. The difference was more than 40%. Fig.2 shows integrated luminosities of three 
physics groups and the estimation done by the accelerator division. The probable reasons 
are the imbalance of the beta-functions at the colliding points, the imbalance of the vertical 
beam size due to the local emittance coupling between the vertical and horizontal directions, 
and the vertical orbit separation between the electron and positron beams. (From the recent 
machine study we found that the luminosity imbalance was mainly caused by the imbalance 
of the vertical beta-function at the colliding point and the vertical orbit separation. The 
first reason was practically cured by adjusting the nearest defocussing quadrupole strength 
by 0.2%. The second was corrected by the electro-static separators in such a way that the 
separator voltage was adjusted to make the vertical tune shift as large as possible.) 

Fig.3 shows beam current, beam life and vacuum pressure in the 30.4GeV operation. The 
filling time is about half an hour. One bunch in MR is filled by two acceleration cycles of 
the TRISTAN accumulation ring. The number of MR cycles per day is 10 ~ 15. The beam 
t'fe time was 4 to 5 hours and is supposed to be determined by the vacuum pressure. 

39-- 3 ' 3 MB CUBPDITta-lOwifl) LIFE IB-lOli) PPESSURE <E-1 - E-EP«) 

Fig.3 MR current(2mA/div.), beam life(2h/div.) and vacuum pressure on Mar.8,'89. 

4. Injection 

In the injection energy we use 1.4T wiggler magnets locating at four symmetry points. 
The beam parameters are influenced greatly by the wiggler magnet as shown in Table IV. 
The wiggler magnet makes the bunch length longer, and at the same time makes the damping 
time shorter. Therefore, the wiggler magnet plays an important role in stabilizing the stored 
current. 
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Energy 8GeV 
"* 36.64 
" i 38.80 
RF voltage 91MV 

Wiggler field 1.4T 0T 
Energy loss 3.9MeV/turn 1.5MeV/turn 
v. 0.117 0.117 
re 20.7msec 54.8msec 
Tx 41.5msec 109.8msec 
Emittance e0 1.86 x 10"7m 1.27 x 10- 8 m 
Relative energj ' spread 1.27 x 10~ 3 4.37 x 10~ 4 

Natural bunch length 0.77cm 0.27cm 

Table IV. Injection parameters (FEB1089A) 

From the accelerator physics point of view it is an interesting fact that separators are 
not necessary and are indeed not used in the operation. Probable reasons are that the beam 
emittance is increased by the strong wiggler magnet and that the beam emittance grows as 
the beam current increases. The second fact was observed with beam scrapers, but its reason 
has not been understood. In the last summer shutdown in 1988 a new set of separators were 
installed. Although they worked quite well, we did not use them in the normal operation. 
As far as the stored current is less than the maximum current of 14mA, the separator is not 
needed. 

50 60 
-r 
70 80 90 

RF voltage (MV) 
100 110 130 

Fig.4 Maximum single bunch current versus RF voltage in the positron injection. 
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The maximum single bunch current depends strongly on RF voltage as shown in Fig.4. 
This phenomena may be explained by the synchro-betatron resonance. However, we have 
neither found a resonance condition between the synchrotron and betatron oscillation fre
quencies, nor have identified impedance sources which link the two oscillations. The maxi
mum single bunch current is about 5mA. As the current increases the horizontal beam size 
becomes larger and close to the geometrical aperture of the ring. This is observed with beam 
scrapers, located at the dispersion free section. It seems that the single bunch current is 
restricted by the horizontal beam size growth, or the emittance growth. 

Another observation is that the single bunch current is sensitive to the vertical orbit. In 
order to get higher single bunch current we make vertical bump orbits around the ring after 
the careful orbit correction. The typical height of the bump orbit is 1mm or less. A vertical 
bump orbit makes the vertical dispersion at the same time. The beam loss, related to the 
vertical orbit, may be induced by the vertical dispersion. 

In the colliding operation we have to store both electron and positron beams. The best 
orbit for the electron beam does not always favor the positron beam. This is due to the 
slight orbit difference between the two beams. Before the colliding operation we have to 
find a golden orbit favorable to both beams by making vertical bump orbits. During the 
beam operation the orbit is not stable enough and varies within two or three days, with the 
result of the decrease of the maximum current of the electron or positron beam. When the 
orbit difference from the golden orbit becomes typically larger than 0.3mm rms the orbit 
correction is needed to make the difference smaller and to store the required current. 

5. Future Improvement 

The first improvement is the addition of 16 superconducting cavities in the Nikko straight 
section, where 16 superconducting cavities have been operational. This installation is sched
uled in the 1989 summer shutdown. Then the energy would be more than 32GeV per beam. 
This is the last scheduled energy upgrading in the TRISTAN project. 

The second is the installation of superconducting quadrupole magnets (QCS) in every 
colliding point, and is scheduled in the 1990 summer shutdown. The horizontal and vertical 
beta-functions at the colliding point would be 0.8m and 5cm, respectively. Fig.5 shows the 
mini-beta optics with QCS. The luminosity would be doubled compared with that obtained 
in the present optics. In the QCS operation the present defocussing quadrupole QC1 will be 
converted to the focussing one. On the other hand the present focussing quadrupole QC2 
will not be powered, but kept in the beam line as a back-up quadrupole for the case of QCS 
failure. In the initial installation the distance between the QCS and the colliding point will 
be the same in every colliding point so that the four-fold symmetry of the ring is conserved. 
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Fig.5 Mini-beta optics with superconducting quadrupoles(QCS). /£ = 80cm, ft* = 5cm. 
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ABSTRACT 

Results from the AMY experiment at the TRISTAN e+e~ collider are pre
sented using a data sample of about 28 p b - 1 at center of mass energies between 
50 and 60.8 GeV. The measured value of R, which is about la higher than the 
standard model expectation for cm. energy above 56 GeV, is presented and 
several possible explanations are discussed. The results of the forward-backward 
asymmetry measurement of e + e _ —» bb events, tests of QCD in the hadronic 
jets, and the search of heavy leptons are also presented. 

Talk presented at KEK Topical Conference on e + e Collision Physics 
KEK, Tsukuba, Japan, May 17 - 19,1989 
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1. Introduct ion 

Results from the AMY experiment at the TRISTAN e + e ~ storage ring are 

presented using a data sample of about 2 8 p b - 1 at center of mass(c.m.) energies 

between 50 and 60.8 GeV . We measured the e + e - hadronic annihilation cross 

section and found it to be about 2a higher than the standard model expectation 

for cm. energies above 56 GeV. Several possible explanations for the high values 

of R are discussed. A measurement of the forward-backward charge asymmetry 

in the hadronic process, e + e ~ —• bb, results from the study of hadronic jets, and 

the search for heavy leptons are also presented. 

2. Measurements of R 

We select multihadronic annihilation events by requiring five or more charged 

tracks with | cos 6\ <0.85 that originate from the interaction point, a total visible 

energy (E™) greater than half of the c m . energy, a momentum imbalance along 

the beam direction with a magnitude less than 0.4Evu and more than 3(5) GeV 

energy deposited in the barrel calorimeter at 50 and 52 (55 to 60.8) GeV. From 

the number of observed multihadron annihilation events ( N e v ) , we determine the 

R using the following relation 

N e v - N b l [ g 
e(l + « ) / L d t f f w ( s ) ' 

where Nbkg is the estimated number of background events remaining in the sam

ple, e is the detection efficiency for hadronic events determined from Monte Carlo 

(MC) simulations using the LUND 6.3 event generator, 1+6 is a correction factor 

for radiative effects calculated using the FKS program including full electro-weak 

radiative effects up to 0 ( a 3 ) , / Ldt is the integrated luminosity and o>fi(s) is 

the lowest order QED cross section for e + e _ —»/ i + / i - at the same c m . energy. 

No correction is made for trigger efficiency since this is estimated by comparing 

redundant triggers to be better than 99.7%. 
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The overall normalization uncertainty contains energy independent system
atic errors in the luminosity determination (~ 3.3%), the detection efficiency 
estimation (~ 1.3%), radiative corrections (~ 1.3%), event selection (~ 1.7%) 
and the background subtraction (~ 0.4%), which, when added in quadrature, 
result in a total normalization error of about 4.2 %. 

The R measurements from the AMY are shown in Fig. la. The errors in the 
figure are calculated by combining in quadrature the point-to-point statistical 
errors and the overall normalization errors. The solid curve indicates the predic
tion of the five-quark standard model with Mz=92GeV/c2, sin 2 ^ = 0 . 2 3 0 and 
AJJTJ- =0.2 GeV. Also shown in the figure are the predictions of R in presence of a 
t quark or a fourth generation b' quark at a mass of 24 GeV/c 2. The differences 
between measured and predicted values of R are also shown in Fig. lb , together 
with the predictions for the cases of a t quark or a fourth generation b ' quark at 
full production. The measured values of R are higher than the standard model 
prediction above 56 GeV. The weighted average value of AR above 56 GeV is 
0.47±0.23, about a 2<r effect. 

If this effect is simply due to statistical fluctuation or systematic shift, then 
the same effect would not necessarily be observed by other groups. But, as you 
will hear from the TOPAZ and VENUS groups, they also observe higher R values 
above •v/s=56 GeV. We consider possibilities that new particle productions are 
the cause for the higher R values. Candidates particles are: a) t quark; b) b' 
quark; c) charged and neutral heavy leptons (L^L 0 ) ; d) charged higgs (H*); 
and e) spinless gauge boson (X°). 

a) Pair production of t quarks 

If the t quark pair is produced above 56 GeV, we expect AR to be of the 
order of 1.0, which is not consistent with our measurement. Moreover, since t 
quarks would be produced nearly at rest, the directions of decay products from 
one t quark would show little correlation with those from the other t quark, 
resulting in events with spherical shapes. The dimensionless variable Thrust 
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(T) has been used to parameterize the event shape. It is 0.5 for events with an 
isotropic angular distribution of final state hadrons, and 1.0 for perfect back-
to-back jets. Fig. 2-a shows the thrust distribution for the events at 60 GeV. 
Included in the figure are the expected distributions from a 5-flavor MC (shown 
as a dashed histogram) and that from a mixture of 90% 5-flavor and 10% t quark 
pair production (solid histogram). We select three regions of thrust; greater than 
0.9, less than 0.8 and in between, and plot the fraction of events for each region 
for all cm. energies in Fig. 2-b; the expectation from the 5-flavor MC is shown 
as a solid line. 

The Thrust distribution of the data in Fig. 2-a is not consistent with the 
expectations for t quark production. In Fig. 2-b, the fraction of lower thrust 
(T<0.8) events is also consistent with the expectation from the 5-flavor MC. 
Therefore, the t quark can not account for the observed higher R values. 

b) Pair production of b' quarks 

For the case of pair production of b' quarks, AR is expected to be about 0.5, 
consistent with our measured results. If b' quarks are produced, we expect the 
event shape to be different from that for ordinary multi-hadronic events. In order 
to select the events originating from b' quarks, we have developed event selection 
cuts using MC simulated events. If the b' quark decays via a charged current (CC) 
as in the case of the t quark, we expect spherical event shape, which is sometimes 
accompanied by an isolated lepton. However, Hou and Stuart have recently 
pointed out that if b' is lighter than t, the b' quark would decay predominantly 
via one-loop-induced neutral currents (FCNC): b' —»bg, b' —* bg*, and b' —* by. 
Since b' —»bg (or b-y) is a two body decay, experimental signatures for these 
neutral current decays would differ from those of the charged current decay. Just 
above threshold, the events will be planar and pancake-like and, occasionally 

have an isolated photon with half of beam energy. 
g 

We have applied three separate event shapes, Thrust (T), Acoplanarity 
(A), which reflects the extent to which the momentum vectors of the final state 
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hadrons from a common plane, and 'Lesser-Bi-Width' (LBW) which is obtained 

by computing ( £ PT)B/EVU>, where ( £ P T ) B is the transverse momentum sum in 

each hemisphere divided by the plane normal to the thrust axis and taking a 

smaller value of the two. If we assume that all of 10% increase in R is due to 

the pair production of b ' quarks, we can estimate how many events are selected 

for various cuts using a sample MC simulated b ' events, In order to have good 

detection efficiency for pair produced b ' events, we use loose conditions for each 

variable; T<0.82, A>0.14, and LBW>0.17. We listed the number of events se

lected from data in Table 1, together with expectations from the 5-fiavor MC 

and from a mixture of 90% 5-flavor and 10% pair production of b ' quark for both 

decay modes, normalized to the observed number of hadronic events at c m . en

ergies between 56 and 60.8 GeV. As shown in the table, the number of selected 

events are consistent with those expected from 5-flavor MC hadronic events and 

inconsistent with the MC estimate including b ' . Therefore, a 10% increase in R 

due to b ' production is unlikely for both the CC and FCNC decay modes. 

[Table 1] The number of events selected from data , 5-flavor MC hadrons(5F) 

and both decay modes of b ' MC 

CUTS 5F 

(100%) 

5F+CC 

(90%) (10%) 

5F+FCNC 

(90%) (10%) 

Data 

(Vs=56-60.8) 

T<.82 211 190+148=338 190+128=318 205 

A>.14 157 141+110=251 141+110=251 162 

LBW>.17 109 98+96=194 98+133=231 111 

c) Pair product ion of charged or neutral heavy l ep tons ( L * , L°) 

We consider here the possibility of a sequential fourth generation charged 

heavy leptons that decays to a massless neutrino and virtual W boson. In addi

tion, we consider neutral heavy leptons that are massive and decay via mixing 

with light neutrinos. In both cases the expected increases in R are not enough 
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to explain the observed higher R values in our data. However, if we assume that 

a 10% increase in R is due to the pair production of charged or neutral heavy 

leptons, a number of events should pass the dedicated selection criteria used 

in charged or neutral heavy lepton searches. The number of selected events axe 

listed in Table 2, together with expectations from the 5-flavor M.C. and from 

a mixture of 90% 5-flavor MC and 10% charged or neutral heavy leptons, us

ing the selection criteria for charged or neutral heavy leptons. All numbers are 

normalized to the observed number of hadronic events at c m . energies between 

56 and 60.8 GeV. The observed number of events are consistent with those ex

pected from the 5-flavor MC. We can not attribute the excess events to the pair 

production of charged or neutral heavy leptons. 

[Table 2] The number of events selected from charged (CHL) or neutral heavy 

lepton (NHL) selection cuts 

CUTS MC(5F) 

(100%) 

MC(5F)+HL 

(90%) (10%) 

Data 

(v^=56-60.8 GeV) 

CHL selection 2.9 2 +129 =131 2 

NHL r lection 1. 1.+ 92=93 0 

d) Pair product ion of charged Higgs ( H * ) 

Charged Higgs bosons, motivated by extended standard models or super-

symmetry, are assumed to be produced via the reaction e + e _ —» H + H ~ with the 

cross section, R H + H - = l/4j9 3 . They are assumed to decay rapidly to the heaviest 

fermions possible, either heavy quarks or the heavy lepton T and its neutrino. 

However, we studied only one decay process, H + —» cs; here H + H — events would 

result in four-jets of hadrons. 

Again, we have examined how many events identified as low thrust and four-

jets would be observed in the data if higher R values were due to the pair pro

duction of charged Higgs. As shown in Table 3, the observed numbers in the 
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data are consistent with those expected in 5-flavor MC, and inconsistent with 
expectation from pair production of charged Higgs scalars. 

[Table 3] The number of events with low thrust and 4-jets 

CUTS MC(5F) 

(100%) 

MC(5F)+Higgs 

(90%) (10%) 

Data 

(v£=56-60.8 GeV) 

T<0.8 and 4-jets 19 17 + 52 =69 20 

e) Spinless gauge boson (X°) 

The spinless gauge boson was originally proposed to explain an excess of 
q 

radiative Z° decay events at the CERN pp collider. In some type of the composite 
models, the Z° is not elementary and the existence of a lighter spin zero partner 
X° is expected. Thus, radiative transitions Z° —* X°7 could conceivably take 
place, followed by subsequent decays of X° into lepton, quark or photon pairs. If 
the mass of the X° boson is within the energy range attainable with TRISTAN, 
we could observe the effects of X° to the processes ; e +e~ —»1 +1 -, qq, and 77. 
In addition to the observed higher R values, AMY has also observed that the cross 
section for e + e~ —• 77 is higher than the QED prediction for cm. energies of 56 
GeV and higher. This is shown in Fig. 3. The total cross sections for e + e~, 77, 
and qq were fitted to the corresponding electroweak predictions plus an additional 
X°-boson contribution allowing 4 free parameters: Mx, I\;ei Fqq, and T 7 7 . We 
get a best fit ( x 2=23.8 for 27 degrees of freedom ) for M x = 58.2GeV/c2, 
r e e = 8.5 x 10" s GeV, r„=0.43GeV, and r 7 7=1.2GeV. Results of the fit are 
shown in Fig. 4. 

If this exciting possibility has any connection with reality, some effect might 
be seen in high energy pp collisions. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the invariant 
mass of di-jet events from UA2.12 In this figure, we can clearly see a bump due 
to the W and Z gauge boson. Our solution would add another bump around 58 
GeV. It would be interesting to know what values of Tqq and T 7 7 for a spinless 
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particle near 60 GeV can be ruled out by existing data from the CERN and 

TEVATRON pp colliders. 

As discussed above, we find no simple explanation for the higher R values in 
terms of new particle production. We now examine the theoretical predictions 
for R from the standard model. In the standard model 

R- = 3 £ Qqt1 + C E W ) • (1 + CQCD}, 
I 

where CQCD and CEW a r e the QCD and electro-weak correction terms. At TRIS

TAN energies, these are about 5% and 25% respectively. Since the electro-weak 

correction term depends on Mz and sin 2 9w, the predicted values for R depend 

strongly on the mass of Z°. We determine the Z° mass by fitting the R mea

surements leaving Mz and sin 2 6\y as free parameters, fixing A-ĵ g- at 0.15GeV, 
47 

using an error matrix method suggested by CELLO group. Here, we have in

cluded in the fit previous measurements of R by VENUS and TOPAZ at 50 

and 52 G e V 1 4 as well as those from PEP, PETRA, CESR and DORIS at 

lower energies. Details of this analysis are described elsewhere. We ob

tained M z = 88.1j;l;5GeV/c2, and sm2 6W = 0.238±g;g|^ as plotted in Fig. 

6, with the combined value from two direct production measurements of UA1 

and UA2 groups at the CERN pp collider,17 M z = 91.9 ± 1.8GeV/c 2 , and 

sin 2 6\v — 0.228 ± 0.007. The fitted results for Mz are lower than those from 

direct production measurements. The new CDF measurement of the Z° mass, 

Mz = 90.4 ± 1.9GeV/c 2 , using the invariant mass of e + e ~ pairs, presented at 

this conference, is also plotted in Fig. 6. 

If Mz is about 2 GeV/c 2 lower than currently accepted value, what could we 

expect at SLC ? Fig. 7 shows the total cross sections for e + e ~ —» Z° -+ ft+(J.~ as 
19 

a function of y/5 — Mz- From this figure, we can see that the production rate 

at y/s — Mz=2 GeV is reduced to about half of the peak rate. If SLC runs at 

y/s= 92 GeV and Mz = 88GeV/c 2, the production rate would be about 25% of 

the peak rate. 
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3 . Forward-Backward A s y m m e t r y for e + e ~ —»bb 

While there is still no direct evidence for the sixth quark (t quark), the scheme 

with three families of of lepton and quark doublets, including the t quark as a 

counterpart of the b quark, has been successful in explaining a wide range of 

experimental phenomena. It is therefore generally accepted that the t quark will 

eventually be found as higher energy accelerators become operational. Until then, 

it is important to check that the properties of the b quark are consistent with the 

interpretation of the b quark as a T3 = —1/2 member of a (t D)L weak isospin 

doublet, where T3 is the third component of weak isospin. The forward-backward 

asymmetry of the process e + e _ —» bb is sensitive to T3. 

We extracted the forward-backward asymmetry of the e + e ~ —* bb process 

using 123 multihadronic inclusive muon events accumulated at c m . energies 
20 

between 52 and 57 GeV. The inclusive muon events are selected from the multi

hadronic annihilation events by requiring the presence of at least one muon hit in 
21 an event. The details of the muon identification have been described previously. 

The overall detection efficiency for muons above 3 GeV/c in the angular region 

of | cos0 |<O.74is82%. 

Backgrounds to the muon signal (hadron fakes) arise principally from hadrons 

formed from u, d, s, c, and b quarks, either from hadron showers in the hadron 

filter, where the debris reaches the muon chamber (punchthroughs), or by mesons 

that decay, before interacting in the hadron filter, to a muon that reaches the 

muon chamber (decay). 

For the determination of the forward-backward asymmetry for e + e ~ —* bb, 

we assume that the decays of c and b quarks t o muons is known. This is justified 

because these quantities depend only on the decay kinematics of the parent quark 

and not on the dynamics of the qq pair production. We used the Lund 6.3 MC to 

estimate the distributions in transverse momentum relative to the Thrust axis for 

cc, bb, hadron fakes, and bb cascade decays. The muons from the semileptonic 
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decays of b flavor hadrons tend to have larger Px values, reflecting the fact that 

b-flavored hadrons are heavier than those of other flavors. The cascade decay 

produces muons with charge opposite to those produced by direct decay, and 

thus contributes oppositely to the asymmetry. The MC study indicates that we 

can maximize the fraction of b quarks by only using events with muons with Px 

greater than 0.7 GeV/c. 

We extracted the forward-backward asymmetry after subtracting the effect 

of backgrounds estimated from the Monte Carlo study. We fitted the angular 

distribution, in the region of | cos B\ < 0.6, to the standard model expectation for 

e + e - —» bb; 

dcr not2-, ,. n „ 8 , „. 
- = —-Rb( l + cos 2 6 + - A b cos B) 
d cos o Za 6 

where a and s are the fine structure constant and the square of the c m . energy, 

6 is defined as the angle of the outgoing b with respect to the incoming e~ 

direction, Rb is the ratio of the total cross section for e + e — —• bb to the QED 

result for mu-pair, and Ab is the forward-backward asymmetry. From the fitting 

Ab = —0.72 ± 0.31 and Rb = 0.57 ± 0.19 were obtained at an average c m . 

energy of y/e = 55.2 GeV, as shown in Fig. Sa, which are consistent with the 

standard model predictions of Ab = —0.56 and Rb = 0.55. Fig. 8b compares 
22 

our result for Ab with those from previous measurements at lower energies. In 

addition to the asymmetries for hadronic processes we showed those for leptonic 

processes e + e — —* H+/M~ and e + e - —* T+T~ in Fig. 9 together with those 

from previous measurements. Overall agreement between the measurements 

and the standard model is good throughout the entire energy region explored 

so far. Thus, it confirms that the axial-vector coupling of the bb to the Z° is 

consistent with being g^ = —1/2. This in turn is consistent with the weak 

isospin asignment T31, = - 1 / 2 and T3R = 0 for the b quark, therefore requiring 

the existence of the t quark. 
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4 . Study of Hadronic J e t s 

Studies of the properties of jets produced in e + e annihilations have provided 

much information regarding the nature of quarks and gluons and of the theory of 
25 

their interactions, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). We report the evidence 

for the non-Abelian nature of QCD and the properties of quark-induced and 

gluon-induced jets from measurements of multi-jet events. 

In order to identify the jet multiplicity in the multi-hadronic event sample, 

we have adopted the jet clustering algorithm which was first employed by the 

JADE group. In this algorithm, the minimum scaled invariant mass squared 

yy = mjj/Ejig where my = 2EiEj(l—cos 0jj) is calculated for each pair of particles. 

If the smallest value of yy is smaller than a predetermined parameter, yCut, they 

are combined into a cluster by summing the 4-momenta. This process is repeated 

using all combinations of clusters and remaining particles, until all of the yij values 

exceed y<mt- The number of clusters remaining at this stage is the jet multiplicity. 

In Fig. 10, the values of the jet multiplicities as a function of y c u t from data 

Eire compared with the LUND 6.3 parton shower model and the second order 
27 

matrix element calculation of Gutbrod, Kramer and Schierholz (GKS) which 

was used in LUND 6.2 MC. 

4 .1 Ev idence for the N o n - A b e l i a n n a t u r e of Q C D 

Due to the non-Abelian nature of QCD, the gluons themselves carry color 

charge and, thus, couple to themselves. As a result, the QCD coupling strength, 

a B , decreases with increasing Q 2 and the triple gluon vertex contributes to the 

production of four-jet events in e + e ~ annihilations. 

We report here evidence for the non-Abelian nature of QCD from a study 

of multi-jet events observed at cm. energies between 50 and 57 GeV. A com

parison of the fraction of three-jet events with those from lower energy PETRA 
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experiments provides evidence for the Q 2 variation of a,, while measurements of 

the angular distributions of four-jet events provide evidence for the triple gluon 

vertex. 

28 
In QCD, the fraction of three-jet events, R3, is given by the relation 

R-3 = C l ( y m i n ) a g + C 2(ymln)ag 

where y m i m is the minimum scaled parton-pair invariant mass which is similar to 

the parameter y c u t in the jet-cluster algorithm. Since the only Q 2 dependence 

is contained in a B , with y ^ fixed, the Q 2 dependence of R3 reflects the Q 2 

dependence of aa. 

The measured value of R3 is affected by initial state radiation, event selection 

cuts, and detector acceptance. We have found that y ^ = ycut=0.08, where the 
29 correction to R3 is negligible, from MC studies. In Fig. 11, we plot the value 

of R3 with y c n t=0.08 from AMY together with previousely published values at 
28 3D o 

lower energies from JADE and TASSO as a function of E Q M . Over this 

range, the measured values of R3 decrease with increasing Q 2 . The x2 f ° r a fit 

to constant a, is 23.3 for 6 degrees of freedom. The x 2 for a fit to a second order 

calculation of Kramer and Lampe with Q 2 = E Q M , shown in the figure, is 6.1 

for 6 degrees of freedom. 

A further manifestation of colored gluons is the contribution of the triple-

gluon vertex, corresponding to the diagram shown in Fig. 12a, to the production 

of four-jet events. In QCD, the dominant contribution, corresponding to 66% of 

the total, to the four-jet cross section is from the triple-gluon vertex corresponding 

to the diagram in Fig. 12a, with the diagram in Fig. 12b contributing only 4%. 

In the Abelian model, the diagram in Fig. 11a is forbidden while the diagram 

in Fig. 12b contributes 51%. The remaining second order process contributing 

to four-jet production is double gluon bremsstrahlung, shown in the diagrams in 

Fig. 12c, and is common to both models. 
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Bremsstrahlung gluons are polarized in the qqg plane. When these gluons 
couple to two quarks, as in Fig. 12b, the direction of the quarks tends to be 
perpendicular to the direction of this polarization.33 On the other hand, when 
the coupling is to a pair of gluons as in Fig. 12a, the two gluons have a slight 
preference for being along the line of the polarization. 

In order to see this effect, we look at two kinds of angle distributions for 
34 

four jet-events, one is the angle between the plane denned by the two highest 
energy jets and that denned by the two lowest energy ones, 9BZ, oad the other 
is the angle between the vector difference of the momentum of the two highest 
energy jets and that of the two lowest energy jets, 6*NR. Fig. 13a and 13b shows 
the distribution of 9BZ and |cos#^ A | , respectively, for the data and for the MC 
prediction for both QCD and the Abelian model. In both cases, the LUND 6.2 

27 

MC with the second order Calculation of GKS was used to generate the events. 
In both distributions, the data show a clear preference for QCD. 

4.2 The properties of Quark and Gluon jets 

In QCD, gluons have a color factor that is larger than that of quarks by a 
factor of 9/4, leading one to expect gluon jets to differ from quark jets of the same 

35 

energy. In particular, the higher color factor should result in gluons radiating 
more soft gluons and thus fragmenting into more particles than quarks, resulting 

33 

in softer and fatter jets. We report on an experimental comparison of the 
characteristics of quark-induced and gluon-induced jets based on an analysis of 
three-jet events selected from hadronic events observed at cm. energies between 
50 and 60.8 GeV.36 

The jets are ordered according to the angles between jets: jet 1 is defined 
as the jet opposite to the two jets that have the smallest opening »Tigle, jet 
3 is opposite to those with the largest opening angle. Since gluon radiation 
is a brehmstrahlung-like process, the gluon is typically emitted close to one of 
the quarks and is usually the lowest energy pacton in the final state. Thus, it 
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is expected that the jet 3 sample will be gluon enriched relative to the jet 1 
and jet 2 samples, which are expected to be quark enriched. We determine the 
"calculated" energy of each jet, Ej^j, by using energy-momentum conservation 
and the opening angles between the three jets. 

Two different QCD-motivated MC event generators were used to study the 
effectiveness of our selection procedures: the LUND 6.2 matrix element model 

38 

with the independent fragmentation scheme of Hoyer et al., and the LUND 
6.3 parton shower model with string fragmentation 1 . The LUND 6.2 matrix 
element calculation uses terms up to second order in the QCD coupling strength, 
a,. In the LUND 6.3 parton shower calculation, the partons are made to branch 
into other partons of less virtuality via a recursive scheme using a leading log
arithm approximation (LLA). The results indicate that for visible jet energies 
in the range 10< Eyjg <16 GeV, approximately two-thirds of the jet 3 sample 
corresponds to gluon-induced jets. 

Since in our jet identification procedure the gluon-enriched jet sample corre
sponds to the jets with the lowest value of Ej£j in each event, there is little energy 
overlap with jets in the quark-enriched sample. Thus, comparisons are best done 
using variables that have little variation with E^j. Also, since the particle-jet 
correspondence is most reliable for the higher energy particles in a jet, we chose 
variables that are dominated by the leading particles in the jet. Specifically, we 
use the rapidity relative to the jet axis of the most energetic particle (leading 
particle) in each jet (IJ = jlnfzi)1'', where E is the leading particle's energy and 
pi| is its momentum component parallel to the jet direction), and the fraction of 
E|Jj' that is contained in a cone of half angle y° that is coaxial with the jet 

'Erf, 

direction (|). (The yfE^ denominator is motivated by the expectation that the 
39 

widths of hadron jets decrease with the jet energy. ) 
In Figs. 14a and 14b, we show the distributions of the mean values of rj and 

£ as a function of the visible jet energy (E*£) for the quark-enriched and gluon-
enriched jet samples. The figures indicate that that the leading particles in the 
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quark-enriched jet sample tend to have a higher rapidity than its counterpart in 

the gluon-enriched jet sample and that the energy in quark-enriched jets is more 

concentrated in the core of the jet. In both cases, the behavior is not strongly 

dependent on the energy of the jet. 

For a more detailed comparison, we compare the quark and gluon jets that 

have the same E ^ , in the range between 13 and 16 GeV, the highest visible energy 

range where there are a reasonable number of jets in the jet 3 sample. In Fig. 15a 

(15b) we show the distributions of IJ for the quark- (gluon-)enriched jets. The 

f] distribution for the gluon-enriched jet sample is clearly diiferent from that for 

the quark-enriched jets. As a check that the observed difference between quark 

and gluon jets is not an artifact of our jet clustering and identification procedure, 

we performed the same analysis on simulated events that were generated using 

the matrix element generator with independent fragmentation, where gluons and 

quarks are made to fragment in the same way. The results of this simulation for 

jets 1 and 2 (jet 3) are shown in Fig. 15a (15b) as the dashed histogram. The 

independent fragmentation model gives reasonable agreement with the observed 

distributions for the quark-enriched jets. As expected, the model predicts the 

r) distribution for jet 3 to be similar to that for jets 1 and 2, in disagreement 

with our observations. This indicates that the differences observed in the data 

reflect genuine differences in the fragmentation process for the two jet samples. 

The results of the LLA model, shown as dotted lines in the figures, show a 

different behaviour for quarks and gluons, reproducing the meast • d distributions 

reasonably well. 

Fig. 16a (16b) shows the distributions of f for the quark- (gluon-)enriched 

jet samples for E 1 ^ between 13 and 16 GeV. The quark-enriched sample shows 

a peaking towards 100% while the distribution for the gluon-enriched sample is 

much broader; many of the jets having little or none of its energy in the core. 

The dashed histogram in both figures shows the results of the same analysis 

on the simulated independently fragmented events, which clearly disagrees with 

our measurements for the gluon-enriched sample. The LLA model (dotted line) 
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shows better agreement with the data. 

5. Search for N e w H e a v y Lep tons 

We report results from searches for new heavy leptons at the c m . energies 

between 50 and 60.8 GeV. The search is based on the analysis of event shape and 

the lepton identification in the events. Both charged and neutral heavy leptons 

are considered. These analyses are also applicable to searches for leptoquarks 

and colored leptons. 

5.1 Search for Charged Heavy Leptons (L*) 

We have searched for'charged heavy fourth-generation lepton, allowing for 

the possibility that the associated neutrino (L°) is massive but stable. A pair 

of charged heavy leptons is produced via e + e ~ —» L + L _ with cross section a = 

<Tnnf}($ — /9 2)/2, where /?=v/c, and v is the velocity of the charged heavy lepton. 

When S, the mass difference between L* and L°, is greater than pion mass, 

charged heavy lepton decays into its own neutrino and any of the lower mass lep

ton or quark doublets. From lepton universality and quark flavor independence, 

we expect the probabilities for decay to each fermion doublet (3 leptons and 2x3 

colored quarks) to be equal with branching ratios of one-ninth for decays to each 

of the three known lepton doublets, and a branching ratio of two-thirds for de

cays into hadrons. The experimental signatures, we have searched for, are: (i) 

acoplanar jets with large missing energy momentum due to two or three missing 

neutrinos (hadronic mode, corresponding to 8/9 of the decays); and (ii) acopla

nar jets, an isolated electron or muon and large missing energy momentum due 

to three missing neutrinos (lepton-hadron mode, corresponding to 8/27 of the 

deacys). Details of this analysis are described eleswhere. 

The detection efficiency for the hadronic mode (the lepton-luulron mode), in 

the massless neutrino case, ranges from 20% (10%) for 0 < 0.3 to 4% (2%) at 
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/?=0.8. The efficiency does not depend strongly on the assumed neutrino mass 
up to 6 of about 7GeV/c 2, and rapidly drops for smaller 6. 3 (3) events survive 
the hadronic (lepton-hadron) mode selection cuts, while about 4 (2) are expected 
from the background processes at the cm. energies between 50 to 60.5(57) GeV. 

The 95% CL excluded region in the charged heavy lepton mass and neutrino 
mass plane is shown in Fig. 17. It has been extracted using the /?(3 — /?2)/2 
threshold factor, corrected for the effects of initial state radiation. The region 
excluded by the lepton-hadron mode analysis is contained entirely within the 
region excluded by the hadronic mode. Nevertheless, the combination of the 
two modes makes our limits insensitive to the uncertainty of decay branching 
fractions. 

If 6 is less than pion mass, the charged heavy lepton would be stable. The 
experimental signature for pair production of stable charged heavy leptons is 
an excess of collinear two charged particle events. For charged heavy lepton 
masses for 0 <0.614, the lepton penetrates the magnet iron and passes the muon 
identification criteria. If the charged heavy lepton mass corresponds to a P <0.65, 
they do not penetrate the iron yoke, and are identified as neither muons nor 
electrons. We have looked for the excesses from the mu-pair events and collinear 
non-mu and non-electron charged pair events. Combining both searches, a 95% 
CL lower mass limit of 30.1 GeV/c2 is set. The excluded region for stable charged 
heavy leptons is also indicated in Fig.17. Also shown are the results from previous 
experiments. 

5.2 Search for Neutral Heavy Leptons (L°) 

In the search for charged heavy leptons, the associated neutrino was assumed 
to be stable, even in the case where it was considered to be massive. Here we 
assume the massive neutrino (L°: neutral heavy lepton) is unstable and lighter 
than its charged partner; we examine both the possibilty of Dirac- or Majorana-
type neutrinos. 
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Neutral heavy leptons can be pair produced through s-channel annihilation 
via the Z°, with the cross section: 

a = avBx. T(/9). 

Here av0 is the cross section for massless neutrino pair production and the thresh
old factor T(0) = )S(3 + jS3)/4 for Dirac L° and T(0) = /33 for Majorana L°. 
There is more suppression near threshold for Majorana L° compared to Dirac 
L°, and (he cross sections become the same at high energy. There are two kinds 
of decay models for neutral heavy leptons: one is the L° decays via the weak 
charged current (CC) through a virtual W, assuming that L° mixes with one 
of the known lepton doublets, and the other is via the flavor-changing neutral 
current (FCNC) through a virtual Z°. 

Here we report on searches for CC decay mode of L° for both Dirac and 
Majorana cases and for FCNC decay mode of L° for Dirac case. 

a) Charged Current decay mode of L° 

Since neutral heavy leptons are expected to decay into a lepton plus hadrons 
with a branching ratio of 2/3, we consider the case where at least one of the W's 
decays hadronically, which should occur approximately 8/9 of the time. Such 
event are expected to have the following signatures: (i) at least two leptons (e 
or fj.) should appear in the event; (ii) the leptons tend to be isolated from other 
particles and have rather high momentum; (iii) since the search is confined to 
rather massive neutrinos, the event shape should be rather spherical. 

To ensure high trigger and track reconstruction efficiencies, the search is 
restricted to L°s decaying within 5cm of the interaction point. This places a 
lower limit on the sensitivity to the Tni-ring level. We also assume mixing with 
the tau-neutrino is small compared with electron or muon neutrino so that neutral 
heavy lepton decays to either electrons or muons with hadrons. Details of this 
analysis are described eleswhere. ' 
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In order to obtain the limits we assume that the L° are short lived (ey/Six. —» 

0), so that all decays are within 5cm of the interaction point, excluded regions of 

8.2 < M i , . ^ < 26.5 G e V / c 2 and 8.3 < M L l l u , _ < 22.4 GeV/c 2 at 95% C.L. 

for mixing to electron neutrinos are obtained. Corresponding limits for mixing 

to muon neutrinos are 7.8 < ML« D 1 , „ < 28.1 GeV/c 2 and 8.1 < M L - M . J O , „ . < 

24.9 GeV/c 2 . Limits for equal mixing are 8.0 < Mi-,,, , , < 27.2 G e V / c 2 and 8.1 

< M L . „ . , „ „ . < 23.6 G e V / c 2 . 

Taking into account the probability for both L° to decay within 5cm of the 

interaction point, we obtain limits on the mixing parametsr |U/L | 2 VS M L - - Mixing 

to electron and muon neutrinos excluded regions at 95% C.L. for L f j i t a c are shown 

in Fig. 18a. Corresponding limits for L j j a j o r a n a are shown in Fig. 18b. Limits 

on (|UeL|2 + | U M L | 2 ) VS M L . for equal mixing ( |U e i , | 2 = | U / . L | 2 ) are shown in Fig. 

18c. 

b) Flavor Changing Neutra l Current decay mode of L° 

Since, in this case, the neutral heavy lepton decays into a neutrino and a 

virtual Z°, at least two ne itrinos are included in the final states. The expected 

event signatures are (i) two acoplanar jets with large missing energy momentum 

( ~ 50%) and (ii) mono-jet events (~ 30%). We searched for mono-jet events, 

which were originally suggested to explain the unusall mono-jet events observed 

at CERN pp collider.4 3 

In order to select mono-jet events, the following selection criteria have been 

developed: (1) s.t least five charged tracks with |cos0 | < 0.85 and more than 3 

GeV energy deposited in the barrel calorimeter; (2) 0.25< Evu/v/s <0.65; (3) 

the polar angle of thrust axis satisfies | cos fly | <0.7; (4) the total transverse 

momentum of the event is greater than 0.2-\/s; (5) one hemisphere defined by the 

plane normal to the thrust axis must contain energy deposition less than 0.05EV;S; 

(6) No more than 0.125v^ of energy deposited in the endcap calorimeters. 

The selection efficiency for L° pair production is maximum at M L - = 15GeV/c' 

(10.4% with mono-jet branching fractions). The efficiency decreases to 2.3% at 
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ML» = 25GeV/c2 and 7.1% at ML» = 5GeV/c 2. No candidate events survive the 
selection at cm. energies between 50 and 60.8 GeV. We obtain the 95% C.L. ex
cluded mass region, 6.9 GeV/c2 < ML« < 20.lGeV/c 2, which extends previously 
obtained limits by MAC. 

5.3 Search for Leptoquarks and Colored Leptons 

a) Leptoquarks 

Leptoquarks that couple to lepton-quark pairs arise in various theoretical 
models such as technicolor and composite schemes. Here, we consider only 
second generation leptoquarks of charge 2/3 and spin zero based on the specific 

45 

model by B. and F. Schrempp. Since generation quantum number is conserved 
in this model, a second generation leptoquark Xi» can °nly decay into either cup 
or S/J + . 

The differential cross section for pair production of charged color triplet spin-
less bosons in e + e - annihilation is proportional to 3Q2/?3 sin2 0, where /? is the 
cm. velocity of the X/i» mXr is the leptoquark mass, Q=2/3 and 0 is the produc
tion angle with respect to the beam direction. 

The distinctive event topologies for leptoquark pair production are clasi-
fied into three: 1) two acoplanar jets with large missing energy momentum 
( e + e - —> Xii X#i ~* C>V cf/i); 2) two jets with an isolated muon and miss
ing momentum (e + e~ —• X/i Xn —* ci/ps/< - or ci/M s/i +); 3) two jets with two 
isolated muons ( e + e _ —• XM Xit ~* 8 /* + s/*-)-

Events of class 1) and 2) are similar to the signatures of hadronic mode and 
lepton-hadron modes of charged heavy lepton pair production, respectively. The 
experimental signature of class 3) is similar to that of neutral heavy leptons 
mixing with the muon generation. Therefore, we just applied the selection cuts 
for charged and neutral heavy leptons to leptoquarks. The detection efficiencies 
for 1), 2) and 3) classes at /3=0.745 are 21.1, 24.5 and 47.9 %, respectively 
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The 95% C.L. mass limits for leptoquarks, obtained as a function of mass 
and branching ratio XM —* «/,,, are shown in Fig. 19. Also shown are previous 
results from PETRA.4 7 

b) Colored Leptons 
48 

In some composite models, color octet leptons 2g are introduced and ex
pected to be produced at present accelerators. They decay into a gluon and their 
color singlet partner, the ordinary lepton. The total cross secton for the pair 
production of colored leptons is 

<r,.=8-F(q2)-<T, 

where 8 is the color factor, and F(q 2) is form factor to account for the compos-
iteness of these objects; erj is the cross section for the production of ordinary 
leptons. 

Considered here are the pair production of colored neutrios (i/g) and colored 
muons (/ig). The signatures of colored neutrino pairs are acoplanar jets with 
large missing energy momentum, and those of colored muon pairs are two /j and 
two-jet events. 

If we neglect the differences in quark and gluon fragmentation and assume 
the lifetime of colored leptons is short enough so that they decay promptly at the 
interaction point, the topologies of i/gpg and fisfia events are the same as those 
of classes 1) ( a>n CVJI) and 3) (a/i + sp~) for leptoquark pair events. Therefore, 
limits on i/g and us productions can be set using the selection efficiencies of 
classes 1) and 3) for the leptoquark pair events described in previous section. 
The resulting 95% C.L. limits for the form factors and masses are shown in Fig. 

47 
20 together with previous results. 
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6. Conclusion 

We have measured the e + e - hadronic annihilation cross section at the c m . 

energies from 50 to 60.8 GeV and found to be about 2a higher than the S.M. 

expectation for c m . energies above 56 GeV. We could not find any simple ex

planations for this in terms of the pair production of several new particles. Our 

measured total cross sections for Bhabha, 7 7 and hadrons(R) were well fitted to 

the corresponding predictions with S.M. and an additional spinless gauge boson 

with mass Mx = 58.2GeV/c 2 (x 2 =23.8 for 27 degrees of freedom). The higher 

R values are also accomodated in the S.M. if the Z° mass is lower than currently 

accepted value. We have measured a bb charge asymmetry using inclusive muon 

events and found it to be consistent with the S.M. predictions, implying the ex

istence of the t quark. We have observed the evidence of non-Abelian natures of 

QCD and a difference between quark and gluon jets. No new heavy leptons have 

been observed up to •^/s=60.8 GeV. 
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Figure 6. The results from the fitting for M z and sin20w. Also shown in the figure 
are the combined result of UAl and UA2 , the recent result from CDF and one 
sigma band of sin3 Qw value from the neutrino experiments. 
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Figure 7. Total cross section for e+e~ -• Z° —» y. V\T as a function of energy for 
Mz=90GeV, which are founded in reference 19. 
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Figure 8. a) Differential cross section for e +e~ —• bb. The solid curve is the standard 
model prediction. The dashed curve is the result of the fit to the standard model, 
b) The measured forward-backward charge asymmetry for the e +e~ —* bb at 
V^=55.2 GeV compared with the previous measurements as a function of cm. 
energy. The solid curve is the standard model prediction. 
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Figure 11. Measured values of Rg with j/eut vs. E?,M. The solid line is based on a 
second order calculation by Kramer and Lampe. 
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the LUND 6.2 predictions for QCD (solid) and for the Abelian model (dashed). 
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Figure 19. The 95% C.L. limit for leptoquark mass as a function of the branching 
fraction for x -» cP. The solid, dashed, and doted lines represents acoplanar jets, 
isolated muons, and isolated dimuon selections, respectively. The dot-dashed line 
indicates the CELLO and JADE results. 
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Figure 20. Limits on form factor F(s) for colored muon (solid line) and colored neu
trino (dashed line) production. The JADE limits for colored muon (dotted line) 
and colored neutrino (dot-dashed line) are also shown. 
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Abstract 

At the Nikko area of the TRISTAN storage ring the Search for Highly Ioniz
ing Particles (SHIP) Nikko-Maru employs etchable solid state track detectors 
to search for heavily ionizing particles produced in the e+e~ annihilations. 
New results are reported from exposures to 13.9 p b - 1 integrated luminosity 
at i/a=57-60.8 GeV. New upper limits are established on the production of 
Dirac monopoles with mass up to 28.8 GeV/c 3. 

Within the framework of our current understanding of the elementary particles 
which is formalized in the Standard Model, no particles exist which have either electric 
charge greater than that of the electron or nonzero magnetic charge. Although experi
mental observations to date support this aspect of the model, the motivation to search for 
particles with unorthodox charge is significant and fundamental. As early as 1931, it was 
shown by Dirac1) that the quantization of magnetic and electric charges is coupled by quan
tum mechanics and that the magnetic charge quantum has magnitude gp = ĵj ~ 68.5e. 
Searches for particles carrying such a charge have failed to produce any evidence for then-
existence. In practice the sensitivity of searches is limited by assumptions about the par
ticle's properties which are implicit in the experimental procedure, and theories of grand 
unification have served to emphasize the restrictions placed by such assumptions on the 
scope of any given experimental search. A search for production in e+e~~ annihilation is the 
most direct and sensitive way to search for particles with electromagnetic charge, within 
the kinematically allowed regions. 

Employing etchable solid state track detectors,2) the Nikko-Maru Search for Highly 
Ionizing Particles (SHIP) has been deployed since 1986 at the Nikko interaction region of 
the TRISTAN e +e~ storage ring at KEK in Japan. The results from the first two years 
of running, at center-of-mass energies of 50-56 GeV, have been reported previously.3) We 
report here results from the past year of running, at ^/s=57-60.8 GeV. 

The ionization deposited by magnetic monoples and the response of track detec
tors to them is established through calculations analogous to those for electrically charged 
particles.4) The ionization rate of monopoles with velocities 0 > 0.1 is found to be ap
proximately equal to that of a relativistic particle carrying electric charge of the same 
magnitude and is approximately constant as a function of velocity. For fast particles car
rying greater than ~ 0.2gp magnetic charge, solid state track detectors are an effective 
and inexpensive method of detection. The Nikko-Maru detector has been described in 
an earlier publication.3) Briefly, twelve flat stacks of CR-39 detectors5) are deployed in a 
polyhedral configuration covering a solid angle ~ 0.9 x 4»r sr outside the 1.5 mm thick 
aluminum vacuum pipe (Figure 1). Six of the detector faces are populated with stacks of 
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Figure 1. Configuration of Nikko-Maru Figure 2. Mass-charge combinations to 
detector, showing halves of CR-39 which CR-39 detector has finite sensitivity, 
slightly separated. The UG-5 is inside Regions sensitive to electric and magnetic 
the vacuum while the CR-39 is outside. charges are indicated separately. 

680 urn thick CR-39, designated (A), doped with 1% dioctyl phthalate (DOP) plasticizer 
and 0.5% Naugard™ antioxidant, fabricated by American Acrylic. The remaining six 
modules consist of stacks of 1600 pm thick CR-39 (B) fabricated by Sola Optical Japan. 
The polyhedral CR-39 array is mounted on a moving assembly which separates the two 
halves of the detector away from the beam pipe and lowers them to the floor area during 
beam injection and tuning. UG-5, a relatively insensitive detector,6) was also deployed 
during early runs. The new results reported here were collected with CR-39 detectors 
only. 

Integrated luminosities at the different run energies for all data accumulated by 
Nikko-Maru are summarized in Table 1. The luminosity in the Nikko area was measured 
using a small-angle Bhabha counter based on lead glass calorimeters. The detectors from 
all exposures have been etched and scanned. The etching and scanning procedures3' have 
been uniform for all runs. The principal source of tracks in the CR-39 is spallation products 
from high-energy collisions of hadrons, particularly neutrons, with the beam pipe. To be 
considered as a candidate a particle is required to penetrate at least one detector sheet 
while producing high ionization. For particles with electric charge Z\e\ the requirement 
is Z/p > 21 in CR-39 (A) and Z/P > 15 in CR-39 (B) sheets. Figure 2 shows the 
combinations of charge and mass for which the efficiency may be finite. The ionization 
requirement enables the identification and rejection of the few spallation products which do 
penetrate a sheet. Rates were established in runs I—II and found to present no background 
for this search. No tracks passed the scanning criteria in any of the detectors exposed in 
runs V-Vm. 
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Run S* fCdtfrb-1) ^,Mic 3(GeV),M 2c J(GeV) 

CR-39 (A) CR-39 (B) UG-5 

I 50 0.8 0.40,* 23.2,12.1 0.40,* 22.0, 5.6 0.05, - , 21.0 

n 52 4.0 0.40,* 24.1,13.2 0.40,* 23.3, 7.3 0.05, - , 22.0 

m 55 4.0 0.43, 25.7, 15.1 0.43, 24.9, 9.9 -

IV 56 7.5 0.43, 26.3,15.7 0.43, 25.4,10.6 -

V 57 4.7 0.43, 26.8,16.4 0.43, 25.9,11.3 -

VI 58 2.7 0.43, 27.6,17.2 0.43, 26.7,12.3 -

vn 60 3.4 0.43, 28.4,18.1 0.43, 27.5,13.2 -

vm 60.8 3.1 0.43, 28.8,18.5 0.43, 27.9,13.8 
* * 

-

'Solid angle overlapping UG-5 has been subtracted. 
Table 1. Integrated luminosity, geometric acceptance ~ and 

cutoff masses for individual detector sectors at each run energy. 

Since there are no candidates for highly ionizing elementary particles, we may set 
an upper limit on the cross section for production of such particles at 95% confidence level: 

ff<7nb=ffKm ( 9 5 % C L > 
where / £dt is the integrated luminosity. The detection efficiency e is a function of particle 
charge, mass and energy and depends on the geometry of the detector, the sheet thickness, 
the response of the detector as a function of ionization rate, the scanning method used 
and the beam pipe thickness. A highly ionizing particle is detected with efficiency « 1 if it 
has sufficient energy to penetrate the beam pipe plus enough detector material to satisfy 
the scanning criterion. Where the efficiency is equal to the geometric acceptance of 0.86, 
aKm established using all of the Nikko data is 1 x 10~ 3 7 cm2. The overall efficiency for a 
particle of a given mass depends on the energy spectrum of the produced particles. In the 
absence of specific models of production, we calculate efficiencies and limits as a function 
of mass for isotropic, exclusive pair production of Dirac monopoles with charge go and 
2gjj. The efficiency is calculated via Monte Carlo simulation as a function of mass and 
run energy. The cutoff mass M.n is defined as the mass at which the detector efficiency 
is half the m^i""'™ geometric acceptance, for monopoles with charge ngjj. The total 
exposure, geometric acceptance and cutoff masses Mic 2 and-Mje2 for each detector sector 
are compiled in Table 1. 

The significance of the limit is dependent on the physical process by which the 
particle is presumed to be produced. For Dirac monopoles the most obvious mechanism 
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Mass (GeV/c2 ) 

Figure 3. Limit at 95% confidence on Rj? = jffijji for isotropic exclusive production of 
monopole pairs with charge a) go and b) 2gjj. The limit shown has been accumulated 
using all exposures at TRISTAN. The dashed lines indicate the naive expectation. Also 
shown are selected limits from previous accelerator searches3)-8) and from cosmic rays.9) 

is annihilation and pair production via the electromagnetic interaction. If one assumes a 
single-photon production process, then the amplitude for pair production is proportional 
to the magnetic charge. Ignoring higher order effects and details of phase space, one can 
then formulate a naive pair production cross section for monopoles of mass m, 0X)(m), by 
multiplying the cross section for production of a n+fi~ pair with invariant mass greater 
than 2m by the square of the charge ratio: oj}[m) = (^f-)2 • ff/«^(> 2m). The quantity 
RXJ = *'faji would then be expected to be of order unity for pointlike Dirac monopoles 
with magnetic charge go (and ~ 4, for charge 2gp), at energies above threshold. In e+e~ 
annihilations the p, pair cross section is well approximated by lowest order QED, where 
they are produced with invariant mass equal to the center of mass energy. In pp or pp 
collisions p. pairs are produced with a distribution of invariant mass which is well measured 
for pp up to ys=60 GeV and may be extrapolated to higher energies by scaling.7) Our limit 
on RD, accumulated over all runs, is shown in Figure 3 with the most stringent limits from 
previous searches.3)'8)'9) This search is classified as "direct" in that no assumptions have 
been made about the properties uf the monopole aside from the magnitude and magnetic 
nature of the charge. 

To summarize, the Nikko-Maru search has found no evidence for heavily ionizing 
particles in £ +e~ collisions at energies up to G0.8 GeV in the center of mass. Upper limits 
have been established on the cross section for poir production of c'.iarge go Dirac magnetic 
monopoles with masses to 28.8 GeV/c2. 
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ABSTRACT 

Recent results from TOPAZ at TRISTAN are reviewed placing emphasis on 

the origin of higher total hadronic cross section (R-ratio) than the standard model 

with 5 quark flavors above y/s = 56 GeV. Mass limits for top quark, V quark (in 

both CC and FCNC decay modes), sequential heavy lepton and some of SUSY 

particles (e,/i,f ,q and x) a x e set thereby riding out these as the origin of the high 

R values. The high R in the standard model implies Z° mass of around 90 GeV/c 2 

which is lower than the world average quoted by PDG. In this context we explored 

the possibility of extra Z with either standard or smaller coupling in the mass 

region of sub to a few 100 GeV/c 2 . 
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1. Overview of the TOPAZ Experiment 

TOPAZ group [1] has been working on a wide variety of topics, which can be 

categorized in three classes. The first one is to check validity and limitation of the 

standard model in various processes, experimantally confirming its fundamental aspects. 

The second one is to look for new particles (new phenomena) beyond the standard model, 

since we know from the discussion of naturalness that the standard model can not be 

the 'ultimate' theory and requires new physics in the TeV region. The third one is two 

photon processes we just started to work on. Some of the results have been published 

in journals [2] , and some are now prepared for publication. 

Globally, our results are consistent with the standard model. One exception is 

somewhat higher total hadroninc cross section (Ft-value) above y/s = 56 GeV. In this 

paper we try to concentrate on this topic, and cover some other things in this context. 

We started our experiment from cm. energy of 50 GeV in May 1987, and gradually 

went up to higher energies. Since the spring run of 1988, we have been facing to the 

phenomena of higher R value than the expected from the standard model with 5 quark 

flavors above 56 GeV. This situation persists up to 60.8 GeV. The high R above 56 GeV 

is, in fact, quite systematic and it is hard to believe just as fluctuation. We took this 

fact seriously, because anything different from the prediction of the standard model may 

suggest new physics, for example, 

1. open threshold of new quark flavor, 

2. production of the new particles in the standard model, 

3. production of the new particles beyond the standard model, 

4. different values of parameters/coupling in the standard model, and 

5. questions on the basic properties of the standard model. 

In this paper, first we will discuss how we are convinced with our R-values. Next, 

provided we have higher R-values, we will discuss search for new quark flavors which 

might be the most natural origin of the high R. Then we try to obtain new parameter 

values in the standard model, and explore the possibility of extra Z boson. After a brief 

comment on new particles beyond the standard model in the context of the high R, we 

will make summary. 
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2. Total Hadronic Cross Section 

2.1. DERIVATION OF R AND SYSTEMATIC ERRORS 

We have denned our hadronic event sample by requiring the following. 

1. Number of good tracks > 5, where 'good' track means 
(a) well measured, pT > 0.15 GeV/c, 
(b) well contained, \cos6\ < 0.83, and 
(c) r < 5cm and \Z\ < 5cm at the closest approach to the interaction point. 

2. Enough visible energy, Evig > Eicam. 
3. Momentum balanced, |Ep r /£ 0 j , | < 0.4. 
4. Number of large electromagnetic cluster (E > EfKam/2) <1. 
5. Larger of invariant mass of hemisphere > 2.5 GeV/c2. 

By these selection criteria, background from two photon processes is estimated to 
be the order of 0.1% of the total events. Total hadronic cross section (Rhad) i s experi
mentally given by the formula 

„ N„-NBG 
htti't(l+6)La0 

where Ne0, NBG, £J (1 + )̂> ^ a n ( l °~a are the number of hadronic events, the number 
of background events, detector acceptance, radiative correction factor, luminosity and 
QED cross section for /i pairs, respectively. Each entry to this formula could cause 
systematic error. These are numerated as follows; 

1. Luminosity measurement < 4% 
Luminosity has been measured by two independent devices, barrel and endcap 
calorimeters, and the difference between these measurements has been less than 
1% thoughout the experiment. SVL' ematics in azymuthal angle are also checked 
to be less than 4%. Hence, this number is a quite conservative estimation. 

2. Detector acceptance ~ 1% 
Ambiguity in Lund Monte Carlo was studied varying fagmentat'r.- ; ai^ineters and 
A parameter for parton shower. This gives a difference of about 1%. 

3. Event selection dependence ~ 2.3% 
We checked various kinematical quantities, and compared real data with expected 
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distribution of hadronic events. The difference could be attributed to an incom

plete Monte Carlo, or existing background. In any case the difference is treated 

as a systematic error, and estimated to be ~ 2.3%. 

4. Radiative correction factor ~ 1.4% 

We had used the BKJ [3] method, which was known to be insufficient in the 

TRISTAN region where sizeable effect of Z boson was expected. This time we 

use the full electroweak correction [4] , and as is shown below there is about 3% 

difference between the full correction and the BKJ method. This is not an 'error' 

but gives real 'shift' of the results. We will discuss this in more detail in the later 

section. The ambiguity in the full electroweak correction is estimated to be ~ 

1.4% (see below) and given as a systematic error. 

In total, we estimate our systematic error in R-value to be about 5.4 %. 

2.2. RADIATIVE CORRECTION 

We need radiative correction to extract the tree level hadronic total cross section 

from the experimantal data. We had been using the BKJ[3] method. But we know that 

the BKJ is not sufficient in the TRISTAN energy region, where weak effect gives fairly 

large contribution. As is shown in fig. 1, the BKJ handles only initial state radiation 

and a part of one loop corrections (electromagnetic only). 

Fujimoto from TOPAZ group and Shimizu from TRISTAN theory working group [4] 

developed a new method making full electro-weak correction (fig. 2) up to 0{a ) which 

should be handled properly in the case of TRISTAN where Z has a sizeable effect. Fig. 3 

shows the comparison of the full electroweak correction and the BKJ, indicating about 

3% difference at 60 GeV under the same condition. 

This difference obviously can not be neglected in deriving R value in our case. Note 

that this effect is neglegible at PEP/PETRA region. 

The added diagrams in the full electro-weak correction depend on masses of Higgs 

boson, top quark, and Z boson. Dependence to these parameters are checked and shown 

in fig. 4. Within the region we have considered, those effects are small ( < 0.8% in total) 

and are added to the systematic error, together with the uncertainty in e (~ 1.2%) 

arising from its dependence on the maximum fractional energy L < t for the radiated 7. 
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Effects of the remaining higher order terms (not included in the systematic error) were 

estimated to be less than 0.6% by the exponentiation method. 

\ . n g ^ Fermion . q 

q «r 

q e Y q 

Fig.l Diagrams taken into account in the radiative correction by BKJ. 

»̂<', \zK, ',>H< 
M. .̂ < M" M' 
\a*/ 

q 

/S\_ 
q e+ / * \ 

Fig.2 Diagrams taken into account in the full electroweak correction up to 0(or s) by 

Fujimoto and Shirnizu[4]. 
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Fig.4 Ambiguity in the calculation of the full electroweak correction (1 + S) for three 
parameters, Z mass, top quark mass and HiggB mass. These effects are smaller than 0.8%. 
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2.3. FINAL R RATIO 

The final results on R ratio is given by fig. 5. The error bars include both statistical 
and systematic errors. We re-examined the calibration constants, and run by run sys
tematics were removed. This did not change the R values more than 1%, justifying our 
estimate of the systematics. In fact, we have systematically higher R values (~ la level) 
than the standard model prediction above 56 GeV. Next we discuss what it implies and 
what should he questioned. 

50 
Vs (GeV) 

Fig.5 Hadronic total cross section R vs. y/i. Data are compared with the calculation by 
the 5 flavor standard model, and top or b' production with mq = 27 GeV/c*. 
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3. Search for New Quark Flavors 

The R plot itself already excludes open top production at more than la level, while 
if cannot be ruled out by the R measurement. 

Searchs for heavy quark production were carried out in several ways. One tradition ̂ i 
way is to look for spherical events, for these heavy objects should be nearly at rest near 
threshold, and their decay products should be spherically distributed in momentum 
space. Another method is to look for isolated leptons (/i, e) from semi-leptonic decay of 
heavy qu. rks via charged weak current (CC). This provides a very clean signature for 
heavy quark production. 

In the case of mp < m<, the situation will be much complicated. Hou and Stuart [5] 
pointed out that the GIM mechanism does not necessarily work when 4-th generation 
is included and If could decay via effective flavor changing neutral current (FCNG) to 
b quark emitting 7 or gluon {U ^* bn/,V —* bg), instead of decaying to c quark via CC 
mode (6* —• cff) making two-generation jump. As the FCNC mode was not studied 
yet, and its appearance could somewhat be different from the CC mode, it might explain 
why the R-values are slightly higher than the 5 flavor expectation above 56 GeV. 

3.1. SHAPE ANALYSIS 

Fig. 6 shows aplanarity and thrust distributions. These are consistent with 5 flavors. 
Fig. 7 shows the number of aplanar event (Apl > 0.1) vs. cm. energy. Globally it is 
consistent with 5 flavor prediction, except the last data point at y/s = 60.8 GeV. Again 
full open top quark is excluded, and V production and decay via CC mode was also 
ruled out as a cause of the high R above 56 GeV. 
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Fig.8 Two dimentional plot of thrust and energy flow around the stiff p track(s) fot real 
data (a), for Monte Carlo expectation by S flavors (b), top quark (c) and V via CC mode 
decay (d), respectively. Here, (b), (c) and (d) are normalized to the integrated luminosity 
of 280 pb'1, while real data (a) are taken by the exposure of 13.6 p6~ l . 
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Fig.9 The 95% confidence limit for null signal and expected number of events as a function 
of m<j. The mass limit for heavy quark are oet as m, > 29.9 GeV/c5 and mt-(CC) > 28.4 
GeV/c3 at the 95% confidence level. 
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3.2. ISOLATED LEPTONS 

We could set mass limit for heavy quark (CC decay mode) from the shape analysis 

discussed above, but we can set much stringent limit by looking for isolated leptons. Here 

we define the 'isolation' by the energy flow {EJIOW) inside the 30 degree cone around high 

momentum lepton. Fig. 8 shows 2-dim plot of the energy flow and thrust for real data, 

Monte Carlo expectation for 5 flavors, top and ti quark, respectively. As seen in this 

figure, we expect low J5/j„„ as a signature of heavy quark production. We require £//„„ 

to be less than 2 GeV. Also thrust is required to be less than 0.9. As a result, we have 

one candidate event satisfying our criteria. Fig. 9 shows expected number of events 

from top and H quark compared with the 95% confidence level limit for null signal. This 

shows that full open top production is excluded and mass limit is set as > 29.9 GeV/c 2 , 

and H production and decay via CC mode is excluded up to 28.4 GeV. 

3 .3 . FCNC MODE OF V QUARK 

Aa was discussed above, we have to consider the FCNC decay mode of V as well 

as the CC mode. In the case of If —» 67, we expect a distinct signature of high energy 

isolated 7 (E1 ~ 1/4 of c m . energy) associated with multi-jet. In the case of V —• bg, we 

will have back to back planer 4-jet events near threshold. If the decay Q-value becomes 

large, we will have rather round 4 jet events. Focusing our attention to these two distinct 

signatures, we exploited the following two search methods. 

Method (i) : Search for isolated photon(s) associated with multi-jet. We required 

at least one stiff photon (8.0 GeV< E1 <22.0 GeV) with no charged track activity in a 

cone of 45° half angle (£ cfc(< 45°) < 1-0 GeV), and at the same time demanded charged 

and neutral activity in sideways (JS c ft + B „ t (> 45"and < 135°) >10 GeV) to ensure the 

multi-jetness of the event. 

Method (ii) : Search for back to back 4-jet. We required '4-jet' classification by 

the JADE clustering method [6] with jfc»« = 0.04. To insure 'back-to-back'ness, the 

opposing jet axes were required to make an angle greater than 120°. This method has 

decay Q-value dependence and is partially sensitive to the CC mode as well. 

The observed numbers of events are consistent with the expectation from 5 flavors 

in both cases (i) and (ii). Comparisons for typical case are shown in table 1. The ex

pected number of V events depends on the assumed branching fraction of FCNC/CC and 
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Bi(tf -» bn/)/Bi(y -+FCNC), through the variation of the detection efficiency. Fig. 10(a) 

shows the preliminary mass limit for ti at the 95% confidence level as a function of 

Br(tf -»FCNC) for several assumptions of Br(tf -» by)/Br(U ->FCNC). In this figure, 

boundaries in the high Br(tf -+ 67) and Br(tf -»FCNC) region were determined by 

method (i) because of its higher sensitivity, while those in the low Bi(tf -* 67) region 

were defined by method (ii). In the intermediate region where methods (i) and (ii) had 

comparable sensitivity, we combined these two methods. Also the results from the iso

lated fi event analysis is superposed in the figure. Fig. 10(b) presents the same results 

as a function of Br(V -v fry)/Br(tf -»FCNC) in the FCNC mode for several values of 

Bi{tf -»FCNC). In the large Br(tf -» 67) region the mass limit for H is as high as mj. > 

29.1 GeV/c 2 if Br(tf ->FCNC) = 100 %, but it becomes weaker as Br(tf -+ bj) decreases. 

The most conservative mass limit of the H mass with Br(tf ->FCNC) = 100 % is mv > 

28.3 GeV/c 2 obtained at Br(tf -> fryJ/Br^ -»FCNC) ~ 10 %. 

Here we have not presented the lower edge of the excluded area, because we know 

from PEP/PETRA experiment that the data are consistent with 5 flavors upto y/s = 

45 GeV, and the lower edge is well below that. 

mcthod(i) 

isolated 7 

method (ii) 

back-to-back 4-jct 

Observed no. of events 8 14 

5 flavors 8.8 15.7 

5 flavors + V (FCNC) 18.3 25.2 

Table 1 Comparison of the expected number of events from 5 flavors, 5 flavors + V assuming 
mv = 28 GeV/c2 with 100% FCNC decay (both by LUND Monte Carlo) and real data from 
the runs sensitive to V quark production with the assumed mass. For simplicity, we only 
showed typical number of V events in the case of 81(6" — by)/Bt{V ->FCNC) = 50% for 
method (i) and Br(6' — by)/Bi(lf -»FCNC) = 10% for method (ii), respectively. 
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\. Standard Model Parameters 

4 .1 . LOWER MZ 

So far, we have ruled out possible heavy quark production as the causes of the high 

R. Also by the activity of checking the standard model in TOPAZ group, it is shown 

that there are no anomalies in the compositeness parameters, strong coupling constant 

and electroweak interference. 

Assuming that the framework of the standard model is valid, it is interesting to see 

what are the physics implications of the high R to the standard model. We put together 

all of our data on R, /i-pair and r-pair production cross section and F /B asymmetry, as 

well as those from PEP/PETRA, and tried to fit them allowing Mz, sin20w and Ajgj 

to move as free parameters. As shown in figs. 11 and 12, lower Mz explains the high R, 

and our best fit to the data gives Mz = 89.8 ± 2.2 GeV/c 2, about 2 GeV lower than the 

world average (91.9 GeV/c 2) by the particle data group[7] . The best fit value of other 

parameters are sin20w = 0.233 ± 0.026 and \-tfg = 0.331 ± 0.247 GeV. 

5-Flavors Uz = 91.9 GeV/c2 

+ Z'̂ OOCeV/c2) at sin 2BF = 0.230 
+ Z'iaSOGeV/c15) 

Fit 
Mx = 89.8 ± 2.2 GeV/c* 
sincSv = 0.233 ± 0.02S 
A„ = 0.331 ± 0.247 GeV 

A„ = 0.200 GeV 
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Fig.ll Fit to R ratic with Mz, sin70w and Ajjj- as free parameters. The brat fit to the 
data gives M2 = 89.8 i 2,2 GeV/c1 and sin2Bw = 0.233 ± 0.026. Also shown are the 
predictions from extra Z boson (A*z< = 200 and 250 GeV/c1) with the standard coupling, 
where other parameters are fixed to the world average. 
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This is one of the most natural explanations of the higher R values than the expected 
from 5 flavors, having no signatures of new flavor production and also being consistent 
with the standard model. 

4.2. EXTRA Z 

If Mz ends up with the world average value by the work of SLC/LEP, other possible 
way of giving lower 'AfJ is to introduce extra Z (Z') fairly close to our energy region. 
Fig. 11 also shows an example of having Z' of the standard coupling with Mz> — 200 and 
250 GeV/c2. However, in considering extra Z beyond the standard model, we need not 
restrict the coupling as the standard one. For example, L-R symmetric model [8] gives 
the standard coupling while sup srstring inspired model [9] predicts a weaker coupling, 
about 1/10 of the standard one. In fact, mass and coupling (i.e. width) depend on the 
mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking, and we need general search in Mz1 and 
coupling y&Bc plane without theoretical prejudice. In this sence, we should be prepared 
for narrow and weakly coupled Z' very close to our energy region, even between the 
data points we have taken so far. UA2 [10] excluded the shaded region in fig. 13, where 
the coupling is relatively large. However, pp collision can not exclude Z' with a small 
coupling, While e + e - collision experiments are much more sensitive to it. Actually we 
have done energy acta between 56 and 60 GeV in search of narrow Z' as a possible origin 
of the high R (fig. 14). Assuming the standard parameters for Z given by the particle 
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data group and no mixing between Z and Z', fig. 13 shows the excluded region for Z'. 
Room for light and narrow Z' still remains and this will be an example of the future 
TRISTAN physics. 
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Fig.13 (a) Excluded area for Z' in the plane of Mz» and coupling AjB« by UA2 experiment 
and TOPAZ energy scan, e+e - collider experiment is sensitive to the region of A? £ a ~ 10 - 3 . 
(b) Blow up of the TRISTAN energy region. 
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Fig.14 Results of energy scan and expected R value by hypothetical Z' with a coupling 
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5. New Particles beyond the Standard Model 

Before concluding this paper, we make a brief comment on the non-standard parti
cles. Table 2 summarises the results of our new particle search. Most of the particles 
have mass limits of 24 - 29 GeV/c2. Some of them are not excluded in the cm. energy 
around 56 GeV where we start to have the high R values. However, the mass limits 
here are set by comparison with expected number of production and the 95% confidence 
level limit for null signal. To account for the excess of R, most of the particles listed 
here have not enough efficiencies to survive our hadron event selection. Only possible 
situation for scalar quark to have enough cross section is that m' R of all the flavors are 
degenerated. In this case, we must have considerable number of acoplanar (missing p 
and E) events to account for the excess of R, while we have no such candidates. 

Attributing the excess of R to the production of these new particles are quite difficult. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

TOPAZ data are consistent with the standard model, except for systematically 
higher R values above 56 GeV. 

Mass limits of heavy quark flavors and sequential heavy lepton are obtained as mj > 
29.9 GeV/c2, mv > 28.4 GeV/c2 (CC) and > 28.3 GeV/c2 (FCNC), m £± > 29.9 GeV/c2, 
at the 95% confidence level respectively. These particles are ruled out as sources of the 
high R. Nonstandard particles like q and \ a t e a^so excluded as the cause of the high 
R because they do not have enough cross section and efficiency and also we have no 
observed candidates. 

High R implies that the standard model parameters are slightly different from the 
world average, specifically giving lower Mz- Our best fit to R ratio as well as tr^f, <TTT, 

Aw, and A„ gives Mz = 89.8 ± 2.2 GeV/c2 and ain2Bw = 0.233 ± 0.026. If Mz ends 
up with the world average, existence of Z1 would be an explanation for the high R giving 
low lM%!h value. 
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Model Particle Search Method 95% CL Lower Mass Limit 

Standard 

t Isolated ft 29.9 GeV 

Standard V 

Isolated p 28.4 (CC) 

Standard V Isolated 7 28.3 (FCNC) 
Back-to-back 4jet 

L± Acoplanar jets 29.9 

e Acoplanar e + e — 29.0 (mi = mR) 

28.1 (m £ > mR) 

A* Acoplanar p+p~ 25.8 {mi = mR) 

SUSY**1) 

24.0 (m t » mR) 

SUSY**1) f Acoplanar T+T~ 24.2 (mL = mR) 

21.3 (mL > mR) 

q(2/3) Acoplanar Jets 26.3 (m £ = m f l ) 

24.4 (m£ > mR) 

X Acoplanar e + e~, 26.8('2> 

fi+/*~, T + T ~ , Jets 27.7<*3) 

e* e + e - 7 7 29.7 

Compositê **' /»* /*+/*"77 28.3 Compositê **' 

T* T + T~77 27.6 

Q=2/3 24.6 

Any Model J=0 Q=l Pair of 25.6 

with 

Stable Heavy 

Q=4/3 Abnormal dE/dX 

Tracks 

26.6 with 

Stable Heavy Q=2/3 

Abnormal dE/dX 

Tracks 29.2 

Charged Particle J=l /2 Q=l 28.2 

Q=4/3 25.7 

(*1) LSP = 7, mj = 0, Target Particle = NLSP 
(*2) Limits are independent of decay branching ratios. 
(*3) Limits assuming equal leptonic branching ratios. 
(*4) Pointlike coupling 

Table 2 Summary of the results of new particle search by TOPAZ experiment. 
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Results from VENUS 

K. Ogawa 
(VENUS Collaboration) 

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics 
Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 305 Japan 

Abstract 

Recent results from VENUS experiments on e + e ~ reactions at energies between 
52 and 60.8 GeV are presented. The R-values, the ratio of the total hadronic cross 
section to that of fi pair production, look slightly high within the present energy 
region. To understand this observation, a detailed study was carried out on the 
production of a heavy quark with | Q | =e /3 . By using a next-to-leading log. ap
proximation, the QCD cut-off parameter, Ajjjg-, was obtained as being A J J J =208 
MeVl^MeV- The differential cross sections for c + e ~ —*• e + e ~ , 7 7 , ^ + / i ~ , and r + r ~ 
were found to be consistent with predictions of the standard model. The average 
charge asymmetry for e + e ~ —» qg was also measured and found to be consistent with 
the prediction of the standard model. No evidence was observed indicating new 
particle production. No single photon production was observed and the upper limit 
of the number of light neutrino types was set to be Nv < 17.8(90 % CL). 
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1. Introduction 

Since the commissioning run of TRISTAN e + e _ collider on November 1986, the 
VENUS[1] detector has been operated stably for about two and a half years. We 
have accumulated about 25 p b - 1 of data with energies between 52 and 60.8 GeV. 
The present talk is based on an analysis of the above-mentioned data, covering the 
following topics:(l) results on multihadron production, (2) tests of QED and elec-
troweak interactions, (3) the search for new particles, and (4) the search for single 
photons. 

2. Results on Multihadron Production 

2-1) Total Cross Sec t ion 

The R-ratio, the ratio of the total hadronic cross section to that of the lowest-
order QED cross section of fi pair production, is used for a search for new heavy 
quarks, such as the top quark(|Q| = | e ) and the V quark(|Q| = \e). R is evaluated as 

Nh-Nhg 

e C l - l - * ) . ^ ' 

where Nft is the number of the observed hadronic events, Nj 9 the number of back
ground events, e the acceptance, S the radiative correction, L the integrated lumi
nosity, and (Tpp the calculated lowest-order QED cross section of [i pair production. 
The rise in R is expected to be 1.36 and 0.44 for full open top and b' production, 
respectively. 

The hadronic event selection criteria is as follows(hereafter, we call this selection 
criteria the standard selection): (1) The total energy deposited in the calorime-
ter( the sum of the total energy in the leadglass(LG) calorimeter and liquid argon 
calorimeter(LA) with \cos9\ < 0.9) is greater than 5 GeV. (2)At least 5 charged tracks 
are found in the central drift chamber(CDC) within the angular range \cos0\ < 0.85. 
(3) The visible energy E„;„(defined as the sum of the absolute momentum of charged 
tracks and energy deposited in the calorimeter) is greater than the beam energy. 
(4) The absolute value of the longitudinal momentum balance( defined as the sum 
of the projected momentum and energy on the beam axis) is less than 0.4 x E m 3 . 
The detection efficiency was determined by Monte Carlo simulation, where events 
were generated based on the standard electroweak theory[2] and subsequent quark 
fragmentation and QCD correction were simulated by the Lund5.3 program[3]. The 
radiative effect was corrected based on a calculation by Rijimoto and Shimizu[4]. 

The systematic errors of R consist of (1) a systematic error of luminosity, 2.6%; 
(2) errors in radiative correction, 2.1 %; (3) errors due to Monte Carlo parameters 
and hadronization model, 1.6%; (4) errors in calculating the acceptance, 1.8%; and 
(5) background contamination, 0.2%. The total systematic error was found to be 
4.2% by adding the above errors in quadrature. 
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The obtained R-values are shown in Fig. 1. The solid curve in the figure is a 
prediction of the standard model[2] with the Z 0 mass of G2.5 GeV and sin2 6m=0.226. 
The expectation values for full open top and 6' production are also given in the figure 
as dashed and dot-dash curves, respectively. From the figure we can exclude open 
top production at the present energy. It is, however, interesting that the measured 
It 's are systematically high by about 8% compared to the prediction of the standard 
model with energies above 56 GeV. They lie just on the expected line of full open V 
production. This interesting problem will be discussed later. We will first give the 
mass limit of the top quark by shape analysis. 

2.2) Search for a Top Quark 

As has been seen regarding the R-values, open top quark production is unlikely. 
The mass limit of the top quark will be obtained by event shape analysis. A Q-
plot for data at ^£=60.8 GeV and top quark production with m t =28 GeV is given 
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Q,(i=l,2,3) is the eigenvalue of the spherical 
tensor. We observed 5 events in the spherical region defined by Qx > 0.05 and 
(Q3 — Q2)/y/3 <0.4. By comparing the above events with the expectation from top-
quark production, we could set the lower limit of the top-quark mass at 29.0 GeV 
at a 95 % confidence level. 

2-3) Search for 6' Quark 

As stated before, the measured R's are slightly higher than the predictions of the 
standard model and are consistent with full open V production. Is R really high, 
indicating open V production or a new physics? We should at first point out the 
following fact. If we consider systematic errors, we cannot say that the present rise 
in R is significant. It is easy to see this by considering that systematic errors should 
be added linearly. The linear addition of the systematic error(4.2%) and statistical 
error(~4%) leads to a total error of about 8%, which agrees with the amount of rise 
in R. This means that the measured R's are consistent with the prediction of the 
standard model. The same thing can be expressed by the Z° mass. The Z° mass 
obtained by fitting the R's is Mz=88.$t\j£li$i GeV, where sin2Qw is calculated by 
the Z° mass using the following relation : 

a f t . = = f 1 - , 
4irot 

1 -\ y/2GFM2{l-Ar) '' 

The errors in the Z° mass are ( in order): statistical, systematic, and theoretical 
(which results from errors in QCD parameters and a radiative correction). Though 
the center value for the Z° mass is low, it is consistent with the predicted value by 
the standard model within the present errors if they are added linearly. 

We have seen so far that a search for the 6' quark only from R is difficult at this 
statistical level. The search for the b' quark can be efficiently carried out by looking 
into the detailed event signatures characteristic to 6' production. In the following 
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section we present a systematic study of 6' production 
In the search for the b' quark we should study two kinds of decay modes:(1) decay 

via a charged current(CC) and (2) decay via a loop-induced flavour-changing neutral 
current(FCNC)[5]. 

The event signature of the CC decay mode is either isolated lepton or spherical 
events(3-body decay) via virtual W decay. As for the FCNC decay mode, the event 
signature is either an isolated photon or spherical events(4-jet). 

2-3-1) CC decay m o d e of V quark 

a) Isolated Lepton 
Because prompt leptons coming directly from the decay of heavy quarks have a 

higher momentum than those from the 5 flavour quarks and are often isolated from 
jets, we can detect heavy quarks by tagging these isolated leptons. Events were 
selected by the criteria that (1) it is a standard hadronic event, (2) the thrust is 
less than 0.9, and (3) at least one isolated lepton exists. An isolated lepton in the 
present analysis is denned as: 

(a) The momentum of leptons is greater than 4 GeV/c. 
(b) The energy flow (E/ | 0 U I ) within a 30°-cone around the lepton is less than 

l G e V . 
The analysis is based on a data sample of 17.7 and 18.2 p b - 1 with energies be

tween 56 and 60.8 GeV for muon and electron channels, respectively. 

Muon Channel 
At first, we present an analysis of isolated muon events. A muon is identified 

by the matching of tracks in CDC and the muon chamber. A detection efficiency of 
91.9 ±0.9% was obtained by a cosmic-ray test. In Figs.3(a) and 3(b), a scatter plot 
of hadron events including muons is shown for energies above 60 GeV(5.9 p b - 1 ) and 
below 60 GeV( 11.8 p b - 1 ) , respectively. The horizontal axis is the muon momentum 
and the vertical axis, the isolation angle 0 c(the maximum angle where E / j o w within 
that cone is less than 1 GeV). We have observed 3 isolated muon events with ener
gies above 60 GeV, and no events below 60 GeV. The expected number of events 
from 5f and TT, and two-photon process is 0.26±0.04 for energies above 60 GeV. 
Therefore, if Monte Carlo simulation is reliable, it is difficult to explain the observed 
3 events by the known processes. Does this indicate some new physics? A check 
of the energy dependence of the observed data provides a Monte-Carlo-independent 
test. We compared the observed events above and blow 60 GeV by carrying out 
F test [6] where we assumed that both events were produced according to the same 
Poisson distribution. The probability that isolated muon events above and below 60 
GeV came from the same Poisson distribution is less than 1%. This is an interesting 
result. One explanation of this observation may be 6' production. The expected 
number of events from V production with m&< around 28 GeV is consistent with the 
observed events. If this is true we can expect the same number of isolated electron 
events. In the next section, we present an analysis of an isolated electron. 
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Electron Channel 
Since we observed interesting events in the muon channel, the search for an iso

lated electron becomes more interesting. The electron was identified by the E /P 
method, requiring that E / P be between 0.8 and 1.3. The detection efficiency was 
obtained to be 85±2% for an electron energy greater than 4 GeV. The event-selection 
criteria are the same as those for the isolated muon events. The results are shown 
in Figs.4(a) and 4(b), where isolated electron events are plotted against the electron 
momentum and the isolation angle with energies above 60 GeV(5.9 p b - 1 ) and be
low 60 GeV(12,3 p b - 1 ) , respectively. We have observed 2 isolated electron events 
with energies above 60 GeV, and no events below 60 GeV. The expected number of 
events from 5f, TT and the two-photon process is 0.6±0.1 for energies above 60 GeV. 
Thus, the observation of 2 isolated electron events is rare if Monte Carlo simulation 
is reliable. According to the F-test, the probability that events above and below 60 
GeV were produced according to the same Poisson distribution is less than 2.5%. 
The result is again interesting. Together with the isolated muon events, the observed 
electron events seem to indicate b' production. Now, an analysis of the CC hadronic 
decay mode of the V quark is indispensable in the search for 6' production. We show 
the hadronic decay mode in the next section. 

b ) H a d r o n i c Decay M o d e ( C C ) 
In general, the production of a heavy quark near the threshold is characterized by 

its spherical shape in the final states. In the present study we searched for spherical 
events with the following selection criteria: (1) it is a standard hadronic event, (2) 
the absolute value of the longitudinal momentum balance is less than 0.2 x E„, a, 
(3) the thrust is less than 0.75, and (4) the acoplanarity is greater than 0.15. The 
integrated luminosity of da ta sample is 18.2 p b - 1 with energies between 56 and 60.8 
GeV. In Figs.5(a) and 5(b), scatter plots of the events are shown for energies above 
60 GeV(5.9 p b - 1 ) and below 60 GeV(12.3 p b - 1 ) , where the horizontal axis is the 
thrust and the vertical axis is the acoplanarity. We have observed 8 and 7 events 
with energies above and below 60 GeV, respectively. Again, we carried out an F test. 
The probability that the observed events below and above 60 GeV came from the 
same Poisson distribution is less than 5%. This probability supports the results of 
isolated-lepton analysis, an indication of 6' production above 60 GeV. The expected 
events from b' production are consistent with the observed events above 60 GeV if 
mi,i is around 28 GeV. 

So far, we have studied the charged current decay of the 6' quark by observing 
any excess in isolated lepton events and spherical events. All channels of the CC 
decay mode of the 6' quark indicate its existence. It should, however, be said that 
the statistical significance is not yet sufficient to conclude 6' production. We need 
at least 5 times more integrated luminosity for a definite conclusion. 

2-3-2) F C N C decay m o d e of V quark 
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a) Isolated Photon 
As has been pointed out[5], if the 6' quark is lighter than the top quark, CC decay 

is strongly suppressed due to the quark mixing angle. In that case, it is very likely 
that 6' can decay via FCNC into a b quark by emitting either a photon, a gluon, a 
Z 0 , or a neutral Higgs. In the present analysis we studied two cases: V decaying to 
b7 or hg. First, we show 6' —» fry decay, where the event signature is an energetic 
isolated photon. 

The analysis is based on a data sample of 21.1 p b - 1 with energies of 55 to 60.8 
GeV. The event selection criteria is that: (1) it is a standard hadronic event, and 
(2) at least one isolated photon exists which satisfies following conditions: 

(a) There exists a cluster with \cosB\ < 0.685 with an energy larger than 0.1 
times E i e o m . 

(b) There exist no other clusters with an energy exceeding 1 GeV, nor good 
tracks within a 30° cone around the cluster. 

Fig. 6(a) is the energy spectrum of isolated photons. The histogram represents 
the spectrum of the initial state radiation simulated by the LUND5.3 program with 
5 known flavours. The contamination of 7r° was estimated by isolated charged pions 
and is shown by crosses in Fig.6(a). The agreement between data and expectation 
by Monte Carlo simulation is excellent Figure 6(b) shows the photon spectrum ex
pected from the 6' quark with masses of 29, 26 and 20 GeV. By cutting the photon 
spectrum between 0.3 and 0.7 times E& e a m we obtained 8 events. The expectation 
from the initial state radiation is 11.0±1.1 and is consistent with our data. Con
sidering both FCNC and CC decay modes, the limits on the mass of the b' quark 
against the absolute photonic branching ratio were obtained and are shown in Fig.7. 
At the typical photonic branching ratio of 10%, a 6' mass between 13 and 27 GeV is 
excluded at a 95% confidence level. 

b) Hadronic Decay M o d e ( F C N C ) 
We add here an analysis of the hadronic decay mode of the 6' quark. The event-

selection criteria are the same as those adopted in an analysis of the hadronic decay 
mode in CC. The observed events were compared with the expectation from 6' —> 
bg decay, where quark and gluon hadronization were simulated by the LUND6.3 
program[7]. A V mass between 18.5 and 25 GeV is excluded at a 100% hg decay 
branching ratio. 

2-4) Determination of Ajjjg-

The QCD cut-off parameter, AQCD, °r running coupling constant, a „ is one of 
the important parameters in the standard model. So far, a, has been determined 
by various methods such as R, Energy-Energy-Correlation, shape variables and so 
on[8]. In the present analysis, preliminary results on AT^S obtained by the 3-jet frac
tion R3 is reported. The analysis is based on a standard hadronic data sample of 17 
p b - 1 with energies between 55 and 60 GeV. FiG.8 is the multijet fraction obtained 
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by the jet clustering algorithm used by JADE collaboration^)]. To obtain the QCD 
cut-off parameter, quarks and gluons were generated according to the QCD cascade 
shower based on a next-to-leading log(NLL) approximation[10]. This scheme has the 
following advantages:(l) the hard 3-jet cross section is correct, and (2) the scheme 
for QCD A is fixed. Thus, the QCD cut-off parameters can be obtained directly by 
comparing the measured R3 with the simulated ones for various cut-off parameters. 
We have obtained cut-off parameter to be A575 = 208tjj!} MeV. The corresponding 
strong coupling constant is a, = 0.125 ± 0.007 at < y/s >=57.3 GeV. 

3. Test of QED and Electroweak Theory 

3-1) e+e - -¥ e +e~ 

Bhabha scattering is of fundamental importance since it provides a good way 
to test QED and, further, is used to determine the integrated luminosity. Bhabha 
scattering events were selected by requiring two collinear clusters (Eci > \Ei,cam, 
0acoi < 10° ) in LG or LA with an association of charged tracks for clusters in LG. 
The angular distribution of Bhabha events at an energy of 60.8 GeV is shown in 
Fig.9(a). In Fig.9(b) the total cross section with cbsQ < 0.743 is plotted against the 
center-of-mass energy. The dotted and solid curves in the figures are predictions of 
QED and the standard model. The data are consistent with the predictions of QED 
or the standard model. The deviations from QED are parameterized in terms of the 
cut-off parameters defined by 

( ^ T ) M P = ( d n ) E W x l l T AI X 3~T^ ] • 
The 95% confidence lower limits of cut-off parameters were obtained to be 214 and 
506 GeV for A+ and A_, respectively. 

3-2) e + e~ —» 77 

The e + e ~ —» 77 process provides a pure test for QED. The event-selection criteria 
is similar to Bhabha scattering, except that at least one cluster is not associated 
with a charged track. The angular distribution and total cross section is shown in 
Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) with energies between 55 and 60.8 GeV. The solid curves in the 
figures are predictions from QED and are consistent with the data. 

The QED cut-off parameters defined by 

were obtained to be 95 and 83 GeV for A + and A_, respectively. 
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3-3) e + e - - • ii+fi-fr+r-

The forward-backward(FB) asymmetry in fermion pair production is important 
for testing the electroweak theory since the interference between electromagnetic and 
weak interactions causes a large FB-asymmetry in TRISTAN energy region. In this 
section FB-asymmetry of p and T pair is presented. The Figs.ll(a) and 11(b) are the 
measured angular distribution for p and T pair production, respectively. The dashed 
curves in the figures are the prediction from the standard model with stn20„,=O.226 
and M z =92.5 GeV. The FB-asymmetries can clearly be seen and agree well with 
predictions of the standard model. The cross section and asymmetry are summa
rized in table 1. 

3-4) The Jet Charge Asymmetry 

The FB charge asymmetry in quark pair production is also important for testing 
the standard model. The charm and bottom quark asymmetry have been measured 
by tagging these quarks via a semi-leptonic decay of a heavy quark meson or re
construction of a charm meson[ll]. However, measurements are not statistically 
significant due to the low tagging efficiency. If original quarks cannot be identified, 
we can measure the average charge asymmetry by determining the original quark 
charge through a suitably weighted jet charge[12]. This asymmetry is small due to 
a large cancellation between different quarks, as expressed by 

Ajct = fdAd - / U A U + f.A, - fcAe + faAi, 

where the polar angle 6 is taken to be that between an electron and the negatively 
charged jet. 

In the TRISTAN energy region, however, the asymmetry is expected as large as 
10%. Here, the preliminary results of jet charge asymmetry is reported. The analysis 
is based on a hadronic data sample of 24.8 p b - 1 with energies between 52 and 60.8 
GeV. The two jet events were selected with the additional requirement that : ( l ) the 
thrust is greater than 0.85, (2) at least two tracks exist in each hemisphere divided 
by the plain perpendicular to the thrust axis, and (3) at least one jet has a mass 
higher than 1.78 GeV. The jet charge in each hemisphere is determined by 

f-tbcam 

where g; and p; are the charge and the momentum of the i'th track. The summation 
is taken over all charged tracks in each hemisphere. The original quark charge was 
determined by comparing the jet charge of each hemisphere: if Qjct\ > Qjen, then 
the charge of je t l was assigned to be positive. The charge identification probability 
was 71 and 74% for a down-like quark and an up-like quark, respectively. Accep
tance and charge misidentification were corrected by the LUND5.3 program. Fig.12 
shows the angular distribution of a hadron jet. The charge asymmetry can be clearly 
seen. The obtained asymmetry is 11.2 ± 2.5% at 56.8 GeV. The systematic errors 
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consist of (l)charge misidentification(13.5%), (2) radiative correction(10%), (3)QCD 
effect(5%) and (4) Monte Carlo errors(5.9%), with a total of 18.5%, corresponding 
to 2 ^ % in asymmetry. The expected value from the standard model is 8.4% when 
B°B° mixing is not considered. When B°B° mixing is considered with mixing pa
rameters of Xd = 0.17 ± 0.05[13] and \ , = 0.5 ± 0.5 , the expected asymmetry is 
10.4%. The measured asymmetry is consistent with the prediction of the standard 
model within the error. We comment that at present we cannot discuss on B°B° 
mixing from average charge asymmetry due to large systematic errors. 

3-5) Substructure of Quarks and Leptons 

The compositeness[14] of quarks and leptons can be studied by investigating 
the deviation in the differential cross section from, that expected from the standard 
model. We have not observed any deviation or excess in the differential cross section 
in Bhabha scattering, /x pair production, r pair production, or quark pair production. 
Thus, we could place new lower limits on compositeness scale parameters for leptons 
and quarks(Table 2), where the definition of the compositeness scale parameters is 
found in ref[15]. 

4. Search for New Particles 

Various new particles, other than heavy quarks, were also searched. So far, no 
excess has been observed and the mass limits of these particles have been placed. 
The results are summarized in Table 3. 

5. Search for Single Photons 

Since the VENUS detector is hermetic with an angular cov ^ge up to \cosQ\ <0.99, 
we are in good place to search for single photons produced via a radiative production 
of particles that interact only weakly in matter. One of such reactions is radiative 
neutrino pair production. Since the cross section of this reaction[16] depends largely 
on the number of light neutrino types, we can estimate the total number of light 
neutrino types by serching for single photon events. 

The analysis is based on a data sample of 20.3 p b - 1 with energies between 55 and 
60.8 GeV. The events were selected by the following procedure. First, single-photon 
candidates were selected with the requirement that only one energetic c lus te^E, >4 
GeV) existed in the barrel region(40 c < ft, < 140") without any tracks nor other clus
ter with energy more than 0.2 GeV. Secondly, the cosmic rays were rejected by the 
requirement that: (1) no tracks existed in the muon chamber that were connected to 
the cluster, (2) the timing of the cluster agreed with the beam-crossing time within 
5 nsec, (3) when hits in a streamer tube detector and a TOF counter were available, 
it was checked whether cluster was pointing to the interaction point. Thirdly, the 
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shower profile of the cluster was checked whether it was consistent with an electro
magnetic shower, by making a comparison with the shower profile obtained by the 
electron beam test. Finally, the QED background which came from e + e~ —• eej/ffj 
with two electrons(gammas) escaping into the beam pipe were rejected by a kine-
matical constraint expressed as 

P?/y/5 > 0mto. 

The detection efficiency for single photons is 69.3% for the above selection. 
Pig.l3(a) shows the Xt(= Ft/Euam) distribution of single-photon events when 

6veto is 15°. The solid line is the expectation from eej+yry events where two elec
trons or gammas escape in a 15°-cone around beam axis. The spectrum agrees well 
with the prediction. Fig. 13(b) shows the single-photon spectrum when a veto angle 
of 4.4° is imposed. The kinematical limit for eerf/jyj events were set at X t >0.2 
by considering systematic errors. Since we observe no single-photon events above 
kinematical limit, we can place an upper limit on the number of light neutrino types. 
The result is N„ < 17.8 at a 90% confidence level. If we combine the present result 
with the data from ASP[17], MAC[18], CELLO[19] and MAEK-J[20], we obtained 
an upper limit of N„ to be N„ < 4.1 at a 90% confidence level. 

6. Conclusion 

1. The It-values measured by VENUS look high. However, if we consider system
atic errors, the measured R-values are consistent with the prediction of the standard 
model. 
2. No evidence has been observed for open top-quark production. The lower limit 
for the top-quark mass has been obtained to be nif > 29.0 GeV/c2 at 95 % CL. 
3 . We have observed 5 isolated lepton events (3p + 2e) and 8 spherical events above 
60 GeV. The observed events are consistent with the expectation from V production 
with mj/ around 28 GeV/c*. However, the statistical significance is still poor. 
4. The FCNC decay mode of the 6' quark has also been studied by tagging isolated 
photons. No excess has been observed and the mass limit for the hf quark has been 
set in this decay mode. 
5. Using an NLL approximation, the QCD cut-off parameter Ajjg has been obtained 
byi*,. (A5js = 208t£MeV.) 
6. The e+e~ —» e+e~,77 processes are consistent with the QED prediction. 
7. FB asymmetry agrees well with the prediction of the standard model, not only 
in the lepton channel but also in the quark channel. 
8. The lower limits of the compositeness scales for leptons have been updated. The 
limits are also given for quark compositeness scales. 
9. No evidence has been observed for the new particle production. New mass hmits 
have been given. 
10. No single-photon events have been observed. The limit for the number of light 
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neutrino types has been set at N„ < 17.8 at 90 % CL. 
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Table 1 FB Asymmetry and Cross Section of Lepton 

Leptona vs ensured "•meaaurcd 

T+T~ 
50-60 GeV 
50-60 GeV 

1.06 ± 0.05 
1.03 ±0.07 

-0.283 ± 0.054 
-0.266 ±0.073 

The standard model 56.1 GeV 1.04 -0.298 

Table 2. Lower Limits on Compositeness Scale (95%CL) 

Reaction Compositeness Scale (in TeV) Reaction 
Afc AZ t A£B 

ARR A$v Aw Al l A I L 
e+e~ —• e+e~ 
e +e~ —* ii*ix~ 
e+e~ —• T+T~ 

1.2 
1.6 
1.6 

2.9 
1.8 
1.3 

1.1 
1.6 
1.6 

2.8 
1.8 
1.3 

2.5 
2.8 
3.5 

5.9 
3.1 
2.2 

2.3 
2.4 
1.8 

1.7 
2.8 
3.3 

e+e~ —t qq(*) 
e+e~ -* qq{**) 

0.9 
0.9 

1.5 
1.5 

1.5 
1.6 

2.2 
1.8 

3.9 
2.9 

2.2 
2.3 

3.4 
3.7 

5.0 
4.0 

Reaction Compositeness Scale (in GeV) Reaction 
A £ + B &L+R H,R AL/R At-H A t - R 

c +e~ —»77 95 83 81 70 59 59 

* without B°B° mixing 
** including effect of B°W mixing with \d = 0.17 ± 0.05 and x. = 0.5 ± 0.5 
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Table 3. List of Mass Limits for Various New Particles 

Name of Particle Mass Limit(95%CL) 

Heavy Lepton 
Heavy Neutrino 

Electron-type Heavy Neutrino 
V+A 
V-A 

Leptoquark(2nd gene.) 
fi s decay 
c v decay 

Excited Leptons 
e*(from pair production) 
e*(from single production) 
fi" (from pair production) 
ft* (from single production) 
r*(from pair production) 
T*(from single production) 

SUSY particles 
e t (M S l = MiR) 
eL(MiL < MSR) 
h(M?L = M ? B ) 
f L(M? t < MfR) 
H ± (Br(H ± — f i/)=100%) 

Scalar Boson 

> 29.7GeF 
> 26.8GeV 

> Sl.7Ge.Vor < ll.SGeV 
> 48.5GeVor < 17.3Gey 

> 25.4GeVor < 5.2GeV 
> 27.0GeVor < 8.5GeV 

> 30.lGeV 
> 60.5GeV 
> 30.1GeF 
> 53.0GeV 
> 28.0GeV 
> 50.0GeF 

> 29.5GeF 
> 27.5Ge^ 
> 24.7GeV 
> 22.6GeV 
> 28.2GeV 

r « < a few MeV 
(for 54 GeV< M. < 60GeV) 
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Figure Captions 
F i g . l : R vs yfs. The solid hne represents a prediction by the standard model 

with 5 flavours, where M«=92.5 GeV, I\,=2.5 GeV and sin6w=Q.226. Dashed and 
dot-dash curves correspond full open top and II production. 

Fig .2: Q-plot for (a) data &t 60.8 GeV and (b) open top production with M ( =28 
GeV. 

Fig .3 : Scatter plot of isolated muon events for (a) energy above 60 GeV and (b) 
energy below 60 GeV. The horizontal axis is the muon momentum and the vertical 
axis is the isolation angle. 

Fig .4 : Scatter plot of isolated electron events for (a) energy above 60 GeV and (b) 
energy below 60 GeV. 

Fig.5: Scatter plot of hadronic events for (a) energy above 60 GeV and (b) en
ergy below 60 GeV. The horizontal axis is the thrust and the vertical axis is the 
acoplanarity. 

Fig .6: (a) Isolated photon spectrum. The solid line represents the initial state 
radiation simulated by the LUND5.3 program with 5 flavour. The crosses indicate 
contributions from isolated ir°. (b) Isolated photon spectrum from 6' production 
with m6'= 29 GeV(solid line), 26 GeV(dashed line), and 20 GeV(dotted line). 

Fig.7: The 95% CL lower limits of the 6' quark mass my as a function of the 
photonic branching ratio. 

Fig .8 : Jet cluster distribution as a function of y r a t . Solid lines represent predictions 
by the NLL approximation. 

Fig .9 : (a) Differential cross section of Bhabha scattering at t/s= 60.8 GeV. 
(b) Total cross section of Bhabha scattering with |cos0| < 0.743. 

Fig.10: (a) Differential cross section of the e + e~ —» 77 process at < t/s > = 57.2 
GeV. (b) Total cross section of the e + e~ -» 77 process with \cos6\ < 0.743. 

F i g . l l : Differential cross section of (a) e + e~ -+ H+fi~ and (b) e + e~ —» T+T~. The 
dashed lines represent predictions of the standard model and the solid lines are fits 
to data. 

Fig .12: Differential cross section of a hadron jet . The dashed line represents a 
prediction of the standard model and the solid line is a fit to data. 

Fig .13: Single-photon spectrum for (a) 8vcto = 15° and (b) 9mto = 4.4°. The solid 
line represents the single photons from e + e~ -> e + e ~ 7 + 777 events. 
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a) QPLOT 
VENUS 
W = 60.800 GeV 
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b) QPLOT 
TOP 
W= 60.000 GeV 
m,=28 GeV/c2 
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{Q 3-Q 2)/-/3 

Fig.2 
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SLC Accelerator 

John C. Sheppard 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 

Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309 

Dr. J. Sheppard gave a beautiful talk on "SLC Accelerator" at the Conference. Unfortunately 
the written version of his talk is not included in this proceedings. 
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Results from SLC 

Jonathan Dorfan 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 

Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309 

Dr. J. Dorfan presented a first result from the Mark II experiment at the SLC under the title, 
"Results from SLC", at the Conference. Unfortunately the written version of his talk, however, 
is not included in this proceedings. 
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LEP STATUS 
THE MACHINE AND THE EXPERIMENTS 

J.J. Thresher 
CERN 

1211 GENEVA 23, Switzerland 

1. Introduction 
I cannot start this talk without saying how good it was to hear flie two preced

ing talks by John Sheppard and Jonathan Dorfan about the SLAC Linear Collider. 
There can be no-one in our field who is not delighted, perhaps even relieved, that 
the SLC has now started to produce physics. I am sure all of us here hope, with them, 
to see a steady increase in luminosity and good stable operating conditions. 

The start-up of the SLC is a magnificent achievement and an important mile
stone for our subject. All involved certainly deserve our congratulations and best 
wishes for a successful and productive future. 

Turning to the main subject of my talk, LEP is now very close to completion. 
The magnets, vacuum system, RF, diagnostics, infrastructure, etc. are in place and 
undergoing final testing. Much the same can be said about the four LEP detectors. 
Detailed plans for the commissioning of LEP are laid. 

In this talk, I shall provide some information on what has been happening at 
LEP in recent months, and then talk briefly about how we see the programme evolv
ing in the immediate and longer term future. 

2. The LEP Machine 
LEP is located within a circular tunnel 27 km in circumference which straddles 

the border between France and Switzerland (see Fig. 1). It lies at depths ranging 
between 50 and 170 m below ground level and, as shown in Fig. 2, is constructed on a 
slope of 1.4% to maximize the amount of good rock (molasse) in which it is built and 
to minimize its depth under the Jura mountains. Some of the more important 
design parameters can be found in Table 1. 

When LEP first comes into operation, the amount of installed RF power will 
be sufficient to accelerate the electrons and positrons up to energies of approximately 
55 GeV per beam. This is comfortably above the energy required for producing the Z° 
particle (46 GeV/beam) where most of the activity in the early phase of LEP will be 
focussed. Thereafter, it is planned gradually to increase the available RF power by 
adding superconducting RF cavities to the initial system of copper cavities until an 
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Beam energy (GeV) 55 95 
Circumference (km) 
Dipole field (T) 
Injection energy (GeV) 
RF frequency (MHz) 

26.66 
0.0645 

20 
352 

26.66 
0.111 

20 
352 

r.m.s. bunch length (mm) 
r.m.s. beam radii at the i a x 

interaction points &«m) J a y 

Bunch spacing (4 bunches) (us) 
Dist. between s/c low-P quads (m) 

17.2 
255 

15.3 
22 

±33 

13.9 
209 

10.8 
22 

±3.5 
Nom. luminosity (cm"2 s"1) 
Beam lifetime (h) 
r.m.s. energy spread 
Beam current (4 bunches) (mA) 
Synchr. rad. loss per turn (GeV) 

1.6 x 10 3 1 

20 
0.92x10-3 
3 
0.263 

2.7x1031 
20 

2.06 x 10-3 
3 
2.303 

Table 1 : LEP Design Parameters 

energy close to the design energy of 100 GeY/beam is reached, i.e. well above the 
W+W" pair production threshold of about 82GeV/beam. 

2.1 Injection into LEP 
The use of the PS/SPS complex to provide 20 GeV electrons and positrons for 

injection into the LEP ring is an important feature of the machine design, providing 
considerable savings in construction effort and costs. For this purpose, the PS has 
been equipped with two new electron linacs as shown in Fig. 3. The first of these is a 
high-current, 200 MeV machine, producing an output current of 2.5 A for electron-to-
positron conversion in a tungsten target. From here, a positron current of 12 mA is 
produced in a form suitable for subsequent acceleration to 600 MeV in the second 
linac. The first linac is also used to provide electrons for LEP by detuning its electron 
gun in order to produce 110 mA at the linac output; these electrons are then acceler
ated to 600 MeV, again in the second linac 

The next stage of the injection process is to transfer electrons or positrons, as 
appropriate, into an Electron-Positron Accumulator ring (EPA), where they are stored 
and accumulated before injection into the PS. Acceleration to 3.5 GeV takes place in 
the PS, followed by transfer to the SPS for acceleration to 20 GeV and, finally, injec
tion into LEP. 
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This operation is matched to the normal fixed target mode of operation of the 
SPS, and is carried out without affecting it. Within the 14.4 s period of an SPS cycle, 
positrons are produced and accumulated in the EPA for 9.6 s, then transferred to the 
PS in two equal slices separated by 1.2 s. Electrons are then accumulated for 1.2 s in 
each of two cycles before transfer into the PS. In each 1.2 s interval, the positrons or 
electrons are accelerated to 20 GeV, as described above, and injected into LEP, where 
they are stacked in four equally spaced bunches for particles of each charge. The 
whole process is then repeated in successive cycles until the required beam currents 
in LEP are reached and acceleration to full energy takes place. On the basis of the 
performance achieved so far, this is expected to take 12 minutes. 

The injection system has been ready for some time and has been extensively 
tested by now. In July 1988 positrons were successfully injected into the first com
pleted LEP octant enabling a wide range of tests on the complete injection chain to be 
carried out for the first time. The results confirmed the design performance of the 
system and showed good stability and reproducibility. The positron current achieved 
during these tests was typically 1010/pulse, i.e. about 1.4 times the design intensity, 
and the transfer efficiency from each stage of the system to the next was close to 100%. 
Tests with electrons have been done up to and including acceleration to 20 GeV in 
the SPS; the final tests down the transfer tunnel and into LEP, will take place only 
when the main ring is ready in July. 

2.2 The LEP Main Ring 
The magnets of the LEP ring comprise 3400 dipoles, 760 quadrupoles, 512 sex-

tupoles and 630 correcting dipoles. In addition, there are eight high gradient super
conducting quadrupoles for increasing the luminosity in the four intersection 
regions where the experiments are located. Other important components are the 128 
copper RF accelerating cavities and the vacuum system for the 27 km long vacuum 
pipe in which the particles travel. 

As regards installation of these components, as much pre-assembly as possible 
is done on the surface. For example, the dipoles are assembled in pairs together with 
their 13 m long sections of vacuum pipe and excitation bars. They are then fixed to a 
special transportation girder and lowered as a unit into the tunnel for transfer by 
monorail to the place where they are to be installed (see Fig. 4). Much the same thing 
is done for the short straight section elements, each comprising, typically, a 
quadrupole, sextupole, correcting dipole, vacuum pipe and pick-up electrodes. 



The status of LEP at the start of the Conference was as follows. Excavation of 
the tunnel was completed in February 1988 and the concreting of the final section 
under the Jura, where there had been serious delays due to flooding, was finished a 
year later in February 1989. All the magnets were installed by 6 May 1989 and they are 
now undergoing final testing. One half of the magnet ring has been fully tested, 
including the insulation, electrical connections and interlocks, and was ramped up to 
full current in the week ending 14 May 1989. The entire vacuum pipe will be 
installed and connected up by the end of May. Large sections are fully pumped down 
and 70% has already been baked out. About 97% will be baked out by July. The RF 
system is installed and has been operated at full power. In total 94% of the work in 
the tunnel is now complete and 99% of the work in the underground caverns where 
the experiments and the services for the machine are located, is done. A photograph 
of part of the completed magnet system in the tunnel is shown in Fig. 5. 

It is planned to have the whole LEP machine connected up and under vacuum 
by mid-June ready for the start of commissioning around the middle of July 1989. 

3. The LEP Detectors 
Installation and assembly of the four large detectors (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and 

OPAL) which are being built for LEP are now nearing completion in the under
ground experimental areas. Almost all subsystems have been extensively tested in 
test beams at CXBN before being taken below. The major outstanding items for each 
detector are the completion of the cabling, connecting up the electronics and the inte
gration of the many data acquisition elements associated with the different sub-detec
tors into a single system. 

The four detectors will not be described in any detail in this report. A fuller 
account may be found in reference (1). 

A few remarks will nevertheless be made about each detector and some of the 
more prominent features will be illustrated by means of photographs of the equip
ment. 

3.1 ALEPH 
ALEPH (see Fig. 6) makes use of a large superconducting solenoid to provide 

the magnetic field it requires (Fig. 7). An inner tracking chamber, used for triggering, 
a Time Projection Chamber and an electromagnetic calorimeter are located within 
the solenoid. The iron return yoke is instrumented with streamer tubes to provide 
hadron calorimetry and two layers of detectors are placed on the outside for muon 
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detection. The TPC (Fig. 8) provides 300 samplings for wide angle tracks giving good 
tracking and dE/dx. Both the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters have pad 
readout which is arranged to give a multi-tower system with pointing geometry. The 
spatial resolution for locating showers in the electromagnetic calorimeter is ± 2-3 mm 
and the energy resolution is ± 18% /VE. 

The ALEPH detector is fully assembled and aligned on the LEP beam line. 
Connection to the machine vacuum pipe has been made and the magnet has been 
powered up. Cosmic ray tests and calibrations with the full data acquisition system 
have started. 

3.2 DELPHI 
The DELPHI detector and the way it is arranged on the beam line in its under

ground experimental hall are shown schematically in Figs. 9 and 10. In many 
respects, it is rather similar to the ALEPH detector except that it has the special fea
ture, which is unique amongst the LEP detectors, of providing good hadron identifi
cation over a wide momentum range. To achieve this the TPC is made rather 
smaller than in the case of ALEPH to enable a system of Ring Image Cherenkov 
counters using liquid and gas radiators to be placed within the magnetic field between 
the TPC and the electromagnetic calorimeter. DELPHI incorporates another special 
feature in that the barrel sections of both the RICH counter and the electromagnetic 
calorimeter use the same principle as the TPC to measure three-dimensional space 
points along charged tracks in these detectors. In this way it is hoped to ease the 
problems of track reconstruction in high multiplicity events. 

Most of the major items of the DELPHI detector are either installed (Fig. 11) or 
ready to be installed. Exceptions are the drift tubes for one half of the barrel RICH 
which will be installed early next year and two "staged" items, namely the micro-
vertex detector and the forward RICH counters. The detector will be positioned on 
the beam line by the end of May and connection to the LEP vacuum pipe will then 
start. 

3.3 L3 
L3 is the largest of the four detectors being built for LEP and unlike the other 

three is fixed in position on the LEP beam line. The primary design goal is to have a 
system capable of measuring muons, electrons and photons with energy resolutions 
better than ± 1% at 50 GeV. As can be seen in fig. 12, the entire detector system (and 
certain of the LEP quadrupoles) are mounted, independently of the magnet, around 
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and inside a large, 300 t, support tube which is 32 m long and 4.5 m in diameter and is 
shown during installation in Figs. 13 and 14. The track detectors consist of a three 
layer system of chambers for detecting muons which is located outside the 
electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters and a central tracking chamber. The latter 
is only 1 m in diameter in order to keep down the size of the electromagnetic 
calorimeter which is made of blocks of BGO pointing towards the interaction region. 

The present status of L3 is that all barrel sections of the detector are installed, 
namely the muon chambers, the BGO and the hadron calorimeter (Fig. 15). The 
vertex detector has been tested at the CERN PS and, after welding it to a 7 m section of 
the LEP vacuum pipe, is also in place. The BGO end-caps and the forward muon 
detectors have had to be "staged" and will not be ready until the end of 1990. 

3.4 OPAL 
The OPAL detector is illustrated in Fig. 16. It is built up of elements based on 

well-proven techniques used mainly at PETRA but also at the SPS at CERN. A water-
cooled aluminium coil provides a magnetic field of 0.4 T inside which are three 
tracking devices. First there is an inner tracking detector giving an r<|> resolution of 
± 30 urn which is used both for triggering and as a vertex detector. It is surrounded by 
a large jet chamber, modelled on the one used for the JADE detector at PETRA which 
constitutes the main tracking device and which has an r<|> resolution of ± 110-150 urn. 
The jet chamber also gives coarse information on the Z-coordinates of the tracks but 
this is improved by a system of drift chambers immediately outside the jet chamber 
to give a resolution in Z of ± 300 urn. The electromagnetic calorimeter is built up of 
12000 lead glass blocks. The barrel section (Fig. 17) has pointing geometry and is 
located outside the coil while the end-caps are in the full axial field of the magnet and 
are viewed by specially developed, low-noise vacuum phototriodes. The energy 
resolution obtained in the lead glass is AE/E = ± 8%/^E. The magnet yoke is instru
mented with limited streamer tubes to provide hadron calorimetry and muon 
identification is done by a system of drift chambers arranged in four layers outside the 
return yoke (Fig. 18). 

OPAL has been positioned on the beam-line and has been aligned. A pressure 
test of the central detector for operation at 4 bar has been successfully completed and 
the detector has subsequently been opened up to make the connections to the LEP 
vacuum tube. This plus other installation work should be complete by the end of 
May. After the bakeout of the vacuum pipe by 23 June, the detector will be closed 
again and full cosmic ray tests will start. A picture of an early cosmic ray event in the 
lead glass barrel is shown in Fig. 19. 
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4. The LEP Programme 
The present schedule foresees completion of the installation of the LEP 

machine by the end of June 1989 ready to start commissioning around the middle of 
July. By this time all four LEP detectors will be in place on the beam line. A tentative 
programme for the commissioning of LEP is shown in Table 2. The aim is to pro-

S U M M A R Y 

PHASE 
Days 
(M.D.) 

D a y s 

(Total) 

EQUIPMENT CONDITION I 

PHASE 
Days 
(M.D.) 

D a y s 

(Total) Sols QSC RF Sexts ; 

Beam Transfer SPS -»LEP 3 3 ? OFF •> OFF ' 

Injection on Central Orbit 
with Stoppers IN 

4 7 On/Off OFF 1 OFF 

1 
Injection on Central Orbit 
and Store with RF ON. 

4 11 OFF OFF ON ON 

Inject off-axis and Accu
mulate 

2 13 OFF OFF ON ON 

Vacuum Conditioning with 
beam 

2 15 ? OFF ON ON 

Energy Ramping 3 18 Off/On OFF ON ON 

Adjustments at Collision 
Energy 

3 21 ON OFF ON ON 

Physics Pilot Run at Z0 

Energy 
3 24 ON OFF ON ON 

Vacuum Conditioning with 
Beam 

2 26 1 OFF ON ON 

Change to Superconduct
ing Low 0 

4 30 ON ON ON ON 

Energy Ramping 2 32 ON ON ON ON 

Adjustments at Collision 
Energy 

3 35 ON ON ON ON 

Physics Data-Taking Runs ON ON ON ON 

Table 2 : LEP Commissioning Programme 
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duce the first collisions at the Z° peak by mid-August, with sufficient luminosity to 
enable the experiments to observe a few Z°'s, to obtain some idea of background con
ditions and to give them early operating experience in the LEP environment. The 
rest of the year will be devoted to running-in the LEP machine and the four experi
ments. For LEP it will be a period of optimization to increase luminosity, minimize 
backgrounds and to provide stable operating conditions for the experiments. The 
plan is to build up the luminosity gradually to a level approaching 10 3 1 cm - 2 s'1 by 
the year end. For the experiments, much of the time will be needed to bring the 
detectors into full operation with whatever luminosity is available. The last seven or 
eight weeks of the year will be used to have a first look at the physics by accumulating 
hopefully under reasonably stable conditions, an integrated luminosity of a few 
inverse picobarrs at each interaction region. 

In the years which follow it is planned to run LEP for 3000 to 4000 hours per 
annum probably concentrating on the region around the Z° peak until about 107 

events per experiment have been recorded. During this period it is planned to add 
superconducting RF cavities to the copper cavities already in place to enable the 
energy of LEP ultimately to be increased above the W+W" production threshold. 
Other plans for LEP include the possibility of operating with longitudinally polarized 
beams of positrons and electrons and improving the luminosity by increasing the 
number of bunches in the machine by about a factor of ten. Also serious considera
tion is being given to installing a large hadron collider, LHC, in the LEP tunnel which 
could be done without significantly affecting the planned operation of LEP itself. 

References 

(1) J.J. Thresher, Proceedings of )OOV International Conference on High Energy 
Physics, p. 389, Springer Verlag (1989). 
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Fig. 1 Map of the region in which LEP is situated. The experiments are located 
at points 2,4,6 and 8. 
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Fig. 2 
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Side elevation of the LEP tunnel. 
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Fig. 3 The electron and positron injection system for LEP. 

Fig. 4 Monorail system being used for transporting two dipole magnets in the 
LEP tunnel. 
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Fig. 5 Magnets installed in the LEP tunnel. 
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The ALEPH detector. 

Fig. 7 Arrival of the ALEPH superconducting solenoid at CERN. 
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Fig. 8 Insertion of the ALEPH TPC into the magnet. 
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Fig. 9 

DELPHI 
The DELPHI detector. 
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Fig. 10 Layout of the DELPHI detector in the underground experimental hall at 
point8ofLEP. 
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Fig. 11 Solenoid and iron yoke of the DELPHI detector. 
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Fig. 12 The L3 detector. 
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Fig. 13 The L3 support tube being lowered into pit 2 through the roof of one of 
the assembly halls. 
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Fig. 14 The support tube being positioned along the axis of the L3 magnet. 

Fig. 15 The barrel section of the L3 hadron calorimeter before installation. 
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Fig. 16 The OPAL detector. 

Fig. 17 A half section of the lead glass barrel of OPAL. 
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18 The OPAL detector during assembly showing in the foreground parts of 
the barrel section of the muon detector. 
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Fig. 19 Cosmic ray event in the lead glass barrel of OPAL. 
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Higher Order Effects in E W Standard Model 

Masataka IGARASHI 
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Hiratsuka, Kanagawa 259-12, Japan 

Abstract 

I state the renormalization scheme in the 517(2) x U(l) standard model adopted 

by the KEK group and present some of the results applied to various e + e ~ 

annihilation processes. Also reported is a systematic method proposed for the 

computational calculation of the two-loop corrections. 

§ 1. Introduction 

Since the early 80's, a theory group at KEK has made efforts to calculate 

the one-loop correction to e + e - annihilation processes before the construction of 

TRISTAN. Our purpose at that time was to calculate the QED corrections by 

ourselves to understand the details of the results for theoretical and experimen

tal application of them. Meanwhile an on-shell renormalization scheme in the 

standard model was formulated in Japan, which was welcomed by us because the 

energy of TRISTAN reaches to the region where the effects of weak interactions 

are fairly large. We have calculated the corrections in the full SU(2) x U(l) 

standard model to various e"*"e~ annihilation processes in the energy range of 

TRISTAN to LEP II. This is a summary report of our group at present stage. 

In section 2,1 mention the adopted renormalization scheme and its features. 

In section 3,1 describe the method of calculation and the obtained results. In sec

tion 4 ,1 report the present status of our efforts toward the automatic calculation 

of higher order corrections in the time-like annihilation processes. 
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§ 2. Renormalization 

We take the SU(2) x U(l) standard model with three generations and one 

Higgs doublet as the basis of the calculation of one-loop full correction]!]. Among 

the particles contained in this model, the top quark and the Higgs particle are 

not found yet; thus these masses are free parameters at present. 

For the renormalization scheme we adopt the on-shell scheme formulated by 

Kyoto group[2]. The divergences are renormalized into the electric charge e, the 

W-boson mass JWiy, the Z-boson mass Mz, the fermion mass mt and the mass 

of Higgs particle m^ as is usual in the on-shell scheme. Besides them, one must 

introduce the wave function renormalization constants to obtain finite Green's 

functions. A feature of the Kyoto scheme is to introduce these constants after 

the mixing of neutral gauge bosons, which is remarkably different from other 

on-shell schemes[3]. As a result of this prescription, the renormalization can be 

performed just like the usual treatment of QED; for example, we do not need any 

extra factor for external lines. In the framework of this scheme we have calculated 

the one-loop correction to various electron-positron annihilation processes in the 

't Hooft-Feynman gauge by treating the ultraviolet divergence in the dimensional 

regularization and by regularizing the infrared divergence by a fictitious photon 

mass A. 

Since the calculated results depend on the renormalized input parameters, 

the value of these parameters should be known precisely. If it is not the case, 

the corresponding parameters should be replaced by other parameters or inferred 

from other data. For the masses Mw and Mz, the UAl and UA2 data[4] give 

the values 

Mw = 80.9 ± 1.4GeV, Mz = 91.9 ± 1.8GeV (2.1) 

with about 2% errors. These mass values can be also deduced from the compar

ison of the one-loop corrected prediction with the data on low energy decay and 
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scattering induced by charged and neutral currents, i.e., Gp and sin20jy[5]. The 
results are 

Mw = 80.2 ± 1.1, Mz = 91.6 ± 0.9 (2.2) 

for mt = 45GeV and m^ = 100GeV[6]. The errors are more than 1 %, which ate 
the reflection of 4% error in sin2 8\y. If the use of sin20iy is abandoned, there 
appears only a single relation between Mz and Mw Since the much more precise 
value of Mz shall be obtained from the SLC and LEP data in near future, this 
single relation is sufficient for the purpose of the precise knowledge on the input 
data. The result is given in Table 1 [7]. The predicted Jiffy's contain small error 
stemming from uncertainty in the ferroion loop of the running coupling constant 
a(Ml). 

a{M*) = a(0)(l + S), 

^ £ < ^ ~ 7 % , (2-3) 
» * 

where Qi is the electric charge of fermion i and the color factor should be taken 
into account for the quark contribution. The masses in this formula are deduced 
from the data on e+e~ —• hadront through the once subtracted dispersion re
lation. The large error in the lower energy region of the data gives rise to the 
uncertainty in the masses of u-t d- and a-quarks, which in turn gives the error 
in M\y of the magnitude lSMeV. By removing the one-loop correction in the 
numerator into the denominator 

•*»•>-i3b- <"> 
one can effectively take into account the leading terms of higher order correc
tions. The non-leading terms of higher order corrections are supposed to give 
the uncertainty of 20MeV in Mw Lastly, the uncertainty in QCD correction 
for heavy quark loop(e.g., tt resonances) is about 20MeV. Thus we have about 
bOMeV error in each Mw predicted for exact Mz. 
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In order to consider the scheme dependence, we compare the corrections in 
the GF and o schemes for the decay width of Z-boson into i/P[8]. In the GF 
scheme the decay width at the tree level is given by 

T0{Z — vv) = YJ^- ~ 176AfeV (2.5) 

for GF = 1.1663GeV-2,Afz = 93GeV, Mw = 82GeV, mt = 35GeV and m^ = 
lOOGeV. It is remarkable that in this scheme there appears almost no weak 
correction[9]; thus the one-loop corrected decay width is also given by Eq.(1.5). 
In our scheme, a is used instead of Gf. 

GF *« 
Vf 2 M ^ 1 - ( M ^ / M | ) ' 

(2.6) 

T0(Z -> vv) = « * * M 2 ~ 163MeV. (2.7) 

Since a runs from the value 1/137.036 at Q 2 = 0 to the value at Q2 = M\ by 
about 7%, the one-loop corrected decay width becomes 

T(Z - • vv) = 163MeV x (1 + 0.07) ~ 176MeV. (2.8) 

The Born terms are different depending on the renormalization schemes. However 
the one-loop corrected quantities do not show the scheme dependence; if any, the 
differences should be of the order of two-loop corrections. 

§ 3. Method of calculation and the results 

The one-loop correction is composed of three parts. 

2Re(M° x M with virtual corrections) 
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+ correction due to soft photon emission 

+ correction due to hard photon emission, (3-1) 

where M° is the matrix element at the tiee level. These three parts ate connected 

with one anothei; the virtual collection and the soft photon emission factor have 

the inflated divergent terms, which should cancel with each other, and the soft 

photon and hatd photon emission cross sections are separated at a specific photon 

energy ke. Although the procedure to obtain these parts is in principle simple, 

there appear some difficulties in the course of actual calculations. In the case of 

the calculation of virtual correction, the dimculties or the tedious works are in the 

appearance of so many diagiams and in obtaining the principal value integrals of 

the Feynman parameters. The former can be avoided by the use of the symbolic 

manipulation program [10], of which results are sometimes checked by comparing 

with the analytic results. For the latter we change the variable s into —s or make 

the analytic continuation in the analytic result and there compare it with the 

result of multiple integral program[ll]. 

The calculation of the hard photon contribution also poses difficulty because 

of the appearance of the mass-singularities. Another source of the difficulty is in 

the fact that it must be obtained under some reasonable experimental cuts for 

the realistic application of the results to the data. In many cases we compare 

the analytic results with those of multiple integral program for the cases without 

any cuts. Thereafter we calculated the cases with cuts by the multiple integral 

program. Typical cuts are the acollinearity cut Cc between detected particles, 

which is usually taken to be 10°, and the cuts on the energies of detected particles 

E > Eth. 

In the following I present some of the results of the one-loop SU(2) x 17(1) 

corrections to various e+e~ annihilation processes obtained by our group. 

e+e~ -> n+fi~[12] 

For this case we have constructed the blobs of initial election and final nraon; 
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they are composed of the vertex correction, half of the photon self-energy, half 

of the Z-boson self-energy and half of the -f-Z transition amplitude. In Table 

2 we show the contributions of the QED and the weak interaction to the blob 

separately. Around the Z-boson pole, the photon channel can be neglected in 

comparison with the Z-boson channel and, furtheremore, the vector coupling of 

Z-boson is quite small compared with the axial-vector coupling. Thus the weak 

correction stems mainly from the axial-vector blob of Z-boson. Its magnitude 

can be read off from Table 2. 

-465 + 519 „ „ „ „ .„„. 
= 3.05% (3.2) 1769 

In the corrected cross section, a factor 2 due to the interference and another 

factor 2 of the electron and muon channels should be multiplied. Thus the weak 

correction around the Z-boson peak reaches to about 13% as expected from the 

discussion in section 2. It can be seen in Figure 1. If the same correction is 

applied to the total decay width of the Z-boson propagator, the weak correction 

in the numerator is cancelled by that in the denominator as easily seen from the 

formula of cross section around Z-boson. 

^JlD-lfcriEsftt (3.3) 
MZ Ltot 

Bhabha scattering[lZ] 

Since the SU{2) x 17(1) correction to e + e ~ —• li^yT is obtained, one can 

recourse to the »-t symmetry to obtain the correction to the Bhabha scattering. 

However the mass-singularity becomes stronger and, furtheremore, there appears 

the so-called t- or {'-singularity due to the masslessness of virtual photon. Thus 

the numerical calculation becomes by far tedious in comparison with the case of 

muon pair production. In obtaining a specific spectrnm, it is necessary to change 

the coordinate frame to catch the very narrow but very high t- or t'-singularity. 

The results are shown in Figure 2. 
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Heavy fermion pair production[U] 

Recently the collection to the heavy fennion pair production has been com

pleted by keeping all the masses appearing in virtual corrections. Examples for 

it production are shown in Figure 3. It is clear that the initial state correction 

is not sufficient for the analyses. The similar situation is also seen in the case of 

66 production. This phenomenon is brought about in our scheme by the vertex 

correction to the final state. 

Higgtometer[l$\ 

This is the left-right asymmetry in polarized beam experiments and proposed 

by Lynn et al. for the special purpose of studying the Higgs mass dependence[16]. 

It is sensitive to the V-A interference. 

Aut = 1^71**1 = 2 ^(l - * » ' M- (3-4) 

Here we show the results with the one-loop correction, in which the value of 

W-boson mass is calculated from the input masses mt and m^ for a fixed M%. 

The results of other kinds of asymmetries are also shown in Figure 4. The two 

of them are defined as 

L R "•(«!) + «•(««) 

A u t { 1 ) - U e i ) + + i ) \ r Ue-L) + <r(e-R)\B

 l " } 

Is it possible to determine these masses at TRISTAN? 

e + e - -> rt[11\ 

In this calculation there appears Z-f-'y vertex through the charged particle 

loop. It is well-known that these contributions can be neglected due to the 

anomaly cancellation in the standard model[18]. 
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A feature of this process is no appearance of new tree diagram when QED 

is extended to 517(2) x 17(1) model. Therefore the one-loop corrections to this 

process add up linearly. Since there is no ^-channel contribution of Z-boson, the 

weak correction is expected to be quite small. The results are given in Table 3. 

Although the weak correction is small in almost whole range of energy, it becomes 

sizable at the threshold of W-boson pair production. This is in agreement with 

the result in ref.[19]. 

Neutrino counting reaction 

The process has been proposed by Ma and Okada[20] and its experimental 

feasibility compared with the backgrounds has been studied by Barbiellini et 

al.[21]. The result shows that, although the cross section is reduced by the 

photon tagging, it becomes easily sizable around or a little over the Z-boson 

peak. Actually the number of neutrino species(JVv) cannot be deduced from this 

reaction without the QED correction to the Z-boson because of the nature of 

narrow resonance of Z-boson [22, 23]. 

Since the photon is detected, the electron mass in the propagator as well 

as in the numerator can be set equal to zero. The Born cross section is then 

given by the five Feynman diagrams in Figure 5. We have performed the exact 

analytic calculation of them and compared it with the cases taking the Z-boson 

channel only and the Z-boson channel plus the W-boson channel in the point 

interaction approximation. If one goes to a little higher energy over the Z-boson 

peak to make use of the information from the whole peak, the approximation 

taking the Z-boson channel only is not quite enough for the deduction of JV„. 

Since the QED virtual correction does not flip the electron helicity, the QED 

correction to the Z-boson channel can be also applied to the W-boson channel in 

the point interaction approximation by making use of the Fiertz transformation 

and a simple replacement of the corresponding factors. 

For the real photon emission we include the soft photon and collinear photon 

and the effect of the photon emitted parallel to the detected photon. The three 
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kind of the photon spectia are shown in Figure 6 [24]. The calculation of the 
collection in 517(2) x [7(1) is in progress. 

§ 4 . Toward the automatic calculation of h igher order corrections 

In confronting the precision test of the SU(2) x 17(1) standard model around 

the Z-boson mass at SLC and LEP in very near future, the world trend in this 

branch of physics is nowadays concentrated on the inclusion of two-loop QED 

initial state corrections[25] and the exponentiation of some parts of corrections 

[26]. Without the full two-loop calculations, the correctness of the exponentiation 

cannot be checked, though it can be guessed based on the QCD-like treatment of 

the corrections. For example, the initial state correction is not sufficient for the 

heavy feimion productions even at the one-loop level and the problem whether 

the omission of other two-loop QED corrections is supported or not cannot be 

settled. In my opinion the full two-loop QED or SU(2) x 17(1) correction should 

be obtained before the exponentiation. 

I here introduce you the efforts of our group toward the automatic calculation 

of higher order corrections in time-like annihilation processes. It is easily guessed 

or well-known that, thereby, there are difficulties associated with the appearance 

of so many diagrams and the pricipal value integrals. We are preparing the 

following three tools to circumvent these difficulties: (i)the Feynman diagram 

generator, (ii)the principal value integral program and (iii) the helicity amplitude 

calculation program. 

For the Feynman diagram generator, the QED version is completed[27] and 

compared with the existing another program[28]. It can be seen from Table 4 

that this new program is very quick to give the result. This version is connected 

with the symbolic manipulation program REDUCE; thus we can in principle get 

the square of matrix element of any QED processes simply specifying the initial 

and final particles. The QCD and 517(2) x 17(1) versions are not completed yet; 

they work at present only up to the tree diagrams of the two-loop level. Some 
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examples of QED and 517(2) x U(l) versions are shown in Figure 7. 

In order to explain the computor program of the principal value integral in 

multi-dimensional space[29], let me consider the vertex correction in Figure 8. 

After the momentum integral and the renormalization, we have 

• " / / 

J J0<x,y;x 

f i * ' y ) -dxdy, 
, ; » + y < l ^ ( * i » ) - « 

V(x,y) = -xy$+(x+y)2m2 + (1 - x - y)M2. (4.1) 

Since a is positive, the denominator can become zero, which is the origin of the 

necessity of the principal value integral. On the one side of zero line of the 

denominator it is positive and on the other side it is negative as shown in Figure 

9. After determining this region Si one can perform the integral in the remaining 

region 52. The recipe of finding the region Si correctly is to change the variables 

(x,y) into (X,Y) using the translation and orthogonal transformations. In the 

case of the example in Eq.(4.1) it becomes 

V=-jt>i!^) + y>'- + tf{i + -*L.) (4.2) 

after the transformations; i.e., the zero line is given by a hyperbola in (X, Y) 

space. In terms of this method satisfactory results are obtained as shown in 

Table 5. The cases of more than four point functions are in progress. 

The problem of the appearance of so many diagrams cannot solved by the 

use of symbolic manipulation program, because n Feymnan diagrams yield essen

tially n 2 / 2 times of calculations of square of matrix elements. Instead it is much 

quicker in CPU time to make amplitude calculus. This was done by using the 

helicity amplitude [30]. The method is first to cut a Feynman diagram into an 

aggregate of vertices, next to specify the vertices by helicities and finally to assign 

numbers to it. The virtual momenta are described by two auxiliary momenta. 

The features of this program are that the masses can be taken into account ex

actly and that the CPU time is reduced to 1/3 or 1/4 of the calculation of the 
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square of matrix element by symbolic manipnl&tion progam. The agreement of 

these two calculations is up to 6 or 7 digits. It should be noted that, since the 

corrections in aforementioned treatment are simply numbers multiplied to vector 

and scaler vertices, the corrections can be trivially taken into account. 

| 5. Summary 

The features of our calculations are that the adopted renormalization scheme 

is simple and transparent just like QED and that the results are presented in 

directly applicable form by including hard photon contribution. The conclusion 

of the calculations is that the QED or photonic correction is very large as typically 

seen in the correction to e + e - —• 77. Thus the calculation or estimate of higher 

orders is really necessary in some form. We will attack it by a system of computor 

programs. 

I sincerely thank the members of the TRISTAN e+e~ project at KEK for 

encouragement and discussions. Especially I am indebted to T. Kaneko, N. 

Nakazawa and Y. Shimizu for valuable comments. 
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Figures 
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Figure 1. The shift of the Z-boson 
peal due to the initial photon emis
sion. The solid curve is the angular 
distribution do-/d COB 0 at 9 = 30° with 
the cuts Ce = 10° and Eth = 2GeV. 
The dotted curve is the correspond
ing cross section with the QED cor
rection only. The dashed is that in the 
Bom approximation. Input parame
ters are Mz ~ 93, Mw = 81, mt = 35, 
m^ = 20 and Tz = 2.5 in GeV unit. 
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Figure 2. Radiative correction to the Bhabha scattenng; (a) the corrected 
differential cross section dtr/d cos 6 and (b) the percentage conectons Stot for 
£c = 10° and Eth = 20GeV. The input parameters are the same as in Fig.l. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (e) 
Figure 5. The Feynman diagrams for the neutrino counting reaction. 

W=104 Gev: k*„ = 5 Gev 

Figure 6. Typical distributions of the tagged photon in neutrino counting 
reaction at -ft — 104ffeV;(a) y = cos 0 distribution, (b) z = A / £ j e a m distribution 
and (c) xt — z sin 0 distribution. The vetoing angle for e ± is shown in Figure. 
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¥=104 GeV: k*„ = 1 GeV 

Figure 6. continued. 
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Figure 7. Examples of the output of Feynman diagram geneiatoi; (a) part 
of the example of QED and (b) part of the example in SU{2) x 17(1) standard 
model. 
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Figure 8. An example of the vettex collection. 
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Figure 9. The function in Eq.(4.1) in (x,y) plane. 
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Tables 

M z - 90 91 92 

m t - 30 
m, • 10 9 
m. = 100 
9 

78.33 
78.24 

79.60 
79.51 

80.85 
80.76 

m - 60 
m, • 10 9 
m. - 100 9 

78.31 
78.21 

79.56 
79.47 

80.81 
80.71 

Tree 79.49 80.71 81.92 

T&ble 1. Ptedicted values of M\v for given Mz, mt and m$ in GeV unit. 
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W(GeV) 70 93 120 150 

F e Y Re 
(-3028) 

Im 

765 
(765) 
-221 
(-220) 

809 
(802) 
-223 
(-222) 

839 
(838) 
-229 
(-227) 

873 
(870) 
-234 
(-232) 

G e Y Re 
(0) 

Im 

1 
CO) 
6 
(0) 

-195 
(0) 
0 
(0) 

1 
(0) 

-13 
(0) 

0 
(0) 
-9 
(0) 

F e z Re 
(-60.75) 

Im 

17 
(17) 
5 

(-5) 

17 
(18) 
8 

(-5) 

18 
(19) 
11 
(-5) 

20 
(19) 
14 
(-5) 

G e Z Re 
(1769) 

Im 

-439 
(-493) 
141 
(143) 

-465 
(-519) 
143 
(147) 

-489 
(-543) 
144 
(150) 

-508 
(-564) 
144 
(153) 

Table 2. The numerical values of the blob in unit of 10~4 in the SU{2) x U(l) 
standard model; F and 6 axe the vector and axial-vector blobs, respectively. 
The values in parentheses are those in QED. The numbers in the first column 
are those of the corresponding bare coupling constants for Mz = 93GeV and 
Mw = 81GeF. Thay are obtained by subtracting the infrared divergent terms 
proportional to ln(me/A). 
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w 60 GeV 90 GeV 120 GeV 164 GeV 180 GeV 210 GeV 

Bora(pb) S.76 2 . 5 6 1.44 0 . 7 7 1 0 .640 0 . 4 7 0 
fihardt« 

fivirtC*) 

a ? " CD 

6 4 . 8 

4 4 . 2 

- 1 1 8 . 9 

- 9 . 8 

7 1 . 1 

4 3 . 6 

- 1 2 5 . 4 

- 1 0 . 7 

76 .2 

4 3 . 1 

- 1 3 0 . 1 

- 1 0 . 8 

8 1 . 9 

4 2 . 5 

- 1 3 5 . 4 

- 1 1 . 0 

83 .7 

4 2 . 3 

- 1 3 6 . 9 

- 1 0 . 9 

8 6 . 3 

4 2 . 0 

- 1 3 9 . 6 

- 1 1 . 3 

fivarCexC*) 
fibox CD 

« : . i f d ) 

6 v e r t e x « * i 

« : . . CD 
«box CI) 

«„± CD 

0 .003 

- 0 . 0 2 

0 .02 

0 .01 

- 0 . 0 2 

- 0 . 0 4 

0 . 0 1 

0 .04 

0 . 0 0 6 

- 0 . 0 4 

0 . 0 4 

0 . 0 2 

- 0 . 0 3 

- 0 . 0 8 

0 . 0 3 

0 . 0 9 

0 .01 

- 0 . 0 6 

0 .06 

0 .04 

- 0 . 0 5 

- 0 . 1 

0 .07 

0 .2 

0 . 0 2 

- 0 . 1 

0 . 0 9 

0 . 0 6 

- 0 . 0 8 

0 . 1 

0 . 4 

0 . 9 

0 .02 

- 0 . 1 

0 . 1 

0 .07 

- 0 . 0 9 

- 0 . 0 7 

0 .02 

0 .7 

0 . 0 2 

- 0 . 1 

0 . 1 

0 . 0 9 

- 0 . 1 

- 0 . 3 

0 . 0 2 

0 . 3 

v i r t * J 0 .009 0 . 0 4 0 . 1 1 . 4 0 .8 0 . 0 5 

s

e o t CD - 9 . 8 - 1 0 . 7 - 1 0 . 7 - 9 . 6 - 1 0 . 1 - 1 1 . 2 

Table 3. The contribntions of varions corrections to e +e~ —* 77 at the 
scattering angle 9 = 90° for Mz = 93GeV and Mw = 82GeV; the parameters 
are taken as A = 10~6GeV; fce = O.OlGeV, C = 10° and Eth = Ebeam/$. The Born 
cross section is in pfc unit and the corrections are in % nnit. 
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Process loop order ref[28] ref[27] 
e — —» e~ 1 2 1 1 . 0.05s 
e~ —»e" 2 4 3 3 
e~ -» e~ 3 6 18 18 
e - -* e~ 4 8 153 153 0.69s 
e - • + ( " 5 10 1638 12.04s 
e~ —»e"~ 6 12 20898 141.9s 
7 - » 7 1 2 1 1 0.05s 
7 - + 7 2 4 3 3 
T-*1 3 6 18 18 
7 - » 7 4 8 153 153 0.70s 
e+e~ —• 7 1 3 1 1 0.03s 
e+e~ -+ 7 2 5 7 7 0.09s 
e + e - -» 7 3 7 72 72 0.47s 
e + e~ -+ 7 4 9 891 891 5.58s 
e + e - -* 7 5 11 12672 44m* 12672 4m* ,88.72s 
e + e - -f 7 6 13 202788+ 12.4b 202770 26ml2s 
e~e~ -»e~~e~ 1 4 4* 10 
e~e~ -» e~e" 2 6 28* 94 0.43s 
3e~ -»3e~ 0 4 1* 0.08s 36 
4e~ -» 4e _ 0 6 4* 1.29s 1728 
e + e~ - • e + e" 1 4 10 10 0.08s 
e + e~ -* e + e" 2 • 6 94 94 
e + e - -t e + e" 3 8 1136 1136 
e + e~ -* e + e" 7 1 5 72 72 0.33s 
e + e~ -* e + e" 27 0 4 20* 40 0.20s 
e + e~ -» e +e" 27 1 6 284'* 564 2.74s 
e+e" -» 2(e+ O 0 4 9* 0.32s 36 0.19s 
e+e" -» 2(e+ •-) 1 6 137** 552 2.72s 
e+e" -» e+e' "M"*>- 0 4 - 12 0.09s 
e+e" -• e+e* > + M ~ 1 6 - 122 0.95s 
e + e - —» e+e" "M+M~7 0 5 - 84 0.44s 
e+e~ -» e+e" -2(M+M-) 0 6 - 288 1.60s 
27-+27 1 4 r 6 0.07s 
27-+27 2 6 16* 60 0.30s 

* on HTTAC M280H, othwise on FACOM M382. 
* Identical particles are not distinguished for external lines. 
+ 18 graph contain self-energy diagram of the external photon line, 
t Two types of diagrams are doubly counted, true number is 282. 
' One graph is missing. 

Table 4. Comparison of the Feynman diagram generators in [27] and [28]. 
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s 
r e a l part imag. part 

s 
numerical ana ly t i c numerical a n a l y t i c 

5000 

6000 

7000 

8000 

9000 

10000 

11000 

12000 

13000 

14000 

2.3036 ± 0.0004 2.3033 

2 .7457± 0.0004 2.7456 

3 .1835± 0.0021 3.1832 

2 .7701± 0.0022 2.7753 

2 .4465± 0.0019 2.4480 

2 .1808± 0.0018 2.1796 

1.954.2 tJO.0016 1.9557 

1 .7578± 0.0015 1.7662 

1 . 6 0 4 2 * 0 . 0 0 1 5 1.6037 

1 .4606± 0.0014 1.4631 

0 .0 

0 .0 

0.9932 10 .0017 1.0282 

1 .4689± 0.0034 1.4905 

1 .7018±0 .0039 1.7070 

1 .8218± 0.0031 1.8221 

, 1 . 8 7 7 8 + 0 . 0 0 5 8 1.8835 

1 .9072± 0.0045 1.9133 

1 .9199±0 .0045 1.9233 

1 .9230± 0.0044 1.9205 

Table 5. Comparison of the numerical result of the principal value integral 

program [29] with the analytic result for the vertex correction in Fig. 8 with 

m = 40GeV and Mz = 93GeV. 
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Section 1. Introduction 

Since the jet structure was found in 1974[1], it has been widely recognized 
that jets are universal phenomena in hadronic production at high energy. Idea 
of jets originated from parton models, where partons(quarks and gluons) are 
almost free. Then one parton was considered to form one jet. In early days 
event generator in e + e~ annihilation used this idea to generate jets from a fixed 
number of partons[2]. 

At present, however, we have more complicated pictures on jets. One jet is 
formed of many partons[3]. Usually it is called parton shower or QCD cascade. 
In this paper we will give a review on parton shower in e +e~ annihilation. Also 
we will discuss a recent development of the parton shower, that is the next-to-
leading-logarithmic(NLL) parton shower which K.Kato and I studied[4,5]. 

In following sections(2-5) we make a review on the parton shower. In section 
2 we study characteristic property of cross section for e +e~ —»• qqG. In section 
3 we extend discussions of section 2 to case for many gluons. In next section we 
see why the running coupling is required in QCD. In last section of the review of 
the parton shower, we will present a brief description of Monte Carlo models. In 
sections 6,7 and 8, we will present discussions on the NLL parton shower. 

Section 2. Cross section for e+e~ -* qqG 

In order to understand the parton shower, we discuss property of three par-
tons state qqG in e+e~ annihilation. The cross section in the center-of-mass 
system is given by 

da 2a, «} + 4 m 

dxqdxq °Zz(l-xq){l-xqY V l 

where xq = 2Eq/y/Q*, <ro is the lowest order cross section for e + e~ —• qq and 
Q 3 is a total energy squared. Here we neglect mass of quark, or, = g2/4* is th« 
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strong coupling constant. To see behavior of this cross section, we express the 
cross section in the infinite mon "situm frame where the antiquark almost stops, 
while the quark and the gluon run fast. In this system momenta of the quark 
and the gluon are as follows. 

i 
Pa = ((1 - *)P* + 2{1

P_T

x)pt, -Pr, {t-*)P*), 

where P* is an infinite momentum, x is energy fraction of the quark. We will 
use variable t instead of transverse momentum. 

'-**&-<*+'*'*• 
Xq and Xq are expressed in terms of x and t. 

eq = x + t(l-x), 

Xq = l - t . 

In the infinite momentum frame the cross section is given by 

The first term in the bracket behaves as 1/t, while other terms are smooth on t. 
Therefore this cross section becomes very large for small t, i.e., small transverse 
momentum. In this region, we can approximate the cross section by the first 
term in the bracket. 
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In order to interpret this dominant contribution in terms of diagrams, we 
calculate this cross section in the axial gauge. The gauge vector n is taken as 
momentum of the antiquark. x, which is introduced in a previous paragraph, 
becomes x = pqn/Qn. There are three kinds of contributions. The first contri
bution is square of a matrix element where the gluon branches off the quark. 

d<rl 2at,{l-t)*l + x* ... 
dxHt-*0^ t l-x- ( 3 ) 

The second is square of a matrix element where the gluon branches off the anti-
quark. 

da« 2a, 1 
dxTt=,T0-^T^- ( 4 ) 

The last is an interference term. 

d<r'»«_ 2a, 2x , 

The term with 1/i exists only in the cross section (3). Therefore in the axial 
gauge the dominant contribution can be calculated by one diagram, where the 
gluon branches off the quark. 

To summarize this section, the cross section for e +e~ —• qq~G is dominant 
in small transverse momentum and we can approximate the contribution in this 
region by a simple form 

da ^ 2a, 11 + x2 ^ 
dxdt ~ a° 3ir t 1 - x ' K ' 

which is given by one diagram with quark branching in the axial gauge. If we 
integrate this contribution over transverse momentum, it diverges so that we need 
a cutoff mass QQ to the virtual mass of partons. Using this cutoff, we find that 
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d<r 2a,, __, , _, 1 + x2 

S-*17 , f l ri , /<S-rr7- ( 7 ) 

For large Q2, this becomes very large so that a perturbation by a, breaks down. 

Section 3. Cross section for e+e~ —• qq NG 

In this section we will extend discussions given for e +e~ —• qq~G to case for 
e+e - —*• qq NG. Here discussions are restricted to the nonsinglet case. Let us 
suppose that a matrix element for N-1 gluons is given. A matrix element with 
N gluons is calculated by attaching one gluon to the matrix element with N-1 
gluons(Fig.l). 

MNU(P) = MN-1jj{-igTttflt)u(p)e^k). (8) 

Here p' =p + k. Then we make square of the matrix element (8) and sum them 
over polarizations of quarks nnd gluons. 

53 M*NMN = tv{M*N_lMN.A9Ta

1^ivgTb^}6aid'"'{k). (9) 
pol P P 

To sum gluon's polarization we use the axial gauge. 

<*,,(*)=£ www=-r+w£*v-
A 

After we calculate Dirac's algebra, we make a collinear approximation, p ~ 

xp. 
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By the same approximation a phase space becomes 

* P #k &j>< 1 2 

(2ir)32p° (2ir)32lfc° ~ (2ir)32p'° 1 6 T 2 P " 

Here an integration over azimuthal angle is performed. Finally we can find a 
recursive relation between cross sections for N gluons and that for N-l gluons. 

2a, dp12 1 + x 2 

AT* S dtrjv.! — - ^ ^ - J ^ J - (10) 

The same factor as that found in study for e+e~ -+ qqG appears in the right-hand 
side of eq.(10). 

If we integrate cross section for N gluons over transverse momentum, it is 
found that 

<rN*^log(?IQl)N. (11) 

Other types of diagrams give us less singular contributions. Therefore dominant 
contribution can be calculated by one diagram, namely, a ladder diagram and 
can be obtained by repeating the form (10). If the product of a, and logQ2/Ql 
is of order of unity, we have to sum over number of gluons. This summation is 
leading-logarithmic approximation(LLA). 

The same discussion can be applied to ladder diagrams with gluon self-
couplings, i.e., the singlet case. 
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Here we make some comments on the infrared singularity, which is caused by 
soft gluon with x = 0. Contributions due to infrared singularity can be obtained 
by use of correct kinematical constraint that is given by the cutoff mass Qo and 
the angular ordering for branchings of soft gluons[6]. 

Section 4. The running coupling constant 

In this section we discuss the running coupling constant. First we give the 
renormalization group equation for a Green function GR with typical momentum 
squared Q2. 

dv+PsdgR 

foir + PITT- - K)GR{$ y , W ( J , ) ) = o, (12) 

PS = PS(9R) = ^ , 

dlogZg 
la = TG[$R) = v- d • 

Here ZQ is a renormalization factor of this Green function. /* is a scale point for 
the renormalization. We can get the solution of this equation. 

GR(Qih\gR{li)) = GR{Q2/^,gR^))eXp[ J dgR^}. (13) 

Here let us consider a special case that 7<; = 0, the anomalous dimension vanishes. 
In other words ZQ = 1. In this case the Green function is renormalization 
invariant, so that 
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GR(Q2/S, «(#.)) = Grttf/AsRtf)). (14) 

In QCD, the coupling constant is small for large Q2 due to the asymptotic free
dom. Therefore if we set / j f t = Q2, we can expand GR by £R(Q) . 

= \9R{Q)]A[CO + CI9R{Q)2 + ~]- (15) 

A good example for expansions by ffji(<2) is the total hadronic cross section in 
e + c - annihilation. 

er,(e+e- —•+ hadron) = <r0(l + a,{Q)/ir + 0(a2,{Q)) ) 

We apply this discussion to diagrams that we calculate in the parton shower. 
First we should note that a part of diagram shown in Fig. 2 is renormalization 
invariant [7] because 

g2SFDGT2 = (Zf ̂ ' ^ f t O W « 0 ^ o l > O J i ) ( V r * ) 1 

= 9RSFRDGRTR. (16) 

Here SF, DG are propergators of quark and gluon, respectively and T is a vertex 
function. Subscript R denotes renormalized quantities. One typical momentum 
K2 flows in this diagram. Therefore the diagram with loop corrections reduces 
tree diagram with the running coupling constant with K . For a whole diagram 
by repeating the same discussion we get a tree diagram with the running coupling 
constant. 
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Section 5. Monte Carlo model 

In this section we present a brief description of Monte Carlo algorithm of the 
parton shower. As shown in section 4 a probability for N paitons can be obtained 
from that for N-1 partons. Therefore we use the Monte Carlo method to generate 
partons. Discussions given in previous sections should, however, apply to inclu
sive processes, where only one parton is observed. For event generators we must 
extend the discussions to exclusive processes. This extension is formulated by jet 
calculus[8]. In exclusive processes any parton branches according to probabilities 
that are found in inclusive processes. Probabilities for quark branching, gluon 
branching into two gluon and gluon branching into quark and antiquark pair are 

.„ dK2 f, 2a,{K2) 1 + x 2 

respectively. Here Nj is number of flavor. In Monte Carlo model we intro
duce non-branching probability that a parton does not branch from virtual mass 
squared K\ to K2. We have a differential equation on non-branching probability 
IIj for quark. 

Tlt(K2, K* - dK1) = 1lq(Kl K3)(l - dPq). 

The solution with an initial condition that !! ,(#?, K\) = 1 is given by 
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llq(KlK2) = exp[-] -pr] dx ' ^ 1_x]. (20) 

For gluon branching we calculate n<y from probabilities (18) and (19). Then we 
determine whether a parton branches or not by comparing a random number 
with the non-branching probability and then fix K2. x is determined using 
probabilities (17)-(19). By repeating this procedure, we determine virtual mass 
squared and z of any parton. Momenta of final partons are calculated from these 
variables. 

Section 6 NLL parton shower 

In section 6-8, We will present discussions on the next-to-leading-logarithmic 
(NLL) parton shower[4,5]. First motivations and features of this new model are 
described. For this purpose we mention useful and undesirable features of two 
methods that are the matrix element (MA) method and the LL parton shower 
for parton generation. In the MA method we generate partons according to the 
cross section that is calculated in order of a, or a2. Merits are denoted as open 
circle while demerits are done as closed circle. The features of this method are: 

o Good approximation for production of clean three jet. 

o To fix the scheme of QCD scale parameter A, namely, Aj^j, if we use the 
second order cross section. 

o A few ambiguous points in the method. 

• Limited number of generated partons. In order of a2, number of partons 
is four or less. 

• Impossible generation of parton with small transverse momentum. An 
invariant mas3 squared of any pair of partons {pt+Pj)7 is larger than about 
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0.04Q2 in this method. 

On the other hand features of the LL parton shower are: 

o Possible generation of any number of partons. Maximum number is de
termined by the cutoff mass Q0. 

o Good approximation for production with small transverse momentum. 

• Bad approximation for production of clean three jets. 

• Undefined scheme for QCD scale parameter A. 

• Existence of ambiguous points because the models are more complicated 
and their details differ from each other. 

We should note that the MA method and the LL parton shower are complemen
tary. 

We will examine these features of two methods with a view to determining 
QCD scale parameter A from jet distributions in experiments. In this study 
the parton showers like Webber's and Lund's are entirely invalid, because the 
scheme for A is undefined in the LL approximation. Also ambiguity on the 
variables forces us to use different values for A in above two models[14]. Due 
to these reasons the MA method is employed in the determination of A. In the 
early day it was considered to be reliable, but at present the determination by 
this method is suffered from severe difficulty. The values of A depend strongly 
on the hadronization. A reason for this strong dependence is that in the MA 
method one can not generate many partons with small transverse momentum, so 
that the hadronization exerts serious influence on the jet distributions. Thrust, 
jet fractions and the other quantities are abandoned in the determination of A 
due to this large effect of the hadronization. Only asymmetry distribution of 
energy-energy correlation is less dependent on the hadronization and used for 
the determination of Ajyj. 

Now we will discuss the NLL parton shower, which unifies the LL parton 
shower and the MA method in theoretically consistent way[4,5]. Before discussion 
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on the NLL parton shower, let us review the perturbative QCD. Most reliable 
calculations are based on the renormalization group equation, which is discussed 
in section 4. A typical example in e +e~ annihilation is Q2 evolution of the 
inclusive cross section. Its moments are given by 

1 

M n(Q 2) = - fdxxn~1^. (21) 
(TQ J ax 

o 

Then 

Mn(Q*) = An[cc,(Q2)]B*[l + Cncc,{Q% (22) 

In the NLL order Bn and Cn are calculated definitely if one fixes the scheme 
for A, while An are unknown. Therefore QCD predicts the Q7 evolution of the 
moments. 

QCD calculations for exclusive process of partons have been formulated by the 
jet calculus[8], which was extended to the NLL order[9]. Using these calculations 
one can calculate pr distributions and other distributions of partons. 

The NLL parton shower we proposed is based on the NLL order calculations 
of the jet calculus. Therefore our model reproduces the Q2 evolution (22) of 
the moments, which is extensively checked in ref.[4]. Then it gives us reliable 
distributions of partons up to the NLL order. As a result the NLL parton shower 
provides us a reliable tool for the determination of AJJJJ from jet distributions. 

Now we describe the NLL parton shower briefly. Meanings of the NLL ap
proximation will be clarified. As shown in section 3 the LL approximation is 
given by 

i 
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£>( ".'W/QS )", 
n=0 

if we use the fixed coupling. The NLL approximation includes corrections of 
order of a , to the LL sum. The sum in the NLL approximation is given by 

£ c„(l + dna,)( a,IogQ2/Ql )». (23) 
n=0 

Therefore the NLL parton shower must contain any a, correction to the LL 
approximation. 

We will see how good features of the MA method are taken into the NLL 
parton shower. One of them is cross section for clean three jets. Since it is of 
order of a, and does not have any large logarithm, we can use this cross section 
in the model without logical difficulty. We can define AJJJJ, because we use the 
second order a,. 

ttfW' (33-2J \T / ) / 0 f l (QVA^) 1 + (38-2JV))' M C / % ) H ' 

Differences due to ambiguity on variables decrease in the NLL parton shower. 
As an example let us consider splitting variable x. In the LL parton shower we can 
not distinguish between lightcone fraction and energy fraction for x. In the NLL 
parton shower differences due to definitions of variables should be compensated 
by a, corrections. Dependences of parton distributions on definitions of variables 
decrease due to this compensation. 

Next we describe elements of the NLL parton shower. They are: 

(1) P-function. 
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(2) Two-body decay. 

(3) Three-body decay. 

(4) Restriction on phase space. 

(5) Cross section for clean three jets. 

P-functions are sum of two-body decay and three-body decay functions and give 
us the non-branching probabilities. They contain terms with a] as well as those 
with a,. Kinds of two-body decay are the same as those in the LL parton shower. 
Three-body decays are new elements of the NLL parton shower so that their decay 
functions are of order of a*. Kinds of them are q —*• qGG, q —̂  qq'q1, G —* GGG 
and G —^ GqTj. Restrictions on phase space imply the momentum conservation 
and the angular ordering[6]. Let us show that the restriction from the momentum 
conservation is the a, correction. Leading-logarithmic contribution for sequential 
two-body decays in order of a*(Fig.3) is given by 

= |(a,/2ir M Q V Q o ) ) 2 ^ ! + *i)/(*i + **)P{*iK*i + **))• ( 2 5 ) 

Here P(z) = (1 + z 2 ) / ( l — x)- The momentum conservation requires that 

Kl<{Xl + Z2)Kl 

Therefore if we put this constraint on two-body decay, the contribution (25) 

becomes 
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Q2 , (*i+*a)*i 
[dK\2a.m . . f dKl2<x.ol xx . „ 

Ql Ql 

Q2 „ (Ki+x2)if2 

The second term in (23) is 

" ( ^ ) 2 logitflQl) log{xx + x2)P(Xl + x 2 ) P ( — ^ - ) / ( X l + x2). (27) oir x\ + X2 

This contribution is counted as a part of function for q —• qGG. 

We would like to make comments on double-cascade scheme[5]. In our present 
NLL parton shower we use the double-cascade scheme, while in the model first 
presented, we used the single-cascade scheme. In later scheme only quarks branch 
in e"*"e_ annihilation, because gauge vector in the lightcone axial gauge is equal to 
momentum of the antiquark so that it could not branch. Asymmetric treatments 
of quarks and antiqsarks cause unfavorable differences between distributions of 
quarks and antiquarks. 

In the double-cascade scheme the antiquark branches as well as quarks so that 
symmetric treatments are possible. A key point of the new scheme is to separate 
quark jets and antiquark jets. This separation is made by imposing a constraint 
(1 — x) > K2/Q2 for branchings of quarks and antiquarks, where x is a fraction of 
an quark or an antiquark. For detailed discussion on the double-cascade scheme 
see ref.[5j. 
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Section 7 Generation of three jets 

In this section we show how clean three jets are generated in our model. 
First we will give definitions of three and two jets. Let us consider a virtual state 
of three partons qqG. Each parton will branch according to the algorithm of 
the parton shower. We calculate ratio of invariant mass squared of two partons, 
which is j/y = (Pi+Pj)2/Q2, where pi is momentum of the quark or the antiquark 
or the gluon. For definition of the three jets, we require that 

VqG > &, 

VqG>S. 

Otherwise we call an event as two jets. Here parameter 6 is introduced for 
division of the three jets and the two jets. Its value is about 0.1. 

For generation of the two jets we employ the parton shower. Therefore a 
gluon of the three-parton state is branched off from the quark or the antiquark. 
In this case maximum virtual mass squares of the initial quark and the initial 
antiquark are 5Q2. 

For generation of the three jets we use the exact cross section in given order 
of a , to determine momenta of three partons. If we use the lowest ordtr cross 
section for three jets, we encounter difficulty that kinematics of on-mass-shell 
partons and virtual partons differ from each other. In the lowest order yij are 
related to angles between parton t and j . Due to the branching, these partons 
have virtual masses. After the branching of partons, distributions of the three 
jets depend strongly on schemes, where only one of y;j and the angles can be 
kept between the three parton state and three jets. 

In jet calculus this difference is beyond the NLL approximation, but it is 
serious from phenomenological points of view. We get over this difficulty by 
using the second order cross section for the three jets. It is well known that 
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definitions for the three jets are needed in calculation of the cross section beyond 
the lowest order. Gottschalk and Shatz[10] used yij for the definitions to calculate 
the second order cross section for the three jets. In a new version of the NLL 
parton shower we use the cross sections by them to generate primary qqG. Then 
we keep yy after branchings of each parton. Detailed discussions on generations 
of the three jets will be presented in another paper[ll]. 

Section 8 Experimental study by the parton shower 

In final section we make some comments on experimental study by the parton 
shower. The parton shower attracted experimentalists from study on so-called 
string effects[12]. While the Lund hadronization model can describe this effect 
well, the model by Webber, that is the parton shower with the angular ordering 
and the cluster model for hadronization, succeeded to explain the string effect. 

JADE group presented cluster analysis to measure number of jets for various 
values of the cutoff[13]. Then they found that on ratio of four jets the parton 
shower is more favorable than the model with the MA method. This is confirmed 
by extensive study on jet shape[14]. Now the LL parton shower is supported by 
many experiments. 

As emphasized in section 6, the most important feature of the NLL parton 
shower is to enable us to determine Aj^j. Analysis by the NLL parton shower 
was done by Kamae et al.[15], who used Lund string model for the hadronization. 
They concluded that for 5 flavor 

A^L = 0.235 ± 0.052 GeV. (28) 

Features of this analysis for the determination of Arjjg are fallowings. They can 
use shape variables and jet fractions, which have been abandoned in previous 
analyses. The hadonization has little influence on the values of Ajjj, because 
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they are stable even if the fragmentation parameter changes considerablely. Also 
the values show little dependence on the cutoff QQ. More satisfactory point is 
that consistent values are obtained by fitting many different data sets, taken at 
several energy, and measured by different experimental group. 

Finally we can conclude that the NLL parton shower gives us a reliable tool 
for the determination of A^yj. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig.l A matrix element MJV that is obtained by attaching a gluon to a matrix 
element Mjy_i. 

Fig.2 A diagram with loop corrections, which are denoted by bubbles. The ladder 
diagram is obtained by repeating this diagram. 

Fig.S Sequential two-body decays. g(l) —̂  q(xi + xt) + G(z3) —• g(sci) + G(xt) + 
G(x3). 
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ABSTRACT 

Using the relativistic string model for hadronization, we find that the two 
simple principles of longitudinal phase space on the hadron level and a 
linear confining quark potential as expressed by the "Wilson Area Law" 
(a combination of principles from which the Lund Symmetric Fragmenta
tion Function can be derived) describe a great deal of e + e~ annihilation 
data without the need for the many (typically quark-level) parameters 
such as s/u, vector/All, qq/q, (su/ud)/(s/u), l/3(qq)i/(qq)o, etc. that 
are commonly used. 

In particular, using only 2-3 parameters, we find good agreement with 
measured meson and baryon multiplicities and longitudinal distributions 
at E c m = 29 GeV and at 10 GeV. Typically at 29 GeV a baryon and 
antibaryon are separated by ~1.5 mesons in rank. 

Predictions are extrapolated to 60 GeV (TRISTAN) and 90 GeV (SLC/ 
LEP). Further tests of the model are discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The relativistic string model for e + e~ annihilation into hadrons, as developed at 
Lund University, has been extremely successful both phenomenologically for fitting data 
and conceptually in terms of understanding the underlying principles controlling these 
hard-to-soft QCD processes. Prominent milestones include: 

~1978 Feynman-Field Model:1 Presumed that the same iterative process underlay 
e + e~ , lepton-hadron, and hadron-hadron interactions. Used many (typically) 
quark-level suppression parameters such as s/u, v/All, qq/q, ... and achieved 
good agreement with available data. 

~1980 Lund Relativistic String Model:2 Treated the system between a quark and 
antiquark in e + e _ annihilation as a relativistic string with a linear confining 
quark potential. Divided process into two parts: A parton shower which pro
duced a "kinked" string and final soft fragmentation of the kinked string into 
observed hadrons. Allowed 1 or 2 gluon emission in the parton shower. Used 
Feynman-Field type suppression parameters in the final fragmentation. 

~1982 Lund Symmetric Fragmentation Function:3 Showed in 1+1 dimensions that 
the constraint of "Left-Right Symmetry" — that is, demanding that the same 
statistic result be obtained whether the iterative process work from the quark 
end or the antiquark end (a form of Lorentz invariance) — requires a particular 
restricted form for the fragmentation function 

f{z) = N(±=jLe-^/, ( 1 ) 

where z = (E + P)hadron/(i5 + P)quark. The longitudinal distributions pre
dicted by the LSFF agreed nicely with available data. 

~1986 Sophisticated Parton Shower:4 Incorporated a leading log parton shower which 
simulates hard matrix element emission for first gluons and has angular or
dering to simulate soft-gluon interference. The predictions agreed very well 
with "topological distributions" such as sphericity, etc. [Further developmen
tal work in this area, e.g., dipole color radiation, is continuing.] 

The kinematics of the relativistic string approach for 1+1 dimensions (one spatial 
dimension + time) are shown in Figure 1, which displays a combination of space-time 
and energy-momentum considerations. It displays the total area a = S | m , the i' 
hadron created (with mass mi), the virtual colorfield quark pairs gjfj and <jj+ig,-+i and 
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Figure 1. Kinematics of a relativistic string in 1+1 dimensions. 
Also displayed is a Baryon-Meson-Antibaryon "pop
corn" configuration. 
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the area s from which m,- is created, and the area m?/zi which will be relevant for the 
Wilson area law. It also displays the creation of a Baryon-Antibaryon pair with a meson 
in between (BMB), emphasizing the possibility that BB production may involve two 
"independent" virtual qq pairs, rather than a diquark-antidiquark pair. 5 

The work reported in this paper has many of the characteristics of a significant 
advance in describing the final soft fragmentation of the "kinked string" and in identify
ing the controlling physical mechanisms underlying the fragmentation. When combined 
with the present Lund string modeling, it forms a very powerful model describing a great 
breadth of data from a few underlying principles and with a small number of required 
parameters. 

We divide our description of the UCLA modeling into the "original period" (1986-
88) and "present period" (1989). 

T h e "original period" of U C L A soft fragmentat ion modeling began in 1986 
with the observation that the Lund Symmetric Fragmentation Function (LSFF), if used 
as a production density in m 2 and PT as well as z (that is, with constant normalization 
N), would give at least qualitatively the right description of the suppression of high 
mass and high PT hadrons: 

F{z,mH,PTH)dzdPlH = i V ( 1 ~ *** e^m«+pr«UzdPTH (2) 
z 

Typical plots for 7r, K, p,p production are shown in Figure 2. 

[This contrasts with the Lund Monte Carlo implementation in which first the hadron's 
PT and flavour is picked using various suppression parameters, and then the z value is 
picked using the LSFF. I.e., in the Lund approach the curves of Figure 2 are normaUzed 
to the same area, whereas the UCLA approach assumes a constant strength parameter 
N.] 

The UCLA interpretation was implemented by adapting Lund JETSET 6.3. Thus, 
the probability for the n particle state shown in Figure 1 is controlled by only 2 "natural" 
parameters a and 6, (with one caveat - see below - on "popcorn" mesons made between 
baryon and antibaryon) plus Clebsch-Gordon coefficients (CG) coupling the quarks to 
the hadrons: 
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2.2 

(E + P„)q 

Figure 2. The Lund Symmetric Fragmentation Function with 
constant normalization, useable as a hadronic pro
duction density. 
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dP„ ~ J ] F & u m ^ P l d C G } (3) 
i=l 

+ appropriate delta functions to conserve flavor, energy, and momentum. 

For baryon production, it appeared that, in addition to "simple" BB production 
(see Figure 3a) which is included in Eq(3), there also were many possible "popcorn" 
diagrams (Figure 3b, c, d, ...), in which one or more mesons were created between 
the baryon and antibaryon.5 These seemed to represent new degrees of freedom and 
therefore probably ought to be added onto the rates described by Eq(3). 

The results of the simplest approach, which did not include any popcorn contri
butions to the baryon production and which also did not have any PT compensation 
mechanism, were reported in Phys. Rev. Letters in 1987.6 The agreement with multi
plicities, longitudinal distributions and PT distributions was rather good. It was also 
noted that artificially introducing a "baryon multiplier" of magnitude ~2-4 times the 
BB diagram to "fake" the inclusion of the additional popcorn diagrams actually im
proved the agreement with the various multiplicities. 

The "present period" (1989) of work on the UCLA model contains several 
significant advances: 

1) We begin (see Section II) with the alternate approach developed by the Lund group 
for deriving the Lund Symmetric Fragmentation Function. This approach presumes 
Longitudinal Phase Space (LPS) and a linear confining quark potential as expressed 
by the Wilson Area Law (WAL).7 It clarifies our use of a universal constant N in 
Eq. 1, 2 and the treatment of popcorn mesons. 

2) Popcorn mesons in baryon-antibaryon production are treated "correctly" as dic
tated by LPS x WAL. 

3) Considerations of how to treat Px correctly are set aside. For now, simply a P T 
compensation technique which works reasonably well within our philosophy of using 
the LSFF as a production density (and involves a tuneable parameter) is used. [See 
Section III for description.] 

4) We find that the structure to which we are led has a natural Ecm dependence 
for baryon production which seems to provide a rather good description of the 
"threshold-like" suppression seen in comparing Ecm ~ 10 GeV baryon data with 
Ecm ~ 29 GeV data. 
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B B M M M 

(a) "simple' B B production 

B M I M M 

(b) one "popcorn' meson 

B M M B M 

(c) two 'popcorn' mesons (uncrossed) 

B M M B~ M 

(d) two 'popcorn' mesons (crossed) 

B M M B M B M M M B 

(e) three'popoom- mesons (uncrossed) (f) three'popcom'mesons (crossed) 

Figure 3. Various Baryon-Antibaryon production diagrams 
with 0 to 3 "popcorn" mesons between the baryon 
and antibaryon. 
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II. APPROACH TO THE UCLA MODELING FROM LONGITUDINAL 
PHASE SPACE AND A LINEAR CONFINING QUARK POTEN
TIAL (THE WILSON AREA LAW) 

In ~1986, the Lund group showed8 (as we briefly reproduce below) that the Lund 
Symmetric Fragmentation Function in 1+1 dimensions could also be derived from the 
intuitively-attractive initial assumptions of only longitudinal phase space and a linear 
confining quark potential (as expressed by the Wilson Area Law).7 Using amplitudes 
derived from this approach, B. Andersson and W. Hofmann brilliantly showed that the 
Bose-Einstein correlations observed for identical particles at Ecm = 29 GeV could be 
very nicely described from this basis.9 

We herewith sketch the derivation of the LSFF as developed by the Lund group from 
this approach. The n-particle state shown in Figure 1 for 1+1 dimension is governed 
by the space-time area A„ swept out by the string and has a weight associated with it 
of:10 

<*W„ oc f[\Ni<?Pi6{Pt - m ? ) ^ 2 ^ Pi - Aot)x.( Popcorn)}e-w" x (4) 

x appropriate Clebsch Gordon coefficients 
to couple quarks into hadrons. 

where Pi are the hadron "two-momentum" (Ei,Pi), m< is the mass of the itH state, 
PTOT is the total two-dimensional energy-momentum of the n-particle state, Ni is a 
normalization or strength parameter associated with the single particle production of 
each hadron flavor and An is the total space-time area over which the colorfield extends. 
The factors included in the curly brackets {} constitute Longitudinal Phase Space (LPS). 
In addition to pure LPS, we include a possible factor xi(p°pcorn) [discussed below] 
modifying the pure LPS to allow for the possibility of a "coherence length suppression" 
of the number of popcorn mesons a baryon-antibaryon pair can have between them. The 
factor e~iA" resembles the behavior of a matrix element associated with the Wilson Area 
Law (WAL) of loop integrals for a linear confining quark potential. Note in Figure 1 
that the total area An = Sj-4,- = £ i m ' 2 / 2 « where ZJ = ALi/Lj as shown. 

Using 
P±=E±Pn and Pi+ = z-Ptot+ (5) 

(where z\ = ALj/Z in Figure 1), then 
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d 2 P,«(P?-m?) = dZ;/zJ (6) 

^ *(2)(E"-P< - Ptot) = 2*(E Pi+ - J W M £ * - " -Ptot-) 

The weight for this particular n-particle state then becomes: 

dWn « fllsAo. - Y, *i)*(l - E 4 )^ i (popcom)e- -J /«J 1 (8) 
j = 1 I. *i a z i s ) 

where we have suppressed, but imply, the Clebsch-Gordon factors. 

In order to get a normalized probability P„ for this n-particle state, we define the 
sum of all possible weights as: 

*W = E l l ! f "ft*1 - E « J W - E ^ ) 7 X . ( p o p c o r n ) e - ^ } (9) 

This is depicted in Figure 4a. 

Thus, the probability for the particular n-particle state is 

dPn(- • • m{, z\ • • •) = fa n^x {Nt&60. - E W(l - jj)]xi{poPcorn)e-^'*'<} 

(10) 

Then, beginning with any system of $ =• E\m (either the initial 9090 system, or any 
subsystem after several hadrons have been iteratively selected), the probability of a first 
hadron of mass mi and light-cone momentum fraction z\ (= z\ for the first particle) is 
obtained by summing over all possible remaining states 

^ ^ • X l ( P o p c o r n ) e - ^ ? M 
d P l ' ( m i , * i ) - ^ x 

£ " = 2 { l l j f to^*1 ~ ^ W 1 " S ^ ) j X i ( p o P c o r n ) e - & m ? / - ] ] (11) 
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Figure 4a. All possible hadroric configurations for an tribal q q 
of Eon -s . THsnpmsenis the sum g(s)in the text 

Figum 4b. The situation for pktfng a first hadron Mi . Z i . showing s.S. 
and all the remaining configurations, which represents g(s). 
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As depicted in Figure 4b, the square bracket in Eq(ll) is simply g(3), where s is El, 
of the remaining system and 

i = (s - mfM)( l - Zi) = (1 - * x )( l - ^)a (12) 

It seems clear that g(a) will increase in some manner as s increases. Let us assume 

g(s) ex s°. (13) 

[We note the interesting possibilities, stemming from this derivation, that it may be (i) 
that a is a (slowly-varying?) function of s and (ii) a for baryons may be larger than 
a for mesons.11 For this paper, we will presume one constant value of a.] Finally, we 
derive the LSFF as follows: 

gfi-d-^ni-^r (14) 
g(s) sz\ 

and: 

dP^1\m1,z1) = U ^ - ( l - z1)ae-hmV'*] x (1 - ^ - ) ° X Xi(p°pcorn). (15) 

The square bracket has reproduced the Lund Symmetric Fragmentation Function 
as derived for an infinite-s system. In addition, this approach from LPS x WAL yields 
a finite-s correction factor of (1 — ^-)°. We also include the possible phase space 
modification xi (popcorn), for cases where the "original system a" is the remnant of a 
previous iterative step in which a baryon was created. 

For the UCLA modeling, we assume that all the Ni normalization or strength pa
rameters are flavor independent and therefore equal. Thus, within the context of this 
derivation, the UCLA modeling turns out to be the presumption that only Longitu
dinal Phase Space and the Wilson Area Law (plus Clebsch- Gordon coefficients) con
trol hadronic production; there is no need for any additional flavor suppression in the 
strength parameters Ni. The factors of this modeling are depicted in Figure 5. For a 
given total final configuration, composed of iterative steps, the probability depends only 
on: 

m e-bAn _ e-6BmJ/r,-

a (*-«0* x (1 - =£)" for each step. 

• The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients CG\ to couple each quark into 
the next hadron. 
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E-B, 

' ' ^ -Wt = CG2(q,.1->hi) 

E+P„ 

Figure 5. The suppression factors used in the UCLA modeling, 
as derived from LPS x WAL x CG. 
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This simple hadron-level phase space approach implies that there are no colorfield 
dynamics or strength effects; the production is driven (pulled?) by the final state 
configuration of hadrons; the colorfield will provide whatever quarks are necessary as 
required by LPS x WAL. 

In particular, there is no suppression associated with the production of the virtual 
quark-antiquark pairs at point A of Figure 5 such as are presumed from tunneling argu
ments leading to s/u, qq/q, • • • in the present Lund approach. likewise the vector I All 
parameters of the Lund description are incorporated into the various factors of the 
UCLA approach. 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION 

We decided to implement the implications of the LPS x WAL basis as simply and 
rigidly as possible (with the one caveat of allowing for the phase space modification 
of Xi(P°P c°m) to cover the possible suppression when the baryon and antibaryon are 
separated by several mesons). This meant that 

a) we must properly implement popcorn in baryon production. 

b) there are naturally 23cm-dependent effects coming from inclusion of the 
(1 — *f?)a factor in the LSFF and from the implementation of popcorn. 

This basis was implemented by modifying Lund JETSET 6.3* in VAX format. We 
will provide here a few important and guiding comments, but will not describe the 
implementation in detail. 

A. This phase space approach does (as we presumed in our earlier treatment) imply 
that popcorn diagrams (see Figure 3) are indeed new degrees of freedom in the 
overall phase space not included by simple BB production and that the popcorn 
rates should therefore be added to the simple BB production. To dramatize this we 
show Figure 6 which displays a "E~K+P configuration which has a doubly-strange 
baryon and a non-strange antibaryon, a new-degree-of-freedom configuration which 
cannot be created with only BB production. 

B. All the popcorn diagrams of Figure 3, up to the total average number of "direct 
hadrons" (not from resonance decay), must be included for any particular value 
of Ecm. For example, ~6 direct hadrons are produced at Ecm = 10 GeV and 
~10 at 29 GeV. Thus, at 10 GeV BMMMMB must be included and at 29 GeV 
BMMMMMMMMB! 

We treat two cases of the UCLA model in this paper: 

i) Pure Longitudinal Phase Space (P-LPS) in which all included popcorn 
diagrams have full phase space weighting. We note that each additional pop
corn diagram has about the same weight. E.g., BMMMB ~ BMMBM, etc. 
In Figure 7 we display the average number of direct hadrons (obtained from 
Monte Carlo simulation) as a function of Eem. Note that the total number 
of popcorn diagrams possible at any given Ecm is one less than the (average) 
number of hadrons produced. 

ii) Modified Longitudinal Phase Space (M-LPS) in which we presume there 
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Figure 6. A E K+P popcorn configuration which cannot be cre
ated with only BB production. 

20 

Average 
number of 
hadrons 10 -
produced 
(Monte Carlo) 

1000 
Ecm (Gev) 

Figure 7. The average number of direct hadrons produced as a 
function. 
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is a "coherence length attenuation" associated with the "distance" between 
B and B. We use x(popcorn) = e~vm' for this, where mp is the mass of 
the popcorn meson and 77 is an adjustable parameter., We find that TJ ~ 1.0 
(GeV/c) - 1 , which yields an average suppression of successive popcorn mesons 
of ~ 0.7 per meson. [We have also tried x(popcorn) = 0.7 independent of 
meson mass; it is insignificantly different from TJ = 1. We have not yet tried, 
e.g., e-"'m?.] 

C. We assume (see Figure 3) that the spin of a qq pair in a baryon (either spin 0 or 
spin 1) is randomly correlated with the spin of the "leftover" qq pair (either spin 0 
with weight 1/4 or spin 1 with weight 3/4). 

D. To pick each successive hadron we carry out this ansatz (as in our earlier version) 
with an iterative implementation using appropriate weights over the next-several 
possible hadrons. In calculating the weights, we use Eq(15) plus extensive Clebsch-
Gordon tables to couple a given "input" quark or antidiquark to the possible next 
hadrons at each step. In practice, we weight each candidate hadron by its own 
weight plus that of all possibilities of the three hadrons following it, and add a 
correction factor for the missing higher order popcorn diagrams. 

E. This implementation of popcorn according to LPS x WAL, plus the (1 — —)" 
factor, forces its to implement an Ecm dependent structure. This has been done by 
dividing the Eem space into 13 different regions (see Figure 7), each with its own 
local treatment. 

F. We have set aside detailed study of Pr behavior for the time-being and will re
turn to it later. Within our approach, a proper treatment would (i) provide Pr 
compensation amongst the hadrons, (ii) depend only on hadron-level measurable 
quantities, (iii) be Left-Right Symmetric, and (iv) agree with the data. For the 
time-being, we use a provisional ansatz by G. Gustafson1 2 of Lund in which the 
Pp of one hadron is compensated by the next two hadrons in the iterative imple
mentation; this treatment is not quite fully Left-Right Symmetric. This gives a 
reasonable description of the PT spectra and thus allows the desired multiplicity 
and longitudinal distribution comparisons to be carried out in a relatively unbiased 
manner. 
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IV. C O M P A R I S O N W I T H D A T A AT Ecm = 29 G E V 

We display comparisons of data and predictions for 

A. hadron multiplicities 

B. inclusive distributions 

1) longitudinal distributions in XE = 2E/y/a. 

2) new data from P E P 4 / 9 for n/K/P extending to high z, where z = IPjy/s. 

3) P | . [to confirm that the Gustafson provisional ansatz gives reasonable 
results]. 

4) Rapidity for n/K/p from the new PEP4/9 data . 

5) Rapidity for JT* as a function of sphericity [compared to Lund predictions] 

C. Preliminary correlation da ta from PEP4/9 on the AA rapidity correlation [an 
important test of whether the additional long-range popcorn diagrams are 
compatible with the data]. 

A. Hadron Multiplicities 

Figure 8 summarizes the hadron multiplicities which have been measured at P E P 
and P E T R A (Ecm ~ 29 GeV) for 6 pseudoscalar mesons, 4 vector mesons, 3 spin 
1/2 baryons, 4 spin 3/2 baryons, and 3 charmed had rons . 1 3 They range over three 
orderB of magnitude from n* a t ~10/event t o S ~ , E * ° , f t - at ~.01/event. Measure
ments from different experiments have been normalized to 29 GeV and combined 
with appropriate weights. The Dm± and D° data have been corrected to the 1986 
Particle Data Table branching fractions. Data dominated by a single measurement 
are indicated by dotted lines. In order to display accurate comparisons between 
data and predictions, each measured multiplicity is plotted at 0.0 on the scale with 
an error bar indicating the percentage uncertainty. Predictions are then plotted rel
ative to the data, displaying deviations from the da ta in both standard deviations 
and percentages. 

We display the predictions of 

• U C L A Pure Longitudinal Phase Space (P-LPS) with a = 2.0 and 
b = 1.0 ( G e V / c ) - 2 . The predictions, (which include baryon production 
with popcorn added in the rigid manner described above), depend only on 
the two parameters a and 6. The predicted hadron multiplicities and x2 
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LUND* 
Best-Tune 

-10 
parameters 
(see text) 
Mult lx 2 ) 

UCLA o 
P-LPS 
a-2.0 
b-1.0 

Mult (x 2 ) 

UCLA • 
M-LPS 
a-2 .3 
b-0.8 
1 " 1 0 „ 
Multlx 2) 

.054 (0.8! .034(1.0) .085(1.1) 

.22 (0.0) .24 (0.0) .25 (0.2) 

.49 (0.0) .52 (0.0) .51 (0.0) 

.0008(4.8) .0013(4.5) .0015(4.3) 

.0040(0.4) .0068(1.0) .0073(1.2) 

.034 (0.0) .049 (2.0) .050 (2.3) 

.072 (0.6) .080 (0.7) .070 (0.6) 

.018 (0.0) .016 (0.4) .016 (0.4) 

.217 (0.1) .215 (0.1) .205 (0.1) 

.57 (0.0) .58 (0.0) .51 (1.0) 

.093 (0.7) .091 (0.4) .108 (4.3) 

.57 10.0) .55 (0.0) .61 (0.4) 

.59 (0.4) .58 10.5) .65 (0.0) 

.88 (0.5) .67 (2.0) .71 (1.0) 

.45 (4.0) .12 (1.7) .13 (1.4) 

.85 (8.3) .46 (2.1) .48 (1.5) 
1.34 (0.0) 1.31 (0.1) 1.40 (0.1) 
1.44 (0.0) 1.42 (0.0) 1.54 (0.5) 

6.0 (0.6) 5.6 (0.2) 5.9 (0.4) 

10.4 (0.0) 10.3 (0.2) 10.5 (0.0) 

*Tot 2 1 2 16.9 20.8 

X3/dof -2 - 1 •0.9 -1.2 

MULTIPLICITIES 29 Bow — • 

{•-' Dominated by one measurement) 

• • — • * 

- - " • ! • © • - • 

-100% 100% 

DATA 

" Ac .28t.25 
- D*± .231.05 

• D" .49±.18 

• n" .0141.006 

• = * • > <-0067 

• i*± .0351.010 

• A"* <-094 

H .0191.005 

• A° .211.02 

• P .5B±.07 

• 
' * .0831.012 

• k*° .561.08 
* + 

- k " .681.14 

- P° .811.10 

-
- 1°' .251.10 

- n" .591.09 
• k° 1.351.14 

- k± 1.441.14 

• 51° 5.61.5 
4-

• ir- 10.51.5 

Figure 8. Hadron multiplicities in e + e ~ collisions at Eem = 29 
GeV. Comparison of experimental data and model 
predictions. (See text for description.) 
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are also shown in the next-to-lefthand column. The total \ 2 is 16.9 for 20-
2=18 degrees of freedom, or ~0.9/d.o.f. There axe no striking discrepancies 
from the data. The only discrepancy over 2.0 standard deviations is the 
il~ which is dominated by one measurement. 

• UCLA Modified Longitudinal Phase Space (M-LPS) with three 
parameters a = 2.3, b = 0.80 (GeV/c) - 2 , and t] = 1.0 in e-imr-r for 
suppression of popcorn mesons (average popcorn suppression ~ 0.7). The 
predicted values and x 2 B t l e also shown in Figure 8 in the next column. 
The total x 2 is 20.8 for 20-3=17 degrees of freedom or ~1.2/d.o.f. This 
tuning with popcorn suppression predicts the <j> multiplicity at 2.1 a high 
and the E** at 1.5 er high. 

• Lund JETSET 6.3. We have tuned it to fit these multiplicity data. 
The best-fit parameters are a = 0.51,6 = 0.90 (GeV/c) - 2 , s/u = 0.282, 
v/All \ugk,= 0.46, v/All \.trange= 0.46, v/All | c A a r m = 0.59, qq/q = 0.089, 
6 = (su/ud)/(s/u) = 0.74, oc = 1/3(99)1/(99)0 = .03, and BMB = 0.90 
(which implies that 36% of the baryon events have no popcorn and 64% 
have one popcorn meson; more than one popcorn meson is not allowed). 
The total x2 is 21.2 for 20-10=10 degrees of freedom or ~2.1/d.o.f. The 
total x 2 is dominated by the q and rf which probably should have another 
parameter similar to v/All to provide suppression. [We note (lest the 
reader think that fits of the quality of Lund and UCLA are "easy") that, 
for example, the Webber model 4.1 using default parameters has a x2/d.o.f. 
of ~4.1 when compared to these multiplicity measurements.] 

B. Inclusive Distributions 

1) Longitudinal distributions13 in XE = 2E/y/s. 

The quality of these shape comparisons between predictions and data has 
changed little since our earlier work. In Figure 9, we display 12 distributions 
comparing the UCLA M-LPS predictions with the data. The shape agreement 
seems quite good. The UCLA P-LPS and Lund predictions differ Uttle from 
P-LPS on this level. 

2) Longitudinal distributions in Z = 2P/y/s for ir/K/p. PEP4/9 has produced 
a new high quality set of charged track data with particle identification from 
dE/dx which extends to Z ~ 0.8. 1 4 Figure lOa-c compare the data with UCLA 
P-LPS, UCLA M-LPS and Lund for (a) TT*, (b) K±, (c) proton*. Figure lOd 
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Figure 9. Various hadron flavor distributions in XB = 2Eji/y/s. Comparison 

of data and the UCLA Modified Longitudinal Phase Space (M-LPS) 
model. Lund and UCLA Pure-LPS predictions are similar. 
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displays the particle fractions vs. Z. The most notable discrepancy is that the 
proton predictions for Z > 0.25 are ~60% high for UCLA P-LPS and Lund, 
whereas this discrepancy is largely cured in UCLA-MLPS in which long-range 
(and therefore high Z) popcorn is suppressed compared to UCLA P-LPS. Other 
minor discrepancies include slight deficits for high Z Jf's and for low Z protons 
for both UCLA models. 

3) PT distributions. 

In Figure 11, we compare the ir/k/p P£ distributions (relative to the spheric
ity axis) for UCLA M-LPS and the PEP4/9 data. 1 4 This is only to confirm 
that Gustafson'8 provisional ansatz (which requires incorporation of one pa
rameter) provides agreement with Py data adequate enough to allow accurate 
longitudinal comparisons. UCLA M-LPS and Lund are comparable. 

4) Rapidity distributions for ir/k/p. 

In Figure 12 we compare UCLA P-LPS (dash-dot lines), UCLA M-LPS (solid 
lines), and Lund (dotted lines) with the high quality particle-identified ir/k/p 
rapidity distributions data from PEP4/9. 1 4 The agreement is quite good with 
the minor exceptions that UCLA M-LPS is a little high for A'* (though gener
ally reproducing the K^ low rapidity dip structure) and a little low for protons 
at low rapidity. 

5) Rapidity for ir* as a function of sphericity. 

This is a rather delicate probe in which the pion spectrum has a pronounced 
low-rapidity dip for mid-range values of sphericity, apparently due to interfer
ence effects amongst soft gluons. In Figure 13, we compare UCLA M-LPS from 
s = .02 to .20 with Lund 6.3, which incorporates the soft gluon interference 
in its leading log parton shower and has been shown to reproduce the data 
dip-structure.1 5 The shape agreement is quite good, though UCLA M-LPS is 
~3-5% low in some cases. UCLA P-LPS is similar. 

C. AA Rapidity Correlation Data [preliminary] 

The UCLA model gets the majority of its baryon production from the (additive) 
popcorn diagrams. Figure 14 displays the distribution of number of popcorn mesons 
for UCLA P-LPS which averages <1.8> popcorn mesons and UCLA M-LPS with 
<1.2>. Note that in P-LPS, 73% of the baryon events derive from popcorn dia
grams with some population out as far as 5-9 mesons; in M-LPS 57% derive from 
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popcorn, but with little population beyond 4 mesons. [Lund, by contrast requires 
that there be only 0 or 1 popcorn mesons: e.g., BMB = 0.5 implies 50% have one 
popcorn meson, BMB = 0.9 implies 64% with one popcorn meson.] 

This raises an important test for the UCLA modeling: Is the large amount of 
long-range popcorn predicted compatible with the baryon-antibaryon data, which 
displays short range correlations. To ensure that all cuts in data and simulation are 
the same, we have begun a preliminary analysis of the A A rapidity correlation from 
the high quality PEP4/9 data. [We use AA as the most copious, good efficiency 
signal, since identified protons and antiprotons have good purity and efficiency only 
between ~ 0.5 to 1.5 GeV/c] 

The analysis is preliminary. We have compared distributions on "the detector 
level." That is, the Monte Carlo events have been propagated through the detector 
simulation and compared with the observed events. [Analysis is in progress to 
acceptance-correct the data in order to compare with the Monte Carlo "generator 
level."] 

Figure 15 displays Ay A & = | *A — Y& | on the detector level from this preliminary 
analysis. From the 24,000 event sample, there are 56 AA pairs which pass all the 
cuts. A significant short range peak of width ~1.0 units of rapidity is visible with 
some small population out to AY ~4.0. UCLA P-LPS and M-LPS are displayed 
for samples of ~6 times the data sample and have been normalized to the same 
number of AA events as the data. [For each UCLA sample, the number of AA per 
hadronic event is ~ 15% ± 15% lower than for the data.] 

There are various ways of comparing the distribution shapes. To summarize these: 
The UCLA Pure Longitudinal Phase Space (P-LPS) is marginal, being ~1.5 -
2.0 standard deviations broader than the data, by various measures. The UCLA 
Modified Longitudinal Phase Space (M-LPS), in which the long range popcorn 
diagrams are suppressed by e~vmp for each successive popcorn meson, agrees very 
well with the data. 

The Lund distributions studied (not shown) for BMB = 0.5 -0.9 (50% to 64% 
popcorn) are in reasonable agreement with the data. 
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SUMMARY AT 29 GeV 

UCLA Pure Longitudinal Phase Space (P-LPS) 

a = 2.0 6 = 1.0(GeV/c)"2 

• Agrees quite well with multiplicities [x2 = 16.9/18 dof ~0.9] 

• Agrees quite well with ir/fc/p rapidity distributions. 

• Marginally high for high z protons [~60% or ~2.5 a high]. 

• Marginally broad for AY^ [~1.5-2.0 a broad]. 

UCLA Modified Longitudinal Phase Space (M-LPS) 

a = 2.3 6 = 0.80(GeV/c)"2 7/ = l.OtGeV/c)-1 

• Agrees adequately with multiplicities [x 2 = 20.8/17 dof ~1.2. 0's ~2.1 a high]. 

• Agrees adequately with -rr/fc/p rapidity distributions [low rapidity K^s ~1.5 
a high, low rapidity p's ~1.5 a low.] 

• Adequate for high Z protons [~25% or ~1.0 a high]. 

• Agrees well with Al^A-

Lund ~10 Parameters 

• Agrees well with multiplicities, except for i\ and IJ' [x 2 = 21.2/10 dof ~2.1. 
r? ~2.0 a high, rj' ~2.9 a high.] 

• Agrees well with ir/k/p rapidity distributions. 

• Marginally high for high z protons [~60% or 2.5 a high]. 

• Agrees well with Al \^ . 
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V. EXTRAPOLATION OF PREDICTIONS TO 10 GEV 

In order to properly carry out the implications of LPS x WAL, we were required 
to incorporate an 22cm-dependent structure (see Section III) into our modeling. Having 
tuned our model at Eem = 29 GeV, an important test then is to compare our predic
tions with the continuum data at ~10 GeV (ARGUS and CLEO) for multiplicities and 
longitudinal distributions. 

We note some intuitive expectations in the prediction extrapolations. Both the 
UCLA and Lund models predict ~9.8 "direct hadrons" (not including resonance decay 
products) produced per event at 29 GeV and ~6.1 at 10 GeV, or a ratio of 0.62. We 
would expect observed meson production (including resonance decay products) to be 
suppressed at 10 GeV by about this ratio of ~0.62 (as will be confirmed below). 

The baryon situation is more complex. The Lund model has a small additional 
baryon suppression due to the phenomenon that baryons and antibaryons are produced 
in pairs. E.g., the non-popcorn BB configuration has only 5 "positions" possible if there 
are 6 direct hadrons produced and 9 "positions" for 10 direct hadrons. From the way 
in which JETSET 6.3 handles popcorn mesons, we estimate for the Lund model with 
BMB ~0.5-0.9 that the baryon production rates at 10 GeV would be ~ 0.51 of the 29 
GeV rates; that is, an additional suppression factor for baryons of 0.51/0.62 = 0.82, 
compared to the meson suppression. 

We expect more suppression from the UCLA model (which is even more complicated 
to analyze), due to 

• the higher average number of popcorn mesons per baryonic event in the Ecm-
dependent structure for popcorn diagrams. 

• the factor of (1 — ^ - ) a , which provides a baryon suppression factor of ~0.85. [We 
note that this factor, if included in the present Lund modeling, would only provide a 
baryon suppression ~0.96 because of the lower values of a used in the Lund model.] 

The comparisons between data and predictions are displayed in Figure 16a for 
multiplicities at Ecm ci 10 GeV in the continuum and for the ratio of (multiplicity 
at 10 GeV)/(multiplicity at 29 GeV) in Figure 16b. (We note that Figure 16b, the 
ratio information, is probably the "purer" test of 2?cm-dependent effects in the models.] 
The data are combined from W. Hofmann in Annual Reviews of Nuclear and Particle 
Sciences16 (quoting results from ARGUS, CLEO, and DASP) and two recent articles 
by ARGUS. 1 7 ' 1 8 Though there are many hadron flavors for which there are two or three 
compatible measurements (TT0, JST*?, K°, J/, A?, E~), we note that there are several cases 
where there is only one dominant measurement (p°,Km±, Jf* 0,S*°,Jl~) and several 
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where incompatible results have been combined with enlarged error bars {ir±,K±7, 
*,P,A7). 

In Figure 16a, we note that the meson rates seem well predicted by Lund, UCLA 
P-LPS, and UCLA M-LPS, with the one marginal exception that the UCLA M-LPS <A 
prediction is ~ 3.9<r high. Total \ 2 is 10.0/9 ~ 1.1 for Lund, 11.1/9 ~ 1.2 for UCLA P-
LPS, 20.7/9 ~ 2.3 for UCLA M-LPS. For baryons, the UCLA predictions are in general 
lower and better than the Lund ones: x 2 = 34.8/6 cz 5.8 for Lund, 10.4/6 ~ 1.7 for 
UCLA P-LPS, and 13.2/6 ~ 2.2 for UCLA M-LPS. 

Figure 16b, displaying the ratio of production at 10 GeV to that at 29 GeV, brings 
the situation into sharper focus. The meson situation is very re-assuring: The experi
mental ratio (averaged over 9 mesons: 7T*,ir°, A'*,K°,T),p°, Km±, K*°, 0) is 0.62 ± .03, 
compared with our estimated ratio from direct hadron production of 0.62. The average 
ratios found from running the various Monte Carlo models are: 0.64 for UCLA P-LPS, 
0.62 for UCLA M-LPS, and 0.62 for Lund. 

For baryons, the experimental ratio (averaged over the 4 baryons where there is 
good data at both 10 and 29 GeV: p, A.H - , ! ;**) is 0.36 ± .05. The average ratio for 
UCLA P-LPS is 0.34 (~.62 from the direct hadron ratio, ~ .86 from (1 - m ' /sz)a and 
~.64 from the 23 c m-dependent popcorn structure); for UCLA M-LPS is 0.37 (~.62 from 
the direct hadron ratio, ~.84 from (1 — m /sz)a and ~ .71 from the Ecm dependent 
popcorn structure); and for Lund is 0.51 (~.62 from the direct hadron ratio and ~.82 
from BB and BMB structure). Thus, we find that the UCLA models agree well with 
the baryon ratio data, whereas the Lund model averages ~ 2.8<r high. 

In Figure 17, we compare the 10 GeV predictions with the data for the longitudinal 
distributions in XE for n±,K±,P,\ from ARGUS. 1 7 - 1 8 We find that all three models 
agree well with the meson distributions, except they are a bit high (especially UCLA) 
for high XB pions. For the baryon data, the UCLA M-LPS model agrees rather well 
with P and A in shape (as well as overall rate). The UCLA P-LPS model (which agrees 
in overall rates) is marginally hard in its predictions at high z. The Lund model (which 
is marginally high in overall rates) is also hard in its predictions at high z. 

We have extrapolated the multiplicity predictions for these models to Ecm ~ 60 
GeV [TRISTAN] and s:90 GeV [SLC/LEP] for 7r ± , .K" ± ,P,A. We find only modest 
differences amongst the predictions. Ecm = 60 GeV: ir*/event: 14.4/13.9/14.1 for 
Lund, UCLA P-LPS, and UCLA M-LPS, respectively. K±: 1.90/1.83/2.04. Pro
ton: 0.87/1.00/0.84. A: 0.33/0.39/0.34. Ecm = 90 Gev: JT*: 17.0/16.2/16.6. K*: 
2.24/2.12/2.37. Proton: 1.02/1.24/1.3. A: 0.39/0.49/0.44. 
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SUMMARY AT 10 GeV 

UCLA Pure Longitudinal Phase Space (P-LPS) 

• Agrees very well with meson multiplicity ratios [x 2 = 2.6/9 dof ~0.3]. 

• Agrees very well with baryon multiplicity ratios [x 2 = 1.4/4 dof ~0.4]. 

• Agrees adequately with meson (ir, k) XE distributions [~35% high for high 
XE 7r±]. 

• Agrees adequately with baryon XE distributions [e.g., high XE A's ~35% or 
~2.5 a high]. 

UCLA Modified Longitudinal Phase Space (M-LPS) 

• Agrees very well with meson multiplicity ratios [x 2 = 2.5/9 dof ~0.3]. 

• Agrees very well with baryon multiplicity ratios [x2 = 0.8/4 dof ~0.2]. 

• Agrees adequately with meson (ir, k) XE distributions [~35% high for high 
XE IT*]. 

• Agrees well with baryon XE distributions. 

Lund 

• Agrees very well with meson multiplicity ratios [x 2 = 3.2/9 dof ~0.3]. 

• Marginally high for baryon multiplicities [~2.5-3.0 a high]. 

• Agrees adequately with meson (w,k) XE distributions [~20% high for high 
XE IT*]. 

• Marginally high for high z baryons [e.g., high XE A'S ~100% or ~3-4 a fgh] . 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The UCLA model 

• uses only 

o Longitudinal Phase Space. 

o The Wilson Area Law for a linear confining quark potential. 

o Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. 

• incorporates only 2 or 3 parameters 

o o ~ 2.0-2.3 in Lund Symmetric Fragmentation Function. 

o 6 ~ 0.8 - 1.0(GeV/c)-2 in " 

o TJ ~ 0.0 — 1.0(GeV/c) - 1 in e _ , , r o»°» (optional popcorn parameter). 

(plus the assumption of maximal spin randomization between qq and gq pairs 
in baryon events and, at present, a parameter to ensure good PT distributions.) 

• and does a very good job overall of predicting 

o multiplicities at Ecm = 29 GeV. 

o longitudinal distributions at Ecm = 29 GeV. 

o multiplicity ratios between Ecm = 10 GeV and 29 GeV. 

o longitudinal distributions at 10 GeV. 

See Summaries of Sections on IV and V for more details. 
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VII. WHAT HAPPENS NEXT? 

• Much more detailed data will now be useful in probing models and in developing the 
correlation structures in hadron production as we come to understand the behavior 
of these soft QCD processes better. 

• 300 p b - 1 at Ecm ~ 29 GeV [which is ideally located over threshold effects and 
below multigluon effects] with the Upgraded PEP4/9 detector [Sp/p ~ 0.6%, dE/dx 
resolution ~3.6%, ~50-100 micron vertex detector] would provide 

• Definitive inclusive data on t],tj', A + + ,S° ,£** ,H*° ,Q~,D s , A c . . . 
• Baryon-antibaryon rapidity correlations to determine popcorn structure: 

~ 50AA (present) —» ~ 500. 
~ 33~A (present) —* ~ 30. 

• PT correlations amongst, e.g., pp,pA, AA, A.K to determine the "distance" or 
"coherence length" over which PT is compensated. 

• At ECM ~10 GeV, improved multiplicity measurements, baryon rapidity correla
tion data, and PT correlation data would be useful. 

e Compare with data at Eem ~ 60 GeV [TRISTAN] and ~90 GeV [SLC/LEP] to 
study the extrapolations to high energies. 

• Circulate the program of the UCLA model [VAX compatible version in Fall 1989]. 

• Develop a PT treatment which is fully Left-Right symmetric (if possible) and which 
agrees with data. 

• Study the possibility from the Longitudinal Phase Space viewpoint that a for 
baryons is greater than a for 5 mesons. 

• Test whether the Lund model can be tuned with larger values of a and b such that 
it might indeed be compatible with the high z proton data. 

• Develop predictions for B-physics: rates and distributions of B,Bt, B*,B*, A B , • • • 
Similarly, tighten the predictions for charmed particles. 

• In the long run, perhaps develop a program to calculate the Longitudinal Phase 
Space g(s) and use it directly for event probability dPn(... rmzi...) rather than 
using an iterative implementation. 
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Abstract 

The potential of the present e + e - machines TRISTAN, SLC, and, very soon, LEP to discover new 
physics is discussed. The production of new heavy particles would give the most striking signature 
but is severely constrained by data from hadron colliders. Special emphasis is given to the search 
for new contact interactions that may arise from the exchange of heavy bosons like leptoquarks or 
a second Z, or within the framework of composite models. 

1. Introduction 
For many years e + e - colliders provided the highest attainable center-of-mass energies in 

particle physics and hence were the machines of choice in the search for new thresholds and new 
physics at high energies. This situation changed dramatically with the advent of hadron colliders, 
as evidenced by the discovery of the W and the Z at CERN.1*1 Today, after two years of successful 
running, TRISTAN has reached y/s « 60 GeV p l and the SLC is producing the first few hundred Z 

fa] 
events, while LEP will very soon start operating around the same energy of mz « 91 GeV. When 
comparing these energies with the ones already achieved at hadron colliders (CDF at the Fermilab 
Tevatron has reported on dijet events with mjj > 700 G e V w ) it is obvious that the search for new 
thresholds at e + e - machines has received serious competition from the pp collider experiments, 
whose results and bounds have to be taken into account when discussing the potential of e + e -

colliders to unravel some evidence for new physics within the standard model (SM) (like the top 
quark or the Higgs boson) or beyond. 

This competition is particularly apparent in the search for new particles, which will be ad
dressed in section 2 of this talk. While the tremendous energy of pp collisions allows the production 
of much heavier particles, the clean e + e - environment greatly facilitates their detection and closes 
most of the loopholes left by the hadron colliders. Examples to be discussed in Section 2 include 
the production of heavy quarks and leptons, the production of the supersymmetric partners of 
leptons and gauge bosons and the search for more exotic objects like leptoquarks and the excited 
leptons of composite models. 

In Section 3 I will discuss the potential of e + e - machines to discover new physics before 
actually reaching open thresholds. A convenient framework for this discussion is the concept of 
contact terms which has been extensively used in the discussion of composite models but is 
equally useful when trying to estimate the sensitivity of e + e - colliders to extra neutral gauge 
bosons or leptoquarks. Because of the observation by all three TRISTAN experiments of a slightly 
higher R value than expected, this discussion will be a central part of my talk. 

2. Production of New Particles 
The minimal SM predicts the existence of two as yet unobserved particles: the top quark and 

the Higgs boson. If extensions of the SM do describe nature, a whole zoo of new particles awaits 
discovery. These include charged Higgs bosons of two Higgs doublet models, the supersymmetric 
partners of the known fermions and gauge bosons, techniparticles, leptoquarks, excited states in 
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composite models, and many more. In this section a few examples will be selected in order to 
give a general impression of what e+e~ colliders can do up to y/a = 100 GeV and also to compare 
their prospects with what is known already or will soon be known from hadron collider data. 

a.) Heavy Quasks 
The hunt for the top quark and for a 4th generation, charge —1/3, b' has been a continuous 

task for e + e — annihilation experiments. Since the coupling of these quarks to the photon and the 
Z-boson is fixed within the SM the production cross sections for e + e _ -+ it, e+e~ —y b'b' are 
unambiguous well above threshold and hence a few percent measurement of the hadronic R ratio 

g (e + e~ -> hadrons) 
H h ~ 7£tf I 1 ) 

3 * 
allows to set model independent bounds on the top and 6' masses. Using the total cross section 
measurement and topological analyses mass bounds very close to the beam energy have been 
achieved at TRISTAN1'1 and will be achieved at SLC/LEP. These model independent bounds 
have to be contrasted with the virtual exclusion of a top quark below ~ 60 GeV by the CDF 
collaboration. The hadron collider bounds assume, however, a standard branching ratio for I —> 
bev, and can be avoided if the top semileptonic decays are suppressed, e.g. if a charged Higgs 
decay t —* H+b, H+ —» cs dominates. Similarly a 6' with dominant flavor changing neutral 
current decays 6' —* bg would be very difficult to observe in pp annihilation. While the hadron 
collider data make the existence of a light top quark very unlikely, it remains the task of the e+e~ 
machines to unambiguously prove this fact. 

b) Sequential Heavy Leptons 
A 4th generation heavy lepton pair (L~, UL) will be pairproduced at e+e~ machines, once the 

production threshold is crossed. However, they also can be copiously produced in W* —• L^vi 
decay at hadron colliders. In fact UA1 has set a 41 GeV lower bound on the L~ mass from 
this production mechanism. As in the case of the top quark, this bound can be avoided, e.g. by 
a sufficiently large i-neutrino mass mVL, which would render the charged lepton energy in L~ 
leptonic decay 

L~ -* uLrvt (2) 

too small to pass cuts. Again e + e - experiments will be very valuable to unambiguously fix the 
mass bounds. 

c) Higgs Boson (H°; H±) 
The SM, within its one Higgs doublet form, predicts the existence of one neutral scalar Higgs 

boson S°, while its doublet partners are absorbed by the W^ and Z° in the spontaneous breaking 
of SU(2)xU(l). Because H° couples to known fermions and weak gauge bosons proportional to 
their mass, the best ways to produce the Higgs boson in e + e - annihilation are via the Wilczek 
mechanism 

T ^ 2 ? V (3) 

which has been pursued for a long time by experiments in the T region,1"1 and by the Bjorken 
[13] 

process 
e+e- _> Z ^ ffH«, (4) 

which is depicted in Fig. 1. Assuming that the Higgs decays into the heaviest accessible hadrons, 
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Fig. 1: e + e annihilation into a light fermion pair and a Higgs boson on top of the Z peak. 

H° -* 66, this process has been studied for11*1 

Z -»{+£-H° (5) 
and 

Z -*• uvH° . (6) 

The expected event rate depends strongly on the Higgs mass and drops from several hundred to 
about ten H°fi+(i~ events for mHo = 10 GeV to 55 GeV. The rate for vvH° events is larger by 
Br(Z —• vv)l'Bt{Z —»/i +/i _) » 6. Since backgrounds, especially for the charged lepton mode, are 
low the Higgs can be discovered at LEP or SLC if mjjo & 50 GeV. t l s l 

In models with two Higgs doublets, like in supersymmetric extensions of the SM, charged 
Higgs bosons / / ± exist in addition to two scalar and one pseudoscalai neutral Higgs boson. Via 
their coupling to the photon and the Z they can be pairproduced in e+e~ annihilation 

e+e" -f H+H~ (7) 
and are expected to decay into the heaviest available quarks and leptons 

H+-*T+V, cs. (8) 

However, minimal supersymmetric models predict "iff* > n*vy±, in which case we have to 
wait for LEP 200 to possibly see their production at e+e~ colliders. 

d) Composite Objects (e*, p*) 
A firm prediction of composite models of quarks and leptons is the existence of excited 

partners of the known fermions: e*, n", etc. What is unknown is their mass. In the same way, 
however, as the proton mass is roughly given by the strong interaction scale, AQCD> o n e expects 
the mass of exited leptons or quarks to be given by the scale of compositeness, Ac 0 m p. The 
absence of additional four fermion contact terms in various e + e - scattering processes leads to 
Acomp > 0 (1 TeV) (see next section) and hence one does not expect excited states to be producible 
at the present e+e~ colliders. In view of our poor understanding of strongly interacting fields, 
there may be surprises however, and the search for relatively low mass excited states remains 
important. 

An identifying feature of these excited particles is their radiative decay into their low mass 
partner, e.g. 

e* -+ ey, p* -+ /17» ( 9 ) 

which is conveniently parametrized by an effective Lagrangian which couples the excited fermion 
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>e,/T 

Fig. 2: Feynman graphs for the single production of excited leptons. The t-channel graph only 
exists for excited electrons. 

JF with its low mass partner i> and a photon 1 " ' 1 8 1 

4ff = y Fa^d^Ay^l - 7 5 ) V + h.c. (10) 

Hence the signal for the pair production of excited leptons £* (via photon and Z exchange) 
e + e ~ -* £*+£— (11) 

is an opposite charge dilepton pair in association with two photons, with the lepton photon in
variant masses equal to m(.. 

In addition to pair production the above Lagrangian leads to single production of excited 
leptons 

e+e~ -* lt:kf? (12) 

as shown in Fig. 2. The t-channel photon exchange leads to a strong enhancement of e* production, 
even on top of the Z peak as shown in Fig. 3, making e* production visible in e + e ~ annihilation 
as an invariant mass peak in the m e 7 distribution (up to the kinematic limit of me» f» y/s) for a 
wide range of effective couplings / /A . t I 8 ] 

e»-.FT:tfs:93GtV 

f/Asf/A.ITeV"1 

20 (0 GO 80 
mFIOeV) 

Fig. 3: Total production cross section of excited leptons in an SU(2)xU(l) symmetric model at 
V̂ s = mz. (From Ref. 18.) 
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e) Leptoquarks 
Bosons that carry the quantum numbers of leptons and quarks simultaneously are predicted 

by a wide range of models, e.g. by composite models'"] and superstring inspired Ee models.11'1 

In the Es models the leptoquark £g is a color triplet, SU(2)-singlet, charge - ^ particle which is 
identified as a leptoquark due to its Yukawa couplings to ordinary quarks and leptons 

£Y = A I * S M ) | ( ^ J +A2VH(«H)e + A3^dR + h.c. (13) 

Its pair production in e+e~ annihilation, with a cross section identical to that of a right-handed 
down-type squark, will produce a dilepton + dijet signature, where the leptons may be either 
charged or neutral. 

Since leptoquarks carry color, they can be pairproduced at hadron colliders as well}3 1 1 and 
their charged lepton decay modes would easily be observable. Only if leptoquark couplings to 
down type quarks and right-handed neutrinos (the A3 term above) dominate is there a high 
probability that they will be discovered at e + e~ colliders. 

f) Supersymmetric Particies 
To date there is no experimental evidence for supersymmetry and hence the discovery of 

a supersymmetric partner of one of the known fermions or gauge bosons would be of extreme 
importance. Clearly the present e+e~ colliders, which all operate below -Js « 100 GeV, cannot 
compete with hadron colliders, notably the Tevatron, in the hunt for the strongly interacting SUSY 
particles, squarks and gluinos. With the 1987 data of 25.3 n b - 1 alone the CDF collaboration has 
already set a limit of n»j > 74 GeV and m, > 73 GeV, bounds which will be significantly 
improved with their present integrated luminosity of 4.7 p b — 1 . 

At hadron colliders it is much more difficult to produce and observe the supersymmetric 
partners of electroweakly interacting particles like sleptons, charginos (the fermionic superpartners 
of W* and H^) and neutralinos (the superpartners of 7, Z and neutral Higgs bosons) and e + e ~ 
experiments play an important role in searching for them. ' As a prominent example consider 
wino pair production 

e+e- _> W+W~ (14) 

which proceeds via 7 and Z a-channel exchange plus sneutrino t-channel exchange. The resulting 
pair production cross section is plotted in Fig. 4. The rate typically is larger than for M + M ~ P 3 " 8 

and detailed studies of wino decays would be possible, once they are produced. What would be 
observed on top of the Z peak effectively is the decay process 

Z - W+W~ (15) 
which can be studied at hadron colliders as well. In fact UA2 has put a lower bound of 45 GeV 
on the wino mass p B 1 provided it decays via 

W± - e** (16) 
with a 33% branching ratio and the sneutrino is light enough (mp < 20 GeV). If sneutrinos are 
too massive and the wino mainly decays via 

W - ± _ ^ / ± „ j 7 g g ' , (17) 
where the photino genetically stands for the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), wino decays 
look very much like heavy charged lepton decays, and the 41 GeV charged lepton bound of T7A1 
can be reinterpretedl"J as a w 40 GeV bound on the wino mass. The validity of this bound will 
very soon be checked at SLC and LEP and the mass bound will be slightly improved to about 
mz/2. 
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Fig. 4: Total W+W~ pair production cross 
section as a function of e+e"~ center-of-mass 
energy. (From Ref. 13.) 
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Another important SUSY search is the one for the LSP via single photon events 

e+e~ —* 777 —» 7 + nothing 

{27,38] 

(18) 
and the similar sneutrino production process 

• fvv • e+e • • 7 + nothing 
which compete with the familiar neutrino counting reaction 

e + e ~ —> 71/P -* 7 + nothing. 
Rates for these processes for a range of e+e~ center-of-mass energies are shown in Fig. 5. 

(19) 

(20) 

The 
fvv events (for three types of light neutrinos) completely drown the 777 rate above the TRISTAN 
energy range, as long as the 7 does not contain a large Higgsino admixture. Since in this case 
the photinos are mainly produced by selectron exchange, the 777 rate strongly depends on the e 
mass value and might be substantially smaller than indicated in Fig. 5. Nevertheless single photon 
experiments in the TRISTAN energy region and slightly above the Z peak would provide valuable 
information on the neutral SUSY sector. 
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Fig. 5: Event rateB per 100 p b - 1 , within the 
indicated cuts, arising from -yvv, yi/i>, and 
777 events. (Prom Ref. 13.) 

20 60 100 HO 
</s(GeV) 

3. New Interactions 
From the discussion of new particle production it is apparent that searches at the present e+e~ 

colliders have to bear a severe competition from the hadron collider experiments. In searching for 
new thresholds the hadron colliders can exploit their major asset: their superior center-of-mass en
ergy. For doing detailed studies and precision experiments e+e~ colliders are much better suited. 
A prime example is Z production where a decade of beautiful experiments at pp colliders has pro
vided us with a percent level measurement of the Z mass and a crude estimate of its width1"1 while 
experiments at LEP and SLC will soon yield a mass measurement better than one part in 10 3 and 
a width determination which allows to measure the number of neutrino species. Combined with 
precise measurements of forward-backward asymmetries, left-right asymmetries, tau-polarization 
asymmetries, the W/Z mass ratio, or the value of sin20yp in deep inelastic scattering these precise 
width and mass measurements will allow to test radiative corrections within the SM and any 
deviations may lead to a first glimpse at new physics. 

Instead of discussing any sensitivity to new physics via radiative correction measurements, 
which may need some time to be accomplished, in the remainder of this talk I rather will concen
trate on the question to what extent new physics contributions to SM processes can be observed 
if they arise at tree level. Two examples that will be discussed shortly are the contributions of an 
additional Z' to pair production processes 

e + e ~ - * / / , f = n,T,u,d,... (21) 
and effects on qq production due to u-channel leptoquark exchange. As far as TRISTAN is 
concerned there is a double motivation for such an investigation: first of all it will be very difficult 

10J 

~ 1 0 2 

1 0 -

i i i 

•Y* nothing 
cuts 

1. Icos3yl<0.87 
Z P t Y > Q 0 5 « 

Ma i3a5GeV 
r M v • 96«V 

Mz = 90GeV 

YVY 

i 7 / Z ~ - - - M?«30Gev _ 

/ / I YVV ^ ^ ^ a I Yvv 
/ Mv»20GeV 
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for TRISTAN to reach the level of accuracy necessary to study radiative corrections (of order 
10* (i+n events are required to reach a statistical accuracy of 1% in any measurement involving 
muons, which at TRISTAN corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 360 p b _ 1 , compared to the 
28 p b _ 1 collected so far at e.g. the AMY detector ). Secondly the high value of 

„ _ g ( e + e ~ —»hadrons) 
K h " <r(e+e- - • /x+,x-)/QED ' ( 2 2 ) 

observed in all three TRISTAN experiments , p ] will require some explanation if it persists and if it 
cannot be explained by a low value of the Z-mass. 

The traditional approach to parametrize deviations from the SM model in e + e - -* ff was 
introduced by Eichten, Lane, and Peskin in terms of four fermion contact terms which conserve 
chiral symmetry. They can be written in terms of the effective Lagrangian 

ArfF = T I 7 X 7 X ) Vrr'er7#ter/r'7''/r' ( 2 3 ) 
A X + 0'>f r,r'=L,R 

where the summation runs over right-handed and left-handed electrons e and fermions / and the 
T/'B are restricted by the normalization convention 

max{|ij££|, \t}LR\, \r)RL\, \TIRR\} = 1. (24) 
In the annihilation process e+e~ —* ff £eg gives a contribution in addition to photon and Z 
exchange, as depicted in Fig. 6. 

e" J >K, 
Fig. 6: Feynman graphs for the process e+e -* ff induding the effects of an additional four 
fermion interaction. 

When jCeff i g u s e d iu the context of composite modds, A is interpreted as the compositeness scale. 
However, Ceg is equally useful to approximate the effects of virtual elementary partide (e.g. Z' or 
leptoquark) exchange in which case the scale A is the mass of the exchanged partide divided by 
the square root of its effective "fine structure constant". This factor becomes apparent by writing 
the differential cross section for e + e - - * / / ( / # e) in terms of helicity amplitudes GTT'-

**<*•*-->f?) = * £ { ( | G M | « + , G a f i p ) ( 1 + cmef + ( | G £ H | 2 + |G H £ | 2 ) (1 - cos*) 2} Ne 

<fcos« 88 ( 2 5 ) 

with 
GTT, =Q.Qf+9*"&\_m^+imzTz+>lr,^. (26) 

Here, 9 is the scattering angle of the final state fermion / with respect to the initial dectron 
direction, Qe and Qj are the partide charges in units of e = Vi*a and the left- and right-handed 
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Fig. 7: Limits on the "compositeness scale'' A achievable with a luminosity J Cdt = 140 pb 
s/(100 GeV)2 as a function of the e+e~ cm. energy. The curves are for IJLL = VRR = VLR = 
VRL = 1 (W), VLL = 1. VRR = VLR = VRL = 0 (I£) , and r\Lh = -IJRR = 1, VLR = VRL = 
0 (WCS). (From Ref. 32.) 

couplings of the Z are given by 
gZff _ l 

y L sin Ow cos Ow 

9%lf =-Qf taaBw. 

(Tsf-QfBitPOw) . 
(27) 

In the limit s < ml the Z exchange graph of Fig. 6 reduces to a contact term also, revealing the 
relation between A and the mass of the exchanged particle. In this limit the contact term has a 
nedieible imaginary part, a fact which also follows from the henniticity of the effective Lagrangian 
(23). When comparing the sensitivity to contact terms at LEP/SLC and at TRISTAN the real 
nature of the contact term becomes important. On top of the Z resonance the SM amplitude is 
purely imaginary and hence it does not interfere with an additional real contact term, while above 
or below the Z peak interference leads to a much better sensitivity to deviations from the SM 
The effect is clearly visible in Fig. 7 where the limit on the scale A, A U m i t , which is achievable 
with an integrated luminosity of 

/ 
Cdt= 140 pb - l (28) 

(100 GeV)2 

is plotted vs. s. The drop in sensitivity around v^ * "» z is quite drastic. 
The particular scaling of the luminosity with energy of Eq. (28) was chosen to obtain a linear 

relation between j i and A U m i t , » can be seen by equating the statistical error of the cross section 
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measurement 
6a 1 

(29) 

with the effect of the SM-contact term interference 
A<7 3 

~1T~ A* 
which yields the scaling law for A U m j t 

(30) 

i^y^rft si (31) 
Because of the slow growth of A U m i t with s 1 / 4 , the "patience factor" JCdtzt TRISTAN needs to 
be increased significantly in order to substantially improve the existing PEP/PETRA bounds.1 1'1 

For a more detailed investigation of the signature of contact terms at the present e+e~ colliders, 
in particular at TRISTAN, a more precise and predictive model is needed. As a first example 
consider an 

a_) Extra Z' in Es models 
Even though the revival of Eg models in recent years was largely due to superstring theo-

[331 

ries for the present purpose we may just regard it as a supersymmetric grand unified theory with 
a symmetry breaking chain down to the standard model SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l) and two additional 
U(l) factors l a i l 

E6 - SO(10) x U(l)+ - SU(5) x U( l ) x x U ( l ) 0 

SU(5) -* SU(3) X SU(2) L x U ( l ) y . 
For the present purpose only the definition of these two extra U(l)'s as E6 subgroups is needed, 
which fixes the couplings of the extra gauge bosons Z^ and Zx to the known quaTks and leptons. 
The couplings are fixed once the usual assignment of the matter fields as the contents of the 
27-dimensional representation of Eg is made: 

27 -+ 16 + 10 + 1 (33) 
under Ee —• SO(10) X U(l),/„ where the 16-dimensional representation of SO(10) contains the 
known quarks and leptons while the 10 (-+ 5 + 5* under SO(10) -» SU(5) X U(l ) x ) contains the 
two Higgs doublets and the color triplet, SU(2) singlet leptoquark field that was briefly discussed 
in section 2.e). 

As a working hypothesis for the discussion of extra Z effects we may finally assume that only 
one of the additional U(l)'s is broken at relatively low energy (TeV scale), i.e. only a particular 
linear combination 

Za = Z$ cos a + Zx sin a (34) 

of the two Z's is light enough to affect present e+e~ experiments. While it is possible to consider 
all signatures for arbitrary values of a, three representative cases will suffice in the following: 
a = 0 (Zj,), a = f (Zx), and a = - arctan v ^ (Z, = \/V8Zx - y/EJiZ^) which arises if the 
flux-breaking mechanism of superstring theory directly leads to 

Ea - SU(3) x STJ(2)L x U(1) Y x U ( l ) , . (35) 

In general the Za will again mix with the SM Z° giving rise to mass eigenstates Zi and Z 2 : 
Zi=Z°coaO + ZaBin0, . ^ 
Z2 = -Z°Bme+ZacoaO. 
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An important side-effect of this mixing is the possibility of lowering the "observed" Z mass with 
respect to the SM expectation of M 0 = Afvy/_cos0iy. In superstring models one expects all 
SU(2)xU(l) breaking to be due to Higgs doublets which results in a relation between the mass 
parameters and the mixing angle 8 

„ Ml - Af|, ^' = 4^1' (3?) 

which is analogous to p = 1 in the SM. 
Quite stringent bounds on the mass and the mixing angle 0 of an additional Za gauge boson 

can be derived from low energy neutral current data. 1"' 3 8 1 In a comprehensive analysis Amaldi ei 
a/.1"*1 find MZx > 273 GeV, MZi> > 155 GeV, and MZv > 111 GeV at 90% CL, with similar 
results obtained by Costa et at. In both analyses the gauge coupling ega of the extra U(l)„ is 
assumed to be given by the Ee GUT relation 

e9a = — 7 - i / r A 0 (38) 
cosOw V 3 

with A a = 1. However, if the U(l)y remains part of a nonabelian subgroup down to lower 
scales than U ( l ) a , a smaller U(l)<» gauge coupling results, implying A t t < 1. Since the extra Za 

contributes in the combination 
g« = 5 ĴL fWl 

M | a 3ca<?8wMla

 V ' 

(see e.g. Eq. (26) in the s < m | limit) to any neutral current processes in the absence of mixing, 
the above low energy bounds on the Za mass would be lowered by this factor Xa also; A, = 0.8, 
for example, allows MZll ~k, 90 GeV. 

Except for this special case of nearly degenerate Z° and Zn the production and subsequent 
leptonic decay of the Za at hadron colliders, 

pp-+Za->l+r (40) 
would give a striking signal for its existence, provided it is light enough to be copiously produced 
at e.g. the Tevatron. The expected cross sections at y/s = 2 TeV are shown in Fig. 8. With an 
integrated luminosity of 4.7 p b - 1 , which has been accumulated so far at the Tevatron, at least 
5 Z a -> e + e - decays should be present in the data if M%a < 300 GeV (for any a, but with 
A a = 1). If no such signal is reported by the CDF collaboration, the Za mass bound will soon be 
pushed into the 300-400 GeV region. 

Anticipating a Za mass bound of 300 GeV, we may now ask about the maximum signal that 
may be expected at the present e + e - machines. Using Mza = 300 GeV and maximal coupling 
strength, A„ = 1, the effect of an additional Z$, Zn, or Zx on the hadronic cross section is shown 
in Fig. 9 in the case of no Z°, Za mixing as well as for a mixing angle of 2.4° in the case of Zx. 
What is shown in Fig. 9 is the relative change SRh/Rh of the hadronic cross section relative to 
the SM with Mz = Mz>: 

SRh = Rh(MZl ,MZl)- Rh{Mz = MZl ) / S M • (41) 
Without mixing the effect is of order 1% or less over the entire energy range of PEP, PETRA, 
TRISTAN, SLC, and LEP and hence very difficult to observe. With a small mixing the properties 
of the standard Z can be altered enough to produce a measurable effect on top of the Z resonance. 
Notice that without mixing the effect of the additional Z almost exactly vanishes on top of the 
Z\ due to the lack of interference between the imaginary Z\ and the real Z 2 amplitudes. 
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Fig. 8: Expected cross section for pp -* Za and 
for pp -+ Za - • e + e - at ^/J = 2 TeV. The shaded 
bands corresponds to varying the mixing angle a. 
The band for no = 3 corresponds to the unlikely 
case that Za can decay into all exotic fermi< ns of 
three full 27-dimensional representations of E$. 
(From Ref. 35.) 
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Fig. 9: Relative change of the hadronic cross section due to an additional Za at 300 GeV as a 
function of the e+e~ center-of-mass energy. The curves are for Z$ (solid line), Zn (dotted line) 
and Zx (dashed line) without mixing (0 = 0 in Eq. (36)), and for a Zx with 0 = 2.4° (dash-dotted 
line). 
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Similarly small effects arise in the e+e~ -+ fi+p~ cross section. The forward backward 
asymmetries in the region -Js £ mzl are not affected very much either. This lack of sensitivity 
to an additional heavy Za can be understood easily by translating its mass and couplings into an 
equivalent contact scale A. From Eq. (26) we read off 

( f f z « W l 

jSjT^sr ( 4 2 ) 

Typical values of the Zaj] couplings are given by 

gZaff*\ga (43) 

(see e.g. Ref. 37) and hence a 300 GeV Za corresponds to 

A £ 3 cos 0W y ^ MZa « 7 TeV, (44) 

which is considerably larger than the typical contact scale sensitivity of 2-5 TeV derivable from 
Fig. 7. Apart from Z-Za mixing which might produce observable effects on top of the Z\ reso
nance (if large enough), the other still possible scenario for observable effects at the present e+e~ 
machines is that of an almost degenerate Z\, Z2 pair close to the SM position of the Z pole. As 
remarked earlier this requires a gauge coupling which is somewhat reduced compared to the GUT 
value, however Xa « 0.8 should suffice to accommodate the low energy neutral current bounds for 
the case of the Zn. 

Using a coupling reduction factor A, = 0.8, Fig. 10 compares the hadronic .R-ratio JZj, of 
Eq. (22) of two different Zv scenarios with the SM expectation: strong mixing and close degeneracy 
(Mi = 90.7 GeV, M2 = 91.5 GeV, and 0 = -44.9°) and no mixing (Afi = 91.1 GeV, M2 = 
93.6 GeV, 0 — 0). Many intermediate cases can be constructed as well, allowing for large variations 
of the Z line shape. 

While the precise properties of the Z line shape depend on the details of the degenerate scenario 
(mass splitting and Z°-Z^ mixing) the effect produced at TRISTAN is largely independent of these 
details and mainly depends on the coupling strength factor A a . For both scenarios of Fig. 10 one 
finds an increase of the hadronic cross section compared to the SM with Mz = 91.1 GeV of 

6Rh(-fi = 60 GeV) * 0.3 (45) 
which is consistent with TRISTAN experiments. 

At tree level the matrix elements for the process e+e~ —v qq are identical to those for the 
time reversed process qq -* e+e~ and hence an increase of Rh(s) in e + e ~ collisions will also lead 
to an increase of the pp -» "Z" —• e + e _ rate and thereby to a reduction of the W/Z ratio 

_ _ # ev events a(pp -+W-*ev) . . 
K w l Z " # e+e - events ~ a(pp - "Z» - e+e~) ' { ' 

For the Zv this ratio too is largely independent of details of the degenerate scenario, and for both 
cases shown in Fig. 10 one finds 

flwvz*8.7, (47) 

which agrees better with the experimental value Re^z = 8 . 4 i J | observed at CERN1 8'1 than the 
SM prediction of R^/jz w ll. 1" 1 While the two "E-puzzles" {RW/Z at CERN, Rh at TRISTAN) 
are certainly not significant enough to be taken as an argument for the reality of the degenerate 
Z scenario, it is interesting that they are simultaneously consistent with such a model. Of course 
precise measurements of the Z line shape at SLC and LEP will very soon be able to reject this 
option. In the longer run the degenerate scenario may be used as a tool to quantify our knowledge 
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100 

Vs 
Fig. 10: Hadronic R values (in the Born approximation) in the vicinity of the Z peak for the 
SM with Mz = 91-1 GeV (solid line) and for two variants of the Zv model: Mi = 90.7 GeV, 
Mi = 91.5 GeV, 9 = -44.9° (dashed line), and Mi = 91.1 GeV, M 2 = 93.6 GeV, 9 = 0 (dotted 
line). 

of the Z within a gauge theory extension of the SM, by giving upper bounds on the coupling 
strength factor A, and by fitting the Z peak with nonzero mixing angle 9 and mass difference 
M\-Mi. 

b) Leptoquarks 
In the supersymmetric E6 models all extra Z bosons (except Zx) have axial couplings to the 

SU(3) triplet, SU(2) singlet field contained in the 27, which we previously identified as a leptoquark 
superfield. The axial coupling implies that the leptoquarkino can only get a mass of the order of 
the U ( l ) a symmetry breaking scale and low energy supersymmetry then requires the existence of 
a light leptoquark as well, if the Za is light. 

Even if these leptoquarks are too heavy to be produced at present e+e~ or hadron colliders, 
they can still affect the process 

: + e —* e T e uu, cc (48) 

if the Yukawa couplings Ax or A2 of Eq. (13) are large enough.1"-411 The extra contribution arises 
from u-channel leptoquark exchange as depicted in Fig. 11. 
Notice that the leptoquark coupling changes the electron into an anti-up quark and hence the 
second graph of Fig. 11 really is a u-channel graph. In the case that either the left-handed 
Yukawa coupling Ax or the right-handed coupling A2 in Eq. (13) dominates, the effect of leptoquark 
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y^K, * e* <-

Fig. 11: Feynman graphs for the process e+e~ -> fiu including u-channel leptoquark exchange. 

exchange can easily be absorbed in the helicity amplitudes GIL and GRR of Eq. (26): 

Ai 

with 

GRR(s) = QtQu + d"fI" a . m 2 z l i m z T z + g ^ ^ 

u = - - ( l + cosfl). 

In the general case of arbitrary Ai and A2 the result is given by 
da ica2Nc 

dcasO 8s 
:-{{\GLL\2 + \GRR\2) (1 + cos«)2 + (\GLR\2 + \GRL\2) (1 - cos*) 2} 

A2A2 

r(l + cos«)2 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 
: 2567r(u-m^) 2 

with GLL and GRR given by Eq. (49) and GLR and GRL as in Eq. (26). It should be noted that 
this result disagrees in details with the literature. 

In the low energy limit m 2 - u « m\ , the leptoquark contribution reduces to a contact term 
with effective scale 

l=mt^W^) (52) 

For intermediate coupling, A = 1, i.e. A2/4?r w 0.08 and a leptoquark mass of 200 GeV one finds 
A » 1 TeV, which does lead to observable effects in the TRISTAN energy range as is evident from 
Fig. 12. It should be mentioned that for a cross generational e-<,-chann coupling present bounds 
from charm forward-backward asymmetry measurements require A £ 2.3 TeV at 95% CL but 
no bound apparently exists as yet for the intragenerational e-/,-up coupling. 
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Fig. 12: Effect of u-channel leptoqnaik exchange on the hadronic cross section in e+e~ annihilation 
below the Z peak. 

4. ConcluBionfl 
As has become apparent in the discussion of new particle production there is a strong compe

tition between hadron and e+e — colliders today to unravel some signs for new physics. In many 
cases stringent mass limits lor new particles have been derived from hadron collider data, which 
can be liberated from model assumptions at TRISTAN, LEP, and SLC but which will only be 
moderately improved at these machines. Except in selected cases, like the search for the Higgs 
boson, there is only a modest window for the discovery of new particles in open production even 
at SLC and LEP. 

The real task of the present e + e ~ machines lies in precision tests of the SM on the Z peak 
and below. If inconsistencies show up they may be the first sign for new physics. New physics 
which affects the Z boson properties, like mixing with an additional Z', will most likely be seen 
first at LEP and SLC. Other effects, like the leptoquark exchange discussed in the last section, are 
overwhelmed by the Z decay products around i/a a mZ and are better studied off the Z peak, 
i.e. at TRISTAN for the near future. 

In the intermediate future precision measurements at e+e~ colliders, in particular in the Z 
region, will greatly improve our knowledge of the SM, and perhaps will establish first indications 
for new physics beyond it. 
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PHYSICS OF THE B SYSTEM 

A. I. SANDA 

Rockfeller University New York, N.Y. 10021, USA 

Abstract 

We discuss a strategy for studying CP violation in the B system using the framework of the 

unitarity triangle. A special attention is placed on obtaining the parameters of the triangle with 

minimal of strong interaction ambiguities. Some aspects of rare B decays are also mentioned. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The standard model of electroweak interaction together with the three families of quarks and 

leptons, and the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix explains nearly all experimental observations. 

It does not, however, explain CP violation. The KM description of CP violation is merely a 

convenient parametrization. In fact, the origin of CP violation is likely to be outside of the 

standard model. If one takes the scenario of a grand-unified theory together that of the big-bang 

cosmology, baryon number asymmetry observed today was be generated when the universe cooled 

down out of equilibrium. Both baryon number changing interaction as well as CP violation is 

necessary to realize this possibility. It is not unreasonable to guess that the CP violation observed 

in K meson decay is a relic of that responsible for baryon number asymmetry generated at the 

early stage of the universe. 

Thus the study of CP violation is a best bet for a guide to physics beyond the standard 

model - the study of B meson decays is the best bet for cracking the mystery of CP violation. 

In this talk we outline an approach to study CP violation in the B system through the 

unitarity triangle. We then go on to discuss, very briefly, the rare decays. 
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Here we stress just one point: The asymmetry 

r(g-/)-r(B^/) 
r(i?-/)+r(B^/) (l-L) 

for CP eigenstate f is predicted precisely in terms of the KM parameters alone. Thus it is 

not too outragious to state that: we can push the standard model to its limits, just as g — 2 

measurements keep on pushing QED to its limits. Even a small deviation between theory and 

experiment is a signiture for physics beyond the standard model. Also, if we were to search for 

the true origin of CP violation, it is necessary to search for a fundermental theory which contains 

the standard model in its low energy limit. It is, therefore, necessary to gain mote confidence as 

to the correctness of the standard model. 

2. OVERVIEW 

There have been considerable progress in experimental studies of CP violation during the 

past year. First, non-vanishing £*/« has been reported: 

e'/e = (3.3 ± 1.1) x 1 0 - 3 . (2.1) 

2 
Second, a new upper limit for the neutron electric dipole moment (edm) has been anounced 

edm. = ( - 6 ± 4 ± 2) x 1 0 - 2 6 . (2.2) 

3 
The nonvanishing e'/ e W'U rule out the super weak model of CP violation. If CP violating 

interaction is due to an exchange of Higg's boson, it tends to generate a large edm. Since this 

type of models have several free parameters, it is difficult to mathematically exclude them. The 
4 

simplest version of the model which gives a precise lower bound for the edm 

edm > 1 0 - 2 5 (2.3) 

is excluded by the measurment. The Left-Right symmetric models also have several free param

eters and not much can be said about their fate at this time. 
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The KM model is not without ambiguities. The parameters associated with the strong 

interaction matrix elements of weak operators as well as the top quark mass mt give uncertainties 

and thus it is not possible to make precise predictions. The nonvanishing e'/e as well as the new 

upper limit for the edm, however, are very encouraging for the KM model. The present status 

of the various models are summarized in table I together with their experimental prospects. 

How can we put these models to further experimental test? It is likely that experiments can 

be sensitive to the branching ratio for the CP violating decay at the level of 

JBr(J£j;-nr 0 + e + + e - ) ~ l ( r 1 1 (2.4) 

in the next few years. While this channel may offer a best opertunity to confirm nonvanishing 

e', the direct CP violation , it is very difficult to devise a quantitative check of the standard 

model. 

Note that certain CP asymmetries in B meson decays are as large as (10 — 60) percent. 

edm <7<= Bi(KL - • 7T° + e+ + e") B asymmetry 

EXP (-6±4±2) 
X 1 0 - M (3.3 ± 1.1) x 10- 3 expeetedieneitivity 

10-" ? 

Spont. CP > lO" 2 5 <.05 ? ? 

L-R O(10~ 2 6 ) many parameters ? small 

KM < lO" 3 1 (8 - 1 ) x 10"3 O(10" n ) .12 - .60 

Sup. Weak 0 0 0 0 

Table 1. A brief summary of the present experimental and theoretical status 

of CP violation. 
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3. UNITARITY TRIANGLE 
i 

CP observables can be discussed conveniently in terms of a unitarity triangle . Consider a 

unitarity constraint on the KM matrix elements: 

VuV* + v;dvci + v;dvub = o. (3.1) 
This relation can be graphically represented as: 

VgfVod 

VeffVcd 

Fig. 1 The unitarity triangle representing the unitarity relation. Measurement 

of the triangle forms the basis for our study of CP violation. 

a 
The area of the triangle is equal to the imaginary part of CP rephrasing invariants : 

VisVuVftG (3.2) 

for any i, j , k, 1 = 1 •••> 3. These are invariant under the transformation which changes the 

phases of the quark fields: 

qn - e^qn (3.3) 

where n= i, j , k, 1. It can be shown that this quantity has a unique imaginary part independent 

of the indices: 

Im(V«V H l^V i f ) = A 2 A , i | (3.4) 

where the right hand side is defined by the Wolfenstein representation of the KM matrix 

( 1 A AX3(p-iriy 

-X 1 AA 2 | (3.5) 
AX3(l-p + in) -AX2 1 

It is convenient to rescale the triangle by AX and obtain: 
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Fig. 2 A reseated unitarity triangle on the p — tj plane. 

For various constraints on the p — t] plane, see below. 

Within the context of the standard model, study of CP violation is reduced to determining 
. 7 

the triangle. At present, we know the following about jt : 

l. V*IVA 

. 9 
From the constraint 

V«i/V«. < .16 (3.6) 
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we obtain: 

vV+»72 < .6 (3.7) 

which is the area bounded by a semi-circle in Fig. 2. 

2. e from K decay 

The expression for e is given by 

d c,t s 

<K°I ) | | R ° > 
s c,t d 

Fig. 3 the matrix element relevant for obtaining e. 

| e |» i.5Bm( j - P ) ( ^ - ) 4 / 3 x i r r 2 » 2.2 x i<r3 (3.8) 

where BJC represents the ambiguity in evaluating the matrix element 

For simplicity, we show the constraint given by Eq(3.8) for mt = m\y in Fig. 2. We have taken 

BK = . 3 a n d l . 

3. e'/e 

e' is obtained by evaluating the matrix element of the penguin operator as shown in Fig. 4. 

Evaluating the matrix element using 1/N approximation to the chiral purterbation theory, 
10 

the following expression has been obtained 

| e'/e | « l . l T / ( 1 5 0 M e V / m , ) 2 X 1 0 " 2 . (3.9) 

For a given strange quark mass m , , the experimental value for e'/e will give a horizontal band 
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w 
- * — « — ^ — J - * -

(WTT\ IK°> 

d d 
Fig. 4 The matix element which gives direct CP violation. 

on the p — J; plane. Bands corresponding to the NA31 result and m, = 100 and 200 MeV are 
shown on Fig. 2. 

4. B — B mixing. 

The matrix element relevant to the evaluation of M\2 for the B system is given in Fig. 5. 

d t b 

<B°I IB°> 

b t d 

Fig. 5 The box diagram giving M\2, the B — B transition matrix element. 

1 
The expression for xg = A M / f is approximated by 

'l50MeVAmh *B * l - 8 ^ ( ^ 7 ^ 7 ) ( £ l - ) M ( ( l - Pf + l"> (3-10) 

The constraint obtained from this equation is a circle centered around (1,0). In Fig. 2 we 

present constraints corresponding to JTl( = myy and fg = 100 — 200MeV. 

In a qualitative sense, these are valuable restrictions on the p — f\ plane. It is far from 

restricting the unitarity triangle, however. Below we shall see that the study of B meson decays 

will provide much better constraint on the p — Tf plane. 
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4. WHY ARE ASYMMETRIES SO LARGE IN THE B SYSTEM? 

Before we discuss the asymmetry in the B meson system, we present here a physical argument 

which allows one to understand the gigantic asymmetry of 10-60 percent given in Table 1. 

Any CP asymmetry must be invariant under the phase transformation Eq. 3.3. Thus it is 

proportional to the imaginary part of one of the invariants given in Eq. 3.2. But the imaginary 

pact of all the invariants ate equal - the tight hand side of Eq. 3.4. Thus any CP aymmetry will 

take the form 

Asym = — —r (4.1) 
{denominator) 

Since the numerator is more or less fixed, the magnitude of an asymmetry depends on the size 

of the denominator. 

For K meson CP asymmetry, the denominator is the K decay width, which is 0 ( A ) . Thus 

the asymmetry is no larger than 0(A \ T]). On the contrary, for B meson decays, the widths 

of the major decay modes are ft! 0 ( A 4 ) . Also for B decay asymmetry which requires B — B 

mixing, the parameter xg RJ .7 inspite of the fact that it is 0(X ) . Thus it can be as large as: 

Asym = ^ ^ « 0 ( ^ ) (4.2) 

As we see in Fig. 2, rj can be quite sizable. 

5. B DECAY ASYMMETRY 

The CP asymmetry for various channels are discussed in detail in the literature. In this 

talk, we restrict our selves to the decays of neutral B mesons to CP eigenstate f. The asymmetry 

is given by 

T(B->f) + T(B^f) K ' V 
where 

I 

1 = r^W1"]* (5.2) 
P L M 1 2 - f r 1 2

J 
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and 
A(B - » / ) 

P = = I(F^7) ( 5 - 3 ) 

Then we show below that, for certain CP eigenstate f, we can write 

Im{Zp) = ain(2a) (5.4) 
q > 

where a is one of the angles of the triangle shown in Fig. 1. 

This result shows that it is independent of hadronic uncertainties. To what extent is this 

result exact? For this discussion it is convenient to prove a theorem. 

Theorem: Suppose there is only one operator 0 , made out of quark fild operators, which 

has non-vanishing matrix element ( / | 0 | B) responsible for B —» / decay. Also, suppose it 

is a good approximation to write | = ( A f ^ / A f o ) ' . Then: 

Im(£p) = sin(2a) (5.5) 

where a is determined purely from the KM matrix. 

Proof: First note that j | = arg(2VtjV£). To obtain p , write the amplitude 

A(B^f)~{f\G\B) 

= v </lg ,gWieUg)(gg|g) (,R, 
, J L „ (Ef-Eq>il)(El9-EB) M 

where we have incerted complete set of quark states with appropriate energy denominators. 

Simmilarly, 

A(B-*f)~(f\Q\B) (5.7) 

If there is only one operator 0 giving nonvanishing contribution to (q q | © | qq), it is qiven 

by the quark model amplitude which depends on the KM matrix elements. Then the expression 
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simplifies: 

4*->/)_ Wi\e\&) ,__, 
A{B^f) tfj | 0 | M). ^ 

For JB —• itlt decay we see that p = curg{2VuhV*^) and we obtain 

Imfy) = un[2arg{VuV3yM)]. (5.10) 

If we take VJj = V u ( j = 1, we have: Imtfp) = s i n ( 2 a r 0 ( V w V o f c ) ) so that the asymmetry 

is related to one of the angle of the triangle shown in Fig. S. Similarly, one can show that the 

asymmetry for B —* ipKs decay is related to the argument of V^VJj. 

Note that the final state interaction as well as the initial wave function dependence cancel 

in the ratio p. If there are more than one operator contributing to the decay, their relative 

magnitude becomes important. This will depend on the detail of the strong interaction. 

Let us give a specific example. B —* ipKs decay is caused by 

w 
b, / c.t 

Fig. 6 Two competing amplitudes which may introduce some ambiguity in p 

for B -* lpKs. 

The penguin operator can not compete with the tree graph, although the KM factors for 

both diagrams are expected to be similar. The emission of cc state from a gluon interaction is 

exprected to suppress the penguin graph by at least a factor of 100. We thus expect the four fermi 

operator to completely dominate, and the condition of the theorem is satisfied. Such argument 

may not work as well for B —* irir decay. 
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u 
Fig. 7 Two competing amplitudes which may introduce some ambiguity in p 

for B —* ITIT. 

The KM factor for both diagrams are again expected to be comparable. But, it is relatively 

easy to emit a light qq pair through a gluon interaction. We expect the amplitude to be down 

by about ^ . 

Gronau has concluded that the theoretical uncertainty in predicting the asymmetry is less 

than a percent for the B —* ij)Ks asymmetry, and at most 20 percent for the B —* icir 

asymmetry. 

6. THE EFFECT OF TAGGING 

So far we have been pretending that we have access to separated B°, and B" beams. In 

reality we have a pair of B's from 

T(4S) - » B B (6.1) 

or 

T ( 4 5 + ) -> BB* -* BB-r (6.2) 

where the + sign indicates the beam energy slightly above T(4S). Note that BB pair from 

Eq.(8.1), and Eq. (6.2) are P wave and S wave, respectively. Inorder to detect CP violating B 

decay, define: 

rfa = TaBBf-*ft+Cl)f + Q + ...)t (6.3) 

where [JBJ3]* is a time dependent oscillating B — B state with the relative angular momentum 

( e v f? ) . The times t and t' denote the time at which the B or B meson decayed to f and 
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(/ + p + —), respectively. The asymmetry 

If "If 
Asym± = ffTff 

= sm(Am(t ± t'))sin(£p) (6.4) 

Note that the asymmetry is odd under the decay time of two B's. Unfortunately, presently 

available technology is not capable of recording the decay position of two B's if T(4S) is at rest. 

Thus Asym— is not accessable in the this case, since one effectively integrates over time. While 

Asym+ does not vanish under this integration, one sacrifices the event rate by going off the 

T(4S) resonance. 

The way to solve this dilema is to produce T(45) with momentum, so that B's leave 

measuable gaps. To accomplish this, one has to either build an asymmetric e + e ~ collider with 

large enough luminosity or learn to study B's in a hadronic colliders. 

7. SIZE OF EXPECTED ASYMMETRY 

In order to estimate the size of the expected asymmetry, we plot sm(2a) where a is the 

anlgkf which is defined by (0,0), (1,0) and (p,T/), for p = —.6 ~ +.6. We think we are 

being conservative in choosing one of the vertex to lie on r/ > .1. The resulting asymmetry for 

f= ij/Ksand irit are shown in Figs. 8 and S, respectively. 

We first note that if the asymmetry turns out to be at the higher end of our estimated 

region, one needs only few 10 3 2 cm Sec luminosity to measure the CP asymmetry. One 

has to be some what cautious, however, considering the fact that car luminosity estimate is only 

applicable for a perfect detector. More realistic estimate for a specific detector and accerlerator 

configuration is necessary. A bench mark luminosity to shoot at may be 10 cm~ sec~ . 
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Fig. 8 Expected asymmetry and necessary luminosity for lj)Ks decay mode. 

The luminosity given here corresponds to asymmetric collider configuration 

discussed in Ref. 16. The necessary luminosity for other configurations can be 

estimated by scaling the numbers given here by an appropriate ratios given in 

the same reference. 

8. GETTING AT THE TRIANGLE 

In principle, the unitarity triangle represente the relationship between six physical observ-

ables. At present, only the size of the base, | Va | is known. 

As we discussed above, two of the angles are related to the asymmetry for / = t/>KS, and 

•Kit. The third angle is related to the asymmetries for Bs decay into CP eigenstates. 
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Fig. 9 Expected asymmetry and necessary luminosity for inr decay mode. 

If both Bi — Bi and Bc — Ba oscillation parameters Xj and XM are measured, the ratio: 

*i K \ V U \ } 
(8.1) 

gives one of the sides as Vu = —AX2. Here the « sign implies the assumed equality T4 — Va, 

and cancellation of the hadronic factors in evaluating the ratio of the matrix elements. Both of 

these approximations are expected to be very good. 

Probably Vut is the most difficult one to obtain free of hadronic ambiguities. One can 
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consider measuring 

T(B -»ne +u) 
T(B -+ De+u). ( 8 2 ) 

Whether this indeed determines Vut to the accuracy we need remaines to be studied. 

9. RARE DECAYS OF B MESONS 

There are decays which are totally forbidden in the standard model. In addition, there are 

decays which are forbidden by the standard model at the tree level. The quantum effects however 

will generate these decays. 

Here we shall not concern with the former, as a a program comparable to that for the K 

meson system serves as a good guide toward this search. 

17 
from a limit on the decay 

Br(B -v K*-y) < 1.7 x 10" 4 , (9.1) 

18 A limit on the radiative quark decay can be estimated: 

Br(b - • af) < (2 - 4) x 1 0 - 3 (9.2) 

This limit is only one order of magnitude above the standard model prediction of (2 — 8) X 10 

for mt ranging from 60 to 180 GeV.. Following are prediction from various models: 

a) SUSY. 

With recent lower limit19 of (89 ± 10)GeV and (82 ± 10)GeV for squark and gluino mass, 

respectively, SUSY models are unlikely to give Br(b -* 37) much above the prediction by the 
20 standard modlel. 

b) Multi-Higgs model. 
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Fig. 10 A prediction of a Multi-Higgs model for the radiative decay, Eq. 9.2 21 

Fig. 10 show the prediction from this model. 

Here 

Vd/Vu w 2 ~ 4 (9.3) 

where «d, and Vu Me vacuum expectation values which give masses for down type, and up type of 

quarks, respectively. Considering the theoretical uncertainty associated with deducing the bound 

on the radiative quark decay Eq.(9.2), from Eq. (9.1), however, the contribution from the multi-

Higgs sector can not be established above the standard model prediction unless MB < 50GeV. 

c) Fourth Generation of quarks. 

Here the KM matrix elements which couple the fourth generation (b', t') to the first three 
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generations of quarks are not fixed and there are considerable freedom. If one takes these off 

diagonal matrix elements to be large, contribution from the fourth family quarks to this decay 
22 

can be substantially more than that of the standard model. We shall explain below, however, 
it is unlikely to see a fourth generation effect in this decay. 

7. The 4 TH FAMILY QUARKS AND THE B SYSTEM 

The B — B mixing is much larger than expected, and it may be the first sign that the 

effect of physics beyond the standard model is in sight. One obvious candidate for such a new 

physics is the fourth generation of quarks. The contribution of (b',t') quarks to B — B mixing 

and rare decays of B mesons have been studied extensively in the literature, as mentioned above. 

Here we shall take a more realistic approach, and put some constraint on the 4 by 4 KM natrix 

elements . Assume: 

Vt,,b < 0(A) (9.4) 

Vfd < XV* (9.5) 

and finally, 

^ ^ a j L - t t O C i ) (9.6) 

where <j>ij = argVij. With these very mild assumptions, together with conditions that: (i) the 

box diagrams with t' in the internal line contribute to B—B mixing, and that (ii) t' contribution 

does not disturb the phenomenology of the K meson system, following conclusion can be derived: 

(a) t' must be heavier than 500 GeV. (b) t' contribution to rare B decays are negligible, (c) 

I Vf^Vb 1^1 Kd ĵ& l> where q corresponds to u, c, or t. Relevance of the first two results are 

obvious. The last conclusion implies that the unitarity constraint 

V;dVth + V^V* + V;^ + Vt1AVt,b = 0 (9.7) 

for the four generation reduces to that for the three generation given in Eq. 3.1. 

V&Vu + V&* + V;dVub = 0 (9.8) 
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which is identical to that for the 3 generation KM matrix element. Thus the concept of the 

triangle mentioned above still applies inspite of the fouth family of quarks. 

The effect of t' on the CP asymmetry is also interesting. Note that t' may contribute to 

M12 but not to decay amplitudes. From the form of the asymmetry given in Eq(5.1) one notes 

that the presence of t' will affect | but not p. This implies that the effect of t' is universal 

to all asymmetry associated with B decaying to CP eigen states. This property is not unique 

to the existence of a new generation. One expects, new physics beyond the standard model to 

affect M12 but not p. Thus if new physics exists, deviations of the experimental results from 

theoretical predictions based on the standard model are quite well defined. 

10. CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed a strategy for studying CP violation in the B system in terms of the 

unitarity triangle. Any inconsistency among the 6 observables represented by the triangle, 3 

sides and 3 angles, implies a deviation from the standard model. The CP asymmetries in ijjKs 

and 7T7T modes are directly related to the two angles of the triangle. A measurement of X J / X J 

together with | Vc\, | give two sides of the triangle. These four quantities give already one 

consistency check on the triangle. We expect | V u j | will give an aditional constraint. Extraction 

of | Vci |, however, requires understanding of the strong interaction dynamics. Whether one can 

measure the third angle which is associated with the decay asymmetry of B, decay remains to 

be studied. Measurement of asymmetries as well as x, requires detecting the decay vertex of the 

B mesons. 
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B-FACTORIES WITH e+e" COLLIDERS 
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ABSTRACT 

Some considerations are recalled on the different approaches to studying b-physics.The 
potentialities of the various e*e~ colliders in operation, proposed, or designed are then 
reviewed. Prospects for b-physics in the coming years are also given. 

Since the discovery of the Y resonance^) at Fermilab in 1977, much valuable 
information has been obtained in the b-quark sector. Except for the first observation of B°B"° 
mixing, at the CERN SPS pp Collider^), most of our present knowledge comes from 
measurements performed at e+e~ storage rings, especially with DORIS and CESR running at 
or near production threshold. For the time being, a total of nearly 106 B or B mesons have been 
collected by ARGUS+CLEO experiments^-4). 

Many of b-physics issues remain to be studied©, including: 
- (bE) spectroscopy and QCD tests in Y decays; 
- (bq, bqq,...) spectroscopy and lifetime measurements of individual states; 
- precise determination of Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrice elements; 
-searches for rare B decays; 
- separate measurements of B°dBJ£ and B°SB1S^ mixings; 
-possible observation of CP violation in the B system. 

This very rich physics programme will only be achieved if the available number of bE 
events is increased by at least an order of magnitude and if the reconstruction and tagging 
efficiencies of such events are also improved. For these reasons various types of e+e* 
colliderj, sometimes with their associated detectors, have recently been considered. It is the 
purpose of this contribution to review these approaches and to try to estimate what are die 
orospects for b-physfcs in the coming years. 
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I. GENERAL CONSIDER ATIONS 

Three main center-of-mass energy regions W have been considered to study b-physics: 
at or near bb" production threshold; in die continuum; on the Z peak. The main characteristics 
of these distinct cases are summarized in Table 1 and shown schematically in Fig.l. 

On the Y(4S) the cross-section abb is large, 1.2 nb, the signal-to-background ratio is 
good. In this case B°B° or B+B" are produced in a CP = -1 eigenstate without other 
accompanying particles. The main disadvantage of working with equal energy beams comes 
from the fact that the B-mesons are produced nearly at rest Their decay products have low 
momenta (<pch> = 500 MeV/c ; <py> = 200 MeV/c) and their reconstruction is difficult. 
Consequently, B-meson lifetimes and thus any time dependence of the B decays cannot be 
measured, at least for circular colliders, with the present status of vertex detection : this 
precludes, in particular, the observation of a possible CP violation in channels involving B°B° 
mixing with decay to a CP eigenstate, as for example® B° -* jyPKs. 

For these reasons it has first been proposed, by OddoneC7) and men advocated by other 
authors*8.9), to produce Y(4S) moving in the laboratory by colliding beams of unequal 

energies. This results in B's boosted along the beam axis, the distance between the B and 3 
decays being detectable (> 100 um) if the energy asymmetry of the two colliding beams is large 
enough. Another possibility of detecting CP violation in the B° -* J/"FKS decay with a 
symmetric collider would be to run just above the Y(4S) resonance, Y(4S)+ case in Table 1, 

i.e. above the BB* threshold but below die B*B~* threshold. Since B* decays into BY this 
yields a CP = +1 BB state for which the measurement of the time development is not needed 
any longer to observe a CP violation. The price to pay there is a loss in the bb~ production 
cross section by roughly a factor of 4 compared with the Y(4S) case. 

Working on the Y(5S) would allow the BsBs threshold to be crossed. At this energy, 

the Bs production is estimated to be at least 30% of the bb" production*10), which is lower by 
one order of magnitude compared with the Y(4S) case. 

In order to give a significant boost to the produced b, still with symmetric beam 
energies, the possibility of running at higher W in the so-called "continuum region" has been 
contemplated. For instance at W = 15 GeV, where various b-mesons and possibly some b-
baryons are produced, the decay length reaches a few tenths of a millimetre, but the production 
cross section is decreased by nearly one order of magnitude compared to that at the Y(4S)f and 
the signal to background ratio is decreased by more than a factor of 2. If W is increased even 
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more, up to PEP or TRISTAN energies for instance, the production cross-section is decreased 
by another factor 4 or 16, respectively. 

The situation differs drastically on the Z pole. There the b-mesons and b-baryons are 
produced with a cross-section which is more than five times larger than that at the Y(4S) for an 
equivalent signal to background ratio. The decay length now reaches a few millimetre and the 
primary vertex can be reconstructed from the associated particles. If, in addition, the beams 
were longitudinally polarized, with a polarization P, the b would be produced with a forward-
backward asymmetry AFB ~ 0.7 P, a useful property to tag a b (or B). 

These general remarks have clear implications both on machine and detector 
requirements. 

An ideal collider must have: 
- the highest luminosity; 
- the smallest beam spots at the final focus; 
- the smallest radius and the thinnest beam pipe at the interaction region; 
- an optimized design of the interaction region to reduce the machine background; 
- a small centre of mass energy spread, when working on the Y(4S) in order to 

be on the resonance but also to constrain the B-meson mass reconstruction. 
These different points will be developed later. 

The associated detector must aim at the maximal b tagging and reconstruction 
efficiencies. For this, the following requirements have to be satisfied: 

- Vertex reconstruction of the B decay with a spatial resolution along the flight 
path of ~ 20 to 200 Jim depending upon machine conditions; 

- Track reconstruction with excellent momentum resolution and high efficiency; 
- Particle identification up to the highest momentum; 
- Photon and electron/positron detection with very good energy resolution and 

good spatial resolution down to small energy; 
- Muon identification and tracking; 
- Good hermiticity and large solid angle coverage of all subdetectors; 
- Trigger and data-acquisition system with minimal dead-time to cope with high 

luminosity and/or high crossing rates. 
The solutions adopted by ARGUS, CLEO II, and AR (conceptual designs^ 1- 1 2) for 

symmetric and asymmetric colliders based on TRISTAN) with the corresponding parameters 
are summarized in Table 2. Figure 2 shows the AR conceptual detector considered for the 
asymmetric collider study at TRISTAN. The detectors proposed for colliders with equal beam 
energy have quite similar subdetectors, but they are obviously symmetric. 
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One notices that for these newly proposed detectors special emphasis is put on new 
detection systems: 

- Particle identifying detectors, mostly Ring-Imaging Cherenkov Counters(13) 
and Time-Of-Flight counters; 

- Microvertex detectors, mostly silicon strips and pixel devices: the influence of 
the experimental resolution o z on the distance between the two B decay 
vertices, as studied in Ref.(14), is shown in Fig.3. 

One may mention here that with some improvements, the detectors developped for the 
Large Electron-Positron Storage Ring (LEP) and the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC), and 
especially the DELPHI and SLD detector, will satisfy most of the previously mentioned 
requirements. 

Finally, Table 3 summarizes a comparison^15) done at Snowmass 1988 of five different 
working collider conditions to measure a CP violation as a 3a effect in the decay mode 
B° —* J/*FKS. For this study detectors with a performance as good die one described above 
were assumed. 

IT. COLLIDERS IN OPERATION: NOW OR SOON 

Two colliders working at or near the Y(4S) are presently in operation. 
a)DORISnatDESY 

This single-ring collide^16), equipped with the ARGUS detector (Table 2) is presendy 
working at the Y(4S) with a luminosity L - 2 x lO^cnrV1. 

There are no plans for an upgrade in luminosity in the future. 

b)CESR at Cornell 
This single-ring collider is presently equipped with two detectors: CUSB and CLEOII 

(Fig.4). The performance of CESR W has been continuously improved from its first operation 
in 1979. This is illustrated in Fig.5, which shows the evolution with time of the integrated 
luminosity per week achieved together with die machine modifications. One notices from this 
figure that the main improvement, mostly due to the 7-bunch operation occurred only recently. 
A luminosity of L ~ 1 x Vfikw^sr1 achieved so far is the highest one obtained with an e +e _ 

collider. 
In addition, there are plans for new luminosity upgrades in the near futureW : by 

removing the CUSB detector and going from 7 to 14 bunches, together with other less 
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significant modifications, a luminosity of L ~ 3-5 x 10 3 2 cm-V 1 is expected for the end of 
1990. This will translate into an integrated luminosity of 75-150 pb"1 per week on the Y(4S). 

Running with an integrated luminosity of 5 fb"1 per year some 5 x 106 BB events, i.e. 
~ 2 x 104 fully reconstructed B and - 100 exclusive b -» u decays, would be obtained by 
1992. Continuing to collect data with an effective luminosity of 6-7 fb-1 per year, by 1997, an 
overall integrated luminosity of 50 flr1 would be obtained, i.e. ~ 5 x 107 BB events or 
~ 107 BB* events. 

In the "continuum", two colliders are presently in preparation. 
c)PEPatSLAC 

The TPC-2y detector, equipped with a new vertex detector has collected data in 1988 
for an integrated luminosity of 42.5 pb _ 1 at W = 29 GeV. A maximum luminosity of 6 x 10 3 1 

cm'V 1 has been achieved. There are plansC17) to work with 9 bunches per beam, a smaller P* 
value, and more current per bunch; if this is carried out it would bring the luminosity to 
L — 3-4 x lO^cnrV 1 . With such a luminosity some 600 bb~ events per day would be 
produced. 

d) TRISTAN at KEK 
It is presently working around W=60 GeV, with a luminosity L - 10 3 1 c n r V 1 . The 

three detectors AMY, TOPAZ and VENUS can be used to study b-physics, and in particular b-
particle life times when a microvertex detector were to be added as is planned for TOPAZ and 
VENUS. The main problem, when running in this energy region comes from the very low bb~ 
cross section, namely a few picobarns. 

This year, 1989, two new colliders will start to operate at W= m£. 

e)SLCatSLAC 
The first events collected by the MARK n detector have been presented*18) at this 

conference. The present luminosity L = 4-5 x 10 2 7 cm-V 1 (~ 0.7 Z per hour) will be 
increased in the near future, but the design value(19), L ~ 6 x 10 3 0 cm-V 1, is not expected to 
be reached soon. Nevertheless, the small beam pipe radius (R £ 2.6 cm), allowed by a single-
pass collider such as the SLC, allows the installation of active detectors very close to the beam, 
a property which could be decisive for efficient vertex detection and thus lifetime 
measurements. In addition the use of a polarized electron beam, which is planned for the future, 
will significantly increase die tagging efficiency of bb" events (Table 3). 
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OLEPatCERN 
At LEP, die first collisions are expected to take place this summer*20). 
With well-known assumptions for a single-ring e + e _ collider, the luminosity L is 

given by: 
nb lb (Eb/me c2)% 

* ^* ( 1 ) 

2 r e P v 

where me, r e are respectively the mass, and the charge of the electron and c is die light 
velocity. For nominal values, i.e. 

beam energy Eb = 46.5GeV, 
bunch current lb = 0.75 mA, 
vertical (J* value at die interaction point p = 7 cm, 

limiting beam-beam tune shift £ = 0.04, 
and a number of bunches nb = 4, 

LEP is expected to provide its four large detectors, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL, widi a 
luminosity of 

L=1.7xl0 3 1 cm- 2 s- 1 . 
Running for 3 years with an integrated luminosity of ~ 100 pb"1 per year, some 107 Z would 
be produced from which about 1.5 x 10 6 would decay into b5 events. Each experiment 
would then have die possibility of recording some 6 x 10 s B°, 6 x 10 5 B+, 1.8 x 105 B° s, 1.1 
x 10s Ab, 1.5 x 10 4 S b and an equivalent number of antiparticles. 

It should be noticed that some improvements can be envisaged: 
- Working widi the same number of bunches, nb = 4, if lb and 2; could be increased to 

1-1.25 mA and 0.05-0.06 respectively, and if p v is lowered to 5 cm, the luminosity would be 

increased by a factor of 2 or so. 
- The beam pipe radius, initially fixed at R = 8 cm could probably be decreased to R = 

6 cm or less depending upon background conditions. 
- If a large enough polarization is produced, by die Sokolov-Ternov effect, it should be 

possible to consider die use bom of polarized electron and positron beams, following a scheme 
already studied^21). 

In addition, it has been proposed by Rubbia*22) to run LEP widi more bunches, making 
use of part of die superconducting RF power to be installed anyway for LEP 200, to 
compensate for synchrotron radiation losses when die beam current is increased. This scheme 
has been studied by Jowettf23) who arrived to die "LEP Pretzel Scheme", schematically shown 
in Fig.6. It needs the installation of separators to keep apart die orbits horizontally in die arcs 
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and vertically in the pits not equipped with detectors in order to avoid collisions. Jowett 
computed that an optimum number of bunches nb = 36, with lb = 0.75 mA, would allow the 
achievement of: 

L = 1.4 x H P 2 cm-V 1 . 

With this figure some 10 8 Z, i.e. 1.5 x 10 7 bb" events per experiment would be 
collected in three years of running time. 

This multibunch operation would have implications on the detectors: the time between 
crossing would be reduced from ~ 25 |is to ~ 2.5 lis. This means that the experiment would 
need a pretriggering system to open the detectors. Modifications of parts of the electronics and 
readout systems as well as of mass storage have to be foreseen. These problems will have to be 
studied in more details since, this luminosity upgrade opens up the possibility to study other 
physics issues^24) at LEP. 

It is interesting to estimate at this point what b-physics results could be optimistically 
expectedCM^W atjjEP. 

With 10 7 Z and present detectors : 
- Measurement of the Forward-Backward asymmetry with a precision 8 A _ ~ 0.006, which 

could be translated into 8 sin 2 6w ~ 0.001. 

-Measurement of the B°B° mixing parameter: 
X - fd 3W + *s Xs with a precision Ax «• QQ1-0.02. 

- Life time measurement of individual beauty states: there the anticipated results will depend 
upon the properties of vertex detection and particle identification of the detector. 

With 10 8Z and with some detector upgrades: 
- Measurement of rare decays with branching ratio approaching 10~5. 

- B°SB~^ oscillation measurement by the observation of time evolution. 
It seems that values of x s as high as 10-15 could be determined in that way. 
- The observation of CP violation is improbable (Table 3) in the Standard Model framework. 
Nevertheless, if the luminosity could be increased even more or/and if polarized beams are 
avalailable a signal could be seen for favourable values of the phase. In addition one cannot 
exclude that non Standard Model physics could enhance the effect substentially. 

m. NEW rmCITLAR COLLTDERS 

Two main types of new circular colliders working at or near the Y(4S) are being actively 

investigated. 
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- The single or double storage rings working with symmetric or slighdy asymmetric 
beam energies; 

- The asymmetric rings, making use of already existing rings. 

In these cases the luminosity given in equation (1) is valid; it can also be expressed as 

L c c ^ v ( l + R ) ( 2 ) 
v 

where P is the beam-power, I = nt>Ib is the total current, and R = av/Oh is the ratio of rms 
beam sizes at the interaction point 

The expression of the luminosity can be generalized to the asymmetric beam case and 
written for instance as 

L Ycm f 
Ni !U N 2 %{ 

•vl *v2 
[1+R] (3) 

where fc is the collision frequency of beam 1 with Ni particles per bunch with beam 2 with 
N2 particles per bunch. 

A. Single or double storage rings 

a) TRISTAN Accumulation Ring at KEK 
The use of the Accumulation Ring (AR) of TRISTAN as a B-factory has been 

studiedC11'12). In a single-bunch mode, tests have been performed and various working points 
investigated: the main parameters and die corresponding luminosity expected at the Y(4S) are 
given on the left side of Table 4. Assuming that the % value measured with one bunch could be 
preserved with a large current, and a reduced p" when working in a multibunch mode a 

luminosity of L «- 1 x 10 3 3 cm'V 1 could be optimistically expected (right side of Tabte 4). 
Extensive studies will be needed in the hope of a achieving luminosity of L ~ 6 x 10 3 2 cnrV 1 

by 1993. 

Outer plans make use of a double storage ring. In this design, multibunches of electrons 
and positrons circulate in two separate rings with combined insertions in one or two interactions 
regions. The main advantage of the double ring over the single ring scheme rests in the 
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independant control of the two beams, and in the beam-beam effects localized only at die 
crossing point. 

b) The BETA proposal at PSI 
The Paul-Scherrer Institute (PSI) has submitted a proposal to the Swiss Government. 

The layout of the proposed B-Meson Factory*14) is shown in Fig.7. Electrons and positrons are 
first accelerated up to 400 MeV in a two-linac structure. They are then accumulated and 
compressed in a small accumulator ring to provide intense bunches. The bunches of electrons 
and positrons are next accelerated in a booster synchrotron up to the operating energy (£ 7 
GeV) before injection into the respective rings. After vertical deviations of the two beams, head-
on collisions take place in two interaction points (IP). The parameter list for the symmetric 
energy operation of the machine is given in Table 5, together with the anticipated schedule, 
assuming approval in 1990. The machine is characterized by a large stored current nt>Ib > a 
small 3 value and the absence of dispersion ¥ at the interaction point The luminosities cor
responding to the different stages of development are also indicated. The parameters envisaged 
to achieve a luminosity of L ~ 4 x 10 3 2 cnrV 1 are considered as conservative and one can 

expect that the design value of L = 10 3 3 cnrV 1 (i.e. ~ 107 BE per year) will be achieved by 
1996 or so. Improvement may come later. 

The operation of the collider with asymmetric beam energies has been studied by Wille. 
It appears that it can work at 7 GeV x 4 GeV with the main parameters given in Table 6, at a 
somewhat reduced luminosity (27X 

It is planned to equip one intersection region with an already existing detector, probably 
the Crystal Barrel presently at LEAR, and die other one with a new multipurpose detector. This 
new detector will have a silicon vertex detector, an excellent particle identification with RICH, 
and a good photon detection with a segmented Csl calorimeter. It could be used bom for 
symmetric and asymmetric beam energies. 

c) VEPP-5 project at Novosibirsk 
A design of a B-factory based on a double storage ring collider has also been 

investigated in details at Novosibirsk. This more ambitious project*28), depicted in Fig.8, 
consists of two parts: 
- A ~ 100 m linear electron/positron injector which accelerates particles up to 7 GeV. Such a 
linac will be a prototype for die future high energy linear collider VLEPP. 
- A double ring with two interaction regions. 

Originally equal energies were assumed for die beams circulating in die two rings. A 
luminosity of L - 5 x 10 3 3 cnrV 1 per interaction was dien anticipated. Now, die project has 
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evolved into a 7 x 4 GeV B-factory after a careful study of the interaction region 
arrangement^. A preliminary list of parameters and projected performances is given in 
Table 7. The features that lead to the high luminosity are: 

-the short bunch length 0"i which authorizes a low p* value, 

-the large number of bunches nt,, 
- the high tune shift £ v values. 

In addition, special emphasis has been put on the obtention of a very small center of mass 
energy spread, crw ~ 1 MeV. To achieve this, it is planned to work with very small emittances 
e v and with a large dispersion function Y at the interaction point. 

A large part of the money needed for the construction has already been allocated, but the 
time schedule is not completely finalized. 

The building of a multipurpose detector, KEDR, has already been started. It will include 
a vertex detector, a drift chamber, aerogel and time of flight counters, liquid krypton barrel and 
Csl end-cap electromagnetic detectors, as well as muon chambers. 

d) CESR-B studies at Cornell 
At Cornell a possible new machine, also based on a double ring with symmetric or 

asymmetric beam energies is presently being studied. Two approaches are being investigated 
(Table 8 ) : one with flat beams(3°), one with round beams(31X In the first case, a very high 
beam current, together with low |J* values and crossing at an angle are assumed. In the second 
case, round beams, are proposed to allow for the unconventially large tune shift \ values. For 
the two cases, calculations, simulations and experiments are being done to justify the assumed 
beam-beam performances. A decision whether to carry out this project is supposed to be taken 
soon. 

B. Asymmetric rings 
The possibility of producing collisions with two tangential rings of different radii is 

being very seriously investigated, mainly in the laboratories where an existing facility could be 
used as the high energy ring. 

a) Based on TRISTAN at KEK 
A preliminary design using TRISTAN as the Main Ring (MR) and adding a Small Ring 

(SR) has been considered12). Beam energies of 14 GeV and 2 GeV have been chosen, but they 
could be changed, for example, to 9.4 GeV x 3.0 GeV. The anticipated parameters and 
performances are listed in Table 9. A maximum tune shift of \ = 0.03 is assumed, and the 
luminosity clearly depends upon the beam current which can be stored in the rings. A 
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luminosity of L = 1 x 10 3 2 cnrV 1 could be achieved without major changes in the MR. It 
could be increased by one order of magnitude if new RF cavities, a new vacuum system, and a 
new injector are implemented. In order to make a better estimate of the achievable luminosity, 
machine studies are planned with TRISTAN. 

As previously mentioned, a specific detector has also been conceptually designed 
(Fig.2). 

b) Based on PETRA at DESY 
At DESY, the possibility of adding a small ring tangential to the PETRA tunnel has been 

studied^32) for some time. A possible set of parameters of the two rings providing 12 GeV x 2.3 
GeV collisions^3) is given in Table 10. A luminosity of 10 3 3 cnrV 1 seems within reach. In 
order to use high beam currents two new developments are required. A feed-back system is 
needed to damp out oscillations of the bunches and a new type of RF cavity is also needed. 
These developments are already under way. 

The detailed design of the interaction region has been started. Special care is being taken 
to prevent direct or singly reflected photons from synchrotron radiation from entering the 
detector. At this time, a beam pipe radius of 18 mm is assumed. 

An adequate detector design is also under study. 

c) Based on PEP at SLAC 
Two approaches have been explored over the last years ; One idea was pursued by a 

SLAC/LBL group which first produced a study, APIARY tf34). of PEP practically unchanged 
working at 12 GeV and colliding against a new 2.3 GeV ring : a luminosity of L = 5 x 10 3 2 

cnr 2s _ 1 was then projected, mainly limited by the available power in PEP. A second study 
APIARY EC34), was performed with PEP still unchanged but working at 9 GeV, to allow for 
more current. Then 9 GeV x 3 GeV collisions at L = 1.8 x 10 3 3 cm-V 1 were anticipated. A 
second approach based on a brand new high-energy ring was studied^35) independently by a 
Caltech Group which later became a member of the Southern California Consortium. For this 8 
GeV x 3.5 GeV collider, designed with large number of bunches and with dispersion at the 
collision point, a luminosity of 10 3 4 cnrV 1 was computed. 

Now the two groups have combined their efforts to study a 9 GeV x 3 GeV collider 
based on PEP with a target luminosity of L = 10 3 4 cnrV 1 . It is named APIARY HI*36) in 
Table 11 and a list of its parameters is given in this table together with those of APIARY n. By 
comparing the two cases one notices that for APIARY in the beam intensity is higher by a 
factor of ~ 3, p* is lower by ~ 2/3 and the bunch spacing is reduced by a factor 6f ~ 3. This 
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will need a new RF system for PEP and a new beam pipe together with close dipoles to the 
interaction point. Pilot studies are also needed here to study the feasibility of the project. 

The optimization of the interaction region is a common major problem to be studied for 
all machines with asymmetric beam energies. As the collisions could take place at an angle, the 
interesting idea of "Crab crossing", originally proposed*37) for e + e- TeV colliders is worth 
studying. 

W.COLLIDERS BASED ON LINACS 

Two types of colliders based on linacs have been examined these last few years: linear 
against linear and linear against circular. 

A. Linear-linear colliders 
Various designs of beauty factories based on normal conducting RF linear colliders have 

been worked out (3839) ^ d a general treatment can be found in Ref .(40). 
We will concentrate here on two designs. 

a) The Superconducting Radiofrequency Complex (SRC) 
The conceptual design of a B-factory based on superconducting linacs with recirculators 

was proposed in 1986 by Amaldi and myself* 4 1- 4 2). It is shown schematically in Fig.9. 
The electrons and positrons are first injected into two short linacs. After three 

recirculations in this first stage they are injected at around 2.4 GeV into damping rings. When 
the particles have reached the required emittance (en = 2 x 10* m) mey are injected into the 
linacs of the second racetrack in which they acquire some 1000 MeV per crossing. After one, 
two, or three recirculations, the electrons and positrons can be extracted and made to collide at 
Vs = 10,15, or 20 GeV, respectively. 

This design then evolved into the one racetrack scheme^3) shown in Fig. 10. 
In this scheme one assumes that four types of bunches are accelerated: 

- An intense bunch of electrons (8 x 1 0 1 0 e-) of small transverse emittance 
produced by irradiation of a photocathode with a laser burst. These electrons are preaccelerated 
in two stages up to 100 MeV, and then injected into the 500 m long linac AB equipped with 
supraconducting cavities (G = 5 MV/m) in which they gains some 1.05 GeV. After a 180° turn 
in the arc, they gain another 1.05 GeV in the second linac section DE and they are sent back to 
point A for further recirculation. 
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- A very intense electron bunch (2.5-5 x 1 0 n e -) delayed by some 0.5 us in 
respect to the previous one. It is accelerated in one circulation up to 2.2 GeV and then ejected at 
point E to produce positrons in a rotating target T. 

- An intense positron bunch (2.5-5 x 10 1 0 e+), which is preaccelerated in the two 
linac sections to 100 MeV and then accelerated up to 2.2 GeV. In E it is extracted and injected 
into a damping ring (DR). When the required emittance is obtained, after t ~ 5 ms, the e + 

bunch is reinjected into the linac at E when an intense e~ bunch reaches the point A also with 
2.2 GeV. From then on the e+ and e~ bunches are rotating in opposite directions and are 
separated in the arcs. When they reach 5.35 (7.5) GeV, in B for the electrons and D for the 
positrons, they are extracted and made to collide at the interaction point with W = 10.7 (15) 
GeV. 

- In addition to these three types of bunches used for the B-factory, the linacs accelerate 
low intensity (2.5 x 10 6 e") electron bunches spaced by a distance equal to the RF wavelength 
(60 cm). They can be ejected, for instance, at point E with different energies and used for 
nuclear physics studies. 

The main parameters of the B-factory are given for three different working modes in 
Table 12: High resolution at the Y(4S), medium resolution at the Y(5S) and low resolution in 
the continuum. Most of the parameters are roughly similar to the SLC ones or slightly 
improved. The improvement of the luminosity, which can be expressed as 

L = N+N-f g H D ( 4 ) 

OhCfv 

comes mainly from the high repetition frequency fc of the collisions due to the use of 
supraconducting cavities and from the pinch factor, HQ, due to the large disruption D value. 

Most of the components of the two schemes have been studied in details and more 
information can be found in Ref.(44). 

For linear-linear colliders working in the energy range considered the main limiting 
factors (45) come from: 

- the production of positrons which implies the use of MW electron beam to 
produce them. 

- the energy spread AWL due to the longitudinal emittance value presently 
achieved in the damping ring. AWL contributes with AWb, the enei, y spread 
due to beamstrahlung, to the total energy spread AW. 

This is schematically summarized in Fig. 11 in which the power per colliding beam P 
and the power Px of a 2.2 GeV electron beam needed to produce the positrons are plotted 
versus AWL, or the bunch length o"i, for two different luminosity values. One immediately 
sees that to get L = 10 3 4 cnrV 1 with the energy spread required at the Y(4S), a prohibitive 
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value of PT (more than 20 MW) is needed. This power requirement is less stringent in a low 
resolution mode, acceptable when working in the continuum. 

It was also noted in Refs. 42 and 43, that, if cavities with high accelerating gradients 

(G a SO MV/m) become available, the accelerator complex could in principle be transformed 

into a Z-factory with L & 1 0 3 3 c n r V 1 , which would give - 10 8 bb" per year. 

b) The Southern California B-factory 
In order to solve the positron production problem, a recovery-cooling system, together 

with a minimal positron disruption scheme has been proposed by d i n e and Pellegrini4 6). This 
scheme, shown conceptually in Fig. 12, makes use of: 

- a 3 to 6 GeV high gradient electron linac operating at 5 KHz repetition rate; 
- a positron converter, a low-energy positron accumulator, and a booster synchrotron, to 

provide the positrons; 
- a positron cooling and recovery ring, provided with a bypass where the interaction 

point is located. 
In this scheme the cooling and recovery function of the ring are decoupled from the 

interaction point where beams with unequal energy are made to collide. A list of parameters is 
given in Table 13. One notices that to obtain a luminosity of L ~ 5 x 1 0 3 3 c n r V 1 trains of 10 
short bunches of electrons, are accelerated to collide at an angle with positron bunches. At the 
collision point, the disruption parameter for electrons D" defined as 

D" = 2 r e N+ ai+(y- a/)" 1 (ov + a v -)' X (5) 

is very high: the electrons experience a large number of oscillations during the crossing of the 
intense positron bunch which is assumed to be kept essentially undisturbed. 

This scheme, as the previous one, requires an intense R and D program. 

B. Linear Circular Colliders 
a) The general idea 

In order to solve the positron problem the possibility of colliding a linear accelerator 
electron beam with positrons stored in a circular storage ring have recently been rescrutinized by 
Grosse-Wiesmann(48X This study, as in the linear-linear case, has mainly been motivated by the 
concern to reach high energy high luminosity collisions. 

As an illustration three parameter lists for a beauty factory are given in Table 14. It cajj. 
be seen that to reach these performances one needs to have: 

- a high repetition rate linac, implying the use of supraconducting cavities; 
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- a low emittance, high-intensity positron ring; 
- a good understanding of the beam-beam interaction in order to work in a regime in 

which the positrons are not disrupted. 

Two approaches based on superconducting RF linacs have recently been examined. 

b) The CEBAF approach. 
Starting from their experience based on the CEBAF design, Bisognano et al.(48> have 

examined the beam cuirent instability limitations along with the effect of the linac electron beam 
on the positron beam, i.e. the beam-beam tune shift %, which can be written as: 

N e r g R 2 
2 n y e „ ( R + l ) 

In particular, they investigated, as shown in Table IS, the influence of the ratio R on 
other parameters for the 2.5 GeV e - against 10 GeV e + case. 

They conclude that the present CEBAF linac design must be modified to achieve the 
required beam current but that a target luminosity of 1 0 3 4 c n r 2 s _ 1 does not seem to be out of 
reach within this scheme, if the assumptions made can be justified. They also emphasize that 
further studies are required to optimize the machine configuration and to resolve whether there 
are important beam dynamics issues unique to the linac-ring configuration. 

c) The SRC approach 
With the aim of achieving the highest luminosity at the Y(4S), we revised^49) our 

superconducting radiofrequency complex. Figure 13 shows the design of a possible B-factory 
scheme with 2.8 GeV electrons and 10 GeV positrons. The positrons, as in our previous 
scheme^ 2- 4 3) are produced by illuminating a target T with 2.8 GeV electron bunches accelerated 
in the racetrack SC linacs. The positrons are stored into a 800 MeV accumulator and men 
transferred into a storage ring equipped with superconducting cavities. The collisions between 
the stored positron bunches and the 2.8 GeV electron bunches from the racetrack 
superconducting linacs take place in a long straight section. A possible parameter list is given in 
Table 16. One sees that, as in previous cases, the election disruption parameter D" is very 
large. This large D regime must be previously tested, for instance in a first phase by colliding ~ 
500 MeV electron on ~ 500 MeV positrons stored in the accumulating ring (<(>-factory). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From this review one sees that there is a great activity in this field. One can conclude that: 
- The basic techniques to build a first class detector are almost available. Nevertheless 
developments on vertex detectors and associated electronics, as well as on particle identification 
are highly desirable. 
- For the next five years or so, one may guess that CLEO n and ARGUS, taking data at the 
Y(4S), will continue to lead the race, but that they will be joined by the SLC and above all LEP 

experiments using the Z pole as a source of bb~ events. From the amount of data expected from 
both energy regions, important information will be provided on lifetimes, Vfe, Vbu, and 
B0-B° mixing but the observation of CP violation is not expected. A possible luminosity 
upgrade by an order of magnitude would greatly improve the LEP capability for the study of b-
physics. 

- New circular machines working around the bb~ threshold will probably start operation during 
the second half of the 90's. Plans of double rings, able to work with symmetric or slightly 
asymmetric beam energies, are approved (VEPP5) or at the proposal level (BETA) or being 
investigated (CESR and TRISTAN AR). Schemes with asymmetric rings based on PEP, 
PETRA and TRISTAN are also actively studied. With such machines, expected to provide 
integrated luminosities larger than 20 ftr1 per year, complementary information, more 
specifically on rare decays, will be obtained. In addition CP violation in the b-system could be 
discovered. 
- Finally, exploratory studies based on ring-ring, linac-ring and linac-linac approaches to 
achieve, with asymmetric energy beams, a luminosity of ~ 10 3 4 crrrV1 at the Y(4S) has been 
done. It is whorthwhile to pursue them since, if such a luminosity could be achieved, ~ 108 bb" 
per year will thus be produced; this is most probably the quantum needed to study CP violation 
in the b-system. 
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w Obb Obb <pfyco <n> 
(GeV) (nb) Chad (mm) ch or y 

Y(4S) 
(5.3+5.3) 

1.2 0.25 0.03 11 10 

Y(4S) 
(2.3+12) 

II II 0.31* 11 10 

Y (4S) + 
(10.63) 

0.3 t l 0.03 11 11 

Y(5S) 
(10.86) 

0.1 0.10 0.03 10 11 

15 0.15 0.09 0.35 16 16 

Z 6.5 0.22 2.2 20 20 

•Average distance between B and B decays. 

Table 1: Some characteristics of various working conditions. 
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AR 
5.3x53 (2.5+11.2) 

CLEOn ARGUS 

Magnet 
Coil size <)> x 1 (m) 
Field (Teste) 

2.9x2.8 (2.6x2.4) 
1.5 

3.1 x 3.5 
1.5 

2.8 x 2.9 
0.8 

Central DC 

17.0 (8) 
74.0 (65) 
- 5 0 

45(21) 
11904 

C02-isobutane 
100 

17.78 
94.7 
-71 
51(11) 
12240 
Ar-Ethane 

ISO 

15.0 
85.9 
-64 
36(18) 
5940 
Propane 
150 

Rin (cm) 
Rout (cm) 
Lever arm (cm) 
Layers (stereo) 
Sense wires 
Gas (1 atm) 
Resolution a (um) 

Apx/pT(%) 

dFVdX(FWHM) 

17.0 (8) 
74.0 (65) 
- 5 0 

45(21) 
11904 

C02-isobutane 
100 

17.78 
94.7 
-71 
51(11) 
12240 
Ar-Ethane 

ISO 

15.0 
85.9 
-64 
36(18) 
5940 
Propane 
150 

Rin (cm) 
Rout (cm) 
Lever arm (cm) 
Layers (stereo) 
Sense wires 
Gas (1 atm) 
Resolution a (um) 

Apx/pT(%) 

dFVdX(FWHM) 

V(028pT)2+<p.50)2 

16% 

•\Z(0,24pT)2+(0.5)2 jQ&pffiHOASp 

14% 10.4% 

Cerenkpv RICH 
74-92 (60-80) 

0.8-3 (0.5-3) 

Rin-Rout(cm) 
K/JC sep (> 3 o) 

forp(GeV/c) = 

RICH 
74-92 (60-80) 

0.8-3 (0.5-3) 

TOF 
R(cm) 
Number: banel+ends 
o(ps) 
Max.mom. of 3a 
separation for K/p 

(GeV/c) 

PSC 
92-101 

288+2x80 

50 

1.4 

ScinL 
96 

64+2x32 

150 

0.8 

ScinL 
96 

64+2x48 

220 

0.6 

EMcal. 

Min.radius (cm) 
Material 
Thickness (X„) 
Readout 
Channels:barrel+ends 

a/E(%(EinGeV)) 

e/ji sep. 

100 00) 
CsI(Tl) 
15 (16) 

Phoiodiode 
6400+2x850 

Zl/EW+const 

10"3 

102 
CsICH) 

16 
Photodiode 
6144+2x840 

95 
Pb-scint 

12J 
PMT 
1280+2x240 

EMcal. 

Min.radius (cm) 
Material 
Thickness (X„) 
Readout 
Channels:barrel+ends 

a/E(%(EinGeV)) 

e/ji sep. 

100 00) 
CsI(Tl) 
15 (16) 

Phoiodiode 
6400+2x850 

Zl/EW+const 

10"3 

V(U)Wl+(.7 E-3)2+(.3/E)2 

10-3 

-S/(8WE) 2 +7 2 

10-2 

Vertex Si-Strips 
3 
6 
40 

Drift+Straw Tubes 
4 
17 
500 

Drift Chambers 
2.5 
15 
30 

Rin layer (cm) 
Rout layer (cm) 
a z resolution (nm) 

Si-Strips 
3 
6 
40 

Drift+Straw Tubes 
4 
17 
500 

Drift Chambers 
2.5 
15 
30 

Table 2 : Specifications and performances of the ARGUS, CLEO H, and AR (design) 
detectors (adapted from Ref. 11 and Ref. 12). 
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Asymmetric 
Y(4S) 

(12.5+2.3 GeV) 

Symmetric 
Y(4S)+ 

W = 
16 GeV 

Z 
P = 0 

Z 
P = 0.9 

0MJ.45) 

bB cross section, o~bb (nb) 1.2 0.3 0.11 6.3 6.3 

Fraction of B° 0.43 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.35 

\|rKg reconstruction efficiency 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.46 0.46 

Tag efficiency 
(and method) 

0.48 
(1.K) 

0.48 
0.K) 

0.30 

aw 
0.18 
d,D) 

0.61 
(AFB) 

Wrong tag fraction 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.125 
(0.27) 

Asymmetry dilution 0.61 0.63 0.45 0.45 0.61 

JLdt needed for 3CT effect 

(104° cm-2)* 
0.45-16 2.1-77 18-640 0.68-25 

0.14-5.0 

(0.37-13) 

* bB events (107) 0.5->19 0.6->23 2->70 4.3-»157 0.9-*31 

(2.3-»81) 

Relative JLdt needed 1.0 4.7 40 1.5 0.3 
(0.8) 

•Peak luminosity needed in units of 10 3 3 cm'V1 for 107 seconds of fully efficient running at 
peak luminosity. 

Table 3 : Comparison of B-factory techniques (adapted from Ref.15). 
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Parameter AR CESR AR (expected) CESR (expected) 

Sv 0.045 0.017 0.045 0.024 
p*(cm) 3 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Ib(mA) 26 10.7 37 15.1 
n b 1 7 10 14 

Luminosity 4.5 1031 1.0 1032 0.6-1.3 1033 3.9 1032 
(cnrV 1) 1 

Table 4 : Expected performances at TRISTAN-Accumulation Ring (AR) and 
comparison with CESR performances^2). 
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BETAl 1 

1995 

BETA 2 

1996 

BETA 3 

7 

% 0.03 0.04 0.05 

P*(cm) 3.0 2.0 1.5 

nb 10 10 18 

Ib(mA) 31 41 50 

Ps(MW) 1.2 1.5 3.5 

r 
beam pipe (cm) 

3.5 1.5 1.5 

"PIP 0 0 ? 

L 
(cm-V1) 

41032 1033 41033 

Table 5 : Main paiameters and expected performances for the BETA proposal at 
PSI: symmetricaloption(14). 
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4GeV Ibeam 300 mA 

Ngavity 4 
Power 300 kW 

iC 3cm 

Nbunch 12 

7GeV Ibeam 340 mA 

Ncavity 16 
Power 2.75 MW 

* B 6cm r v 

Nbunch 12 

Lasymm = Lsymm / 3 

Table 6 : Main parameters and expected performances for the BETA 
proposal at PSI: asymmetric option^27). 
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Beam energy (GeV) 7 4 
Circumference (m) 600 588 
Emittance (m.rad)xl01 0, Eh 250 80 

Ev 2.5 2.2 
Energy spread (10*3) 0.9 0.9 
Damping partition number, G s 1.8 1.3 

Gh 1.2 1.7 
Bending radius (m) 50 24 
Betatron frequency, Qv 24 25 

Oh 25 26 
Synchrotron frequency, Qg 0.024 0.018 
Momentum compaction (10 - 3) 2.8 2.1 
Accelerating voltage (MV) 10 4 
Bunch length (cm), q 1 1 
Synchrotron radiation power (MW) 3.2 0.9 
Crossing parameters (cm), ph 40 50 

¥ 50 40 
Pv 1 1 

Panicles per bunch (10 1 0) 6 8 
Number of bunches 150 147 
Tune shift, £ v 

0.05 0.05 

Sh 0.008 0.009 

Centre of mass energy (GeV) W 10.6 
Centre of mass energy spread (MeV), a w 1.4 
Peak luminosity (crrrV1) x 1 0 3 3 5 
Number of interaction regions 2 

Table 7 : Preliminary parameter list of the VEPP5 project*29). 
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FLAT BEAMS ROUND BEAMS 

Collision frequency, f(MHz) 21.9 10 
Particles per bunch, N(10 u) 8.3 6 
Number of bunches, nb 56 1 
Beam current, 1(A) 2.9 1 
Beam sizes, a v 12 um 55 |im 

an 1.0 mm 55 urn 

R = — 0.012 1 
ah 

O i ( c m ) 0.85 1.5 
Emittances,ev(mrad) 2.410"8 110"7 

Eh(mrad) 

Beta functions, 3 (m) 
1.2 10-6 
0.01 

110-7 
0.03 

P n(m) 0.85 0.03 

Tune shifts, £ v 

Energy spread, d£/E 
Luminosity, L (1Q3* cm -VI) 

0.03 
0.03 
0.62 10-3 
1 

0.10 
0.10 
110-3 
1 

Table 8 : Projected parameters of two options investigated for CESR-B(30.3l). 
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1 Unit MR SR 

Beam energy GeV 14.0 -» 9.4 2.0 -> 3.0 
Circumference m 3018 94.3 
Bunches, nb 8-512 1-16 
Natural emittance, e mm-mrad 0.42 0.84 
Coupling 0.1 0.1 

P*h cm 50 25 

p* • v cm 5 2.5 

Beam current, I mA 28-650 392-2275 
Max. tube shift, % 0.03 0.03 

Luminosity cm - 2 s' 1 L = (0.56-13)10 3 2 

Table 9: Possible main parameters of an asymmetric collider 
based on TRISTAN^2). 

\ 
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Beam energy, E GeV 12 2.33 1 
Circumference m 2304 144 
Bending radius m 192 11.5 
RF frequency MHz 500 500 
Bunch separation ns 40 40 
Number of bunches, nb 192 12 
Beam current, I A 0.5 1.3 
Particles per bunch, N 10" 1.25 3.25 
Synchrotron radiation power MW 5 0.5 
Beam energy spread 0.001 0.001 
Emittance Horiz, Eh nmmmrd 0.18 0.36 
Emittance Vert, Ey nmmmrd 0.028 0.055 
P+ Horiz, P* cm 26 13 

P*Vert,p* cm 4 2 

a Horiz, Oh |im 216 216 
aVert,o v 

\un 33 33 
Tuneshift Horiz, !j, 0.03 0.03 
TuneshiftVert,^v 0.03 0.03 

Luminosity, L cnr 2s _ 1 1.1 1033 

Table 10: Possible parameter list of an asymmetric collider based on PETRM33). 
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PEP B-FACTORY APIARY n (HI) 

BEAM1 BEAM 2 

Energy, E (GeV) 9 3 
Particles/bunch, Nb 1.2 1 0 1 1 1.2 10" 
Current, I (A) 0.85 (2.8) 0.85 (2.8) 
Bunch spacing, Sb (m) 6.8 (2.3) 6.8 (2.3) 
Emittances, eh (|im) .0305 (.033) .0915 (0.1) 

e v (Jim) .0305 (.033) .0915 (0.1) 

p-functions at IP, p*v (cm) 9 (6) 3 (2) 
P*h (cm) 7.62 2.54 

Dispersion at IP, Y (m) 0 0 
Beam-beam tune shifts, ĥ 0 .05 0.05 

Sv 0.05 0.05 
Circumference, 2jtR (m) 2200 299 
Luminosity, L (cm'V1) 1.84 1033 (i 1Q34) 

Table 11: Preliminary parameter list of an asymmetric collider based on 
P Ep(3436) : APIARY n and m options. 
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Resolution mode High Medium Low 
Y(4S) Y(5S) "continuum" 

Eo(GeV) 5J29 5.43 7.5 
W(GeV) 10.58 10.86 15.0 
N+ (10 1 0) 2.5 2.5 5.0 
N" (1010) 8.0 8.0 8.0 
endO^m) 2.0 2.0 2.0 
EL+(10"«m) 4.0 4.0 6.0 
ei;(10-2m) 1.0 1.0 1.0 
a\+ (mm) 3.0 1.5 0.7 
or (mm) 1.0 0.5 0.5 
p*(mm) 5.0 2.0 2.0 
Oh = o v (nm) 1.0 0.6 0.52 
D+ 21 27 25 
D - 22 28 28 
H D 

7.7 7.3 9.5 
fc(kHz) 10 10 10 
AWb(MeV) 4 15 75 
AWL(MeV) 9 17 45 
P+(MW) 0.2 0.2 0.6 
P"(MW) 0.7 0.7 1.0 
Bj-(MW) 0.9 0.9 1.8 

PmainsCMW) 18 18 20 
LOO^cm-V1) 1.3 3.0 11 

Table 12 : Parameter lists considered for three different working conditions 
of the one racetrack Supraconducting RF Complex(43>. 
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Energy, Positrons, GeV 9 
Energy, Electrons, GeV 3 
Positrons per Bunch 1.6 1 0 u 

Electrons per Bunch 1.6 10"> 
Normalized Transverse Emittance, Positrons, cm rad 3 1(H 
Normalized Transverse Emittance, Electrons, cm rad 1 1(H 
Beta at IP, cm 0.125 
Bunch Radius, Positrons, rms, cm 4.6 10-5 
Bunch Radius, Electrons, rms, cm 4.6 10-5 
Bunch Length, Positrons, cm 1.0 
Bunch Length, Electrons, cm 0.01 
Repetition Frequency, s'1 5 10* 
Beam Power, Positrons, MW 11.5 
Beam Power, Electrons, MW 0.4 
Luminosity, cnrV 1 4.8 1033 
Disruption Parameter, Positrons 1.2 
Disruption Parameter, Electrons 3580 
Beamstrahlung Parameter, Positrons 1 10-3 
Beamstrahlung Parameter, Electrons 3.3 10-4 

Center of Mass Energy Spread 6.6 10-4 

Table 13 : List of possible parameters for the Southern Californian linear 
collider B-factory(46). 
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Particles e- e+ e- e+ e- e+ 

Energy (GeV) 2.5 10.0 2.5 10.0 2.5 10.0 

Ecm(GeV) 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Circumf. (km) 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Coll.Rate (MHz) 1 5 20 

N particle (10 1 0 ) 0.4 100 0.2 50 0.1 30 

Power (MW) 1.7 0.4 4.2 1.1 8.4 2.6 

Oh (Mm) 4.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 

OvOmi) 4.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 

Cl(cm) 1.0 0.5 0.3 

p*(cm) 2.0 1.0 0.5 

en(m) 8.010-W - 4 .010- 1 0 - 2.010-"> 

Oh 58 74 93 

Sbstr. 0.0002 0.000 0.0003 0.000 0.0008 0.000 

Luminosity (cm'V 1 3.11033 1.61034 7.5 1034 

Table 14: Examples of parameter lists for linear-circular collidersC47). 
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Energy cm (GeV) 
fc(MHz) 
Ip(Amp) 

10 
20 
1 
.06 

Accelerator 
Particle 
Eparticle(GeV) 
Oh 
eh(m) 
Oi(cm) 
Pj|(cm) 
ay(\ua) 

SRFlinac 
e" 
2.5 

.06 
0.5 « 

8 

Storage Ring 
e+ 
10 
23 

1.2 10-8 
1.0 
0.5 

8 

R=2L 

ov(nni) 
N particles (x 109) 
I (Amps) 
P(MW) 

1 

8 
64 
.2 

512 

10 

.8 
3.5 

11 10-3 
28 

100 

.08 

.32 
1 10-3 

2.6 

Oy-=CTy+ 

312 
1 

11 

L (1034 cm-2 sec-2) 5.4 2.7 2.5 
" 

Table 15 :Parameters considered for the linac-ring design studied at 
CEB AF*48) with different values of the aspect ratio R. 
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e+ e -

E(GeV) 10 2.8 
N 2 1 0 " 410» 
1(A) 1 0.002 
fc(Hz) 3 107 310 7 

Q,(m) 610-7 310^ 
Mm) 610- 7 310- 7 

Chftun) 3.5 3.5 
avQim) 0.5 0.5 
8* (mm) 40 20 

B*(mm) 8 5 

Oi(mm) 8 3 

5 0.03 
D" 700 
L (cnrV l)[withHD=l] 1034 

Table 16: Paiameter list considered for the linac-ring option of the SRC(?). 
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Fig.l The decay B°-» B° n+ir, D°-*K+7r and its charge conjugate as seen in different 
machinesC7). 
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Trigger 
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11.2 GeV e" 2.5 GeV e + 

l ' * f

l ! « • • « • • 

Si-Strips 

200 -—z 
cm 

Fig.2 A conceptual detector design considered for TRISTAN working at 11.2 GeV with an 
additional ring of 2.5 GeV(12). 
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Fig.3 Expected significance S on the rate asymmetry A, with S = A/OA, for 250 reconstructed 
Y(4S) -» B°B° -* (jyFKs) 0* or K±) as a function of the more asymmetric beam 
energy for three experimental resolution of the distance between the two B decay 
vertices. Also shown is the geometrical acceptance (dashed-dotted line) of the detector 
proposed for the PSI B-factory(14). 
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Fig.5 The evolution with time of the CESR luminosity capability*4). 
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Fig.6 Schematic layout of the pretzel scheme in one octant of LEPC23) (not to scale). 
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Fig.7 Sketches of the BETA proposal at PSI(14>. 
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Fig. 8 Schematic views of the VEPP-5 project*?8). 
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Fig.9 Schematic drawing of the original design of the Supraconducting Radiofrequency 
Complex(«). 



Fig. 10 Scheme of the single racetrack Superconducting Radio-frequency Complex(43>. 
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AW L IMeV) 

Fig. 11 The power/beam P and the power P" of a 2.2 GeV electron beam needed to produce 

the positrons plotted versus the energy spread AWL (for EL ~. 3.5 x 10"2m) or versus 
the minimum value of the bunch length azy%. 
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Fig. 12 Schematic drawing of the Southern California linear collider B-factory(46). 
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B FACTORY WITH HADRON COLLIDERS 
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Abstract 
The opportunities to study B physics in a hadion collider are discussed. Emphasis is 
placed on the technological developments necessary for these experiments. The R&D 
program of the Bottom Collider Detector group is reviewed. 

1 Introduction 

The emerging opportunities to study B physics in a hadron collider are primarily as a result 
of several new things. One factor is the very large cross section for producing B pairs from 
gluon-gluon collisions. At the Fermilab collider, the cross section for B pair production, 
<Tfo is estimated to be 40-50 /tbl1''• 31. At the SSC, a 1 millibaxn cross section will lead to 
a B pair being produced roughly 1 in 100 collisions. This cross section is 106 times the 
T(4a) cross section at CESR and DORIS. After the first level trigger, the ratio of B events 
to non-i? events at the SSG is similar to the 1 in 4 ratio of B-B events relative to continuum 
production at the T(4s) . This makes the SSC a very attractive place to study high sensitivity 
B physics. In addition to the cross section, the B lifetime is sufficiently long that the decay 
vertex can be observed and separated from the bejn collision point. Identifying the decay 
vertex , used so successfully in fixed target charm experiments, enables great reduction in 
the combinatoric background associated with the the heavy meson mass peak formation. 
The observed large B°-B° mixing!4! indicates the CF violating effects maybe larger in the B 
system than originally expected if the Standard Model is correct. Theoretical work shows the 
B system to be an excellent laboratory for measuring the Cabibbo-Koboyashi-Maskawa (C-
K-M) parameters. Finally, the rapidly advancing technologies of solid state vertex detectors, 
integrated circuits, fast RICH detectors, and high-speed data acquisition systems has made 
a dedicated B experiment in a hadron collider an excellent candidate for a second generation 
B factory. 

2 Overview - Bottom Collider Detector BCD 

The BCDM is planning a program of physics that begins at Fermilab and has the final 
experiment installed at the SSC with an expanded physics objective to include intermediate 
Pt physics'8) at 40 TeV. The B physics aspects of the experiment are discussed here. 

The physics goal of thiB experiment is the complete and thorough study of the CP violating 
decay modes of the B meson. Only B mesons that decay into all charged final states are 
considered. There are a couple of popular modes, B -+ rf>K, and B —• ir +?r -. These modes 
may have asymmetries as large as 30 % and small branching ratios, typically less than 10~E 

for final state particles!7' *1. Hadron colliders can produce sufficient numbers of events to 
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observe CP violation if the detectors can trigger on and reconstruct the decay modes with 
combined efficiencies of about 1%. 

In this note an overview of the physics goals are given, followed by a general description of 
the BCD experiment. After this, more detail is given on the R&D program underway that is 
addressing some crucial aspects of the BCD. These include the silicon vertex detector, straw 
tracker and Barrel Switch Event Builder. Finally, simulations, that address backgrounds to 
physics signals due to finite vertex resolution, are presented to give some indication of the 
ongoing work in this area. 

3 Brief Overview of B Physics for the BCD 
There are many interesting topics in B physics to discuss ftl0- "• "• "•14- "1. However, in 
this paper we emphasize the importance of CP Violation in the B system. CP violation has 
great importance within the standard model and is a subject of much interest for theorists 
and experimentalists. There are several reasons to support this statement. 

• Cosmological models that try to explain the matter anti-matter asymmetry in the uni
verse usually invoke CP violation and a Grand Unified Theory. Thus the existence of 
the universe is thought to be related to CP in some way. 

• Multiple Higgs bosons can lead to relative complex phases that in turn have CP violating 
effectB. Thus the understanding of mass generation and CP violation is related. 

• CP is relevant to the generation puzzle. Of the 21 free parameters in the standard 
model, 18 are related to the fact we have 3 families. If there were two families, no 
complex phase would exist in the standard model and thus no simple explanation of 
CP violation. With 3 families, there is one complex phase, and this is consistent with 
present data. If there are 4 families, then there are 3 complex phases and new CP 
phenomena might expected. 

• Measurements of CP violation in the B-B system can determine C-K-M angles with 
little strong interaction uncertainty. By the study of several B decay modes the C-K-M 
system can be overconstrained. 

• When the C-K-M elements are well determined it may be possible to deduce regularities 
in the mass matrices of the quacks and hence among their Yukawa couplings. This is 
an approach that might lead to discovery of a higher symmetry beyond the present 
standard model. 

• The left-right symmetric models predict smaller CP violating effects in the B-B system 
than does the standard model. 

Table 1 summarizes the number of B-B pairs produced at the various colliders. The SSC 
affords the greatest opportunity to make a comprehensive study of the CP violating decay 
modes. 

The study of CP violation in the B-B system can be accomplished by measurement of 
an asymmetry in the decay of B mesons to all-charged final states: 

T(B-+f)-T(B^f) 
A-T{B^f) + T(B-+fY 
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Collider 
(TeV) 

"B-B 
0*) 

°B - BI"*0* 
(cm-^sec- 1) 

NB - fi/107 s e c 

TEVI 
SSC 

CESR/DORIS 
LEP 

1.8 
40 

0.01 
0.09 

45 
1000 
0.001 
0.005 

1/1000 
1/100 

1/4 
1/5 

5 x 10" 
10" 
10" 
10" 

2 x 10 1 0 

10" 
10 7 

5x10* 

Table 1: B-B production at various colliders. 

While the asymmetry A may be as large as 30%, this occurs only in modes with branching 
fractions T ~ 10~ B . This requires at least 10 s reconstructable decays for a significant signal 
to be discerned. The cleanest signals are for modes with / = / , so the particle-antiparticle 
character of the parent B must be 'tagged' by observation of the second B in the interaction. 
Of course, a detailed study should include measurement of asymmetries in several different 
decay modes. 

Some of the elegance of measurements in the B-B system may be inferred from consider
ation of the G-K-M matrix (in the Wolfenstein notation): 

(V^ K . K*\ / 1 A li\\p-iri)\ 
VCKM = [Vd Vc. Vj, w -A 1 /a 2 

{Vu! Vu V&) \fiX\l-p-ir,) -p.\* 1 ; 

Parameter A is the Cabibbo angle, p. is known via the B lifetime, while J/ ^ 0 «-» CP 
violation. But, p and 17 are not well determined from the K-K system. Rather, the B-B 
system will be the place for detailed measurements of these parameters. 

Further, as pointed out by Bjorken, unitarity of VCKM implies 

Vtd + \Vt. + V£,*0. 

Hence if these three complex matrix elements are regarded as vectors they form a closed 
triangle. On dividing their lengths by /*A3, we obtain the picture of Figure 1 in the (p, 7j) 
plane. Since the base is known, the experimental challenge of measuring the amplitudes K J 
and Vt4 is equivalent to measuring the three interior angles fa, fa, fa. 

A favorable theoretical result is that for decays B -* f with / a CP eigenstate, the 
asymmetry A depends only on sin</>: 

A ~ sin 2^i for B - • ipKs, DDKs, V"™-, DD, D°n+ir-, ... 

A ~ sin 2fa for B -* ir+ir~, pp, ... 

A ~ sin(<fc - fa) for B - • D*°KS, ... 
Hence the experimentally accessible asymmetries rather directly measure the VCKM am

plitudes. 
The time dependence of the CP asymmetries has been studied and it is generally believed 

that this will allow in some cases dramatic illustration of the CP violating effects. It will 
require a powerful detector to take full advantage of this physics opportunity. 
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Figure 1: The nnitaritj triangle. 

4 The BCD Experiment 

A Letter of Intent was submitted to Fermilab in October 1988, entitled, A Bottom Collider 
Detector for the Fermilab Tevatron l1Bl. This letter states that the BCD is a dedicated B 
physics experiment and would study the physics associated with 10 1 0 B-B pairs per year. 

The SSC Beauty Spectrometer experiment'17! is shown in figure 2. A dedicated B physics 

~l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T" —i 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 
30 40 

' ' 500 mr 

Central Tracking Instrumented 
and Particle ID s l B e l 

not shown Tracking 

I E&M 

_ . . Instrumented 
T , a c k m 9 Steel 

RICH 

Figme 2: The SSC Beauty Spectrometer - Snowmass 1988 

detector of limited coverage in pseudorapidity, -4 < T\ < +4, and limited in scope, could 
be built and tested by 1995 for uBe in the proposed new Main Injector and collision hall at 
Fermilab. The experience gained from a few runs of this detector, before moving to the SSC, 
would be very valuable. Forward arms, a central RICH system, a muon system, and other 
upgrades would be required for the full SSC BCD experiment. As schedules become more 
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clear, the scope can become more definite. 
An Expression of Interest (Letter of Intent) will be submitted to the SSC Laboratory 

by the BCD collaboration for the deadline of May, 1990. The design is driven by the need 
for large acceptance which is necessary for detecting decay products of both B mesons. 
In particular, the SSC coverage may require a forward arm to increase the acceptance. 
This feature is not as important at Fermilab, where the production is peaked less forward. 
Other important factors are good momentum resolution for low P( charged tracks, precision 
vertexing and good particle identification. An overview of design details are given in the 
following listl1*!. 

• A dipole magnet is chosen to optimize the detection of tracks between 2° < 8 < 178° 
(pseudorapidity of - 4 < r\ < 4). A dipole centered on the interaction point has very 
good acceptance for the daughters of both B particles in each event. Identifying both 
fl's is necessary for OP studies. A one tesla field makes possible a mass resolution of 
0.3%. This cyclotron style magnet has a 4 meter gap allowing detectors to be placed 
inside the field. Sufficient space that allows about 75-100 points of tracking, particle 
identification in the form of time of flight and RICH counters, and electromagnetic 
calorimetry has determined the gap. 
As shown in figure 2., the coverage of the central dipole is extended at the SSC to accept 
down to 7/ of 5 units on one side and 7/ of 3 units on the other side. This is accomplished 
by adding a forward arm with its own dipole magnet and fully instrumented detector 
elements. The arm appears only on one side simply for economical reasons. 

• The beam size at the Fermilab is <rs-y ~ 50/J and cr, ~ 30 cm. The expected beam 
pipe radius is 1.25 cm. The Main Injector Proposal and a new collision hall at CO could 
reach a luminosity of 5 x 103lan~2sec~1 using present calculations. 
The beam size at the SSC is <rw-v ~ 7fi and cr, ~ 7 cm. The expected beam pipe radius 
is 1.25cm. The region is capable of a luminosity of 10 3 3 cm~2sec~1 but the intention is 
to run initially at 10 s* am~1sec~l. 

• The vertex detector is designed to find secondary vertices of B particles with high 
efficiency. The technique of requiring a track entering the B mass plot to have come from 
a secondary vertex enables the combinatoric background to be reduced substantially. 
In the vertex detector design, every track from the B must pass through at least 3 
double-sided planes with an angle of incidence < 45°. This requirement and the long Z 
extent of the luminous region az ~ 30 cm led to a hybrid design of barrels and planes. 
More detail will be given in the R&D section. 

• The straw tracking system is used as the primary means of pattern recognition and 
in the determination of the charged track momenta. There are typically 75-100 hits 
along each track. This system should allow a mass resolution of about 20 MeV/c 2 . It 
is important to separate B& from B, and to set a narrow mass window around the B as 
a rejection against combinatoric background. 

• Particle identification is important for reducing the combinatoric background, especially 
in modes such as B —» K* and B —* pp. The design presently incorporates RICH 
counters, and a time of flight system 1 1 9- 2 0- J lL 
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• The Small Angle Fiber Tracking System is designed to measure tracks at rapidities 
beyond those covered by the central detector. It provides a minimum bias trigger, 
luminosity measurements, and a fast method of determining the longitudinal location 
of the primary vertex to ± 1 cm l"). 

• Electron identification is important for both triggering and in tagging the identity of 
the B meson in the CP studies. The the electron Pt distribution peaks around 1 GeV/c 
making identification difficult because sources of nonprompt electrons, conversions and 
Dalitz decay, have a soft Pt spectrum. 

• The trigger consists of two levels, a prompt and nonprompt trigger. The distinction is 
the event data remains stored on the detector in buffers until a prompt trigger decision 
is received. Fast, dedicated hardware will determine the prompt trigger status and a 
farm of parallel processors will determine the nonpromvt trigger status. The prompt 
trigger counts the number of tracks in the event above a given Pt and based on this 
number makes a decision. This is expected to give a rejection factor of about 50 while 
losing about 30% of the signal from B —• ir + i r" . This decision will be made in about 
bpsec. The nonprompt trigger must build and process of order 100,000 events per 
second. The rate to write events to tape can be in the range 100-1000 events per 
second. A very powerful online computer is needed to effect this reduction. Discussions 
with Intel Scientific Computers indicates that a farm of parallel processors delivering 
about 1 Trillion instructions per second will be available by 19951"' "1 . 

5 R&D Vertexing, Tracking, and Data Acquisition 

A three phase R&D program!"] of research has begun at Fermilab that will study issues 
associated with 3-D vertex detection in the Tevatron Collider, a gas tracking system based 
on straws, and a high rate data acquisition system that uses a Barrel Switch Event Builder. 
The Fermilab Physics Advisory committee approved the first two years of this program in 
January, 1989. This work involves hardware and electronics development that aims towards 
a system test in the Tevatron collider, CO region, in the final year of the proposal, late 1991. 

5.1 Vertexing 

The vertex detector will be used to reduce greatly the combinatorial problem in the high 
multiplicity environment of the collider. Simulationst"! indicate that 3-D vertex reconstruc
tion is needed to untangle the B decay tracks from the underlying event. The desire for 
complete geometric acceptance has led to a novel design. A side view of the vertex detector 
as presently planned for the SSC is shown in figure 3. 

The vertex detector is logically spaced into two regions. All parts of the detector are 
outside the vacuum vessel. The "central" region covers most of the interaction region with 
a combined geometry of equally spaced silicon planes and three segmented barrels. The 
"rapidity spaced" region covers the outer limits of the interaction region with silicon planes 
covering equal intervals in pseudorapidity. The inner disk radius is 1.5 cm and the outer 
radius is about 13.5 cm. The inner barrel is at 1.5 cm in Tadius. I t may be possible to get 
into 1.25 cm radius. The proposed vertex detector test in t^e existing CO collision hall next 
collider run will be very helpful in determining the minimum inner most radius. 
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Figure 3: The SSC B Vertex Detector Central Region. 

A cross section view of the vertex detector mechanical support and contents is shown in 
Figure 4. 

The silicon detectors are self supporting in structures called modules. A module contains 
two diBcs and 3 barrel sections in the central region, glued together in an hexagonal structure. 
The modules will be housed in a beryllium tube-like structure called a gutter. It is the 
mechanical support for all the detectors and providess a means of cooling. The amplifiers 
are the main heat source. Air is blown through the gutter to maintain a constant temperature 
inside. Veins on the skin provide the conduit for a temperature controlled liquid which cools 
the forced air circulating around beryllium separators in the gutter. We refer the reader to 
Fermilab note TM-1616 of Hans Jostlein et. al for detail on the mechanical studyPI. 

The need for 3-Z? vertex reconstruction creates a technical problem which is illustrated 
in Figure 5. The strips must be oriented both parallel and perpendicular to the beam 
directions. The long Z extent of the beam and the desire for high geometric acceptance 
implies a substantial number of tracks enter the silicon at non normal incidence. A 45° angle 
of incidence track has a path length of 71/t in 200/1 thick silicon. The electronics must be 
able to detect signals of about 6000 electrons with good signal to noise. We determine the 
required amplifier noise performance based on this argument. It has been pointed out by 
G. Lutz that the strip to strip noise is correlated and that the actual noise may be less by 
about a factor of two. 
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Figure 4: The Vertex Detector Model built by Hans Jostlein of Feimilab. This is being used to study heat 
dissipation and alignment issues. 

The silicon detectors are double sided and the direction of the strips are shown along with 
the placement of the front end amplifiers in Figure 6. The Oklahoma group is collaborating 
with Micron Semiconductor in the development of double sided silicon strip detectors!"]. 

The development of a readout chip is a major part of the R&D program. The chip is 
called the BVX. It is planned to have 128 low noise, low power CMOS amplifiers followed 
by a capacitor storage array and an integrated analog-to-digital converter. The BVX will 
digitize only after a prompt trigger signal is received. The design goals are roughly 600 
electrons when connected to 5 picofarads , and dissipating roughly 1 milliwatt per channel. 
The amplification and storage is to be completed in time for the next crossing in ~ 400ns. 
These goals are ambitious but not too far from the present state of art on VLSI amplifier 
design. This is illustrated in Figure 7. Noise and power performance in the range required 
by the BCD have been achieved by existing chips, though at slower speeds. The BVX chip 
must withstand about 100 Krads at the Tevatron collider and about 10 times that at the 
SSC I*0- »• »»• »1. 

5.2 Straw Tracking 

Multiple scattering, excessive jcost, and high power dissipation leads to a design where the 
vertex detector acts only as a vernier on the track. Pattern recognition and the momentum 
measurement are made in a gas system. 

Tracking designs based on straw tubes have several attractive advantages for BCD. The 
small drift distances allow high rates, there are no massive end plates, permitting 4ir steradian 
tracking, and broken wires are localized. An overview of the present straw tracker design 
and the silicon vertex detector are shown in Figure 8. This early design configuration is 
largely due to N. Stanton of Ohio State University. The performance of this configuration 
is presently being studied in the simulation work of the BCD group. 

BCD at present is beginning to setup a facility at Princeton University that will wind 



50/im 
Figure 5: Tracks at incident at 46° deposit < 6000 election/hole pairs. Observation of this small signal 
requires very low noise amplifiers. 

straws of various radii. The readout system is being developed as a project associated 
with the SSC generic R&D program!"). The BCD plan to use electronics developed by H. 
H. Williams tt a\. as part of their program!**!. These VLSI readouts consist of bipolar 
amplifier-shaper and discriminator, a CMOS Time-to-Voltage converter, storage array, and 
Analog-to-Digital convertorl'8!. At present, the amplifier is available in small numbers and is 
being used by BCD. The VLSI TDC work of J. Watase and Y, Arai is also of great interest 
to the BCD straw tracker and progress is being followed closely. The BCD plans to test 
about 500-1000 instrumented straws in the Fermilab test beam in 1990. 

5.3 Data Acquisition 
Shown in Figure 9 is the Generalized System Architect ureM. 

The data flow from the detector components into storage buffers on the detector. After 
receipt of a prompt trigger, data is transferred from the detector to an event builder. This 
device receives parallel streams of digitized data from the different detector systems, reor
ganizes this data, and transmits serial streams to a processor farm or permanent storage. 
The Barrel Switch Event Builder , based on the principle of a telephone switch, can build 
events at the rate of several hundred thousand per second. This is being developed by the 
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wets JV^/tf Avre/f. 

Figure 6: Feimilab BCD Silicon Vertex Detectoi Central Station. The view is in the i-y plane. Three 
barrels can be seen in projection and inner and outer disks are shown with the chips mounted. Solid boxes 
are amplifiers on near side and dashed boxes are amplifiers on the underside. Beam pipe is shown as a aide 
and lines represent strips. 

group of E. Barsotti et al. at Fermilab. The logical switch operation and physical switch 
operation are shown in figure 10 and figure 11. The shift matrix or barrel shift event builder 
is illustrated in figure 12. Data from event number 1, data fragments from detector A, B, 
C, . . . enter the event buffer. Each clock cycle the switch changes the inputs to be directed 
to the next output address. This clocking sequence is repeated until all of event number 1 
is a Berial stream. Event number 5 can be seen to follow event 1. 

Events are not equal in size. The switch requires the incoming to data to be a fixed 
number of bits. This task is accomplished by intercepting the data before and after the 
event builder switch. This sequence is shown in figure 13 and figure 14. The events of 
unequal size enter the Input Time Slot Interchanger. This unit breaks the event into equal 
size packets in preparation for transmission to the barrel switch. The data packet boundaries 
are shown as dashed vertical lines in the figure. The data packets are stored in columns. The 
Output Time Slot Interchanger reassembles the data after the switch in order to obtain the 
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Figure 7: The Noise versus Input Capacitance foi the SVXD chip and the CAMEX chip. The different 
modes of operation ore shown. This data courtesy R. Yarema of Feimilab. 

correct event ordering. The figures are courtesy of M. Bowden of Fennilab. Error checking 
is an important aspect of the design but a discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. This 
work is being pursued as part of the SSG Generic R&D program. The BCD group will test 
the barrel switch event builder in the proposed collider test in the GO region in 1991. 

6 Simulation 

An ever increasingly more detailed simulation is underway by the BCD group. We present 
here some vertex simulation studies that estimate the amount of physics background in the 
decay mode B —» ir+ir~. The Isajet 6.21 generator with the Geant Simulation package is 
used to study 150,000 BB events, where one B decays freely and the other always decays to 

For this specific study, the simulation contains a beam pipe and silicon vertex detector. 
This is adequate for multiple scattering studies. Finite detector resolution effects are added 
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Figure 8: View of the BCD straw tracker showing box-like structure. There are roughly 250,000 4mm 
diameter straws in this design. Also shown are the silicon vertex detectors. 

with ganssian errors and the magnetic field value is set to zero. IS A JET is used to generate 
events at 2 TeV center of mass energy. GEANT decays the particles and tracks them through 
the beam pipe and vertex detector layers. The hit arrays are generated for each track and 
the resolution is computed only for tracks with angle of incidence into the silicon of less 
than 45°. Using the correct assignment of hits to the track , a straight line is fit to the 
points, giving a slope, intercept and error matrix. Having found all the tracks in the event, 
tracks with Pt > 1 Gev/c are then passed to a vertexing algorithm from the CERNLIB. 
The Pt distribution of tracks from B —• ir+ir~ and for non-S decay products are shown in 
figure 15. Tracks that fit poorly to a common point hypothesis were saved the next iteration 
of the vertexing procedure. A cut in chisquare was used to determine the quality of the fit. 
This poorly fit sample of tracks is assumed to come from the decays of long-lived particles 
and scatterers. The first set of well fit tracks were considered to originate from the primary 
interaction point. It is found that with the present vertex detector design, it is possible to 
locate the primary vertex to typically 20-40 /i. This fit did not include information of the 
beam size which would reduce the size significantly if the experiment was located at the SSC. 
The next group of tracks were constrained to a single point in space and again poorly fit 
tracks were removed for later analysis. This fitting procedure was interated until all tracks 
were associated with a vertex. These found vertices, if they contained only two tracks of 
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opposite sign, were considered B —• ir+ir~ candidates. 
A variable was formed that reflected the significance of the separation of the primary 

vertex from the secondary vertex and it was called S/ AS, where S was the distance traveled 
by the B meson and AS is the uncertainty in the night path. This variable was computed 
from the fit information, ie. vertex coordinates and error matrix. The results for the B and 
non B sample of two track vertices are shown in figure 16. 

The distribution of path lengths from found vertices of the decay B —»ir+ir~ is shown in 
figure 17. The plot indicates the efficiency for finding this mode is about 20%. The average 
distance traveled by the found B events is about 2 mm and the detector and search technique 
is quite efficient for finding decay vertices with flight paths of ~ 100/*. To aid in background 
rejection, a cut is applied to the distance of closest approach of the momentum vector of the 
secondary decay. The distribution is shown for two samples of events in figure 18. 

The result of this analysis is that the background from events that have no long-lived 
particles present is negligible. The amount of background coming from charm appears not 
to be a problem since we select on the flight path. The analysis shows that the softer charm 
spectrum and shorter charm lifetimes are easily identified and removed. The major source of 
background for B decay comes from other B decays. Shown in figure 19 is the mass spectrum 
for 2-track secondary vertices from BB events. The background is at the level of 10~E events. 
Further study indicates we can lower this significantly. This background appears to come 
from confusing tracks from different secondary vertices in the event. Results on pattern 
recognition studies in the silicon vertex detector are expected soon. 

7 Summary 

The goal of the BCD group is to study CP violation in the B system. An upgraded Tevatron 
provides an opportunity to begin these studies. The SSC is the ultimate B factory. It will 
produce in excess of 10 1 3 BB pairs per year and every 1 in 100 events will be a £ pair. The 
challenge for the experimentalist is to build an experiment capable of detecting and studying 
the rare decay modes in detail. 

The detector must reconstruct secondary vertices in the collider environment with high 
efficiency over a large solid angle. The particle identification must include electrons, muons, 
kaons and protons. The study of decay modes with small branching ratios requires very high 
statistics. The data acquisition system must have high through-put, both in the transmission 
of the data from the detector and into the processor farm where the complex trigger decisions 
will be made. An R&D program is well underway to address these technical challenges. The 
possibility of studying CP violation in the B system seems much closer now that the SSC 
has been approved. 
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Generalized System Architecture 

Fignre 9: Generalised System Architecture is shown. The data flows upward. The dashed line mdicates 
electronics mounted directly on the detector. The data is transmitted from the detector to the event builder 
switch after a trigger decision via fiber optic links. The event builder passes the data to a processor farm 
with a serial link. 
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Figuie 10: Logical Switch Opeiation 
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Figuie 11: Physical Switch Opeiation 
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Next Generation e + e Colliders 

Matthew A. Allen 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 

Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309 

Dr. M. Allen gave a comprehensive and illuminating talk on "Next Generation e+e~ Colliders" 
at the Conference. Unfortunately the written version of his talk is not included in this proceedings. 
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Beam Dynamics Problems for Next Generation Linear Colliders 

Kaoru Yokoya 

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, 

Oho, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305, Japan 

The most critical issue for the feasibility of high-energy e +e~ linear colliders is obviously 
the development of intense microwave power sources, which was described by M. Allen 
in the preceeding talk. Remaining problems, however, are not trivial and in fact some of 
them require several order-of-magnitude improvement from the existing SLC parameters. 

The present talk is a summary of the study status of the beam dynamics problems of 
high energy linear colliders (i.e., excluding low energy ones such as B-factories) with an 
exaggeration on the beam-beam phenomenon at the interaction region, which the audience 
of this conference are mostly interested in. 

Tab. 1 Typical Parameters of Next Generation Colliders 
Energy per beam 200-500 GeV 
Luminosity (1 bunch per pulse) 1 x lO^cm-'sec - 1 

Number of particles per bunch (0.5-2) xlO 1 0 

Acceleration gradient 100-200 MeV/m 
RF frequency 10-30 GHz 
Repetition rate 200-2000 Hz 
Beam size at interaction point height 2-20 nm 

width 50-300 nm 
length 50-400 /im 

There are four laboratories having linear collider plans, SLAC(ILC,TLC), CERN(CLIC), 
Novosibirsk/Protovino(VLEPP) and KEK(JLC,JLLC). The parameters of these projects 
scatter in some range but seem to converge slowly if one recalls the status five years ago. 
The recent typical parameters are summarized in Tab. 1. The beam energy will be below 
500GeV. CLIG and VLEPP assume ITeV but it will be lower in the first stage. 

Damping Ring 
The basic requirements to the damping ring are the short damping time and the small 

equilibrium emittance. All the proposed designs make use of tight focusing optics and 
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strong wiggler magnets to meet these requirements and seem to have no major problems 
at least compared with other problems in the colliders. The beam energy is 1.5 to 2 GeV. 
Relatively tight problems are impedance requirement of <0.3f2 for the bunch lengthening, 
vertical alignment tolerance cf ~ 50/im, the stability of the extraction kicker a few times 
10~4 and the design of wigglers with high field and short period. It is possible to relax these 
problems, if too tight, by using two successive damping rings, one for the fast damping 
and the other for the small emittance. 

Since a very short bunch length which cannot be realized by the longitudinal emittance 
of the damping ring is assumed in the designs of TLC and JLC, an intermediate linac upto 
the energy ~10GeV with lower if frequency will be needed. 

Linac 
One of the major problems in the linac is the transverse beam blow-up due to the wake 

field created by the head of the bunch and, in the case of multiple bunches per pulse, by the 
proceeding bunches. The sigle bunch effect is proportional to the number of particles per 
bunch (N) and to the fourth power of the rf frequency (/,/) if the accelerating structure 
is scaled to the wave length. In this respect the effect is most serious in the CLIC design 
which adopts /,/=30GHz and the VLEPP design with N = 1 0 u . (Instead, TLC and 
JLC resort to a smaller beam size at the collision point for a high luminosity.) The effect 
can be minimized by making large the iris aperture of the cavity at the expence of lower 
accelerating efficiency but it is still serious. 

All the designs rely on the BNS damping named after Balakin, Novokhatsky and 
Smirnov. The blow-up can be suppressed, if there is a sufficient difference in the be
tatron oscillation frequency within a bunch (lower at the head, higher at the tail). The 
required diffference is of the order of 10% in the CLIC and the VLEPP designs and is less 
than 1% in TLC and JLC. It is created by the energy difference within a bunch in TLC, 
JLC and VLEPP and by radio-frequency quadrupole in the CLIC design. 

Another problem is the tight tolerances of the alignment and vibration of the quadrupole 
magnets and cavities. Those for TLC are listed in Tab. 2. 

Tab. 2 Tolerances for TLC 
static alignment random vibration 

quad displacement < 30/im < 0.02/im 
quad roll angle 3mrad 
transverse rf kick (Apj./6pn) 3 x 10 _ B 

cavity tilt angle < 0.3mrad 

The CLIC design has a looser tolerance for the vibration than the TLC does by one order 
of magnitude because of the larger emittance but requires a tighter tolerance for the static 
alignment by one order of magnitude due to the large betatron frequency spread for the 
BNS damping. 

Final Focus 
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During the last year designs of the final focus system have been improved considerably 
to the smaller beta function, larger momentum acceptance, larger aperture of the final 
quads and shorter total length. Consequently, the requirements for the final quads is not 
far from the existing technology of constructing quadrupole magnets. 

A new phenomena found last year is the Oide limit [1] which is the lower limit of the 
possible beam size due to the synchrotron radiation in the final quadrupole magnet. It 
depends only on the normalized beam emittance e„: 

3nm x (€ B/10- 7m) 6 ' 7 . 

It does not help to make the beta function smaller than the present designs since this 
formula gives values close to the present design beam sizes. Therefore, exotic lenses such 
as the lasma lense will not be needed at least upto ITeV (cm). 

The tolerances for the vertical vibration, relative field error and the roll angle are ~lnm, 
10~* and O.lmrad respectively for the last two quadrupole magnets and are larger by one 
order of magnitude for other quads in the TLC design. CLIC and VELPP will call for 
looser tolerances owing to the larger beam sizes at the collision point. 

There are still a number of problems such as the beam collimation to eliminate large 
amplitude particles and the development of the beam size monitor of the order of nanome
ters. 

Beam-Beam Interaction 
Design study of the interaction region has also been changing since last year due to 

electron-positron pair creation processes. The constraints on the interaction region design 
coming from the beam-beam interaction had been : 

• The beam after collision must go through the beam hole of the final quadrupole 
magnet, i.e., (disruption angle) x (drift length) < (aperture of the final quad). 

• The energy spread due to the beamstrahlung AE/E must be smaller than ~20%. 

The second point was not a problem at SLC because of the low energy. At high energies fiat 
beams are preferred since AE/E is proportional to the beam aspect ratio height/width. 

More constraints came in because 

• the disruption angle can be large due to the energy loss by the beamstrahlung and 
bremsstrahlung and 

• interaction of used- bunches and fresh bunches must be avoided in the case of multiple 
bunches per pulse. 

These constrains led us to adopt very flat beams such as height/width ~ 1/100 and 
to make the crossing angle finite. Flat beams are also preferred because of the easier 
chromaticity correction in the final focus system. The crossing angle makes a channel for 
the exhausted beams going outside the yoke of the final quads. The possible crossing angle 
without significant reduction of the luminosity is about (beam width) / (length) and is a 
few milliradians at most. 

A new constraint now came in because of 
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• low energy particles due to pair creations 

because the unlike-charge particles, i.e., electrons (positrons) created to the forward of 
positron (electron) beam, can be deflected by large angles owing to the defocusing beam 
field of the on-coming beam, whereas the like-charge particles are focused and oscillate. 
For example, the deflection angle of a lGeV particle can be as large as several tens of 
milliradian. 

Let us summarize the creation processes of low energy charged particles. 
Photon emission processes can cause low energy electrons/positrons when the energy 

of the photon is large. The most important process is the beamstrahlung, which is the 
synchrotron radiation in the field created by the on-coming beam. The energy spectrum is 
characterized by the parameter T = (critical energy) / (beam energy E0) whose maximum 
value during the collision is given by 

Tmax ~ 2rlNrt/our,<rx 

where r e is the classical electron radius, 7 the beam energy in units of rest mass, a the 
fine structure constant, <rm and uz the beam width and the length. The number of photons 
with energy above TmaaEo is exponentially small (proportional to exp —E1/(Eo — E^)/T). 
The total number of photons per electron is given by 

artN f 1 (T - • 0) 1 
n T ~ ~ X \ T - 1 / J ( T - » o o ) / 

and is of order unity in all the designs. Therefore, the number of photons per bunch 
collision is JV7 = Nny ~ 10 1 0. 

Another process of photon emission is the bremsstrahlung e+e~ —* e+e~f. The total 
cross section is o- ~ 10 _ 3 6 cm 3 almost independently of energy, giving the number of photons 
per collision La ~ 10* where L is the luminosity per collision ~ lO^cm - 2. Although the 
total number of bremsstrahlung photons is much less than that of the beamstrahlung, the 
spectrum is harder and proportional 1/E^. Therefore, the bremsstrahlung creates more 
low energy particles. 

A very high energy photon can create a e+e~ pair in a strong field (coherent pair 
creation). The importance of this process in linear colliders was pointed out by Chen and 
Telnov[2). To make a real pair the energy-momentum must be provided by the field. The 
threshold is given by e(EyB/m) • A^m, E^B/m being the electric field in the rest frame 
of the pair and A« the Gompton wave length, or, equivalently, 

x = (Ejm){B/Be) = Ei/Eo>l 

where JBc=m3/e=4.4x lO'Tesla. For small x the creation rate is exponentially small (oc 
exp(-8/3x))- The incident photon can be beamstrahlung or bremsstrahlung. In the case 
Tma,t<l (x~l)i the number of pairs per bunch collision is found to be 

N(areN/<rm)* exp(-16/3Tm„) ~ 10 1 0 expi-lB/ST^) (via beamstrahlung) 
LtTbrem, exp^-B/Tnam) ~ 10* exp(-8/3T,„a») (via bremsstrahlung). 
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When T ^ ^ l , the number of pairs is 108 to 10 1 0 . Thus, a large T^ must be avoided. To 
make the number of pairs less than that from incoherent processes which is discussed next, 
one has to choose Tmax<0A. This will become a severe constraint above Ea„ ~lTeV. Even 
above ITeV, however, the coherent pair creation may not be serious because the energy of 
the created pair is mostly high. 

Incoherent pair creation processes (scattering by individual electron/positron) are more 
important. The dominant processes are e +e~ —» e +e~e +e~ and fe* —• e ± e + e~ with 7 by 
beamstrahlung. The cross section of these processes is ~ 10 - a a cm 3 almost independently 
on energy. The number of pairs will be ~ 10* per bunch collision and the spectrum has a 
low energy tail E^T and E^f, respectively. 

The deflection angle of a low energy particle with energy Ey = eE0 can be estimated 
by 

0.~(<rm/vM)(Dm/e)lla 9 , ~ K M ) ( W (like-charge) 

* . „ * , „ _ _ ( _ j ~ [ ^ ^ ] (unhke-charge). 

Here, Dm<v is the disruption parameter. The horizontal deflection is much larger than 
vertical for like-charge particles but they are comparable for unlike-charge particles. The 
TLC parameters give 15mrad (like-charge, horizontal) and 35mrad (unlike-charge) for 
lGeV particles. 

These deflected low energy particles will hit the surroundings such as the yoke of the 
last quadrupole magnets and produce photons and neutrons backscattered toward the 
detector. If these backgrounds are not below the tolerable level, we have to consider cures. 

A method, called crab crossing, which makes large crossing angle possible without 
reduction of luminosity, has been proposed by R. Palmer [3]. It employes a radio-frequency 
deflecting cavity before the collision point in each final focus system in order to deflect 
the head of the bunch one way and the tail the other way. If the head-to-tail tilt angle so 
produced is equal to half the crossing angle of the beamlines, the bunches collide head-on 
causing no luminosity reduction. (The collision is exactly head-on if seen in the Lorenz 
frame boosted transversely.) 

If the erasing angle is large enough, say 50mrad, then particles above lGeV, for example, 
go to the exaust beam channel. Those below lGeV can be trapped by the detector solenoid 
field and will not hit the surroundings. But the design of the interaction region is very 
complicated and needs more study. For example, the deflection and the emittance growth 
due to the solenoid with a large angle against the incident beam have to be investigated 
carefully. 

A radical cure is to make the number of particles per bunch much less than the present 
designs so as to make the deflection angle much smaller. The luminosity must be kept 
high by a much higher repetition rate. This might be possible by CW operation using 
superconducting linacs but presumably it is not for the 'next' generation. 

Another idea is to give up e+e~colliders but to make a 77 collider. Soviet physicists has 
been proposing a method to convert electron beams into photon beams using Compton 
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back-scattering by laser beams just (a few cm) before the collision of e~ and e~. This may 
be included in the talk on VLEPP in this conference. 

Anyway, we have to study to what extent the back ground due to low energy particles 
can be tolerated, for which a close colaboration of particle and accelerator physists is 
urgent. 
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VLEPP - STATUS REPORT 
E.A.Kushnirenko, G.I.Yasnov 
Institute of Nuclear Physics 
630090, Novosibirsk, U S S R 

The strive for a universal theory explaining the observed 
experimental results from a common standpoint provides for a 
continuous growth of the energy of accelerators required for 
the experiments on the check-up of these theory. 

The energy of accelerated particles is used most efficient
ly in experiments at colliding beam facilities. These experi
ments during last 10-15 years have become one of the main sour
ces of information in the elementary particle physics. 

Designing an electron-positron collider at energy of the or
der of 1 TeV in each beam, one could hardly rely upon the use 
circular colliders due to a rather high energy loss rate A W 
by synchrotron radiation: 

A W ~ "J1 ? 

where £ is the energy of particles, £ is the accelera
tor radius. 

The radiation, caused by acceleration of particles is prac
tically negligible in linear accelerators. This fact was one of 
the basic arguments in favour of the linear electron-positron 
collider (VLEPP /1/) with an energy of up to 1 TeV per one beam. 
The design of the facility is very simple: two linear accelera
tors "shoot" at one another with an electron and a positron bun
ches. But implementation of this very simple at first sight 
idea requires the solution of a number of rather complicated 
problems. 

The physical processes, which are to be investigated on VLEPP, 
determine both its luminosity and the beam energy spread. Esti
mation of the values of the interaction cross section of the 
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processes to be studied can be obtained by studing the proces
ses: (j.++£--?\ -*- H+Tk-) 

where £ is the Mandelstam variable. 
The estimates of interaction cross section and of the widths 

of supposed narrow resonances indicate that the facility should 
have the luminosity of U ~~ 1(rJ cm s , and the energy spre
ad of about 5?£. The luminosity of the facility is 

where A/ is the number of p'articles in each bunch, F is 
the bunch cross section effective at the collision point, j- is 
the repetition frequency of bunch collisions. 

For some physical and technical reasons -f ~ 100 Hz, 
N-"10", so, to ptovide /» ̂  10 3 cm s should be 

—9 2 about 10 c»rt . On the boundary of all colliding cylindrical 
bunches 0.15 cm long (2(5=3- ~ 0.15) the magnetic field B and 
the electric E in the laboratory system: will be of the or
der: 

D Id ^ 

where -e is an electron charge, ^ is a bunch radius. 
The particle of one of the bunches while travelling through 

the electromagnetic field of the opposite bunch emits several 
photons with an energy coinparable to the particle energy. Under 
these conditions, the energy of interacting particles turns out 
to be rather uncertain. The photons emitted by particles of each 
bunch can interact both with particles and photons of the oppo
site bunch. These electron-photon and photon-photon interacti
ons are the main source of the background load of the detector 
at the collision point, which hinders the experimental run. 
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To gain in monochromaticity of the facility and in the back
ground conditions it was suggested in Ref./2/ to use flat bunch
es, such they should have an elliptical cross section with semi-
axes 0^ and °"vj , where 0 * » 0 } and with an area F , 
equal to the area of a cylindrical beam* Electromagnetic fields 
of an elliptic beam are approximatly V ^ times smaller than 
in the cylindrical case; at ° V & v ^ 100 the values of E and 
S can be reduced by an order of magnitude, which essentially 

improves both the monochromoticity of the facility and the back
ground load of the detector. For the same purpose in Refs./3,4/ 
it was suggested to compensate the fields of the colliding bun
ches by adding particles of opposite charge to the main bunches, 
their energy being, perhaps, lower than that of the main bun
ches. But, as is shown in Refs./5,6/, such a system of compensa
ted bunches turns out to be unstable* 

In the process of the linear accelerator design the problem 
of the bunch motion stability in the accelerating structure has 
been considered and successfully solved. In Refs./7,8/ It was 
shown that a special dependence of the particle energy on its 
longitudinal coordinate in the bunch improves the practically 
abtainable luminosity of the facility by a few orders of magni
tude. This phenomenon is called now a BBS-effect (composed of 
initial letters of names of the physicists from Novosibirsk who 
had predicted this effect: Ealakin 7.E., Novokhatsky A.V. and 
Smirnov V.P.) and is being used for the tune-up of the SLC(-col-
lider) at Stanford. 

In 1986 in Novosibirsk an accelerating rate of 100 MeV/m 
was obtained while exciting the accelerating structure at a 
frequency of 7 GHz. 

The list of parameters of the collider under construction in 
Novosibirsk is given in Table 1. 

The Schematic layout of the collider is shown in Fig. 1. 
Same peculiare features of the facility make it possible to 

carry out a number of important and interesting investigations. 
1. Electron-positron interaction at an energy up to 2 TeV; 

at a collision of similarly charged particles the expected col-
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lider luminosity is several times lower. 
2. Scattering of short powerful laser flashes by high energy 

electron or positron bunches (inverse Compton effect) produces 
photon bunches with an intensity and energy close to the corres
ponding characteristics of bunches of accelerated particles. 
Thus, experiments with colliding photon-electron- and positron-
photon beams can be realized /9/. It will permit the experimen
tal study of the processes, which cannot be practically carried 
out by other methods. 

3. By using a helical undulator in the conversion system one 
can obtain polarized particles, the state of polarization of 
which can be controlled in the process of their acceleration. It 
will provide a more detailed information on the processes taking 
place at the interaction of high energy particles. 

4. The facility can provide bunches of accelerated particles 
(e*£- v ) with an intensity of up to 10", energy of up to 2 TeV, 
repetition frequency of up to 100 Hz and a given polarization, 
if both the linear accelerators of the facility are used for ac
celeration of particles in one direction. These beams can be us
ed in experiments with a stationary target and to produce beams 
of secondary particles at an energy of over 1 TeV and a small an
gular spread ( A(3 *- 'A , where ^ is a gamma-factor of accele
rated electrons). The beams of secondary particles can also be 
used in experiments. 

5. Beams of electrons, positrons or photons after their in
teraction at the collision point are quite fit for further use 
in experiments in the physics of elementary particles or for 
the development of radiation technologies without violation of 
the physical experiments on colliding beams under way. The ave
rage power of each of the colliding beams is over one megawatt. 
Estimations of the facility luminosity at different combinations 
of interacting particles are given in Table 2. 

What experiments are planned on VLEPP? Without dwelling on 
we shall only list the experiments, which are considered at pre
sent to be most interesting. 
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In this respect, it is worth while to mention here: the 
search of Higgs' bosons, their discovery being necessary for 
the complete success of standard model; the search for the "t -
-quark, provided it has not been discovered yet on the SLG or 
LEP facilities; the search for quarks heavier than ^ -quarks; 
the search for neutral intermediate bosons, different from 
for the only H D available is the minimal version of the theo
ry; the search for supersymmetric particles; the experimental 
check of the models assuming that leptons, quarks and interme
diate bosons are compounds; the search and study of quantitati
ve difference between theoretically predicted and experimental
ly measured values of those parameters, which in the standard 
model are determined quite definitely; the search for electro-
weak symmetry violation; the study of the processes acompanied 
by the production of jets; the study of energy dependence of 
cross sections of W ~ « ?° a n d °*ker particles production in 
various reactions; the search for exotic objects and phenomena, 
such as excited leptons and quarks, coloured particles, reac
tions with nonconservation of the Barion number, etc. 

The VLEPP collider is to be built in a small town Protvino, 
Moscow region, close to the proton complex UNK, so that one 
could make experiments on the interaction of particles accelera
ted on UNK and VLEPP. The location of the complex was determined 
to a great extent by a number of ecological, geological, econo
mic and social factors. The lay-out of VLEPP and UNK is given 
in Pig. 2. The chosen location will permit the realization of 
experiments on colliding £± o and <$;p beams. At present it 
is planned to extract single bunches of protons from UNK, and 
direct further for them to collide with <z.£ and % beams of 
the VLEPP collider. The frequency of extraction is up to 100 Hz. 
The estimations made show that according to this scheme the lu
minosity (y6-~(2*5) 10^°) is by over an order of magnitude high
er than that attainable at the interaction of £- and \ with 
protons inside the UNK storage ring. 

One of the main surface buildings of the complex is the cen
tral station (Pig. 3). It will house storage rings producing 
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electron and positron bunches, detectors and control rooms. One 
of possible versions of a universal detector /10/ is shown in 
Fig* 4* To minimize the capital investments in its construction 
the site for the complex is chosen so that the central station 
should be in a natural hollow in the ground, thus permitting its 
opencast construction. 

In accordance with the designed accelerating rate of 100 
MeV/m the total length of the complex together with the focus
ing and auxiliary elements is 24 km. At present the first line 
of the complex 12 km long is under construction, the energy of 
particles in each of the colliding beams being up to 500 GeV. 
The accelerators will be installed in a tunnel 5.1 m in diame
ter. 

Along the line of route of the accelerators the engineering 
buildings providing the normal operation of the whole complex 
will be situated. The power consumption of the first line will 
be about 100 MW. It should be noted, that the accelerated beam 
consumes up to 25% of the energy stored in the structure. 

The main element of the accelerator is a module consisting 
an accelerating section 1 m long end a supplying BP generator. 

One of the problems is the design of the RP-generator, exci
ted by a powerful high-energy electron beam. The experimental 
set-up for production of the beam (Fig. 5) consists of a pulse 
high-voltage Tesla transformer and an accelerating tube with a 
cathode a control grid and a focusing magnetic lens. To provide 
the necessary electric strength both the Tesla transformer and 
the accelerating tube /11/ are placed in a tank filled with SFg 
under a pressure of 12 atm. 

The source of electrons is a heated oxide cathode, being a 
spherical segment with diameter of 120 mm and a radius of the 
sphere of 100 mm. The control grid is a mesh with rectangular 
windows 4 x 8 mm , and with the surface corresponding to the 
equipotential one. The grid provides the cut-off of the current 
on the cathode of the accelerating tube and by varying the grid 
voltage it permits to alter the accelerating current at a fixed 
accelerating voltage. 
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The isolines of the beam phase space /11/ for fixed value of 
the current density are shown in Pig. 6; they were measured at 
a beam current of about 300 A. In Fig. 7 the areas bounded by 
the same isolines are shown versus the total beam current, de
termined by the grid voltage. The phase space of the beam de
pends on the grid voltage and is (0.01-0.02)<Jirad cm, provided 
the grid voltage corresponds to its "natural" potential. 

At an energy of 1.5 MeV 450 A current was obtained with the 
pilse duration of 1 M B . The beam is being utilized now for the 
design of a micro-wave generator. 
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TABLE I 

PARAMETER UNIT I STAGE II STAGE 

Energy TeV 0.5 1 
Repetition frequency Hz 100 100 
number of particles 10 10 
Working frequency GHz 14 14 
Accelerating gradient MeV/m 100 100 
Accelerating length Ion 2x6 2x12 
Luminosity lÔ cmV 0.5 

' 

TABLE I I 

COLLIDING BEAMS 

PARTICLES LUMINOSITY cmV 1 

e1" + e" 
e* + et e" + e~ 

10* 
(0.1 - O.3)x10S3 

(0.5 - DxlO3* 
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100 OeV 
I km 
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Pig . 1. The general lay-out of the VLEPP facility: 
1—initial injector; 2—intermediate accelerator; 3—debuncher-monochroma-
tizer; 4—storage ring; 5—buncher; 6—accelerating sections; 7 — RF-genera-
tors; 8—pulse deflector; 9—focusing lenses; 10—collision points; II—spec
trometer; 12—helical ondulator; 13—the beam of y-quanta; 14—conversion 
target; 15—residual electron (positron) beam; 16—electron (positron) 
beam experiments; 17—the second stage. 
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Fig. 2. RELATIVE POSITION OP VLEPP AND UNK 
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STORAGE RING HALL 

P i g . 3 . CENTRAL BUILDING 



10 

*WVyyY 

y.M 

2 *i 6 8 40 
Pig. 4. UNIVERSAL DETECTOR 

M* X.M 

1-VERTEX DETECTOR; 2-HIGH ACCURACY CHAMBER; 3-CENTRAL DIRPT 
CHAMBER; 4-TRANSITION RADIATION DETECTOR; 5-ELECTROMAGNETIC 
CALORIMETER; 6-TIME OP PLIGHT SYSTEM; 7-SUPERCONDUCTING COIL; 
8-COORDINATE CHAMBER; 9-HADRON CALORIMETER; 10-PLUX RETURN 
AND IRON CALORIMETER; 11-DRIPT TUBES; 12-MAGNETIZED IRON AND 
DRIFT TUBES. 

INDEX 5 -FOR SIDE DEVICES, INDEX T- FOR END CAP DEVICES. 



7T=t 

GENERATOR 

L i - PRIMARY CIRCUIT 
L2- SECONDARY CIRCUIT 
W - SWITCHER 

Byrj -GUN CONTROL UNIT 
C^- CAPACITIVE DIVIDER 
R i - LEAKAGE RESISTOR 
R2- BALLAST RESISTOR 
G - SPARK GAP 
E - ENERGY GAUGE 
L - LENS 
I - BEAM CURRENT GAUGE 

VOLTAGE AND TUBE CURRENT 

P i g . 5.GENERATOR LAYOUT 
1-HIGH PRESSURE TANK; 2-PRIMARY CIRCUIT; 3-SECONDARY CIRCUIT; 
4-GUN CONTROL UNIT; 5-IRON SCREEN; 6-SHIELDING ELECTRODE; 
7-TUBE; 8-DIVIDER; 9-HP DEVICE. 
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2 CM 2 CM 

CURREHT DENSITY LEVEL 0,05 0,10 0,30 JO,50 0,80 
EMITTANCE, rad*cm*1 O z 9,80 7,60 3,60iI,30lO,II 

Pig. 6. 

.100 

.050 

50, 0 175 300 
BEAM CURHEN". A 

Pig. 7.DEPENDENCE OP EMITTANCE ON BEAM CURRENT 
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Some Topics from Particle Astrophysics 

Michel Spiro 
DPhPE/SEPh, CEN Saclay, 91191 Gff-sur-Yvette, France 

Abstract:We discuss particle astrophysics emphasizing the dark matter problem and related 
neutrino physics. 

It is very likely that the ratio £2 of the energy density of the universe over the critical energy 
density is equal to unity. £2<1 gives an open universe , expanding forever, while £2 >1 gives a 
closed universe which will eventually stop expanding and collapse. There are at least 3 arguments 
for £2 to be unity: 

a. First, from observations, one measures £2 to be today between 0.001 and 2. The lower 
limit comes from the luminous matter abundance, the upper limit comes firm he measurement of 
the deceleration parameter. We know, from general relativity, that unless £2 = 1, £2 is not 
constant with time. Incredible fine tuninig of the parameters is needed to find today £2 in this 
range. For instance , at the time of nucleosynthesis £2 must have lied in the range 0.999999999 to 
1.0000000001. 

b. For those who believe in inflation, the energy density of the universe must be precisely 
equal to the critical energy density (£2=1). 

c. Finally the flat rotation curve of galaxies suggest that £2 is much larger than what we 
measure from luminous stars. 

For those who believe in the standard cosmological theory of primordial nucleosynthesis 
(which implies that £2baryons cannot be greater than 0.1), the universe must be dominated by 
non-baryonic dark matter. There are then two possible scenarios: 

1. Hot dark matter scenario (like, for instance, 30 eV neutrinos) in which the particles which 
close the universe.decouple from thermal equilibrium when they were still relativistic. These light 
neutrinos may or may not be clumped into galactic halos. 

2. Cold dark matter scenario (Weakly Interactive Massive Particles like a massive photino, a 
few GeV new Dirac neutrino...) in which particles were non relativistic at the time of decoupling. 

This second scenario is favoured from arguments which deal with small scale structure 
formation (galaxy formation). Furthermore in this second scenario, the dark matter would 
naturally explain the formation of dark halos around galaxies and account for the flat rotation 
curves of stars and gas around the center of the galaxies. 

1. First scenario: a 30 eV light neutrino closing the universe 

From laboratory measurements and from the supernova SN1987A we know that a v e of 30 
eV mass is not likely at all. Furthermore from cosmology we know that the sum of all masses of 
neutrinos, over all species, must be less than 60 eV in order to get £2<2 (which we know from the 
deceleration parameter). The see-saw mechanism tells us 2 that we expect a mass hierarchy over 
neutrinos 

m(v e) < m(Vu) < m(vT) 
and more precisely: 
m(ve)/mea = m(Vu)/m(u,)a = m(vxy'm('E)a 

where a is between 1 and 2 
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a)30eVv T 

This would be the most natural solution to get £2 = 1 within the framework of the see-saw 
mechanism and assuming that there is no extra generation. The v u mass would be between 10 - 1 

and 1 eV and die v e mass between 10"5 and 10"2 eV. Direct measurements of these masses are 
unaccessible. However, if there are some mixings (as for quarks), neutrino oscillations might be 
accessible. It is then of primary interest to search for possible v e - Vu oscillations in me range of 
Am 2 between 10"2 p.nd 1 eV 2 , and v u - v x oscillations in the 900 eV 2 range. Present limits (fig. 
1) exclude large mixing angles for v u - v* oscillations but no very good limits apply to v e - v„ 
oscillations around 10"2 eV 2. Better reactor experiments would be welcome. 

Fig. 1R V. • i V„ oscOIftlioiii: excluded rcgioox 
except for " a 

(poasibie evidence) 
Fig. lb V|t ± g V t ofdUi&xu: excluded fegtau 

except for Kuniafcft 
(possible evidence). 

b)30eVv 4 

By V4 we mean a light neutrino coming from a non yet discovered fourth generation. This 
would have the nice feature of accomodating the only indications for neutrino oscillations. In such 
a scenario, the v e mass would be essentially 0 (less than 10-* eV), the v u mass around 10~3 to 
10"2 eV, and then well in the range for explaining the solar neutrino deficit (fig. 2) through the 
MSW effect (fig.l). Moreover, the v T mass would be around 10 - 1 eV, well in the range for 
explaining the atmospheric v u deficit observed by the Kamiokande experiment (fig. 3). The 4th 
generation V4 would then be around 30 eV if its charged lepton partner is around 100 GeV, which 
is not yet excluded. 

However there are many caveats to this scenario. 
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Fig.2 : The solar neutrino problem as seen in the chlorine (fig.2a) and the Kamiokande (fig.2b) experiments. 

1. It is not clear whether the solar neutrino problem comes from neutrino oscillations or 
from some wrong assumptions in the sun standard model. 

2. The v u atmospheric deficit seen by Kamiokande is not confirmed by the Frejus 
experiment If R is the ratio (Ve/vu) c o mP u t c d / (Ve/Vu) m e a s u r e d 
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Fig J : Atmospheric ve (a) and Vfi (b) as seen in the Kamiokande experiment and compared the Monte Carlo 
predictions. 

R = .67 ± .09 in the Kamiokande experiment, indicating a 3.5 s effect while 
R = 1.06 ± 0.18, in the Frejus experiment, somewhat inconsistent with the previous result. 
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3. What about the possible existence of a fourth generation neutrino? When these 
proceedings are issued, it is very likely that we shall know ultimately the number of neutrino 
species from SLC and LEP experiments. Presendy, there are various memods which can be used 
to determine the number of neutrino species N v , or an upper limit on this number, within the 
standard models of stellar evolution, cosmology and particle physics3- In fig.4 one can see the 
best determinations based on 

4 e 
Nv 

Fig.4 Summary on the various determinations of the number of neutrino species 

l.the neutrino burst from SN1987A 
2. the cosmological constraint from primordial abundances of light nuclei 
3. the single photon production in e+ e- collisions 
4. the ratio of the W~>ev to Zo~>e+e~ partial cross sections in proton antiproton collisions. 
The consistency between all these determinations represents an astounding success. 

Combining all determinations, we obtain however a rather strange result: 
N v = 2.0 + 0 - 6 -0.4 

However die %2 is so good that one must not really take this result at face value! 

2 Cold dark matter scenario 

There are many possible candidates for this last scenario (Weakly Interactive Massive 
Particles, WIMPS): photinos (if they are the lightest supersymmetric particles), heavy neutrinos 
(few GeV Dirac or Majorana neutrinos provide naturally for W =1), axions, or other unknown 
candidates.New limits are now available on the masses of some candidates . 

1. Photino 
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Residual cosmological density of photinos having survived annihilation can be reliably 
estimated if one assumes that the lightest supersymmetric particle is a pure photino (no mixing 
with higgsino or others). The decoupling time is determined by their low-energy annihilation 
cross section which can be calculated and which depends almost only on the photino mass and the 
lightest scalar-fermion mass. In many models, the scalar-fermion masses are degenerate (=rnj). 
Fig. 5 shows the curve in the rtiy m'q diagram which corresponds to 12=1 for photinos [4]. From 

m7< m*^ Cy is die LSP) and from m"^ > 150 GeV, one can see that the photino mass is 
restricted in a range 30 to 300 GeV, the upper limit depending on the new channels which might 
be open to die annihilation (top, Wino masses...). Again this also assumes no mixing with 
Higgsinos or others and assumes some degeneracy in die scalar-fermion masses. One can see that 
in this simple minded scenario, CDF might well be able in a ramer near future to close the 
remaining window. 

Fig J Exclusion tones from CDF 
and from cosmology 

2. Heavy Dirac or Majorana neutrino and sneutrino 

Assuming now mat WIMPs constitute the dark halo of our galaxy, WIMPs can be captured 
by the sun via elastic scattering. The abundance of WIMPS can then reach an equilibrium between 
capture and annihilation. The high energy neutrinos resulting from those annihilations can then be 
detected in deep underground detectors. This method places the best limits on heavy Dirac 
neutrinos and on sneutrinos. The limits are shown on fig. 6.Heavy Dirac neutrinos are excluded 
above 3.5 GeV, Majorana neutrinos above 5 GeV and sneutrinos above 3.5 The interesting 
cosmological ranges (12=1) for Dirac neutrinos is 2 to 4 GeV, for Majorana neutrinos 4 to 8 GeV. 
One can see mat there is not much room left for these ranges in mat scenario. SLC and LEP 
experiments will give a definite answer soon. For sneutrinos the cosmological ranges depend on 
many parameters (Zino, photino, higgsino masses). 
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Fig.6 Limits on heavy neutrino masses 
from the Frejus experiment 
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3. Cosmions and direct detection [5] 

By using underground well-shielded detectors (like Germanium or Silicon diodes), one can 
look at the elastic scattering of WIMPs on Ge or Si nuclei. By assuming a mass and a cross 
section one can compare the observed and expected rates of events per keV per kg and per day. 
Here keV means equivalent electron energy, which means that one has to measure the relative 
amount (compared to electrons) of ionisation produced in a Ge or Si diode as a function of the 
energy of the nucleus recoil energy. This has been done recendy (UCSB, UCB, LBL, Saclay) for 
Silicon by using neutron beams (see fig. 7). By using these results and the observed preliminary 
rate in a well shielded 60 grams Silicon detector (less than 20 events per kg per day and per keV 
equivalent electron energy), one can rule out (fig.8) a quite popular class of dark matter particles, 
namely cosmions. The cosmions are "ad hoc" particles which can solve both me dark matter and 
the solar neutrino problem. These particles get captured in the sun through elastic scattering and 
cool down the center of the sun via again elastic scattering along their orbits. Consequently their 
masses have to be in the range of 4 to 10 GeV, and their cross section on hydrogen in the few 
picobarn range. If one assumes some kind of vector coupling, which means some kind of 
coherent interactions on heavy nuclei, their cross sections on Silicon is expected to be in the 10 - 3 4 

.o 10" 3 3 cm2 range and are then consequently (fig. 9) almost ruled out. One way out of mis 
scenario is to imagine that these particles interact axially, which means that tfiey couple to spin, 
and consequendy cannot be ruled out with a silicon experiment (zero spin). 

i i i i i i i i i i i 
SILICON -

GeV/c* 

RABY-WEST 
7GeV/c'' MODEL 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

EQUIVALENT ELECTRON ENERGY (KeV) 

Fig.8 Observed event rate compared 
to that expected from Cosmions 

in the Raby-Wcst model 
10 100 1000 
MASS(GeV/c 2) 

Fig. 9 Exclusion zones for dark 
matter particles 

7. Conclusions 

Where has all the matter gone? We are still desperately searching for the dark matter. 
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PARTICLE P H Y S I C S IN T H E 1990'S W I T H e+e" COLLIDERS 

C. BALTAY 

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06511 

1. Introduction 

Physics topics which are likely to be of interest in the 1990's can be roughly di

vided in two categories: testing the Standard Model and precision measurements of its 

parameters, and the search for new physics beyond the standard model. A very brief 

listing of some of the topics that might be included in these two categories is as follows. 

1. Testing the Standard Model 

(a) Precision measurements of Electroweak Parameters 

(b) Measurements of the number of quark and lepton generations, i.e., counting 

the number of distinct neutrino types 

(c) Tests of QCD (Quantum Ghromo dynamics) 

(d) Study of the T lepton 

(e) Study of Charmed particles 

(f) Study of the bottom quark, including the spectroscopy of b-hadrons, BB 

mixing, and search for CP violation in the b system 
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(g) Search for the top quark, t 

2. Search for new physics beyond the Standard Model 

(a) New heavy leptons 

(b) New heavy quarks 

(c) New W and Z bosons 

(d) Search for a Higgs Boson 

(e) Supersymmetry 

(f) Technicolor 

(g) Compositeness 

(h) Other unexpected new particles 

The motivation for or the interest in these topics will not be discussed here in 

any more detail since they have been widely studied and discussed by numerous Sum

mer Studies and study groups planning for future accelerator facilities. The reader is 

referred to the proceedings of these studies for further detail."' 

The purpose of this talk is to examine how e + e ~ colliders will contribute to the 

study of these topics in the coming decade. A large number of e + e _ colliders have been 

constructed in the past and are now operating. These include SPEAR and BEPC in 

the 3 to 4 GeV center of mass energy range, DORIS, CESR, and VEPP4 near 10 GeV, 

PEP and PETRA in the 30 to 40 GeV range, TRISTAN at around 60 GeV, and SLC 

and LEP at the Z° mass. A planned upgrade will allow LEP II to operate around 200 

GeV. 

A variety of new e + e - colliders are under consideration at this time. Some of them 

are designed to sit near specific threshold energies with very high luminosity such as a 

Tau-charm factory, a B factory, of a super Z factory. There are also serious discussions 

in the U.S., Western Europe, Japan, and the Soviet Union about very high energy 

linear colliders to operate in the 1/2 to several TeV energy range. "We will refer to 

these as the Next Linear Collider, or NLC for short. The main parameters, i.e., center 

of mass energy and luminosity of these colliders are summarized in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Parameters of e + e colliders. 
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In the next decade, physics topics la , b , and c will be done at PEP, TRISTAN, 

SLC, and LEP. Physics topics Id and e will be carried out at SPEAR and BEPC and 

at a possible new Tau-charm factory. Topic If will be looked at primarily at DORIS, 

CESR, SLC, LEP, and the new B factories. Topics lg will be left for LEP II and the 

NLC. Topic 2 will be addressed at SLC and LEP at lower energies and at the NLC at 

high energies. 

Obviously, the various existing hadron colliders, as well as the hadron and electron-

proton colliders now in the design or construction phase, will address most of these 

physics topics very effectively as well. In the past the study of e + e ~ , lepton-hadron, 

and hadron-hadron collisions have complemented each other in an extremely fruitful 

way to allow us to reach our present level of understanding of particle physics. This 

level of understanding would have been severely compromised had any one of these 

three types of collision been left unstudied. We expect that this complementarity of 

our basic probes will continue in the coming decade. 

The discussion that follows has drawn very heavily on the various studies mentioned 

earlier. In particular I thank Martin Perl and coworkers for supplying the information 

on the T-charm factories. The discussion of B factories draws heavily on the work 

carried out at the 1987 Berkeley SSC Studyt 2! and the 1988 Snowmass study. [ 3 ] The 

discussion of the very high energy e + e ~ collisions is based on the 1987 CERN workshop 

in La ThuileW, the 1988 SLAC Study' 5!, a n d the 1988 Snowmass Summerstudyl 6]. 

2. Physics at a I k u - C h a r m Factory 

The possibility of building an e + e ~ collider in the 3 to 4 GeV center of mass energy 

range with every high luminosity to do detailed studies of the tau lepton and of the 

various charmed particles has been proposed p.t CERN and at SLAC. The discussion 

of this topic in this report will be brief since we heard a very nice talk on this subject 

by J. Kirkby earlier at this conference!7'. 

2.1 Parameters of the proposed Tau-Charm Factory 

The proposal calls for a circular e + e ~ collider with a center of mass energy between 

3.0 and 4.2 GeV and a luminosity of 1 0 3 3 c m " 2 sec""1. The machine is envisioned with 

one interaction region, a dedicated e + and e~ injector, and two rings with zero degree 
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crossing. An initial design^ has been carried out by J.M. Jowett at CERN. The 

parameters of this design are listed in Table I. 

Table I . Parameters of a Tau-Charm Eactory 

Number bunches: 24 

Total beam current: 500 mA 

Particles/bunch: 1.6 x 10" 

/»; = 1. cm 

« = 80.cm 

°i = 8fim 

< = 440/im 

trz = 6.2 mm 

&vy = 0.04 

L = 1.6 x 10 3 3 cm- 2 s - 1 

2.2 Detector 

A simple high quality detector has been proposed for this facility. It would have an 

axial magnetic field supplied by a solenoidial coil. Particle tracking with a momentum 

resolution of T£ ~ 0.5% x P(GeV) would be obtained by a cylindrical drift chamber. 

There would be an electromagnetic calorimeter inside the magnet coil and a 5 interac

tion length deep hadron calorimeter outside. Particle identification would be via time 

of flight counters, d E / d x in the drift chamber, the electromagnetic calorimeter, and 

a muon detection system. Very close to complete 47T sterradean solid angle coverage 

would be the goal. Such a detector is well within the present state of the art in e + e ~ 

collider detectors. 
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2.3 Physics Capabil i t ies of a Tau-Charm Factory 

The 3 to 4 1/2 GeV region in e + e _ collisions is very rich in interesting thresholds 

as shown in Fig. 2. 

With a luminosity of 10 3 3 c m - 2 s e c - 1 such a collider would produce very large 

numbers of interesting particles, as shown in Table II. 

Table II . N u m b e r s of Particles Produced at a Tau-Charm Factory 

with 1 0 3 S c m ~ a s e c _ 1 luminosity 

Particle 

*/J 10 1 0 

+1 5 x 109 

T+T- 4 x 107 

D+D-at^" 9 x 107 

D°D°atV>" 108 

Dj-D.-at4.03GeV 107 

D±D,*±at4.14GeV 2 x 107 

Some examples of physics topics that can be studied with such large numbers of 

events are: 

(a) Improved measurement of the tau neutrino mass. The present limit is MvT < 

35 MeV. With 4 x 10 T pairs this limit can be improved by about a factor 

of 20. 

(b) Precision test of the V-A nature of r decays using the lepton spectrum in 

r~ —* e~ + P e + vT and r~ —» n~ + u^ + vT decays. 

(c) Precision measurement of the Cabbibo angle by comparing the branching 

ratios for r~ —* K~vT and T ~ —> ir~vT. 

(d) Sensitive search for second class currents via the decay r~ —> n~ + rf + vT 

(e) Search for violation of lepton number conservation in processes such as e+e~ —> 

T + e ~ , r+fi~, etc. or in decays such as r~ —• e~j, e _ e + e _ , etc. 
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(f) Limits on the magnetic moment of the r 

(g) Precise studies of radiative decays such as T —> e _ j / e ivy , fi~PeuTj, etc. 

(h) Study of the form factor fp in the leptonic decays D+ —> n+Vp, Dg —> /J+i/p, 

and Dg —> T+VT. 

(i) Precision measurements of the K-M matrix elements Vcd and Vcs using the 

semileptonic decays D" -+ jr/i*, Z)° -» JfTT^I/, D° -> *•&/, and D j - » I + + X. 

Even with a luminosity of 10 3 2 c m ~ 2 s e c - 1 precision of around a few percent 

can be obtained on these matrix elements. 

(j) Search for D° — D" mixing can be carried out with sensitivity to the mixing 

parameter down to r ~ 4 x 1 0 - 5 . 

(k) Precision measurements of rfi/J and I/J1 decays. 

3 . Phys ics a t a B F a c t o r y 

Some of the interesting physics topics relevant at a B factory aTe the spectroscopy 

of hadrons containing a b-quark, B-B mixing, and search for CP violations which 

are expected to be large in the B system. Of these topics CP violation is the most 

demanding. Thus the performance parameters of a B factory are largely determined 

by the requirements imposed by CP violation studies. 

The various manifestations of CP violations in B decays has been studied by many 

authors. A nice compilation of these has been done at the 1987 Berkeley SSC Study!2' 

and is shown in Table III. It seems that the large CP violating effects occur in decay 

modes with very small branching ratios. Thus of the order of 10 B decays or more is 

required for these studies. 

A Epecific example was studied at the 1988 Snowmass 5tudyl 3J. We will discuss 

only this example here. 

Consider the B" and B" decays to the same CP eigenstate final state 

B" -> V + K°s 

B"-*rj, + K°s 

the branching ratio for this decay mode is expected to be ~ 5 x 1 0 - 4 . 

A difference in the time evolution of these decays is an indication of CP violation 
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Table III Estimation of the number of Bfi event* required for CP violation studies at the SSC* 

Clan Modes BiEsching Ratio Asymmetry # BS Events Required 

I Charge Asymmetry in 

Same Sign Dileptena 

Bd Sd - P 1* + X 

B, fl, -»r* 1* + X 

0.01 

0.02 

10-* 

io-< 
6x 10* 

2x 10" 

n. Mixing with Decay 

to a CP EgensUte B-> W C 

B-DDX. 

B -+ * + * -

B -» D , + D-, D + D- D* D* 

5X10 - 4 

2x10"* 

5x 10~* 

5 x 10"* 

3xl0~* 11
 i 

I i
 

(1-34) x 10* 

(2-85) x 10T 

(3-100) x 107 

(0.3-32) x 10* 

(0.7-26) x 10* 

HL Mixing with Decay 

to a CP Non-Eigenstate 

Bd-t D+x" 

Bd - D°K, 

B, -t D+K-

6 x 10-* 

6 x 10-* 

3x 10-* 

0.001 

0.01 

0.5? 

3 x 10" 

7 x 10 u 

5xlO T 

IV. Cascade Decays to the 

Same Final State 

B"-+D°K-+X 

L-* K. + Y 
10"* 0.1? 9 x 10* 

V. Interference of Spectator 

and Annihilation Graphs 

B~ -» D*° D 3x10"* 0.01 2x10' 

VI. Interference of Spectator 

and Penguin Graphs 

B" -* K-/)° 

S d - K"r+ 

~ 10~5 

~ io- s 

0.1 

0.1 

1x10* 

1x10* 
'The specific channels considered here for each class of asymmetry are illustrative and not exhaustive. At this time we seed 
to keep an open mind as to which channels will be best suited tor CP violation studies. In thin spirit we have included 
among the modes illustrating Class II asymmetries j>K,X and DDK,, which are not necessarily CP eigenstates. There is 
some danger of a cancellation between the asymmetries produced by sub-channels with opposite CP quantum numbers, but 
a total cancellation is unlikely. 



R(B° -> ipKs) a e~rt(l + a sin Amt) 

R(B° -» VK S ) a e-rt(l - a sin Amt) 

where a is the CP violating parameter. A m = m\ — mi is the B\ — B2 mass difference. 

From the present knowledge of the K-M matrix the CP violating parameter has been 

estimated to be in the range 

0.1 < a < 0.6 

if one assumes that the source of the CP violation is in the K-M matrix within the 

Standard Model. 

The study considered several e + e ~ collider options for a B factory: 

3.1 Symmetric Collider as the 7(4S) Resonance 

The main advantage for a collider at the 7(4S) is the large SB pair production 

crossection. However the B's are produced essentially at rest and one can not get enough 

spatial resolution on the position of the B decay point to study the time evolution of 

the decays. 

3.2 Symmetric Collider above the 7 (4S) 

Here the B velocities increase, but the crossection for BB production is low. For 

example, to get a 3<r CP violating effect we need a luminosity of £ ~ 2 X 10 3 4 / cm 2 sec 

to £ ~ 6 x 1 0 3 5 / c m 2 sec, corresponding to a = 0.6 or a = 0.1, respectively. 

3.3 Asymmetric Collider at t h e 7 (4S) 

For example, one possibility is to choose 12.5 GeV/C for the e~ beam and 2.3 

GeV/C for the e + beam. In this case both the B° and the B" come out with a large 

velocity in the direction of the e~ beam. One way to do the measurement would be 

to look at one B to decay to tpKs, and tag the other side as B or B by some other 

flavor specific final state. In this case, for the range of a mentioned above, wi need 

luminosities like £ ~ 5 x 1 0 3 2 / c m 2 sec to £ ~ 2 x 10 3*cm 2 sec. Such luminosities are 

very difficult to achieve, but the lower end of the range may be possible. Because of the 

asymmetric beam energies both the collider and the detector will be more challenging. 
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3.4 Collider at the Z" 

This case is similar to the asymmetric collider at the 7(4S). The B production 
crossection is higher at the Z°, but the B tagging effidendes may be lower. The range 
of luminosities required is £ ~ 7 X 10 3 2 /cm 2 sec to £ ~ 3 x lO^/cm 2 sec. 

3.5 Collider a t the Z" with polarized electrons 

In this case one can use the forward-backward asymmetry Apg in the BB pro
duction to tell whether the B —» TJ)K, was a B" or a B". Apg c a n D e denned to 
be 

» (B° along e~ direction)—(i> along e~) 
A F B ~ (B alongc~)+(B along*-) 

With polarized beams Apg = 0.71 x P where P is the polarization of the inddent 
electrons. Thus, with P near 1, the B in the e~ direction is a B" and not a B" 85% 
of the time. This method is made more effident than tagging both B and B in an 
event by sperific decay modes. Thus, to obtain a 3c measurement of the CP violating 
parameter a, keeping in mind that a is expected to be in the range of 0.1 to 0.6, we 
need a luminosity of C ~ 1 x 10 3 2 /cm 2 sec to 4 x 10 3 S/cm 2 sec. 

These results for the various options for a B factory are summarized in Table IV. 
The collider at the Z° with a polarized beam can cover the whole range of the estimated 
size of the expected CP violation with the lowest luminosity. However the high end of 
the range of luminosities required for each of the colliders is very high, probably higher 
than what the present state of the art in accelerator technology can promise to deliver. 
Thus the study of CP violations might be quite difficult, depending on just how large 
the CP violating effects are. 
4. High Energy e + e~ Colliders 

In this section we will discuss the physics capabilities of e + e — colliders in the 1/2 
TeV to 2 TeV center of mass energy range. As mentioned earlier there has been a fair 
amount of design work and R & D on linear colliders in this energy range at SLAC 
(ILC, TLC), at CERN (CMC), in Japan (JLC) and in the Soviet Union (VLEPP). 
4.1 Luminosity Requirement of High Energy e + e~ Colliders 

The e + e _ cross sections at high energies are rather small; thus high luminosities 
are needed to achieve useful event rates at high energy e + e~ colliders. It is customary 
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Table XV Comparison of B-Paetory Techniques 

Jaetor/Case 
Asymmetric 

T(4S) 
Symmetric 

T(4S)+ v/i"«16GeV 
Z 

7 - 0 
Z 

7 - 0 . 9 
(7-0.45) 

bfi cross section, e (nb) 1.2 0.3 0.11 6.3 6.3 

Fraction of B°,/o 0.43 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.35 

^Kt reconstruction efficiency, t. 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.46 0.46 

Tag efficiency, u 

(and method) 

0.48 

(AK) 

0.48 

0 ,K) 

0.30 

(AD) 

0.18 

(AD) 

0.61 

(AFB) 

Wrong tag motion, w 
0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.125 

(0.27) 

Asymmetry dilution, d 0.61 0.63 0.45 0.45 0.61 

j£dt needed for 3<r 

effect (10" cm~a) • 

0.45-16 2.1-77 18-640 0.68-25 0.14-5.0 

(0.37-13) 

Relative / £d< seeded 
1.0 4.7 40 1.5 0.3 

(0.8) 

'peak luminosity needed in units of 1033 cm - 3 sec'1 for 10T seconds of fully effident running at peak luminosity. 



to discuss cross sections in units of R, where one unit of A is the cross section for the 
process: 

a(R = l) = <r(e+e- - • 7* -* p+iT) 

= 87 x 10-39cmr3/a(TeV2) , 

where a is the square of the total center-of-mass energy, s = E^. 

Cross sections in the vicinity of one unit of R are typical of many new particle 
production processes. A minimum useful event rate seems to be 1000 events/year/unit 
of R. For example at 1 TeV, using 107 second/year (one "Snowmass year") we need 
C = 10 3 3 c m - 2 s ec - 1 . Because of the a - 1 dependence of o{R = 1), the minimum useful 
luminosities for tt>«? high-energy machines that we consider are: 

Ecm. Cmin (cm~ 2 sec - 1 ) 

400 GeV 2 x 10 3 2 

ITeV 10 3 3 

2 TeV 4 x 10 3 3 

It should also be noted that these minimum luminosities might be just enough to 
discover possible new effects. Higher luminosities (by an order of magnitude?) could 
be needed to carry out detailed studies of such effects. 

4.2 General Features of High Energy e+e~~ Collisions 

In the past it has generally been true that electron accelerators and colliders had 
lower center-of-mass energies than the corresponding hadron facilities in existence at 
any given time. This has limited the energy reach of the electron facilities. However, in 
reality, the effective physicB reach of the various colliders have been rather similar, since 
in e + e~ collisions the entire energy goes into the point interactions of interest, while 
in hadron collisions the larger total energy is divided among many constituent quarks 
and only a small fraction of it goes into any particular quark-quark collision of interest. 
Similar comments can be made about cross sections. Total cross sections are much 
larger at hadron colliders, but the cross sections for the subprocesses of interest are not 
so different from the corresponding cross sections at e+e~ colliders. In fact, the absence 
of the large background cross sections, and the simplicity of the e+e~ collisions, have 



made the results of e + e~ colliderB much clearer and easier to interpret. Another nice 
feature of e + e - collisions is that because of the well known electromagnetic couplings, 
negatiye results can be more easily converted into reliable limits on the relevant physics 
parameters. 

The general characteristics outlined above are expected to be similar in the next 
generation of TeV Colliders. However, the nature of e+e - collisions will change in 
many ways, which we discuss in a little more detail in the remainder of this section. 

4.2.1 Features of Low Energy e+e~ Collisions (i.e., £ n < 200 GeV or so) 

1. The particles of interest decay into light quarks and leptons. In fact most of 
the important discoveries were made by observing leptonic decays such as ip —» 
e + e~ or r —» fivv. For this reason, good lepton detection and measurement was 
emphasized in the design of detectors. 

2. The backgrounds to the processes of interest were very small. The cross sections 
for light quark pair production are similar to those of the interesting lepton pair or 
heavy quark pair production processes. The only known annihilation background 
was the two-gamma process which could easily be separated by a visible energy 
cut. In the colliders at the Z° mass, the collisions are dominated by the signal, 
Z° production, with a cross section of ~ 5000 units of Rt while the known Z° 
background las a cross section of the order of 10 units of R. 

3. In the low-energy colliders the energies of the incident e* beams at the collision 
point were known to a precision of typically 10~3 or 1 0 - 4 . This provided two very 
powerful constraints, i.e., precise knowledge of the total center-of-mass energy, 
Ecm = 2-Eienmi and the total momentum, P = 0, i.e., the center-of-mass of the 
collision was stationary in the lab. These constraints were very important in 
understanding the details of the processes of interest. 

4.2.2 Features of High Energy e + e - Collisions ( £ „ , > 200 GeV or so) 

1. At the high energy colliders we anticipate that the new particles we are interested 
in will have prominent decay modes into Z'B and W\ such as the rfiggs boson, 
H° —* W+W~, or new heavy quarks Q —»q + W. Detailed studies (see following 
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sections) indicate that in e+e~ collisions the backgrounds will be sufficiently small 
so that the dominant badronic decays W,Z —* q + q -* 2 jets will be useful 
signatures in addition to the leptonic W and Z decay modes. This possibility has 
a number of significant advantages: 

(a) The branching fractions for the hadronic decays is of the order of 70%, com
pared to a few percent for any particular leptonic decay. Since often there 
are two or more W'a or Z's involved in a signature for a new process, the 
feasibility of using the hadronic modes can enhance the detection efficiencies 
by orders of magnitude. 

(b) In the leptonic decay W* -* t^v there is a neutrino which is undetected, 
so that generally the mass of the new particle in question cannot be recon
structed in a straightforward way. With the hadronic decay modes most of 
the energy is measurable and the masses of the new particle can be recon
structed. (See Fig. 3.) This allows the measurement of the mass, as well as a 
much more convincing signature for the discovery of some new particle, i.e., 
a peak in some effective mass distribution (see the detailed discussions in the 
following sections). 

(c) The precision of hadron calorimetry improves as the energies increase. Thus 
the energies and angles of the jets inW, Z —» qq —» 2 jets can be measured 
well enough that the W or Z mass can be reconstructed using this technique. 

2. New background processes, such as W+W~ pair production and 77, 7 — W, 
and 7 — Z fusion processes, become important, with relatively large cross sec
tions at high energies. The cross sections and event rates for the relevant pro
cesses of 1 TeV are summarized in Table V. While some of these reactions, like 
e + e~ —» W+W~, are of great interest on their own, they nevertheless represent 
a background in searches for new particle production. Detailed studies, however, 
indicate that these processes have seme very distinctive features that allow var
ious selection criteria to eliminate them as serious backgrounds to new particle 
production. Examples of these are an angle cut to eliminate the bulk of the 
e+e~~ —» W+W~ process (see Fig. 4) and a total visible energy cut to eliminate 
the 77, *fW, or fZ fusion processes (see Fig. 5). As will become apparent from 
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Table V. Cross sections and event rates 
at a 1 TeV e+e - collider. 

Process a (units of R) Events/year' 

1. Annihilation 

e + e ~ —»i/pi/ji 0.25 250 
H+p- 1.3 1300 

a 1.1 1100 

uu 2.1 2100 
total l+£- 4 4000 

total qq 9 9000 

e+e- -» W+W~ 27 27000 

z°z° 1.5 1500 

77 10 10000 

7*° 31 31000 

w+w-z° 0.4 400 

z°z°z° 0.03 30 

2. Two-7, 7 - W, 
7 — Z fusion 

e + e~ —* e+e~qq ~ 1 1000* 

e+e-W+W- 9.3 9300 

evW±Z* 3.4 3400 

3. e + e~ - • evW* 140 140000 

e+e-Z0 70 70000 

t With / £dt = 10 4 0 cm" 2 = 10 fir1, neglecting beamBtrahlung 
* m{qq) > 200 GeV. 
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the detailed discussion of various particle searches, these backgrounds will have 

to be worried about but should turn out to be manageable. 

3. The very high energy e + e ~ colliders will most likely be colliding linear accelera

tors. To obtain the required high luminosities the beams will have to be focused 

very hard to produce sub-micron size spots at the collision point. As the e* 

beams pass through each other at the intersection region they can radiate a non-

negligible fraction of their energy (called beamstrahlung) before the e + e ~ collision 

takes place. Thus, the total center-of-mass energy and the total momentum of the 

collision (i.e., the motion of the center-of-mass in the lab) are no longer precisely 

denned, and the constraints Eem — 1 E i „ m and Pcm — 0, which were so useful at 

low energy colliders, might be lost. There is some flexibility in the design of the 

colliders to minimize these effects, and it is therefore not dear at this time how 

seriously these constraints will be compromised. The size of this effect can be 

characterized by the parameter 6, which is the mean energy loss of one beam as it 

passes through the other beam. The spread in Ecm for the actual e + e ~ collisions 

are shown for various existing preliminary collider designs in Fig. 6 (TLC design 

at SLAG with 6 = 0.26) and in Fig. 7 (CLIC design at CERN with S < 0.1). 

The deterioration of the £ n and Pcm constraints were taken into account in the 

detailed studies of new particle searches presented in the remainder of this report. 

These studies indicate that the deterioration of these constraints makes the analyses 

more difficult, but the problems are manageable and all of the searches are feasible. 

A useful feature of the smearing of the collision energy is that the high energy col

liders become self-scanning, i.e., a collider sitting at its peak energy can see resonances 

at lower masses without doing an energy scan. This sensitivity is illustrated in Fig. 8 

for the TLC design with 6 = 0.26. 

4 .3 Comment o n Detec tors 

The SLAC study (SLAC-PUB-329) did consider the detector parameters needed 

to do the physics at a TeV collider. The following detector parameters were adopted 

for that study. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Beamstrahlung induced by the deflection of particles in one bunch by 
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energy in e+e~ collisions in the presence of beamstrahlung. The curve is computed for 
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4.3.1 Tracking 

A momentum resolution of Sp/p = 3 x 10~* p(GeV) was assumed (i.e., ~ 15% 
at 500 GeV). This can be achieved in a relatively straight forward way with a drift 
chamber of 1,8 m radius in a magnetic field of 0.6 Tesla with 80 layers of wires with a 
resolution of 120 pm on each wire. Predsion vertex detectors of the kind being built 
for the SLC and LEP detectors will be desirable. 

4.3.2 Calorimetry 

The following parameters were assumed: 

Energy Resolution: 

Electromagnetic: $§- = % + 2Vo 

Hadronic: 6E=^ + 2% 

Segmentation: — 4° x 4° Projective Towers 

The segmentation requirement was arrived at by studying the mass resolution and 
detection effidency of reconstructing a W —» 35 —• 2 jets as a function of segmentation. 
As can be seen from Fig. 9, 4° x 4° towers seem quite adequate. 

The event rates at a 1 TeV collider with a luminosity of 10 3 3 c m - 3 s ec - 1 are less 
than the event rates expected at SLC and LEP, thus no new problems assodated with 
triggering or radiation damage are expected. 

The condusion thus seems to be that the parameters of the detectors required for a 
TeV e+e~ collider are not far from those at SLC and LEP. Therefore, the detectors for 
the new high energy e + e~ colliders are a straightforward extrapolation of the detectors 
now under construction at SLC and LEP, and no real problems are expected. 

4.4 Examples of New Particle Searches at High Energy e+e~ Colliders 

4.4.1 Search For New Heavy Quarks 

The possibility of a fourth generation of quarks was considered: 

0 0 G) 0 • 
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where b', t' are new heavy quarks with charges of —1/3 and +2/3, respectively. The 
dominant production process in e+e~ collisions is expected to be via a 7 or Z° exchange 
in the a channel: 

9+ Q 

X 
e - Q 
1-80 6201A21 

The cross sections for these processes are essentially independent of MQ, the quark 
mass, almost up to the kinematic limits: 

«r(e+e _ -» b'b') ~ 1 unit of R 

<r(e+e- - • tT) ~ 2 units of R 

The expected numbers of events produced at a 2 TeV collider in a sample of 1000 
events per unit of R (an integrated luminosity of ~ 4 x 10 4 0 c m - 2 ) are Bhown in the 
first column of Table VI for various V and t' masses. 

The backgrounds are expected to be sufficiently small so that the dominant hadronic 
decay modes can be used in the aearch: 

b'-*W~+q , W-^q + q ; 

t ' _ » W + + 6 ' , o'-»Wr-+g , W±-+q + q . 
The signature, for example for a b'b' pair, are events with six jets, divided into 

two hemispheres with three jets each. The main backgrounds are annihilation pro
cesses like e + e~ —» qq or W+W~, and the 77 or fW fusion processes e + e~ —» 
e+e~5f, e+e" . T+W~"t or evWZ with the e + e — going down the beam pipe. The total 
numbers of these events are also shown in the first column of Table VI. Some fraction 
of these events will have a 6-jet topology due to jets from hard gluon Bremsstrahlung, 
and thuB be a background to heavy quark production. 
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Table VI. Heavy quark event rates 
in 2 TeV e + e~ collisions. 

Use sample of 100C events/unit of R 
Events Events after 

ProcesB Produced Selection 

• e+e" -»HV 

my = 300 GeV 1000 330 

500 900 250 

700 700 150 

900 450 100 

• e+e" -• t*F 

mv = 300 GeV 2000 850 

500 1800 700 

700 1400 450 

900 900 300 

• Backgrounds 

e + e - —* qq 9000 200 

w+w- 36000 900 

e+e~W+W- 250000 300 
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Several detailed Monte Carlo calculations were carried out to simulate the effects of 
realistic detector parameters and the necessary selection criteria on the signal and the 
backgrounds. Figure 10 shows the results of an analysis by P. Igo-Kemenes from the 
La thuile study.!9! The LUND Monte Carlo generation with JETSET 6.3 and LUCLUS 
were used. A 2 TeV Collider with an integrated luminosity of 1000 events/unit of R 
were assumed. The following selection criteria were applied: 

1. Select multijet events with at least five or more jets. 

2. Total visible energy larger than 50% of the nominal collider JEcjji.e., Evia > 
ITeV. 

3. The event was separated into two hemispheres along the thrust axis. The effective 
mass of each hemisphere was calculated, and the two masses were required to be 
equal to within 30%. 

4. The sphericity of the events were required to be larger than 0.04. 

5. The number of signal and background events passing these cuts are shown in the 
last column of Table VI. The efficiency for the signal eventB is quite good, while 
the backgrounds have been reduced by large factors to a manageable level. The 
distribution of the effective mass of each hemisphere for the events surviving the 
cuts is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the remaining background peaks at 
low masses, and the signal corresponding to heavy quark production stands out 
quite clearly. 

This analysis indicates that heavy quarks can be found cleanly up to almost the 
kinematic limits with high energy e+e~ colliders. 

4.4.2 Search for the t Quark 

The expected sixth quark, the t quark, has so far eluded detection. The current 
limits on the mass of the t quark are: 

4 1 < m t < 2 0 0 M e V ; 

the lower limit comes from the UA1 experiment at CERN. The upper limit comes 
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Fig. 10. Reconstructed invariant mass per hemisphere for e + e -» VV events with 
various b' masses. Backgrounds are also shown and described in the text. 
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from theoretical considerations of loop corrections of the general kind: 

V V V |T V V 
.QT iQ, A A 

e e n P 
1-89 6Z01A22 

The size of such corrections typically depends on mf; mt > 200 GeV would lead to 
corrections which would be large and different for neutral current and charged current 
processes, in direct disagreement with the experimentally measured consistency of the 
W and Z masses and sinsV-

The SLC, LEP, and the Tevatron can probe some, but probably not all, of the 
allowed range of mj in the near future. If the t is not found at these facilities in the 
near future an e+e~ collider with an E^n of 400 to 500 GeV would be sufficient to 
probe the whole mass range to either find the t or to show that something unexpected 
is going on. 

A detailed Monte Carlo analysis of the feasibility of a t quark search at a 400 GeV 
e + e~ collide was carried ont at this Summer Study by R. Van Kooten. The dominant 
production process is via 7 and Z° exchange in the a channel. 

The cross sections for various values of m* and the numbers of events produced in a 
10 f b - 1 sample are given in Table VII. The backgrounds are similar to those discussed 
in the previous section and listed in Table VI. 
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Table VII. Cross sections and event rates for top quark production at a 400 GeV e + e" 
collider. 

mt (GeV) a (units of R) Events in 10 fb~l 

50 2.1 11000 
100 1.8 9000 
150 1.4 7600 
170 1.1 6000 
190 0.7 3800 | 

The decay modes used in the analysis were: 

e+e~ -*t + t' 
t -> b + W+,W+ -» e + or /*+ +v 

i-+b + W~,W- ->gg-»2jets ; 

thus the signature looked for is a jet and an isolated fast-charged lepton with two 
or three jets in the opposite hemisphere. Signal and background events were generated 
using the LUND 6.3 generator with LULEPT. The following selection criteria were 
applied: 

1. Select multijet events with one energetic (p > 2 GeV/c) e or p that is isolated 
from the rest of the particles in the event (less than 2 GeV of energy within a 20° 
cone around the e or /*). 

2. Find the thrust axis, and require COB (?(&„,( < 0.8. 

3. Separate the event into two hemispheres along the thrust axis and calculate the 
effective mass of each hemisphere. Require that both masses are larger than 
104 GeV. 

The distribution of the mass in the hemisphere opposite to the isolated e or p is 
shown in Fig. 11. A top mass of 150 GeV was used to generate this distribution. A 
clear peak near the t mass is visible. The backgrounds, indicated in Fig. 11, are quite 
small. 
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Fig. 11. Observed signal from a top quark search with integrated luminosity of 
10 f b _ 1 at an e+c - collider with y/i = 400 GeV if the top mass is 150 GeV. The 
shaded region shows the backgrounds from all known processes. 
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4 .4 .3 Sea rch for t h e Higgs Boson 

The two dominant production modes of heavy Higgs bosons in e + e - collisions are 

e + e - -+ H° + v + v 

e+e" -» E° + Z" 

via the diagrams shown in Fig. 12a and 12b xespectively. The crossections for these 

processes for 100 GeV and 400 GeV mass Higgs as a function of Ecm of the collider 

are shown in Fig. 13. For very heavy Higgs bosons (MB > 2Mw) the E°vv process is 

more advantageous because of the larger crossection. However for intermediate mass 

Higgs bosons (M\y < MH < 2M\y) the H°Z° process is more useful because it has 

more favorable backgrounds. 

4 .4 .3 .1 Search for h igh m a s s Higgs b o s o n s 

As mentioned above the most promising process in this case is 

e + e - -> H° + v + v 

via the diagram of Fig. 12a. The crossection for this process at a 1 TeV collider is 

shown in Fig. 14 as a function of Mg. In a data sample of 1000 events per unit of R 

(a one year run with a luminosity of 1 0 3 3 / c m 2 sec) we expect ~2000 events at Mg = 

200 GeV and ~100 events up to Mg = 600 GeV. The dominant decay modes for heavy 

Higgs boson is expected to be H° -> W+W~ or H" -» Z" + Z". In e + e - collisions one 

can look at the hadronic decays of the W or the Z, so the signature for the event is two 

hadronic jets with a lot of missing energy due to the two neutrinos: 

e + e - -» B°vv - • W+W~vv -» jet + jet + v + v 

The mass of the H" is obtained from the effective mass of the two jets . 

The main background to this search is the process 

e + e - —»e~Wu 

via the diagram of Fig. 12c. The electron in this process is emitted a t small angles 

and can get lost down the beam pipe and the W can decay into two hadronic jets to 

fake the H°vv process. The crossection for this process at a TeV collider is ~140 units 

of R, compared to 1 unit of R or less for the H°vv process. However t h e mass of the 

two jets from this background should be near the W mass, so this background is not a 

problem for MB > 150 GeV. 
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j « \ 

b) 

t-IS WUJU 

Fig. 12. Diagrams for the processes a) e + e - -» H'uP; b) e + e - -* H°Z° and the 
background processes; c) e + e~ -» W + e + v and e + e~ —» Z°i/ir. 
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Fig. 13. Crossections for the processes e+e~ -» E°vu (solid curves) and e+e 
H*Z° (dashed lines) as a function of the e + e - center of mass energy Eem. 
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Fig. 14. CroMectioni for the processes e + e~ -» JTVP (upper curve) and e + e" 
H'Z" (lower curve) at tin e +e~ center of mass energy of 1 TeV. 
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Figure 15 shows the result of a Monte Carlo simulation^ for the reconstructed two 
jet effective masses for 300 and 500 GeV Higgs bosons. The background levels are also 
shown on this figure. As can be seen this search is very clean, and is sensitive to Higgs 
masses up to 600 or 700 GeV or so. However at lower masses like MH = 150 GeV the 
proximity of the W peak in the two jet mass distribution from the background process 
e+e~ —* e Wu becomes a problem, as shown in Fig. 16. Thus this reaction is not a 
good one for Higgs masses below 150 GeV. 

4.4.3,2 Search for intermediate mass Higgs bosons 

The region of Higgs masses between 80 GeV and twice the W mass is a very 
interesting region for iiigh energy e+e~ colliders. The sensitivity of LEP II might go 
up to 80 GeV but not much beyond. Above MH "> 2Mw, the Higgs can decay into two 
W's, H" —* W+W~, which provides a clean signature for Higgs production at hadron 
colliders such as the SSC. But the region 80 GeV < Mg < 2Mw is very difficult except 
at an e + e~ collider with an Ecm ~ 1/2 TeV. In this case the best reaction for producing 
the Higgs bosons is 

e+c" - • H° + Z° 

via the diagram of Fig. 12b. The crossection for this process at a 400 to 500 GeV 
collider is quite high (see Fig. 13). The signature for this process would be two leptons 
from the Z° decay and two heavy quark jets from the H" decay. 

e+e" -> H° + Z° 

L L-» e+e~ orp+ii~ 

b + b 

The H° mass can be reconstructed as a missing mass from the measurement of the 
e + e~ or p+fi~ pair, so that the mass resolution should be quite good. 

The main background comes from the process 

e+e-->Z° + Z :' 

L L-» e + e~ or M+M~ 

b + b 
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Fig. 15. Monte Carlo simulation of the Higgs mass reconstructed from two jets in 
the process e + e~ -» H"vv at a 1 TeV collider for a) MB = 300 GeV and b) MB = 500 
GeV. 
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Fig 16. Monte Carlo simulation of the jet-jet effective mass distribution. The higher 
mass bump is due to a 150 GeV Biggs boson in the process e+e~ —» H"vB. The lower 
mass bump, is from the background process e + e _ —» Wev. 
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where one Z decays leptdnically and the other decays into 66. Fortunately, the crossec-
tion for this background process is not large but is comparable to the e + e~ —» H"Z" 
crossection as shown in Fig. 17. The signal to noise is improved by a factor of 5 or so by 
the fact that H" —* b + b is expected to be the dominant decay mode for Mg < 2Mw, 
while for the background Z" —» 6 + b is only about a 14% branching fraction. 

The results of a Monte Carlo calculation carried out by P. Grosse-Wiesman at SLAC 
is shown in Fig. 18. A 120 GeV Higgs is clearly resolved from the Z°Z° background. 
We should be able to discover the Higgs in this process even in the most difficult case 
when Mg « Mg by using the fact that the H" and Z" are expected to have very 
different branching ratios: 

H°->b + b~a31 

H" -* e+e~ or / * + / t - ~ ne^ipble 

Z°^>b + b~ 14% 

Z° -v e + e" or /t+/*~ ~ 7% 

Thus we can make a clean background subtraction for the 

Z" + Z° 

L-» e + e ~ 

^ 6 + 5 

events in Fig. 18 by measuring the number of 

Z° + Z° 

I U£+ + £-

events and using the known 

Z° -+bb/Z° ->l+t-

branching ratio. Thus the entire intermediate Higgs mass range from 80 GeV to 2 Mw 
is accessible to a 400 to 500 GeV e+e~ collider. 
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Fig. 18. Monte Carlo simulation of the reconstructed mass in the process e + e _ -
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4.4.4 Leptoquark Search 

Leptoquarks are hypothetical new particles with both lepton (L=±l ) and quark 
(•B — ± 1/3 or 2/3) quantum numbers. They are predicted in all technicolor and 
extended technicolor models. Recent interest has been added by predictions of lep-
toquafks by superstring-inspired E6 models. As an example we considered the scalar 
lepto quarks with charge —1/3 and the following expected decay modes: 

£§ -» u + e - , 
L$~*c + iiT . 

where it and c are the up and charmed quarks, respectively. The main production 
processes in e +e~ collisions are expected to be via the diagrams 

T.Z° 

U 

1-00 

L 
6201A23 

The cross section is predicted to be: 
<rie+e- -* LQ + Xo) S 0.40 s in units of R 

The cross sections for various values of the leptoquark mass are given in the first 
column of Table Vffl. The expected numbers of events produced by a 2 TeV collider 
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with an integrated luminosity of 1000 events/units of JZ are given in the second column 
of Table VHI. 

Table VIII. Cross sections and event rates for 
leptoquark search in 2 TeV e + e~ collisions. 

Using a sample of 1000 events/unit of R 
Cross 

Section Events 
Units Events after 

Process of A Produced Selection 

1. e + e _ —» LQLQ 

mL = 200 GeV 0.4 400 375 

400 0.3 300 280 

600 0.2 200 150 

800 0.08 80 65 

900 0.03 30 20 

2. Backgrounds 

e + e - —» qq 9 9000 45 

w+w- 36 36000 4 

e+e-WW 250 250000 < 1 

These leptoquark events should have a very simple signature: an isolated energetic 
e~ or fi~ with a jet on one side, with an e + or / i + and a jet on the other. The potential 
backgrounds to this process are. also shown in Table VDJ. 

A detailed Monte Carlo calculation for a leptoquark [L —* it+e~) search was carried 
out by Shaile and Zerwas at the La Thuile Study.!10! They used the latest version of 
the LUND Monte Carlo generator with JETSET 6.3 and LUCLUS to simulate both 
the signal and the background events at a 2 TeV Collider. They applied the following 
selection criteria to the events: 
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1. Select events with an energetic e + and an energetic e~(Pe± > 20 GeV) and two 
or more hadronic jets. 

2. Total visible energy B r i , > 1.6 TeV. 

3- J^Pg <G.15Eiit. 

4. £P.L<150GeV/c. 

The numbers of events passing these cuts are shown in the third column of Table VIII. 
For the events passing these cuts the effective masses for the e ±-jet combinations were 
calculated. Figure 19 shows the distribution in the e-jet mass for the events passing 
the cuts. The solid curve is for the L —* t» + e signal for a £ mass of 600 GeV. The 
shaded curve is the background passing the cuts, mostly due to e + e — —* qq with an 
energetic e ± in each jet. The signal is quite clearly distinguished from the background. 

4.4.S New Neutral Gauge Boson Z' 

There are a variety of theoretical reasons for expecting additional heavy Z° type 
gauge bosons. We will call these Z' in this report. Left-right symmetric models predict 
additional Z' as well as right-handed charged bosons Wjj. Superstring-inspired E$ 
Models, which are very fashionable with theorists this year, predict several new neutral 
bosons. In this model the Et group breaks down into several U(l) groups [the new 
U(l) groups have new Z bosons associated with them]; 

Ee-*S0(1Q) + U(l)+ 

50(10) ->SU{S) + U{1)X , 

thus predicting the existence of two new Z' bosons Z+ and Zx. In general, these 
can mix to produce1 mass eigenstates: 

Z'v = caaBZj+mnBZx . 

The value of this £<j mining angle 9 is of some interest theoretically. One value of 
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Fig. 19. Reconstructed signal from a search for leptoquarks with a data sample of 
10 f b - 1 at y/a = 2 TeV. The solid line is the invariant mass of all e-jet combinations 
in accepted: signal events and the shaded region gives the background. 
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particular interest is cosfl = — ̂ /5/8 which yields: 

Z\ = -y/h]%Z^ + y/3/8Zx . 

The search for such Z' bosons and their detailed study, shedding light on their 

origin and mixing angleB like 0, is obviously of great interest. 

4.4 .5 .1 Search for Z' b o s o n s in e + e ~ coll isions 

(a) If a Z' boson exists in the kinematic range of an e+e~ collider, i.e., with mass 

less than the total center-of-mass energy, mp < Eon, the Z' will manifest itself as a 

resonance in the total cross section at an energy equal to the mass of the Z'. The total 

cross section at resonance is expected to be in the range of 1,000 to 10,000 units of R. 

Compared to the expected cross sections without a Z' (see Table V), a collider with 

any appreciable luminosity cannot fail to find such a Z' within its kinematic range. 

(b) An e + e _ collider is sensitive to a new Z' even if the mass of the Z' is several 

times larger than E m of the collider. This is because the tail of a Z' will affect the cross 

sections, the forward-backward asymmetries, AFBI and the polarization asymmetries 

ALR of various processes such as e + e - —* /*+/*~ and e + e - —» qq. These effects can 

be quite large, but are generally dependent on the details of the model predicting the 

Z'. At the Snowmass study, J . Hewett and T. Rizzo carried out extensive calculations 

of such effects in the context of a superstring-inspired E$ modelW. In these models 

the effects, like the deviation of the polarization asymmetry ALR, depend sensitively 

on the E$ mixing angle 9. Figure 20 shows their result of the sensitivity to the mass 

of a new Z' (Mj in the Figure) for a 1 standard deviation change in ALR for various 

channels as a function of the mi-ring angle 0 for a 400 GeV collider. The curves indicate 

a sensitivity up to 1.2 t o 2.0 TeV. Figure 21 shows the same thing for a 1 TeV collider, 

again sL ing sensitivity to a Z' mass up to several times the center-of-mass energy of 

the collider. 

4.4 .5 .2 Detai led s t u d y o f a new Z' boson . 

It is quite possible that if a new Z' boson exists it will be discovered at a hadron 

collider like the Tevatron or the SSC. The detailed study of such a new Z' will be best 
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Fig. 20. Mass limits on new gauge bosons that would generate one standard devia
tion changes in polarization asymmetry measurements in various channels at an e + e~ 
collider with <Js = 400 GeV. The angle 9 is a mixing angle needed to define the gauge 
structure in the theory. 
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Fig. 21. Limits similar to those shown in Fig. 20 for a collider with y/i = 1 TeV. 
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carried out at an e + e ~ collider with a center-of-mass energy at or just above the mass 

of the Z'. The situation would be quite analogous to the standard model Z°, which 

was discovered at a hadron collider but whose detailed study has to wait for the e + e ~ 

colliders SLC and LEP. 

The total e + e ~ cross section on a Z' resonance is expected to be in the range of 1,000 

to 10,000 units of JR. Thus a collider with the minimum luminosity of 1,000 events/year/unit 

of R should produce 10 6 to 10 7 Z' bosons/year. The non-Z' background should be of 

the order of 1% or less of the Z' production (see Table V). Thus clean, detailed studies 

should be possible. The analogy with the Z° at SLC and LEP is quite close. The 

physics potential of SLC and LEP should be an. indication of the richness of an e+e~ 

collider should a new Z' boson exist. 

4 .4.6 Neutrino Count ing 

Our present view of particle physics is based on three generations of quarks and lep-

tons. It is obviously of fundamental importance to determine experimentally whether 

there are additional generations of quarks and leptons, and if so, how many. One way 

to do this is to look for new heavy quarks and leptons; these could be quite heavy 

and beyond the reach of our facilities. However, the neutrinos associated with the 

existing three families are very light, probably massless. Assuming this trend to con

tinue, counting the number of neutrino types that occur in Z decay would give a good 

indication of the number of generations. 

The total width of the Z° is sensitive to the number of neutrino types. With 

the three known generations the total width of the Z° should be around 2.7 GeV. 

Each additional neutrino type will increase this by 170 MeV. Thus, a fairly accurate 

measurement of the width is required. Radiative corrections and other systematic 

errors will make this a difficult measurement. 

A better way to measure the number of neutrinos is to run the collider 5 to 10 GeV 

above the Z° mass and look at the reaction e + e ~ —» Z° + 7 . The reaction is identified 

by a monochromatic 7. One then measures the branching ratio of the Z° into i/'s, 
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normalized to say the branching ratio into /t*fi~ — i.e., 

e + e ~ -* 7 + Z° —» 7 + vv 
f = 1 

e + e - - » 7 + Za -*• 7 + p+ + yr 

This ratio is expected to be: 

r = 2 • (number of v types) = 6 for 3 v types 

8 for 4 v types 

10 for 5 v types 

The factor of two comes from the relative neutral current couplings of neutrinos and 

muons to the Z°. Thus the difference between three or four neutrinos is 33%. However, 

it is important to measure this branching ratio as well as possible since it is sensitive 

to the existence of any other weakly interacting neutrals that couple to the Z°. For 

example, a supersymmetric neutrino would change the ratio from six to seven. 

Neutrino counting using this technique was looked at in the Snowmass study M to 

answer the question of how much better than SLC or LEP could a super Z° factory 

(100 GeV e+e~ collider with 1 0 3 3 luminosity) do? The cross section for e + e - - • Z° + 7 

around Ecm = 97 GeV is around 2 x 1 0 - 3 5 cm 2 . Figure 22 shows the expected precision 

that can be obtained for a measurement of r. At integrated luminosities of 10 3 T c m - 2 

or less the precision is statistics limited. At higher integrated luminosities systematic 

uncertainties become important, which eventually limit the precision in r to about 1% 

or so. 

From Fig. 22 we see that a long dedicated run at SLG or LEP could get a precision 

in r of around 2%, which is about 1/10 of a neutrino family. A super Z° factory 

with two orders of magnitude more luminosity can improve the measurement precision 

only by a factor of two, to 1% in r, since at that level of precision systematic effects 

dominate. 
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Fig. 22. Limits obtainable on the coupling of the Z° to neutral weakly-interacting 
particles by a dedicated experiment as a function of integrated luminosity. 
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4.4.7 Study of the Reaction e+e - -* W+W~. 

This reaction proceeds by the following three diagrams: 

e+ W* 

V 

e - W" 
1-80 6201A24 

A study of this reaction probes the yWW and the Z°WW couplings, and is very 
sensitive to new physics beyond the Standard Model. Some examples are: 

1. Sensitivity to an anomalous magnetic moment of the W (i.e., evidence for in
ternal structure of the W). An anomaloiu magnetic moment would change the 
differential cross section for this reaction from the Standard Model prediction. 
The size of the effect expected is Bhown in Fig. 23 for a 1 TeV collider. 

2. Sensitivity to a 4th generation of quarks too heavy to be pair-produced (i.e., 
mq > l/2Eem) comes from quark loop corrections to the above diagrams. The 
measurable effects are a distortion of the expected distribution in the lepton decay 
angles X at a fixed energy, as shown for a 1 TeV collider in Fig. 24, or a change 
in the cross section at a fixed angle as a function of Em, as Bhown in Fig. 25. 

3. Sensitivity to the existence of a heavy techni-p, pj>, beyond the mass reach of the 
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Fig. 23. Sensitivity of the e+e~ -* W+W~ differential cross section to an anoma
lous magnetic moment of the IV. The solid lines give the total cross section and the 
dashed curves show the cross section for production of longitudinal WB only. 
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Fig. 24. Effect of a new generation of heavy fermions on the distribution of lepton 
angles % torn W decay, at y/a = 1 TeV and cosff = 0. The heavy fermions are assumed 
to be degenerate. 
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Fig. 25. Effect on the differential cross section for e+e~ -» W+W~, at cos0 = 0, of 

an additional generation of heavy quarks and leptons. 
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collider. Such a particle would manifest itself as a very broad resonance in the 
e + e~ -» W+W~ cross section, as shown in Fig. 26. The resonance is so broad that 
a measurable deviation occurs even if the mass of the resonance is considerably 
larger than the £ „ , of the collider. Thus, a 1 TeV collider is sensitive to a p? of 
mass up to 1-1/2 or 2 TeV. 

The main motivation behind LEPII is to study this important reaction. The energy 
of 200 GeV was chosen to be just above threshold. However, the sensitivity to all of 
the new effects discussed above increases as /? • (a/m^) as the energy of the collider 
is increased (a = E^). This rapidly increasing sensitivity is shown in Fig. 27. An 
intermediate energy collider with 500 GeV in center-of-mass energy has 10 times the 
sensitivity of LEP II to deviations from the Standard Model. 

Much of the discussion of this reaction both at the Snowmass study as well as 
the SLAC study were concerned with the question of how well an actual detector 
would be able to reconstruct this reaction and how well the angular distribution could 
be measured. Backgrounds are not a big issue since this process is the dominant 
annihilation process with a large cross section. The 77 fusion processes can easily 
be separated. Since measurement of the angular distributions and asymmetries is 
important one must know the sign of the Ws. The analysis therefore should look at 
one W decaying leptonically, W —» e or p+ v, with the other W decaying hadronically, 
W —* qq —* jets. A detailed Monte Carlo study of this process at 1 TeV was carried 
out in the SLAG study."1' The following selection criteria were applied: 

1. Select events with an isolated lepton (less than 2 GeV of energy in a 30° cone 
around an e* or /i*) opposite two hadronic jets. 

2. Require that the effective mass of the two jets agree with the W mass to ± 10 GeV. 

3. Reconstruct the missing v using the constraints m[l, u) = m{W) and Px = 
Py = 0 for the event. Resolve the quadratic ambiguity by choosing the smaller v 
momentum. 

4. Do a Lorentz transformation to Pz = 0 frame (where the Z axis is along the beam 

direction). 

These criteria yield a dean sample of e + e~ -» W+W~ events. The effective mass 
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Fig. 26. Effect of a techni-rho resonance, in the minimal scheme of technicolor, on 
the differential W-pair cross sections at cos0 = - 0 . 5 . The dashed lines indicate the 
contributions of longitudinally polarised W bosons alone. 
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Fig. 27. Relative sensitivity to anomalies in e + e 
function of the center-of-mass energy of the machine. 
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distribution of the two hadron jets is shown in Fig. 28. The peak of the W mass is 

prominent with very little background. The angular distribution for the events passing 

these selection criteria are 'shown in Fig. 29. The Monte Carlo events were generated 

with the angular distribution given by the Standard Model, which is the solid curve 

on Fig. 29. The distribution of the reconstructed events, shown by the points with 

error bars, agrees well with the solid curve, indicating that the selection criteria and 

the reconstruction of the events do not significantly distort the angular distribution. 

The sensitivity to anomalous values of g — 2 are also shown on the figure. 

4 .5 S u m m a r y o f N e w Particle Product ion a t High Energy e+e~~ Colliders 

The physics reach of the various energy e + e ~ colliders considered are summarized 

in Table IX. The luminosities for the high energy colliders have been assumed to be 

the minimum useful luminosities discussed in Section 4.1. The numbers in Table DC 

are the masses up to which new particles of the various categories could be discovered 

if they existed, or the mass limits that could be set if they did not exist. I t can be seen 

from this table that most of the new particles discussed can be discovered up to masses 

close to the kinematic limits of the colliders considered. 

One can draw the following general conclusions about new particle production at 

e + e ~ colliders: 

1. The minimum desirable luminosity for high energy e + e ~ colliders is: 

C =* 1 0 " x E^ (TeV Z ) c m " 2 sec" 1 . 

2. Low energy e+e~ colliders have given clear and unambiguous results on new 

particle searches. Life gets harder at high energies due to new background pro

cesses and loss of precise knowledge of the total center-of-mass energy because of 

beamstrahlung. However, the detailed studies indicate that these problems are 

manageable. 

3. The detectors for TeV e + e ~ colliders are a reasonable and buildable extrapolation 

of the present generation of SLC and LEP detectors now under construction. 
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Fig. 28. Reconstructed W boson mass in e+e - —» W+W events at y/a = 1 TeV. 
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Fig. 29. Precision with which the production angle diitribution can be measured 
for the W-pair process with integrated luminosity of 30 lb"1 at V* = 1 TeV. The effect 
of an anomalous magnetic moment of the W it alto shown. 
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Table IX. Physics reach of e+e colliders. 

^MGeV), C 

New Particle 

100 
~ 1 0 3 1 

SLC, LEP 

200 
~ 1 0 3 1 

LEPII 
100 

1 0 3 3 

500 1 TeV 2 TeV 
2 x 10 3 2 10 3 3 4 x 10 3 3 

NEXT LINEAR 
COLLIDER 

New Quarks 45 90 45 225 450 900 

New Leptons 45 90 45 200 400 800 

Z0' 
W±i 

* 200 * 500° 

250 

1000° 

500 

2000° 

1000 

40 

45 

80 

90 

50 

45 

250 

200 

500 

400 

1000 

800 

Supersymmetry 

w,z{x±, x°) 
45 
45 

80 
80 

45 
45 

200 
200 

400 
400 

800 
800 

Technicolor 

Leptoquarks 
PT 

45 
45 

80 
80 

45 
45 

U
i 400 
400 

1500 

800 
800 

3000 

Composite 
100 200 100 500 1000 2000 

Number of 
v Generations ±0.1 ±0.05 

(a) These limits refer only to direct observation of the excitation of a new resonance. 
See text. 
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4. Detailed Monte Carlo studies indicate that we can get clean signals, and in many 

cases do detailed studies, for the new particles that have been considered, up to 

masses close to the kinematic limits of the colliders. 

5. From the point of view of new particle searches, a collider with Eon ~ 400 to 

500 GeV seems like a sensible and productive first step toward the eventual multi 

TeV e+e" collider. 

6. Proof of feasibility and credible estimates of costs and time scales do not exist 

at this time for the TeV e + e ~ colliders. Therefore they are of a different level of 

reality from hadron colliders like the SSC, for which a detailed design with cost 

estimates and schedules exist. 
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Concluding Talk 

Ryoichi Kajikawa 

Department of Physics 
Nagoya University 

Abstract 

A brief summary of this Conference is given from the view point of speaker. The 
Japanese future plan for construction of Japan Linear Collider(JLQ with the collision 
energies about 1 TeV is mentioned briefly. 

1. TRISTAN experiment 

In the last one and a half years, TRISTAN was the TOP runner in e+e~ colliders. So far, 
it is operated in energy scan mode from Vs= 50.0 to 60.8 GeV with an integrated 
luminosity of about 80 p b 1 . 

Extensive new particle searches have been performed by three major 
collaborations, i.e. AMY,TOPAZ,VENUS, and the magnetic monopole by SHIP. 

Up to now, no new particle has been found, and therefore, new search limits were 
set for: top-quark, b'-quark, fractionally charged particles, new sequential leptons, 
excited leptons, extra-Z, SUSY and Higgs particles, and for the magnetic monopole. At 
the early stage of TRISTAN construction, I have shown a cartoon picture worrying 
about the absence of top-quark in the reach of energy. Unfortunately the worry becomes 
almost true, and now it is LEP's turn to think about i t 

In TRISTAN, the precise test of Standard Model is being performed in various 
channels taking the advantage of highest energy in e +e" collision. Results were presented 
fully in this conference, and no significant discrepancies were found between 
experiments and SM-model predictions except for the slightly higher R-ratio observed 
by the three Groups simultaneously. The origin of high R was not yet understood though 
several speculative interpretations were given; a lower mass for ZP or the new physics? 

After SLC and I £ P have been turned on, the main task for TRISTAN would be 
the search for the extra Z, light Higgs and St/SF particles, as well as the quantitative 
measurements of characteristic interference effects in EW-interactions, and the life time 
of B-meson. InFig;.l Ihave plotted a typical search region at TRISTAN for the scalar 
electron, and in Fig.2, a possible effect of Z" with a mass range from 100 U>180 GeV [1]. 
This kind of Work would be the most wanted experiment to be done at TRISTAN as an 
intermediate energy accelerator. 

In order to expand present activities, TRISTAN should run at least a few ten times 
higher than present luminosity, say larger thanl032cm-2sec-1, applying the mini-beta 
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insertions, bunch-current improvement and die multi-bunch operation mode. Otherwise, 
physics by TRISTAN will lose its impacts after three years. 

Someone took and threw TOP away during TRISTAN was working hard to find it 
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2. News in this Conference 

SLC 
The most exciting topics in this conference was the first Z°s from SLC. Congratulations 
for the success of collisions in such a pioneering machine! The success of SLC operation 
is encouraging R/D works for the future large linear colliders being planned: NLC at 
SLAC, VLEPP at Serpuhkov, CLIC at CERN, JLC at KEK, their present status were 
also reported in this Conference. SLC is now working hard to solve many unseen 
problems one after the other: beam stability, final focusing, backgrounds from the beam-
beam interactions, etc.etc. 

In August, we will hear the first results on the mass and decay width of ZP, and the 
number of neutrinos as well. These informations will provide the most effective 
overview in surveying the framework of SM. In the near future, we expect the polarized 
beam experiments at SLC by taking advantage of linear collider, hi this Conference, it is 
stressed mat the ALR measurment is so sensitive to the fundmental parameters in SM, one 
can expect Am observable in an accuracy of ±0.003 ( ±0.0004) for sin 2 6 w with 5x10* 
(106) Z°s [2,3]. In these experiments, the systematic errors inherent in the particle 
detection could be reduced drastically, and errors in Am are mainly due to the beam 
polarization measurement 

BEPC 
The new collider at Beijing, BEPC, come to its first collision in October 1988. This 
machine is being operated with the highest luminosity at energies around J/y production, 
and to be used as the charm and x-factory. Congraturations for the success in building up 
an excellent techniques in accelerator and in detector instrumentations. Welcome to the 
e+e- club! 

Novosibirsk 
25th Anniversary after the first operation of our grand father machine, VEPP I, was 
celebrated at Novosibirsk in this year. A small but ambitious ̂ -factory with energy of 
510 MeV is being planned at this Institute aiming at its first operation in 1992-1994. 

LEP 
Now LEP is almost completed and the first Z°s will be produced in this summer. A rapid 
increase of the number of Z° is expected till the end of this year, say about 10*. 

Design luminosity at LEP is l.oxlO31, a production rate of 1400Z°s per hour. In 
the next year, we will hear the details of Z° decays from LEP, and in die next year, the 
mass of ZP will be determined with an accuracy of ±50MeV [4]. We are now standing at 
the front door of nature's treasure house. 
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Situation of e +e" collision on May 9,1989 

3. Looking for New Physics 

Top Mass 

Where is top? Where is Higgs? We need to know die energy scale of new physics 
desperately. Surely the clues lie in the measurements as, radiative effects, CP-violation 
from Bj-Bd oscillation, heavy quark mixing in KM-matrix. hi this Conference, the 
feasibility of B-factory with anextremely Wgh luminosity L>1034cm-2secr1 was seriously 
discussed. 

We may able to determine meir masses from higher order radiative effects[5]: 
(Ar)^ -0.031 with m,=200GeV 
(Ar)^ -0.077 from UAl and UA2 (mw= 80.8±1.3GeV[6], G,*=1.16oxl0-5) 

From ARGUS and UAl data, die top mass range was given as 60<mt<180 GeV[7,8]. In 
tins Conference, Sanda estimated more aggressively as 140<mt<180 GeV by maldng use 
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of existing data. If these analyses are correct, top production is not available even in 
LEP II! However, in order to detenaiaeW-boson massin an accuracy of 
Amw=±100MeV, we need precision experiments at LEP II! 

Is there new generation? 

At this Conference, die new limits for new generations are: 
mb.S28.5GeV from tOPAZ(95%C.L.) 

234GeVftom UAl(<«%e.L.)[9,10] 
mi^9.9GeV from TMST^N(95%C.L.) 

S41GeV fromUAl(90%C.L.)[ll] 
Nv<3.9 from all e+e- data (90%CL.)[12,13], 

<4.6 from available e+e" data not including VENUS (90%CL.)[12] 
Nv<6.3 fromRby combined UA1 and UA2 (90%OL.)[15] 

where, R=owB(W-^evc)/o^(Z-^e+e-)=7.2*" from UA2[14]. 

From the analysis by P.Colas et al.[15], if mt>80GeV, mere is no room for die 
new light neutrino species. 

A Big Surprise in SLC/LEP? 

The fundamental parameters in SM, m z,r z and N v will be determined at SLC/Markll 
experiment by the end of this summer! They will provide us a wide perspective for die 
validity of present models. Why not there is a big surprise? 

4- e+e~ Collision in future 

From the energy scale of new physics, die large linear collider widiVs~2TeV will be the 
essential tool in the beginning of die next century. From the "naturalness" requirement 
to the SM, Higgs mass or die on-set of new strong interaction should be around ITeV. 
Since e+e~ collider experiments have "clean signatures" in most of elementary processes, 
the linear collider with a large energy should be constructed as soon as possible. It will 
provide unmistakable data to- the informations obtained by the big hadron colliders. 
We anticipate to extending search limits to nig as: 

up to 50/90 GeV by LEPI/LFPII 
up to 300/800 GeV by LHC/SSC 
upto600GeV by Vs^lTeV.wimdiee+e-coffiderofL^KPScm-is-1 

Extensive search for SUSY,composites, excited leptons, leptoquarks, 4th generations, etc 
are expected as well. Here, I would like to comment briefly on die Japan Linear Collider 
Project (JLC). 
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JLC project 

The general consensus in Japanese high energy physicists is to construct JLC as soon as 
possible. We hope JLC will be brought to completion in me following schedule: 

1st stage: JLCl, V|=~lTeV 
first collision in 199$ 

2nd stage: JLGi Vs=H2TeV 
first collision in -2002 

In order to accord the time schedule, the full proposal for construction of JLCl must be 
presented in 1991 immediately after tasks given in the present R/D works were 
accomplished. The land breaking of S +5 Km tunnel should be started in 1994. The R/D 
program at KEK for several key techniques required in JLC construction ismarking a 
remarkable progress, and the test collision facility with two small lineacs is being 
proposed. 
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